
========================================================================= 
Date:         Wed, 28 Aug 2002 11:20:27 -0700 
Sender:       AAPORnet American Association for Public Opinion Research 
              <AAPORNET@ASU.EDU> 
From:         Shapard Wolf <shap.wolf@ASU.EDU> 
Subject:      August 2001 archive - one BIG message 
 
This is the USC listproc archive of aapornet messages for this entire 
month. It is one big message, just the way the USC archive stored it. 
You can search within this month with your browser's search function. 
 
Turning this into individual messages that Listserv can index and sort 
means a lot of reformatting. We will do this as time permits. Meanwhile, 
the search function works, so we have as much functionality as before. New 
messages are of course automatically formatted correctly--See August & 
September 2002. 
 
Some of the early months have been completed. Take a look at them for an 
idea of how AAPORNET got started. (Thanks, Jim!) 
 
Shap Wolf 
shap.wolf@asu.edu 
 
Begin archive: 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Archive aapornet, file log0108. 
Part 1/1, total size 828167 bytes: 
 
------------------------------ Cut here ------------------------------ 
>From Patricia.Gallagher@umb.edu Wed Aug  1 06:39:21 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f71DdLJ27398 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 1 Aug 2001  
06:39:21 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from ems.cc.umb.edu (ems.cc.umb.edu [158.121.2.232]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id GAA28322 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 1 Aug 2001 06:39:21 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: by ems.cc.umb.edu with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
      id <3Z1B76JJ>; Wed, 1 Aug 2001 09:37:39 -0400 
Message-ID: <5309A83D07C5D211A2970000F80836D80479A536@ems.cc.umb.edu> 
From: Patricia Gallagher <Patricia.Gallagher@umb.edu> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: 65+ Pretest Sample 
Date: Wed, 1 Aug 2001 09:37:37 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Many thanks to those of you who were kind enough to reply to my query. 
 
 -----Original Message----- 
From:       Patricia Gallagher [mailto:Patricia.Gallagher@umb.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2001 9:54 AM 
To:   aapornet@usc.edu 



Subject:    65+ Pretest Sample 
 
Dear AAPORNET, 
 
Does anyone know of a vendor that will supply names and contact information  
for some 
people 65 years old and older residing in a couple of target states?  The 
goal  
is to 
pretest a telephone instrument. 
 
Thanks! 
 
Trish Gallagher 
 
 
 
Patricia M. Gallagher, PhD 
Center for Survey Research 
University of Massachusetts 
Boston MA 02125 
>From beniger@rcf.usc.edu Wed Aug  1 08:59:24 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f71FxOJ11101 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 1 Aug 2001  
08:59:24 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from almaak.usc.edu (beniger@almaak.usc.edu [128.125.253.167]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id IAA08016 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 1 Aug 2001 08:59:25 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from localhost (beniger@localhost) 
      by almaak.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f71Fx0w14175 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 1 Aug 2001 08:59:00 -0700  
(PDT) 
Date: Wed, 1 Aug 2001 08:59:00 -0700 (PDT) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Study Says 20% of Girls Reported Abuse by a Date (E Goode NYTimes) 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0108010857330.21819-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        This is about the most overdue study I can think of, at 
        the moment--what took so long, do you think? 
                                            -- Jim 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 Copyright 2001 The New York Times Company 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
           http://www.nytimes.com/2001/08/01/health/01DATE.html 
 



  AUG 01, 2001 
 
 
      STUDY SAYS 20% OF GIRLS REPORTED ABUSE BY A DATE 
 
      By ERICA GOODE 
 
 
 Their faces are far younger than those that appear in public service   
advertisements 
about domestic violence. They are too young to drink  legally and, in many  
cases, too 
young to vote. 
 
 But a new report suggests that one in five adolescent girls become the   
victims of 
physical or sexual violence, or both, in a dating  relationship. 
 
 And the experience of such violence, the researchers found, is frequently 
associated with serious health problems, including drug abuse, unhealthy   
weight 
control practices, risky sexual behavior, teenage pregnancy and  suicide  
attempts. 
 
 Of the high school girls, ages 14 to 18, surveyed in the study, about 20   
percent 
reported that they had been hit, slapped, shoved or forced into  sexual  
activity by a 
dating partner. 
 
 Dr. Jay Silverman, an assistant professor of health and social behavior  at  
the 
Harvard School of Public Health and the lead author of the report,  called 
the 
numbers "extremely high." It appears today in The Journal of  the American  
Medical 
Association. 
 
 "Unfortunately," Dr. Silverman said, "the prevalence estimate is not   
surprising 
considering what we know about intimate partner violence with  adult women." 
 
 In a recent national survey, 25 percent of adult women reported being the   
victims 
of violence by a romantic partner. 
 
 Commenting on Dr. Silverman's study, Esta Soler, the executive director  of  
the 
Family Violence Prevention Fund in San Francisco, said: "Those are   
disturbingly high 
statistics for young women. Adolescence is such a hard  developmental time  
anyway, 
and young girls feel so off balance in so many  respects that to now learn  
that 
violence is such a factor in their lives  is very disturbing." 
 
 Ms. Soler said the study provided hard data to back up what those who  work  



in the 
field of domestic violence had suspected for many years. 
 
 Dr. Silverman said the findings underscored the need for more prevention   
programs 
and services for both the victims and the perpetrators of  adolescent abuse. 
 
 The researchers analyzed responses to a single question about dating   
violence in 
both the 1997 and 1999 versions of the Massachussets Youth  Risk Behavior  
Survey, 
part of a national assessment of public high school  students, grades 9  
through 12, 
in schools across the country. 
 
 Students were asked if they had ever been hurt physically or sexually by  a  
date or 
someone they were going out with. They responded by indicating,  "No, I was  
not hurt 
by a date," "Yes, I was hurt physically," "Yes, I was  hurt sexually," or  
"Yes, I was 
hurt physically and sexually." 
 
 The survey, administered in randomly selected classrooms, also included   
questions 
about smoking, drinking, thinking about or attempting suicide,  sexual  
intercourse, 
condom use, pregnancy and unhealthy eating behaviors  like laxative abuse or 
self-induced vomiting. 
 
 Of 1,977 high school girls who participated in the survey in 1997, 20.2   
percent 
said they had been physically or sexually abused by a dating  partner. In  
1999, 18 
percent of 2,186 girls said they had been the  victims of physical or sexual  
violence. 
 
 In both years, the majority of girls who reported sexual abuse said they  
had  
also 
been physically abused. 
 
 The study is the most comprehensive to examine dating violence among   
adolescents, 
and the first to ask adolescents if they had ever been  victims of violence 
in  
a 
dating situation. Previous studies have come up  with similar statistics,  
though with 
smaller numbers of subjects and a  more restricted focus. 
 
 A study by Dr. Ralph DiClemente and his colleagues at Emory University,   
which 
appeared in the journal Pediatrics in May, found that 18 percent of  522 
black  
girls 
from 14 to 18 years old reported having been physically  abused by a dating  



partner 
within the previous six months. 
 
 Dr. Silverman said he thought the most striking finding of the new study  
was  
the 
strong link between dating violence and risky behavior. 
 
 For example, in the 1999 survey, being the victim of sexual violence by a   
dating 
partner was also associated with binge drinking; laxative use or  vomiting to  
lose 
weight; not using a condom during sexual intercourse;  having three or more  
sexual 
partners within the previous three months;  and having been pregnant. 
 
 Girls who had experienced both physical and sexual abuse were also more   
likely to 
report cocaine, nicotine and alcohol use; unhealthy  weight-control 
practices; 
suicide attempts; pregnancy; and to say that  they had first had sexual  
intercourse 
when they were younger than 15. 
 
 But Dr. Silverman said it was not possible to tell from the study whether   
such 
risky behaviors preceded the dating violence or were the result of  the 
abuse.  
Other 
studies, he noted, had found high rates of depression  among adult battered  
women. 
 
 "A plausible explanation would be that adolescent women are also  suffering  
from 
depression due to the abuse and degradation they have  suffered that is 
making  
them 
more vulnerable," he said. 
 
 According to estimates by the Justice Department, more than 1.5 million   
women 
experience physical or sexual violence by a boyfriend, husband or  date each  
year in 
the United States. 
 
 
           http://www.nytimes.com/2001/08/01/health/01DATE.html 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 Copyright 2001 The New York Times Company 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
******* 
 
>From ACiemnecki@mathematica-mpr.com Wed Aug  1 09:28:34 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 



      id f71GSYJ15489 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 1 Aug 2001  
09:28:34 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from mpr1.mathematica-mpr.com (em1.mprnj.com [38.233.146.11]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id JAA29826 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 1 Aug 2001 09:28:34 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: by mpr1 with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
      id <PNN6J14N>; Wed, 1 Aug 2001 12:27:59 -0400 
Message-ID: <897E2332A97AD311AEBB00508B116D5402924DC7@mpr1> 
From: Anne Ciemnecki <ACiemnecki@mathematica-mpr.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Study Says 20% of Girls Reported Abuse by a Date (E Goode NYT 
      imes) 
Date: Wed, 1 Aug 2001 12:25:08 -0400 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
 
Jan, 
When you have a chance, can I please have a copy of this article from  JAMA.  
Thanks. 
Anne 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: James Beniger [mailto:beniger@rcf.usc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 01, 2001 11:59 AM 
To: AAPORNET 
Subject: Study Says 20% of Girls Reported Abuse by a Date (E Goode 
NYTimes) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        This is about the most overdue study I can think of, at 
        the moment--what took so long, do you think? 
                                            -- Jim 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 Copyright 2001 The New York Times Company 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
           http://www.nytimes.com/2001/08/01/health/01DATE.html 
 
  AUG 01, 2001 
 
 
      STUDY SAYS 20% OF GIRLS REPORTED ABUSE BY A DATE 
 
      By ERICA GOODE 
 
 
 Their faces are far younger than those that appear in public service   
advertisements 
about domestic violence. They are too young to drink  legally and, in many  
cases, too 
young to vote. 



 
 But a new report suggests that one in five adolescent girls become the   
victims of 
physical or sexual violence, or both, in a dating  relationship. 
 
 And the experience of such violence, the researchers found, is frequently 
associated with serious health problems, including drug abuse, unhealthy   
weight 
control practices, risky sexual behavior, teenage pregnancy and  suicide  
attempts. 
 
 Of the high school girls, ages 14 to 18, surveyed in the study, about 20   
percent 
reported that they had been hit, slapped, shoved or forced into  sexual  
activity by a 
dating partner. 
 
 Dr. Jay Silverman, an assistant professor of health and social behavior  at  
the 
Harvard School of Public Health and the lead author of the report,  called 
the 
numbers "extremely high." It appears today in The Journal of  the American  
Medical 
Association. 
 
 "Unfortunately," Dr. Silverman said, "the prevalence estimate is not   
surprising 
considering what we know about intimate partner violence with  adult women." 
 
 In a recent national survey, 25 percent of adult women reported being the   
victims 
of violence by a romantic partner. 
 
 Commenting on Dr. Silverman's study, Esta Soler, the executive director  of  
the 
Family Violence Prevention Fund in San Francisco, said: "Those are   
disturbingly high 
statistics for young women. Adolescence is such a hard  developmental time  
anyway, 
and young girls feel so off balance in so many  respects that to now learn  
that 
violence is such a factor in their lives  is very disturbing." 
 
 Ms. Soler said the study provided hard data to back up what those who  work  
in the 
field of domestic violence had suspected for many years. 
 
 Dr. Silverman said the findings underscored the need for more prevention   
programs 
and services for both the victims and the perpetrators of  adolescent abuse. 
 
 The researchers analyzed responses to a single question about dating   
violence in 
both the 1997 and 1999 versions of the Massachussets Youth  Risk Behavior  
Survey, 
part of a national assessment of public high school  students, grades 9  
through 12, 



in schools across the country. 
 
 Students were asked if they had ever been hurt physically or sexually by  a  
date or 
someone they were going out with. They responded by indicating,  "No, I was  
not hurt 
by a date," "Yes, I was hurt physically," "Yes, I was  hurt sexually," or  
"Yes, I was 
hurt physically and sexually." 
 
 The survey, administered in randomly selected classrooms, also included   
questions 
about smoking, drinking, thinking about or attempting suicide,  sexual  
intercourse, 
condom use, pregnancy and unhealthy eating behaviors  like laxative abuse or 
self-induced vomiting. 
 
 Of 1,977 high school girls who participated in the survey in 1997, 20.2   
percent 
said they had been physically or sexually abused by a dating  partner. In  
1999, 18 
percent of 2,186 girls said they had been the  victims of physical or sexual  
violence. 
 
 In both years, the majority of girls who reported sexual abuse said they  
had  
also 
been physically abused. 
 
 The study is the most comprehensive to examine dating violence among   
adolescents, 
and the first to ask adolescents if they had ever been  victims of violence 
in  
a 
dating situation. Previous studies have come up  with similar statistics,  
though with 
smaller numbers of subjects and a  more restricted focus. 
 
 A study by Dr. Ralph DiClemente and his colleagues at Emory University,   
which 
appeared in the journal Pediatrics in May, found that 18 percent of  522 
black  
girls 
from 14 to 18 years old reported having been physically  abused by a dating  
partner 
within the previous six months. 
 
 Dr. Silverman said he thought the most striking finding of the new study  
was  
the 
strong link between dating violence and risky behavior. 
 
 For example, in the 1999 survey, being the victim of sexual violence by a   
dating 
partner was also associated with binge drinking; laxative use or  vomiting to  
lose 
weight; not using a condom during sexual intercourse;  having three or more  



sexual 
partners within the previous three months;  and having been pregnant. 
 
 Girls who had experienced both physical and sexual abuse were also more   
likely to 
report cocaine, nicotine and alcohol use; unhealthy  weight-control 
practices; 
suicide attempts; pregnancy; and to say that  they had first had sexual  
intercourse 
when they were younger than 15. 
 
 But Dr. Silverman said it was not possible to tell from the study whether   
such 
risky behaviors preceded the dating violence or were the result of  the 
abuse.  
Other 
studies, he noted, had found high rates of depression  among adult battered  
women. 
 
 "A plausible explanation would be that adolescent women are also  suffering  
from 
depression due to the abuse and degradation they have  suffered that is 
making  
them 
more vulnerable," he said. 
 
 According to estimates by the Justice Department, more than 1.5 million   
women 
experience physical or sexual violence by a boyfriend, husband or  date each  
year in 
the United States. 
 
 
           http://www.nytimes.com/2001/08/01/health/01DATE.html 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 Copyright 2001 The New York Times Company 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
******* 
 
>From beniger@rcf.usc.edu Wed Aug  1 10:16:03 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f71HG3J21140 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 1 Aug 2001  
10:16:03 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from almaak.usc.edu (beniger@almaak.usc.edu [128.125.253.167]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id KAA06333 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 1 Aug 2001 10:16:04 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from localhost (beniger@localhost) 
      by almaak.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f71HFdt00368 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 1 Aug 2001 10:15:39 -0700  
(PDT) 
Date: Wed, 1 Aug 2001 10:15:39 -0700 (PDT) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 



To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Unmasking the Poor (B Herbert NYTimes) 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0108011006030.519-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
 
  Here's a good overview of some of the more recent research on America's 
  poor, including a new study by Heather Boushey, for the Economic Policy 
  Institute in Washington, and also Barbara Ehrenreich's new book, "Nickel 
  and Dimed." 
                                                   -- Jim 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 Copyright 2001 The New York Times Company 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
           http://www.nytimes.com/2001/07/30/opinion/30HERB.html 
 
  JUL 30, 2001 
 
 
      UNMASKING THE POOR 
 
      By BOB HERBERT 
 
 
 The poor are pretty well hidden from everyone except each other in the   
United 
States. You won't find them in the same neighborhoods or the same  schools as  
the 
well-to-do. They're not on television, except for the  local crime-casts. And  
they've 
vanished from the nation's political  discussion. 
 
 Hiding the poor has been quite a trick, because there are still millions   
upon 
millions of them out here. And despite all the rosy scenarios we've  been fed  
-- the 
end of welfare as we know it, rising tides lifting  everybody's yachts --  
they're not 
doing very well at all. 
 
 This has been made clear in a new report from the Economic Policy  Institute  
in 
Washington and in Barbara Ehrenreich's latest book, "Nickel  and Dimed." 
 
 Ms. Ehrenreich spent the better part of two years trying to survive on  jobs  
that 
paid $6 or $7 an hour. It wasn't pretty. She worked in Florida,  Maine and  
Minnesota 
in jobs that included waitress, hotel maid, cleaning  woman, nursing-home 
aide  
and 
Wal-Mart sales clerk. 
 



 She tried valiantly. She lived in a trailer park in Key West, Fla., and   
stayed, 
briefly, in a hideous motel room in Minnesota that was "pretty  much open to  
anyone's 
view or to anything that might drift in from the  highway." 
 
 She ate cereal, chopped meat, kidney beans and noodles. And she listened  to  
the 
ghastly stories that are common to poverty, like that of the  roofer who lost  
his job 
because he missed too much time from work. It  seems he had cut his foot and  
he 
"couldn't afford the prescribed  antibiotic." 
 
 Ms. Ehrenreich did just about everything she could, but she was unable to   
make ends 
meet. "In Portland, Maine, I came closest to achieving a decent  fit between  
income 
and expenses," she wrote, "but only because I worked  seven days a week." And  
even in 
Portland, there was no margin for car  trouble, a new pair of shoes, the loss  
of the 
few free meals she got at  work, or any unexpected expense. 
 
 The only honest conclusion you can reach after reading Ms. Ehrenreich's  
book  
is 
that you can't make it in America on $6 or $7 an hour. Not if  you're only  
working 
one job. And if you have children, you can't even  come close to making it. 
 
 The biggest problem is housing. Affordable housing has gone the way of  the 
double-feature movie and 30-cents-a-gallon gas. It is not uncommon  for poor  
people 
to spend more than half their meager monthly incomes on  housing. 
 
 "There are no secret economies that nourish the poor," Ms. Ehrenreich  
wrote.  
"On 
the contrary there are a host of special costs. If you can't  put up the two  
months' 
rent you need to secure an apartment, you end up  paying through the nose for  
a room 
by the week. If you have only a room,  with a hot plate at best, you can't  
save by 
cooking up huge lentil stews  that can be frozen for the week ahead. You eat  
fast 
food or the hot dogs  and Styrofoam cups of soup that can be microwaved at a 
convenience  store." 
 
 These kinds of economic struggles are much more widespread than most   
Americans 
realize. And they are by no means limited to the people we tend  to 
categorize  
as 
poor. The report by the Economic Policy Institute,  released last week at a  
briefing 



attended by Ms. Ehrenreich, flies in the  face of the happy talk we've heard  
for so 
long about how well American  families are doing. Many families, according to  
the 
report, earn too  little to cover "basic necessities like food, housing,  
health care 
and  child care." 
 
 The report said that over the course of a year, nearly a third of poor  and 
working-class families with children under 12 -- many with two  parents and  
incomes 
above the official poverty line -- faced at least one  "critical hardship,  
such as 
missing meals, being evicted from their  housing, having their utilities 
disconnected, doubling up on housing, or  not having access to needed medical  
care." 
 
 These struggling families are not easily stereotyped. Many are white.  Many  
are 
headed by workers with a high school education or better. Many  of the 
parents  
are 
over the age of 30. 
 
 In the absence of policy changes designed to strengthen the social safety   
net and 
significantly boost wages, they will continue to struggle, and at  times  
suffer. 
Because, as Heather Boushey, the lead author of the study,  commented, "Work  
alone 
doesn't ensure a decent standard of living." 
 
 
           http://www.nytimes.com/2001/07/30/opinion/30HERB.html 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 Copyright 2001 The New York Times Company 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
******* 
 
>From beniger@rcf.usc.edu Wed Aug  1 10:42:17 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f71HgHJ27160 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 1 Aug 2001  
10:42:17 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from almaak.usc.edu (beniger@almaak.usc.edu [128.125.253.167]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id KAA00858 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 1 Aug 2001 10:42:18 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from localhost (beniger@localhost) 
      by almaak.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f71Hfrn16085 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 1 Aug 2001 10:41:53 -0700  
(PDT) 
Date: Wed, 1 Aug 2001 10:41:53 -0700 (PDT) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 



To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Use of Shelters by Families Sets Record in New York (N Bernstein 
 NYT) 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0108011021300.4397-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
 
      Speaking of the poor in America, another hot topic would 
      appear to be the new urban homeless, who seem conveniently 
      concentrated in the SMSAs with the best survey research 
      centers (see second paragraph below). 
                                             -- Jim 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 Copyright 2001 The New York Times Company 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
          http://www.nytimes.com/2001/08/01/nyregion/01HOME.html 
 
  AUG 01, 2001 
 
 
      USE OF SHELTERS BY FAMILIES SETS RECORD IN NEW YORK 
 
      By NINA BERNSTEIN 
 
 
 The number of homeless families lodging nightly in New York City's  shelter  
system 
has risen higher than ever and the trend is accelerating,  city officials 
said 
yesterday. With a critical shortage of low-cost  housing, and applications 
for 
shelter running 30 percent higher than last  year, officials say they expect  
new 
records to be set this winter. 
 
 No single factor explains the startling growth in homeless families in  New  
York, 
which has been echoed in cities around the country, including  Washington,  
Chicago 
and Oakland, Calif. But city officials and national  researchers said likely 
explanations include housing costs driven higher  in an economic boom,  
followed by a 
slowdown that has hit poor families  harder in an America cutting welfare and  
a new 
reluctance by landlords to  accept subsidized tenants. 
 
 By July, there were a record 6,252 families, with 11,594 children, in   
temporary 
beds, city figures show. Overall, there were 20,655 members of  homeless  
families in 
the shelter system, surpassing the previous peaks of  the late 1980's and 
mid- 
1990's, 



when about 18,700 people in 5,700  families were in temporary shelter. 
Current 
figures reflect an increase  of more than 1,000 families since July 2000  
alone. 
 
 "This is off the charts," said Leonard Koerner, the city's chief  assistant 
corporation counsel, who has been defending the city's homeless  policies in  
court. 
 
 At the Emergency Assistance Unit in the Bronx, New York City's sole  access  
point 
for homeless families seeking shelter, city figures show a  number of  
applicants at 
levels not seen since the recession of the early  1990's. But with the city 
no  
longer 
supplying the stream of low-cost  housing that absorbed thousands of families  
from 
the shelters in the  past, fewer people are leaving the shelter system even 
as 
hundreds more  crowd in each month. 
 
 Among them yesterday were Elizabeth Marrero, 29, and her two children,   
Bianca, 7, 
and Peter, 8, who have been shuttling between short-term beds  and the unit  
since 
July 19. 
 
 "There's people sleeping on the floor, kids crying, the place is dirty --   
it's like 
a nightmare," Ms. Marrero said. "If I would have a place to go  I wouldn't 
put  
my 
kids through this." 
 
 She added that her son had been unable to attend summer school for lack  of 
a  
stable 
place to live, and would have to repeat the third grade. 
 
 New York City has the only shelter system in the nation that operates  under  
a 
court-ordered right to shelter for the truly homeless. On a  typical night in  
July, 
it gave beds to 28,029 people, including 5,682  single men and 1,692 single  
women. 
 
 The number of single adults in the municipal shelters traditionally rises  
in  
cold 
weather, so by the end of the year, city officials and advocates  for the  
homeless 
predict, the number of homeless people in the shelter  system will exceed the 
previous high of 28,737, recorded in March 1987.  That level spurred the Koch 
administration to begin a 10-year effort to  get permanent housing for the  
homeless. 
 



 "This is completely careening out of control," said Mary Brosnahan  
Sullivan, 
executive director of the Coalition for the Homeless. "The next  mayor may be  
sworn 
in on Jan. 1 with an all-time high in the number of  homeless. How shocking  
that is 
at the end of an economic boom." 
 
 The boom itself has played a role, by raising rents to levels even many   
working 
families cannot pay, city officials and advocates agreed. Even as  housing  
costs stay 
high, families at the bottom now seem to be catching  the brunt of a national 
slowdown in the economy. And in a recent change  in policy, the Giuliani 
administration is now scrambling to add low-cost  permanent housing to the  
mix, but 
city officials say they are having  little success. 
 
 Hundreds of Section 8 vouchers, federal subsidies that bridge the  
difference 
between income and a moderate rent, are going unused, Mr.  Koerner said,  
because 
landlords are rejecting them despite city bonuses  and a streamlined  
bureaucracy. 
 
 "It's not peculiar to New York City," Mr. Koerner said. "It may be a   
function of 
the good economy -- they're treating Section 8 as tenants of  last resort." 
 
 Martha Burt, an authority on homelessness who directs social service   
research 
programs at the Urban Institute in Washington, said similar  complaints were  
echoed 
by providers of homeless services in 25 research  sites around the country  
this 
spring. 
 
 "There is nowhere in this country that anybody can find housing with what   
you can 
pay under Section 8," she said. "All over the country that is the  story, and  
getting 
people placed is extremely difficult. New York City,  with its right to  
shelter, is 
actually experiencing something closer to  the truth than other communities  
whose 
actual delivery of family shelter  is limited by the resources the community  
is 
willing to supply, and whose  level of requests is limited by people's  
knowledge that 
they will be  turned away." 
 
 But advocates for the homeless in New York attribute much of the current   
problem to 
the lack of low-cost housing initiatives since thousands of  tax-delinquent 
apartments were rehabilitated under the Koch  administration's 10-year plan. 
 
 The city's Department of Housing Preservation and Development, which had   



produced 
1,500 apartments a year for the homeless at the peak of the Koch  plan,  
provided only 
117 apartments in a nine-month period last year, city  officials told the 
City 
Council recently. 
 
 Mayor Giuliani and his predecessor, David N. Dinkins, both turned away  from  
the use 
of hotels as family shelters in the 1990's, and most regular  shelter is now  
provided 
by private nonprofit groups by city contract. But  under pressure from court  
orders 
to stop leaving homeless families to  sleep on the floor of the Emergency  
Assistance 
Unit, the city has sharply  increased the use of temporary beds. 
 
 Last month the city had more than 2,100 families in hotels and "scattered   
site" 
shelter, paying landlords the equivalent of $3,000 a month for  night-to-
night 
apartments. 
 
 "The city has created an incentive and a market for landlords to rent   
apartments 
for three times what either a federal subsidy or a city  subsidy would 
cover,"  
said 
Steven Banks, director of the Homeless Rights  Project of the Legal Aid  
Society. "The 
city's put itself in this bind by  neglecting the housing needs of low-income  
and 
working families for  eight years." 
 
 Last January, Judge Helen E. Freedman of State Supreme Court in Manhattan   
found 
that more than 700 people were crowded into the Emergency  Assistance Unit  
daily, 
including children missing school because only  one-night beds were provided  
for 
them, and that as many as 32 families a  night were left to sleep on the 
floor  
or on 
benches. 
 
 In April, the judge found that the city had redoubled its efforts, and   
extracted a 
promise from Mr. Koerner to show a steady reduction of  families repeatedly  
shuttled 
to different shelters for a few hours of  sleep. 
 
 But Mr. Koerner said yesterday that city plans had anticipated an 8  percent 
increase in homeless families applying for shelter, not a 30  percent rise. 
 
 Monday night, 8 adults and 14 children were left to sleep on the floor of   
the 
Emergency Assistance Unit. They were still there yesterday morning  when the  



Marrero 
family returned from a temporary shelter placement in  Queens to reapply. 
 
 "I felt so sorry for them," Ms. Marrero said. 
 
 So did Bianca, her daughter. "I'm hoping they'll replace us somewhere  where  
we know 
we'll be all right," Bianca said. "The worst thing is when  your friends see  
you 
they, like, tease you and stuff -- `You're in the  shelter, you don't have no  
home.' " 
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Bush's Approval Stabilizes, 
Though Reservations Remain 
 
George W. Bush's job approval rating has stabilized, but six months into his 
presidency he faces persistent doubt on key issues, a sense he's out of touch  
with 
average Americans and broad suspicion that he's overly influenced by business 
corporations and the wealthy. 
 
Countering these public concerns are two prime factors in Bush's favor: Broad 
approval for his work specifically on education - an issue central to his  
election 
strategy - and high ratings for personal qualities such as character, honesty  
and 
vision. 
 
These fuel Bush to a 59-percent job approval rating, respectable albeit less  
than 
usual for a postwar president. Of his nine predecessors Bush's six-month  
rating is 
better only than Bill Clinton's and Gerald Ford's. Bush's father at six 
months  
had 73 
percent approval. 
 
The question is how long Bush can maintain overall popularity while lagging 
on 
specific issues. He lacks majority support on the environment, energy,  
patients' 
rights, Social Security, prescription drugs and campaign finance reform. And  
while 
he's stronger than usual for a Republican on education, he's weaker than 
usual  
on the 
economy. 
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ZyB0aGUgZWNvbm9teSCWIGEgbWFqb3JpdHksIGJ1dCBoYXJkbHkgYSBzdGlycmluZyBvbmUuIChD 
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cGh5LiBBbWVyaWNhbnMgYnkgYSAxNC1wb2ludCBtYXJnaW4gc2F5IHRoZSBEZW1vY3JhdHMgaW4g 
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ACQAAAAGAE4AbwByAG0AYQBsAAAAAgAAAAQAbUgJBCoAAUABAAIAKgAAAAkASABlAGEAZABpAG4A 
ZwAgADEAAAACAAEABABDShgAKgACAAEAAgAqAAAACQBIAGUAYQBkAGkAbgBnACAAMgAAAAIAAgAE 
AENKGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADwAQUDy/6EAPAAAABYARABlAGYAYQB1AGwAdAAgAFAAYQByAGEA 
ZwByAGEAcABoACAARgBvAG4AdAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAyAFBAAQDyADIAAAALAEIAbwBkAHkAIABU 
AGUAeAB0ACAAMgAAAAIADwAHADUIgUNKHAAANABaQAEAAgE0AAAACgBQAGwAYQBpAG4AIABUAGUA 
eAB0AAAAAgAQAAwAT0oDAFFKAwBrSOQEKgBCQAEAEgEqAAAACQBCAG8AZAB5ACAAVABlAHgAdAAA 
AAIAEQAEAENKGAAAAAAAN5gAABkAAPoAAAAA/////wAEAAA3nAAATwAAAAAEAACyEAAAKhgAABoh 
AAADJwAApS8AAPo0AABKOAAAFzsAAAFAAAAZRgAApEwAAPpRAACDVgAAP1oAAG1eAAAuZAAAh2cA 
ACdrAACSbgAAmnEAABN2AAB/egAAjH8AAM2DAACqiAAAwowAAHmRAABElgAAypoAADecAABQAAAA 
UgAAAFQAAABVAAAAVwAAAFkAAABbAAAAXQAAAF4AAABgAAAAYgAAAGQAAABmAAAAaAAAAGkAAABq 
AAAAawAAAG0AAABuAAAAbwAAAHEAAAByAAAAcwAAAHQAAAB2AAAAdwAAAHgAAAB6AAAAewAAAHwA 
AAAABAAAlxYAAJ8hAABfLQAAuDMAAPg3AACKOwAANkEAADVIAAA5TwAALlUAAG9kAAA9cAAAjX8A 
AAmPAAA3nAAAUQAAAFMAAABWAAAAWAAAAFoAAABcAAAAXwAAAGEAAABjAAAAZQAAAGcAAABsAAAA 
cAAAAHUAAAB5AAAADwAA8JgAAAAAAAbwGAAAAAIIAAACAAAAAwAAAAEAAAABAAAABAAAAC8AAfBY 
AAAAMgAH8CQAAAADBD9yRBIxHFJtXBfIooZyjDT/ALoFAAABAAAAIvoAAAAAAAAyAAfwJAAAAAME 



groX6UyrMtrG7NexzANFfP8A1QYAAAEAAADc/wAAAAAAAEAAHvEQAAAA//8AAAAA/wCAgIAA9wAA 
EAAPAALwGgEAABAACPAIAAAAAwAAAAMEAAAPAAPwuAAAAA8ABPAoAAAAAQAJ8BAAAAACAAAAAQQA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAgAK8AgAAAAABAAABQAAAA8ABPA8AAAAsgQK8AgAAAACBAAAAAoAACMAC/AMAAAA 
BEEBAAAA/wEAAAgAAAAQ8AQAAAABAAAAAAAR8AQAAAACAAAADwAE8DwAAACyBArwCAAAAAMEAAAA 
CgAAIwAL8AwAAAAEQQIAAAD/AQAACAAAABDwBAAAAAAAAAAAABHwBAAAAAIAAAAPAATwQgAAABIA 
CvAIAAAAAQQAAAAOAABTAAvwHgAAAL8BAAAQAMsBAAAAAP8BAAAIAAQDCQAAAD8DAQABAAAAEfAE 
AAAAAQAAABsFAACsKQAAN5gAAAMEAAAAAAAAAAAAAKMhAAAAFwAANAAAAAAAAgQAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
oCAAAEEWAAA0AAAAAAAAAAAATAAAAE0AAABTGAAAWBgAAIIeAACEHgAAIiEAACYhAABWIQAAWiEA 
AIohAACOIQAAviEAAMIhAADyIQAA9iEAACciAAArIgAAyCcAAM4nAAB4KgAAgyoAAIcqAACOKgAA 
pyoAAK4qAAC4KgAAvioAAFcrAABdKwAAjiwAAJIsAABaLQAAXC0AAIUtAACHLQAAoS0AAKMtAADM 
LQAAzi0AAOgtAADqLQAAAzcAAAo3AAAkOQAAJjkAABo9AAAcPQAAO0oAAD5KAAB+SgAAgkoA 
LQAAzi0AAOgtAADqLQAAAzcAAAo3AAAkOQAAJjkAABo9AAAcPQAAO0oAAD5KAAB+AL5K 
AAC/SgAA+koAAPtKAAA3TAAAO0wAAHVMAAB2TAAAbk0AAHJNAAD4TQAA+U0AAChRAAAsUQAAFVIA 
ABlSAABNUgAATlIAAAFTAAAFUwAA4lMAAOZTAAAwVAAAMlQAAM5UAADSVAAA0FUAANRVAAC3VgAA 
u1YAACZXAAAtVwAAHVgAACFYAABVWAAAVlgAAIBZAACEWQAAmloAAJ1aAAD2WgAA+loAAKJd 
u1YAACZXAAAtVwAAHVgAACFYAABVWAAAVlgAAIBZAACEWQAAmloAAJ1aAAD2WgAA+AACk 
XQAApV0AAKldAADHYAAAyWAAAMpgAADOYAAAaWEAAGthAABxYgAAc2IAAKRjAACmYwAAp2MAAKtj 
AACgZAAAomQAAKNkAACnZAAA7mUAAPBlAADxZQAA9WUAABJoAAAUaAAAFWgAABloAACvagAAsWoA 
ALJqAAC2agAAYWsAAGNrAABkawAAaGsAAPJrAAD0awAA9WsAAPlrAACJbAAAi2wAAIxsAACQbAAA 
jG8AAJVvAACYbwAAoW8AAKRvAACtbwAAsm8AALZvAAAncQAAK3EAAN5xAADkcQAA6XEAAO1xAADQ 
cgAA1HIAAHJ0AAB2dAAA73UAAPF1AAAcdgAAIHYAAFR3AABYdwAAZHcAAGh3AAC0eAAAtngAALd4 
AAC7eAAAdnkAAHp5AACCegAAhnoAAJJ6AACWegAApnoAAKp6AABcfAAAYHwAAGx8AABwfAAAgHwA 
AIR8AADmfQAA6n0AAF5/AABifwAAR4AAAEuAAACkhQAAqoUAAOmFAADvhQAAEo8AABiPAAC+lQAA 
wJUAAKGWAACjlgAA4ZcAAOWXAAA5mAAABwAEAAcAHAAHABwABwAcAAcAHAAHABwABwAcAAcAHAAH 
ABwABwAcAAcAHAAHABwABwAcAAcAHAAHABwABwAcAAcAGwAHABsABwAbAAcAGwAHABsABwAcAAcA 
GwAHABsABwAcAAcAHAAHABsABwAbAAcAHAAHABsABwAcAAcAGwAHABwABwAcAAcAGwAHABwABwAc 
AAcAGwAHABwABwAcAAcAHAAHABwABwAcAAcAGwAHABwABwAbAAcAHAAHABsABwAcAAcAGwAHABwA 
BwAbAAcAGwAHABsABwAcAAcAGwAHABwABwAbAAcAHAAHABsABwAcAAcAGwAHABwABwAbAAcAHAAH 
ABsABwAcAAcAGwAHABwABwAbAAcAGwAHABsABwAcAAcAHAAHABsABwAcAAcAHAAHABwABwAbAAcA 
HAAHABsABwAcAAcAGwAHABwABwAcAAcAHAAHABwABwAcAAcAHAAHABwABwAcAAcAHAAHABwABwAc 
AAcAHAAHABwABwAcAAcAGwAHABsABwAcAAcAAAAAAFQEAABVBAAAJQUAAC0FAAAcDQAAJw0AAEQN 
AABXDQAAeA0AAI0NAAC3DQAAxg0AAO0NAAD8DQAA5g4AAOwOAACDEAAAhxAAABcSAAAgEgAAQRIA 
AFISAACAEgAAjhIAALgSAADIEgAA6hIAAAETAAApEwAAOhMAAF0TAAB2EwAAnhMAAK8TAADYEwAA 
6BMAABIUAAAhFAAAVRQAAGkUAAAXGAAAKBgAAEsYAABPGAAAlRgAAKcYAADPGAAA4xgAABIZAAAl 
GQAASRkAAFQZAACSGQAApBkAAMwZAADgGQAAahwAAH8cAACIHAAAnhwAALQcAADKHAAA+BwA 
GQAASRkAAFQZAACSGQAApBkAAMwZAADgGQAAahwAAH8cAACIHAAAnhwAALQcAADKHAAA+AP8c 
AAAqHQAAOB0AAE4dAABkHQAAhR0AAJEdAACuHQAAvR0AANMdAADpHQAA/x0AABUeAAA0HgAAQR4A 
AGQeAABtHgAA3B8AAOUfAACUIAAAlSAAANYgAADYIAAA/CAAABEhAAAzIQAARSEAAGshAAB5IQAA 
mCEAAK0hAADWIQAA4SEAAAoiAAAWIgAAPSIAAEoiAABpIgAAfiIAAKAiAAC1IgAA2iIAAOkiAAAI 
IwAAHSMAAGcqAACTKgAAlSoAAL8qAABCLAAASSwAAFUsAABjLAAAmSwAAKAsAADfLAAA5ywAACct 
AAAuLQAAbi0AAHUtAAC1LQAAvC0AAG8uAACDLgAAmC4AALEuAADdLgAA7C4AABgvAAAnLwAARS8A 
AGIvAACLLwAAnS8AANYvAADcLwAAGDAAAC4wAABYMAAAaTAAAJgwAACkMAAA/TAAAAIxAABUMQAA 
WjEAAK8xAADDMQAA1jEAAN8xAAD+MQAACDIAACgyAAAxMgAAUTIAAFoyAACaMgAArjIAAMEy 
WjEAAK8xAADDMQAA1jEAAN8xAAD+AADK 
MgAA6TIAAPMyAAATMwAAHDMAADwzAABFMwAAhDMAAJgzAACrMwAAtDMAANMzAADdMwAA/TMAAAY0 
AAAmNAAALzQAAGM0AAB3NAAAijQAAJM0AACyNAAAvDQAANw0AADlNAAAJDUAADg1AABLNQAAVDUA 
AHM1AAB9NQAAnTUAAKY1AAD7NQAADzYAACI2AAArNgAASjYAAFQ2AACONgAAojYAALU2AAC+NgAA 
3TYAAOc2AAADNwAABDcAAJg3AACxNwAAxTcAANM3AAD5NwAABDgAACo4AAA1OAAAWzgAAGY4AADj 
OAAA+TgAAA45AAAZOQAAOzkAAEY5AABpOQAAczkAAJQ5AACgOQAAwTkAAM05AADvOQAA+jkA 
OAAA+TgAAA45AAAZOQAAOzkAAEY5AABpOQAAczkAAJQ5AACgOQAAwTkAAM05AADvOQAA+ABw6 
AAAnOgAATjoAAFg6AAB/OgAAiToAALA6AAC6OgAA4DoAAOs6AAAROwAAHDsAAEU7AABNOwAAdDsA 
AH47AACoOwAArzsAANY7AADgOwAACjwAABE8AAA3PAAAQjwAAGs8AABzPAAAljwAAKE8AADNPAAA 
2DwAAAQ9AAAPPQAAOj0AAEY9AAByPQAAfT0AAKk9AAC0PQAA4D0AAOs9AAAXPgAAIj4AAE4+AABZ 
PgAAhj4AAJA+AAC8PgAAxz4AAPI+AAD+PgAAKj8AADU/AABgPwAAbD8AAJc/AACjPwAAzz8A 
PgAAhj4AAJA+AAC8PgAAxz4AAPI+AAD+ANo/ 
AAAGQAAAEUAAAD1AAABIQAAAc0AAAH9AAACsQAAAtkAAAOJAAADtQAAAEEEAABtBAABGQQAAUUEA 
AHxBAACHQQAAs0EAAL1BAADpQQAA80EAAB5CAAApQgAAVEIAAF9CAACKQgAAlUIAAMBCAADLQgAA 



9kIAAAFDAAAtQwAAN0MAAGFDAABtQwAAmEMAAKNDAADOQwAA2UMAAANEAAAPRAAAOkQAAEVEAABv 
RAAAe0QAAKVEAACxRAAA3UQAAOdEAAATRQAAHUUAAEdFAABTRQAAd0UAAIFFAAC0RQAAwEUAAPRF 
AAD/RQAAM0YAAD5GAAByRgAAfUYAALFGAAC8RgAA8kYAAPtGAAAwRwAAOkcAAHBHAAB5RwAArEcA 
ALhHAADrRwAA90cAACpIAAA2SAAAaUgAAHVIAACoSAAAtEgAAOdIAADzSAAAJkkAADJJAAAmSgAA 
NUoAAFBKAABgSgAAiUoAAJJKAADESgAAzkoAAAFLAAAKSwAA6EsAAPhLAAALTAAAHUwAAEJMAABK 
TAAAqkwAAKtMAACsTAAA0kwAABlNAAAoTQAATE0AAFhNAAB7TQAAlE0AAMhNAADXTQAAC04AABpO 
AABATgAAXU4AAI5OAACgTgAA4U4AAOdOAAArTwAAQU8AAHNPAACETwAAu08AAMdPAAAMUAAAEVAA 
AG5QAAB0UAAA4VAAAPFQAAACUQAAD1EAADNRAAA7UQAAZlEAAG9RAADOUQAA3lEAAO9RAAD8UQAA 
IFIAAChSAABTUgAAXFIAALpSAADKUgAA21IAAOhSAAAMUwAAFFMAAD9TAABIUwAAm1MAAKtTAAC8 
UwAAyVMAAO1TAAD1UwAAIFQAAClUAACHVAAAl1QAAKhUAAC1VAAA2VQAAOFUAAAMVQAAFVUAAIlV 
AACZVQAAqlUAALdVAADbVQAA41UAAA5WAAAXVgAAcFYAAIBWAACRVgAAnlYAAMJWAADKVgAA9VYA 
AP5WAAAmVwAAJ1cAANZXAADmVwAA91cAAARYAAAoWAAAMFgAAKlYAACrWAAArVgAALBYAAAtWQAA 
PVkAAE5ZAABnWQAAilkAAJRZAACQWgAAnVoAANdaAADbWgAAK1sAAD9bAAB0WwAAh1sAAMFbAADN 
WwAA+VsAABRcAABFXAAAWlwAAIZcAACgXAAA0FwAAOdcAACXXQAAn10AANFdAADXXQAAH14A 
WwAA+ADBe 
AABdXgAAb14AAKVeAAC8XgAA214AAPReAAAeXwAALF8AAFNfAABkXwAAi18AAJxfAADPXwAA918A 
ADFgAAA4YAAAuGAAAMJgAADVYAAA4GAAAPZgAAABYQAAGmEAACJhAAA8YQAAQ2EAAF1hAABkYQAA 
fWEAAIVhAACdYQAApmEAAL9hAADHYQAA4GEAAOhhAAD+YQAACWIAAB9iAAAqYgAAP2IAAEti 
fWEAAIVhAACdYQAApmEAAL9hAADHYQAA4GEAAOhhAAD+AABh 
YgAAbGIAAIJiAACNYgAAomIAAK5iAADEYgAAz2IAAOZiAADwYgAAB2MAABFjAAAmYwAAMmMAAEhj 
AABTYwAAlWMAAJ9jAAC0YwAAv2MAANVjAADgYwAA+2MAAAVkAAAfZAAAK2QAAJFkAACbZAAA 
AABTYwAAlWMAAJ9jAAC0YwAAv2MAANVjAADgYwAA+rmQA 
ALlkAADPZAAA2mQAAPNkAAD7ZAAAE2UAABxlAAAxZQAAPWUAAN9lAADpZQAA/GUAAAdmAAAdZgAA 
KGYAAEhmAABQZgAAaWYAAHFmAACLZgAAkmYAAKxmAACzZgAAzWYAANRmAADsZgAA9WYAAA5nAAAW 
ZwAALGcAADdnAABOZwAAWGcAAG9nAAB5ZwAAjmcAAJpnAACwZwAAu2cAAANoAAANaAAAIGgAACto 
AABBaAAATGgAAGVoAABtaAAAhWgAAI5oAACnaAAAr2gAAMhoAADQaAAA6WgAAPFoAAAHaQAAEmkA 
AChpAAAzaQAASGkAAFRpAABqaQAAdWkAAItpAACWaQAAq2kAALdpAADNaQAA2GkAAO9pAAD5aQAA 
EGoAABpqAAAvagAAO2oAAFFqAABcagAAoGoAAKpqAAC9agAAyGoAAN5qAADpagAAA2sAAA5rAABS 
awAAXGsAAG9rAAB6awAAkGsAAJtrAADjawAA7WsAAABsAAALbAAAIWwAACxsAAB6bAAAhGwAAJds 
AACibAAAvGwAAMNsAADcbAAA5GwAAPpsAAAFbQAAGm0AACZtAAA8bQAAR20AAF1tAABobQAAfW0A 
AIltAACfbQAAqm0AAMFtAADLbQAA4m0AAOxtAAABbgAADW4AAGJuAABjbgAAQ28AAFVvAACAbwAA 
iW8AAL1vAADGbwAA/G8AAAVwAADYcAAA6XAAAAlxAAALcQAAM3EAAD5xAACscQAAuHEAANNxAADZ 
cQAA9HEAAP1xAABUcgAAV3IAAFlyAABhcgAArXIAALtyAADccgAA5nIAAA1zAAAXcwAAQHMAAEhz 
AAAydAAAQHQAAFl0AABedAAAfXQAAIZ0AACldAAArXQAAON1AADxdQAA/HUAAAh2AAAndgAAL3YA 
AFR2AABddgAAS3cAAFh3AABwdwAAeHcAAJh3AACedwAAuncAAL93AACleAAAr3gAAMJ4AADKeAAA 
SXkAAF15AACBeQAAi3kAAAB6AAAKegAARHoAAFd6AAB6egAAfnoAALF6AADBegAA/XoAAA17AABN 
ewAAWXsAAB58AAAxfAAAVHwAAFh8AACLfAAAm3wAANd8AADnfAAAVH0AAF99AACZfQAArH0AAMJ9 
AADNfQAA8n0AAP99AAAlfgAAMn4AAFh+AABlfgAAzH4AANd+AAARfwAAJH8AADp/AABFfwAA 
AADNfQAA8n0AAP99AAAlfgAAMn4AAFh+AABlfgAAzH4AANd+an8A 
AHd/AACdfwAAqn8AACaAAAA/gAAAUoAAAF+AAACCgAAAkIAAALSAAADBgAAA6IAAAPKAAAAagQAA 
I4EAAEmBAABUgQAAe4EAAIWBAACpgQAAtoEAAN2BAADngQAAC4IAABiCAAA7ggAASYIAAG2CAAB6 
ggAAn4IAAKuCAADOggAA3IIAAP+CAAANgwAAMYMAAD6DAABigwAAb4MAAJODAACggwAA/4MA 
ggAAn4IAAKuCAADOggAA3IIAAP+AAGE 
AABBhAAARYQAAJCEAACRhAAAwoQAANuEAADwhAAAB4UAADaFAABDhQAAcoUAAH+FAACkhQAA 
AABBhAAARYQAAJCEAACRhAAAwoQAANuEAADwhAAAB4UAADaFAABDhQAAcoUAAH+u4UA 
AP6FAAAVhgAAKIYAADWGAABXhgAAY4YAAIaGAACRhgAAtYYAAL+GAADghgAA7YYAAC2HAABE 
AP6FAAAVhgAAKIYAADWGAABXhgAAY4YAAIaGAACRhgAAtYYAAL+hwAA 
V4cAAGSHAACGhwAAkocAALOHAADAhwAA44cAAO6HAAAPiAAAFYgAAD6IAABKiAAAaogAAHiIAACZ 
iAAApogAAMeIAADUiAAA9IgAAAKJAAAjiQAAMIkAAFKJAABeiQAAgIkAAIyJAACuiQAAuokAANqJ 
AADhiQAACYoAAA+KAAA2igAAPYoAAGWKAAByigAAk4oAAKCKAADAigAAx4oAACyLAABDiwAA 
AADhiQAACYoAAA+VosA 
AGOLAACFiwAAkYsAALKLAAC/iwAA4osAAO2LAAAOjAAAFIwAAD2MAABJjAAAaYwAAHeMAACYjAAA 
pYwAAMaMAADTjAAA84wAAAGNAAAijQAAL40AAFGNAABdjQAAf40AAIuNAACtjQAAuY0AANmNAADg 
jQAACI4AAA6OAAA1jgAAPI4AAGSOAABxjgAAko4AAJ+OAAC/jgAAxo4AACePAAA+jwAAUY8A 
jQAACI4AAA6OAAA1jgAAPI4AAGSOAABxjgAAko4AAJ+AF6P 
AAB/jwAAjI8AAK6PAAC6jwAA2o8AAOiPAAAJkAAAFpAAAIaQAACOkAAAkJAAAJeQAAAQkQAAF5EA 
ACiRAAA3kQAAapEAAHaRAAC0kQAAwJEAAP6RAAAKkgAATZIAAFWSAACYkgAAoJIAAN+SAADr 



ACiRAAA3kQAAapEAAHaRAAC0kQAAwJEAAP6RAAAKkgAATZIAAFWSAACYkgAAoJIAAN+kgAA 
K5MAADeTAAB4kwAAg5MAAMKTAADPkwAAD5QAABuUAABblAAAZ5QAAKeUAACtlAAA9JQAAP+U 
K5MAADeTAAB4kwAAg5MAAMKTAADPkwAAD5QAABuUAABblAAAZ5QAAKeUAACtlAAA9JQAAP+AACV 
lQAAnpUAALOVAAC7lQAA0JUAANeVAADslQAA85UAAAiWAAAPlgAAJJYAACuWAACGlgAAiZYAAJaW 
AACelgAAs5YAALqWAADPlgAA1pYAAE2XAABPlwAAq5cAALiXAADtlwAA9ZcAADmYAAAHABoABwAa 
AAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoA 
BwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAH 
ABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcA 
GgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAa 
AAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoA 
BwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAH 
ABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcA 
GgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAa 
AAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoA 
BwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAH 
ABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcA 
GgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAa 
AAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoA 
BwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAH 
ABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcA 
GgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAa 
AAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoA 
BwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAH 
ABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcA 
GgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAa 
AAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoA 
BwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAH 
ABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcA 
GgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAa 
AAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoABwAaAAcAGgAHABoA 
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D.C. Voting Rights Effort Goes International 
Activist Takes Case to U.N. Committee on Racial Discrimination in Geneva 
 
By Sewell Chan 
Washington Post Staff Writer 
Wednesday, August 1, 2001; Page B01 
A local activist left yesterday for Switzerland, traveling an unprecedented  
distance 
to press the case for voting representation in Congress and full self- 
government for 
District of Columbia residents before a United Nations panel. Timothy Cooper,  
a 
38-year District resident, is scheduled to testify in Geneva on Friday before  
the 
59th session of the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination. He plans to argue that the lack of empowerment of District  
residents, 
two-thirds of whom are members of racial minorities, violates an 
international 
convention the United States ratified in 1994. "The government's denial of  
voting 
rights to District residents contradicts its international policy of 
promoting 
democracy and human rights around the globe," said Cooper, 48, who is paying  
for the 
trip. The session began Monday and continues until Aug. 17. Officials from 
the  
State 
and Justice departments, after presenting the first U.S. report on compliance  
with 
the treaty Friday, could be obliged to answer critical questions about the  
District's 
political status from committee members Monday. The 102-page report, 
completed  
in 
September, does not mention the issue. "Until the U.S. delegation receives  
questions 
from the committee, it's premature to comment," said a spokesman for the U.S.  
mission 
to the United Nations in Geneva. "The report is in the public domain, and the  
next 
comment will be made in response to the committee's questions." The case of  
District 
residents' political rights has come before the United Nations once before,  
also 
spurred by Cooper, a democracy activist who recently has focused on human  
rights in 
China. U.S. officials had to defend the limited voting representation of  
District 
residents during 1995 hearings at U.N. headquarters in New York on the  
International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which the United States ratified in  
1992. 
Meanwhile, advocates await a ruling on a 1993 action they filed against the  
United 
States before the Inter-American Human Rights Commission, which is a part of  



the 
Organization of American States. Cooper, long active in statehood and pro- 
democracy 
efforts, said he is one of several nongovernmental representatives who  
received a 
time slot from the U.N. secretariat's office to comment on aspects of the 
U.S. 
report. "Clearly this is an hour of history when we can shine the  
international 
spotlight of human rights concerns on the plight of D.C. residents, and this 
opportunity will not come again for at least another five years, at least  
before this 
committee," he said. Legal scholars said the turn to international forums is 
increasingly popular for activists who have been stymied at home. "It's long  
been an 
extremely effective strategy for disenfranchised groups or oppressed groups 
in 
dictatorships of various kinds," said Anne-Marie Slaughter, a professor at  
Harvard 
Law School. What is new, she said, is the use of such panels to embarrass or  
pressure 
advanced industrial democracies. "It's a strategy that's likely to seem  
quixotic or 
counterproductive in the short term but that over the long term could well  
produce 
changes in surprising ways," she said. Critical findings by international  
panels may 
not have immediate legal consequences but are still significant, said Ruth  
Wedgwood, 
a professor at Yale Law School. "In practice, enforcement is really by  
persuasion," 
she said, adding that such efforts risk a backlash by those who perceive a  
threat to 
domestic sovereignty. Amy Whitcomb Slemmer, executive director of D.C. Vote,  
an 
advocacy group founded in 1998, applauded the effort. "Foreign governments  
have no 
idea that residents of the District don't have voting rights, so Tim's effort  
is 
terrific," she said. The advocates need any help they can get. Their effort  
has been 
frustrated at nearly every turn: the 1978 constitutional amendment granting  
voting 
representation that failed, the 1993 House rejection of statehood, and  
October's 
Supreme Court ruling that D.C. residents do not have a constitutional right 
to  
voting 
members of Congress. And although last year's Democratic platform endorsed  
statehood, 
the GOP platform argued that the District should continue its "unique 
status."  
Cooper 
argues that the city's unique political status is at odds with the  
International 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, which  
defines 



discrimination as any policy based on race that "has the purpose or effect" 
of 
denying fundamental freedoms, including the right to vote. During the 1995  
hearings, 
U.S. representatives quoted from the Federalist Papers to argue that the  
District, 
the capital since 1800, was envisioned as an enclave "responsible to the  
federal 
government alone." They also said that granting District residents full 
voting  
rights 
might give the city undue influence over federal officials. Cooper believes  
both 
arguments are anachronistic. He said denial of voting rights is linked to the 
nation's history of racial discrimination, citing the repeal of the 
District's 
short-lived territorial government in 1874 and the domination of the House  
District 
Committee by Southern segregationists through the 1970s. The District became 
majority-black in 1957 and achieved limited self-government in 1974. ï¿½ 2001  
The 
Washington Post Company 
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District, 
the capital since 1800, was envisioned as an enclave &quot;responsible to the  
federal 
government alone.&quot; They also said = that granting District residents 
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voting 
rights might give the city undue influence over federal  
officials.</span></font><font 
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The write-up which follows is from Nightline which is devoting tonight's show  
to this 
topic. (At the end of it is a URL where you can sign up for daily emails, I  
find them 
to be useful guides to viewing - and often interesting reads in themselves). 
 
Does anyone have access to the actual question that was the basis of this  
assertion? 
The NYT article appears to be a close paraphrase: 
 



 Students were asked if they had ever been hurt physically or sexually by  a  
date or 
someone they were going out with. They responded by indicating,  "No, I was  
not hurt 
by a date," "Yes, I was hurt physically," "Yes, I was  hurt sexually," or  
"Yes, I was 
hurt physically and sexually." 
 
I note also that, buried in the article, was an indication , though  
statistically 
marginal, of a decrease in incidence in the last two years-that went without  
comment. 
 
 
Mike O'Neil 
www.oneilresearch.com 
 
 
TONIGHT'S SUBJECT: A new study out today in the Journal of the American  
Medical 
Association says that one out of five teenage girls reported being physically  
or 
sexually abused in a date situation. Have things changed, or are these types  
of 
incidents just being reported more often than a generation ago? What's going  
on here? 
 
---- 
 
This is the type of story that makes me wonder if I'm just naï¿½ve. In 
talking  
about 
this story with some of the young women on the staff this morning, they all  
nodded 
their heads. The results of this study came as no surprise to them. They all  
said 
they knew someone that this had happened to. Now I'm a generation older. When  
I think 
back to high school, I remember a couple of things that scandalized the  
school, but I 
don't remember any of them involving physical abuse. Was it going on all  
around us, 
and no one talked about it? Ted is of the generation before mine. He grew up  
at a 
time when girls were expected to say "no," but boys were expected to try as  
hard as 
they could for a "yes." The old line went, "your mouth says no, but your eyes  
say 
yes." Actually I guess that line is passed from generation to generation. 
 
Was the same level of abuse going on then, but people just didn't talk about  
it? Was 
there just a different standard from generation to generation as to what even 
constituted abuse? I have to admit that I find that number in the study  
extremely 
troubling. How can physical abuse be at that level, and continue at that  
level? How 



many lives are being shattered all around us? I know that I am just asking  
more and 
more questions here, but that's because I don't have any answers. 
 
And another interesting thing came up this morning. Some of the young women  
said they 
knew other women who had lied about being assaulted, who had made false  
accusations. 
I can just keep asking more and more questions here, but that is actually  
Ted's job. 
We're trying to bring together a group of young women, and maybe one or two  
who are 
older, to talk about this. It's a hard subject to talk about in public,  
especially 
for someone who has been a victim, but that's also one of the reasons that it 
continues  to happen. 
 
We always joke about "these kids today." I heard that from my parents'  
generation, 
I'm sure they heard it from theirs. I know that today's teenagers roll their  
eyes the 
way we did when they hear it from their parents. I guess I am troubled most 
by  
two 
aspects of this story. The first is obvious, that the level of abuse appears  
to be so 
high today. But secondly, that it may have been going on all along, and those  
who 
were victims had to suffer in silence. 
 
Wednesday, August 1, 2001 
 
Leroy Sievers 
Executive Producer 
Nightline Offices 
Washington, D.C. 
 
----------- 
If you have questions or comments regarding this message or a recent  
"Nightline" 
broadcast, please do not hit reply; simply click on this link to send your  
message 
directly to the "Nightline" staff: 
http://abcnews.go.com/sections/nightline/Nightline/Nightline_email_form.html 
 
Or log on to the new "Nightline" Message Board: 
http://boards.go.com/cgi/abcnews/request.dll?LIST&room=nightline 
 
Chat with "Nightline" guests and find articles, transcripts and video 
excerpts  
on our 
Web site at: http://abcnews.go.com/Sections/Nightline/ 
 
You can unsubscribe to the "Nightline" e-mail at:  
http://login.mailpref.go.com/login 
 
Ask your friends to sign up! Send them this link: 



http://abcnews.go.com/sections/nightline/DailyNews/nightline_login.html 
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From: owner-aapornet@usc.edu [mailto:owner-aapornet@usc.edu]On Behalf Of 
James  
Beniger 
Sent: Wednesday, August 01, 2001 8:59 AM 
To: AAPORNET 
Subject: Study Says 20% of Girls Reported Abuse by a Date (E Goode NYTimes) 
 
 
 
 
 
          This is about the most overdue study I can think of, at 
          the moment--what took so long, do you think? 
                                                          -- Jim 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 Copyright 2001 The New York Times Company 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
           http://www.nytimes.com/2001/08/01/health/01DATE.html 
 
  AUG 01, 2001 
 
 
        STUDY SAYS 20% OF GIRLS REPORTED ABUSE BY A DATE 
 
        By ERICA GOODE 
 
 
 Their faces are far younger than those that appear in public service   
advertisements 
about domestic violence. They are too young to drink  legally and, in many  
cases, too 
young to vote. 
 
 But a new report suggests that one in five adolescent girls become the   
victims of 
physical or sexual violence, or both, in a dating  relationship. 
 
 And the experience of such violence, the researchers found, is frequently 
associated with serious health problems, including drug abuse, unhealthy   
weight 
control practices, risky sexual behavior, teenage pregnancy and  suicide  
attempts. 
 
 Of the high school girls, ages 14 to 18, surveyed in the study, about 20   
percent 
reported that they had been hit, slapped, shoved or forced into  sexual  
activity by a 
dating partner. 
 
 Dr. Jay Silverman, an assistant professor of health and social behavior  at  
the 
Harvard School of Public Health and the lead author of the report,  called 
the 



numbers "extremely high." It appears today in The Journal of  the American  
Medical 
Association. 
 
 "Unfortunately," Dr. Silverman said, "the prevalence estimate is not   
surprising 
considering what we know about intimate partner violence with  adult women." 
 
 In a recent national survey, 25 percent of adult women reported being the   
victims 
of violence by a romantic partner. 
 
 Commenting on Dr. Silverman's study, Esta Soler, the executive director  of  
the 
Family Violence Prevention Fund in San Francisco, said: "Those are   
disturbingly high 
statistics for young women. Adolescence is such a hard  developmental time  
anyway, 
and young girls feel so off balance in so many  respects that to now learn  
that 
violence is such a factor in their lives  is very disturbing." 
 
 Ms. Soler said the study provided hard data to back up what those who  work  
in the 
field of domestic violence had suspected for many years. 
 
 Dr. Silverman said the findings underscored the need for more prevention   
programs 
and services for both the victims and the perpetrators of  adolescent abuse. 
 
 The researchers analyzed responses to a single question about dating   
violence in 
both the 1997 and 1999 versions of the Massachussets Youth  Risk Behavior  
Survey, 
part of a national assessment of public high school  students, grades 9  
through 12, 
in schools across the country. 
 
 Students were asked if they had ever been hurt physically or sexually by  a  
date or 
someone they were going out with. They responded by indicating,  "No, I was  
not hurt 
by a date," "Yes, I was hurt physically," "Yes, I was  hurt sexually," or  
"Yes, I was 
hurt physically and sexually." 
 
 The survey, administered in randomly selected classrooms, also included   
questions 
about smoking, drinking, thinking about or attempting suicide,  sexual  
intercourse, 
condom use, pregnancy and unhealthy eating behaviors  like laxative abuse or 
self-induced vomiting. 
 
 Of 1,977 high school girls who participated in the survey in 1997, 20.2   
percent 
said they had been physically or sexually abused by a dating  partner. In  
1999, 18 



percent of 2,186 girls said they had been the  victims of physical or sexual  
violence. 
 
 In both years, the majority of girls who reported sexual abuse said they  
had  
also 
been physically abused. 
 
 The study is the most comprehensive to examine dating violence among   
adolescents, 
and the first to ask adolescents if they had ever been  victims of violence 
in  
a 
dating situation. Previous studies have come up  with similar statistics,  
though with 
smaller numbers of subjects and a  more restricted focus. 
 
 A study by Dr. Ralph DiClemente and his colleagues at Emory University,   
which 
appeared in the journal Pediatrics in May, found that 18 percent of  522 
black  
girls 
from 14 to 18 years old reported having been physically  abused by a dating  
partner 
within the previous six months. 
 
 Dr. Silverman said he thought the most striking finding of the new study  
was  
the 
strong link between dating violence and risky behavior. 
 
 For example, in the 1999 survey, being the victim of sexual violence by a   
dating 
partner was also associated with binge drinking; laxative use or  vomiting to  
lose 
weight; not using a condom during sexual intercourse;  having three or more  
sexual 
partners within the previous three months;  and having been pregnant. 
 
 Girls who had experienced both physical and sexual abuse were also more   
likely to 
report cocaine, nicotine and alcohol use; unhealthy  weight-control 
practices; 
suicide attempts; pregnancy; and to say that  they had first had sexual  
intercourse 
when they were younger than 15. 
 
 But Dr. Silverman said it was not possible to tell from the study whether   
such 
risky behaviors preceded the dating violence or were the result of  the 
abuse.  
Other 
studies, he noted, had found high rates of depression  among adult battered  
women. 
 
 "A plausible explanation would be that adolescent women are also  suffering  
from 



depression due to the abuse and degradation they have  suffered that is 
making  
them 
more vulnerable," he said. 
 
 According to estimates by the Justice Department, more than 1.5 million   
women 
experience physical or sexual violence by a boyfriend, husband or  date each  
year in 
the United States. 
 
 
           http://www.nytimes.com/2001/08/01/health/01DATE.html 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 Copyright 2001 The New York Times Company 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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This is not very new news. 
 
The Gelles, Steinmetz, Strauss etc. group reported 25% of adult women had  
reported 
such an incident during the lifetime of their marriages in their book Behind  
Closed 
Doors over 20 years ago. The incidence in cohabiting relationships is higher.  
I was 
on an MA committee about 15 years ago that surveyed the literature and  
reported about 



20% for dating couples. This is considered highly significant because married  
and 
even cohabiting couples have constraints that make it more difficult to leave  
the 
relationship than dating couples do, yet the figures are close. 
 
Places to examine this literature include Journal of Marriage and the Family,  
Social 
Problems. and Journal for the Study of Social Issues. 
 
Brian, I know you are lurking out there. Can you persuade Sue Steinmetz to  
donate a 
one paragraph synopsis to the list? 
 
Susan 
Susan Carol Losh, PhD 
slosh@garnet.acns.fsu.edu 
 
visit the site at: 
http://garnet.acns.fsu.edu/~slosh//Index.htm 
 
The Department of Educational Research 
307L Stone Building 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee FL 32306-4453 
 
850-644-8778 (Voice Mail available) 
Educational Research Office 850-644-4592 
FAX 850-644-8776 
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Apologies for any cross-posting 
 
Call for Abstracts: ICIS, Copenhagen, August 2002 
 
You are cordially invited to submit abstracts for the International 
Conference on Improving Surveys (ICIS 2002), which will take place in 
Copenhagen, Denmark from the 25th to the 28th August,  2002. 
 
Main themes are (1) Impact of New Technology, (2) Quality of Surveys, (3) 
Comparability of International Assessments, (4) Comparability of Survey and 
Register Statistics 
 
An abstract of no more than 500 words should be send by e-mail to ICIS@sfi.dk 
 
Information is available at http://www.sfi.dk (click on news and then on 
conferences) 
 
 
 
Edith de Leeuw 
Plantage Doklaan 40, NL-1018 CN  Amsterdam 
tel/fax +31.20.6223438  e-mail edithl@xs4all.nl 
 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
A man said to the universe, "Madam I exist" 
"Excellent", replied the universe, 
  "I need someone to take care of my cats" 
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<html> 
<font size=3>Apologies for any cross-posting<br> 
<br> 
</font><b>Call for Abstracts: ICIS, Copenhagen, August 2002<br> <br> </b>You  
are 
cordially invited to submit abstracts for the International Conference on  
Improving 
Surveys (ICIS 2002), which will take place in Copenhagen, Denmark from the  
25<font 
size=1><sup>th</sup></font> to the 28<font size=1><sup>th</sup></font>  
August,&nbsp; 
2002.<br> <br> Main themes are (1) Impact of New Technology, (2) Quality of  
Surveys, 
(3) Comparability of International Assessments, (4) Comparability of Survey  
and 
Register Statistics<br> <br> An abstract of no more than 500 words should be  
send by 



e-mail to ICIS@sfi.dk<br> <br> Information is available at <a 
href="http://www.sfi.dk/" eudora="autourl">http://www.sfi.dk</a> 
(click on news and then on conferences)<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
<x-sigsep><p></x-sigsep> 
Edith de Leeuw<br> 
Plantage Doklaan 40, NL-1018 CN&nbsp; Amsterdam<br> 
tel/fax +31.20.6223438&nbsp; e-mail edithl@xs4all.nl<br> 
<br> ----------------------------------------------------------<br> 
A man said to the universe, &quot;Madam I exist&quot;<br>  
&quot;Excellent&quot;, 
replied the universe,<br> &nbsp;&quot;I need someone to take care of my 
cats&quot;<br> <br> (with thanks to Stephen Crane's cat)</html> 
 
--=====================_17075808==_.ALT-- 
 
>From beniger@rcf.usc.edu Thu Aug  2 12:03:13 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f72J3DJ24475 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Thu, 2 Aug 2001  
12:03:13 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from almaak.usc.edu (beniger@almaak.usc.edu [128.125.253.167]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id MAA07574 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 2 Aug 2001 12:03:13 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from localhost (beniger@localhost) 
      by almaak.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f72J2kN15659 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 2 Aug 2001 12:02:46 -0700  
(PDT) 
Date: Thu, 2 Aug 2001 12:02:46 -0700 (PDT) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Fla. Gives Computers in Nov. Election to News Groups (Canedy NYT) 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0108021201410.3307-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 Copyright 2001 The New York Times Company 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
          http://www.nytimes.com/2001/08/02/politics/02VOTE.html 
 
  AUG 02, 2001 
 
 
      FLORIDA GIVES COMPUTERS IN NOVEMBER ELECTION TO NEWS GROUPS 
 
      By DANA CANEDY 
 
 
 MIAMI, Aug. 1 -- Katherine Harris, the Florida secretary of state, today   
turned 



over four computer hard drives used to draft correspondence 
 during the presidential race for an inspection by news organizations to   
determine 
if any records were destroyed during the election stalemate in  Florida last  
November. 
 
 The computers were turned over only after a consultant that Ms. Harris  
hired 
conducted closed-door tests on the hard drives a day earlier. Ms.  Harris 
said  
the 
consultant, William Morgan, had been retained to  determine whether any  
information 
had been removed from the computers. 
 
 Ms. Harris has not made Mr. Morgan available to reporters, and her office   
said 
today that the results of his investigation might not be released  for weeks. 
 
 In permitting the inspection now under way by nearly a dozen Florida   
newspapers, 
The Associated Press and The New York Times, Ms. Harris  reversed two earlier 
decisions in which her office first denied access to  the computers and later  
agreed 
to permit an inspection of only two of the  four computers that were used by  
aides in 
a "war room" outside her office  during the protracted election. 
 
 The issue of the hard drive contents stems from an article in The Times  
last  
month 
about the handling of overseas absentee ballots in Florida. It  said that  
Republican 
political consultants worked in the "war room" to  help shape post-election 
instructions on which absentee ballots were  valid. 
 
 In interviews for the article, Ms. Harris's lawyers said records from her   
office 
computers had been erased, and they refused requests by the  newspaper to  
examine the 
computers' hard drives. Ms. Harris's spokesman,  David Host, now says no  
records were 
ever erased, but he has not  explained the contradictory version of events  
provided 
by the secretary  of state's office and has not returned calls seeking  
clarification. 
 
 The news organizations that were given the hard drives have hired Ontrack   
Data 
International, an electronic data retrieval firm in Minneapolis that  has 
been  
used 
by the F.B.I. and the Secret Service, to conduct the  examination. 
 
 "The very first thing we do is make an exact snapshot of the immediate   
device," 
said Stuart Hanley, an electronic information management  specialist at  



Ontrack. 
 
 The company will then ship the contents to its laboratories for  inspection. 
Technicians will look for two things: data that currently  exists on the  
computers 
and any signs that information has been deleted  or altered, which they would  
then 
try to recover. 
 
 Ontrack said its analysis would take several days at least, depending on  
how  
much 
information was on the computers. 
 
 Ms. Harris has issued statements saying she is permitting the examination  
to  
assure 
the public that her office has maintained and released all  public records 
and 
because of "the historical importance these records  hold." 
 
 During the six-month investigation by The Times, Ms. Harris declined   
requests to 
give her version of events. Since the article was published,  she has issued  
two 
statements about it in which she defended her role in  the election and said  
the 
article failed to report some of her actions  accurately. She has since  
declined to 
return repeated telephone calls  seeking further information, including two  
placed to 
her office today. 
 
 The Florida Democratic Party said today that it was concerned about the   
guidelines 
Ms. Harris established to conduct the inspection, specifically  Mr. Morgan's  
private 
examination of the computers. 
 
 Mr. Morgan, who has a Ph.D in business information systems from the   
University of 
Sarasota, could not be reached for comment. 
 
 
          http://www.nytimes.com/2001/08/02/politics/02VOTE.html 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 Copyright 2001 The New York Times Company 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
******* 
 
 
>From jwerner@jwdp.com Thu Aug  2 13:15:06 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f72KF5J01377 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Thu, 2 Aug 2001  



13:15:05 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from jwdp.com (europa.your-site.com [140.186.45.14]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with SMTP 
      id NAA00125 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 2 Aug 2001 13:15:05 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from jwdp.com ([151.203.162.122]) by jwdp.com ; Thu, 02 Aug 2001  
16:14:56 
-0400 
Message-ID: <3B69B522.63FEB67C@jwdp.com> 
Date: Thu, 02 Aug 2001 16:16:34 -0400 
From: Jan Werner <jwerner@jwdp.com> 
Reply-To: jwerner@jwdp.com 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.77 [en] (Windows NT 5.0; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Most accurate election forecast...ever 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
>From the August 2001 issue of "mrfocus", a newsletter distributed by 
SPSS: 
 
    Most accurate election forecast...ever 
 
    During the 2000 USA electoral race, Harris Interactive produced 
    the most accurate prediction of the election outcome, despite the 
    extraordinary cliff-hanger result.  This Internet-based survey 
    polled one quarter of a million panelists in 38 States -- the 
    largest ever political poll.  The 99 percent accuracy rate led to 
    correct predictions in 71 of the 72 electoral races.  Gordon 
    Black, chairman and CEO at Harris Interactive, described it as 
    "the single most accurate election forecast in the history of the 
    polling industry." 
 
 
>From "The Super Pollsters" by David W.Moore (1992, page 42): 
 
    Any doubts skeptics may have had about The Literary Digest poll, 
    however, were obliterated by the results of the 1932 election. The 
    final straw poll results predicted Roosevelt would win the popular 
    vote with a margin of 59.85 percent.  The election results showed 
    Roosevelt with 59.14 percent, a difference of less than 
    three-quarters of a percentage point.  The straw poll said 
    roosevelt would win 41 states with 474 electoral votes, and he 
    actually won 42 state with 472 electoral votes.  Even more 
    amazing, the average error of prediction for all of the 48 states 
    was just three percent. 
 
    These results were truly impressive.  It is probable that no 
    organization has surpassed this degree of accuracy for all of the 
    states in the six decades since that election. 
 
 
So who's the best ever? 
 



Jan Werner 
jwerner@jwdp.com 
>From gso-gso@att.net Thu Aug  2 13:21:08 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f72KL8J02888 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Thu, 2 Aug 2001  
13:21:08 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from mtiwmhc25.worldnet.att.net (mtiwmhc25.worldnet.att.net 
[204.127.131.50]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id NAA04968 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 2 Aug 2001 13:21:05 -0700 
(PDT) 
From: gso-gso@att.net 
Received: from webmail.worldnet.att.net ([204.127.135.42]) 
          by mtiwmhc25.worldnet.att.net 
          (InterMail vM.4.01.03.16 201-229-121-116-20010115) with SMTP 
          id 
<20010802202027.YZHI5127.mtiwmhc25.worldnet.att.net@webmail.worldnet.att.net> 
          for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 2 Aug 2001 20:20:27 +0000 
Received: from [12.84.135.28] by webmail.worldnet.att.net; 
      Thu, 02 Aug 2001 20:20:27 +0000 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Job Opp:  Bi-Lingual Research Associate 
Date: Thu, 02 Aug 2001 20:20:27 +0000 
X-Mailer: AT&T Message Center Version 1 (May  2 2001) 
Message-Id: 
<20010802202027.YZHI5127.mtiwmhc25.worldnet.att.net@webmail.worldnet.att.net> 
 
Full-Time or Part-Time 
BI-LINGUAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATE 
 
Chicago-based opinion & marketing research firm has 
immediate need for an experienced bi-lingual (English- 
Spanish) research associate. 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES.  The candidate will work on all 
aspects of survey research projects including 
questionnaire design, data collection, data analysis, 
report writing, and client presentations. 
 
REQUIREMENTS:  At least one year work experience in 
survey research.  Coursework in the social sciences, 
statistics, or marketing research. The successful 
candidate must have excellent communication skills, 
analytical skills, and a thorough working knowledge of 
Windows, WORD, EXCEL, and SPSS (or other statistical 
package). 
 
SALARY: negotiable and commensurate with experience. 
 
THE COMPANY. The Gary Siegel Organization, Inc. (GSO) is 
a full-service opinion/marketing research firm with an 
excellent reputation and a 25-year history.  We conduct 
mail, telephone, and focus group research for 
corporations, professional service firms, and trade and 
professional associations.  Small, entrepreneurial, 



nonbureaucratic, growing. Ideal for an energetic, 
ambitious, talented person interested in career growth. 
 
LOCATION.  Charming Edgebrook community, across the 
street from forest preserve, northwest side of Chicago. 
One block from Metra station, two minutes off I-94. 
 
Mail, email, or fax  (no phone calls, please) letter of 
interest and resume to: 
 
Gary Siegel Organization, Inc. 
6411 N. Caldwell 
Chicago, IL  60646 
FAX:  773-763-4302 
Email:      info@gsoresearch.com 
www.GSOresearch.com 
 
We're virus averse.  So if you email, please do not send 
attachments.  Include all information in the body of the 
email. 
 
>From beniger@rcf.usc.edu Thu Aug  2 13:45:58 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f72KjwJ06585 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Thu, 2 Aug 2001  
13:45:58 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from almaak.usc.edu (beniger@almaak.usc.edu [128.125.253.167]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id NAA22952; Thu, 2 Aug 2001 13:45:57 -0700 (PDT) 
Received: from localhost (beniger@localhost) 
      by almaak.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f72KjUC27260; Thu, 2 Aug 2001 13:45:30 -0700 (PDT) 
Date: Thu, 2 Aug 2001 13:45:30 -0700 (PDT) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: Jan Werner <jwerner@jwdp.com> 
cc: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Most accurate election forecast...ever 
In-Reply-To: <3B69B522.63FEB67C@jwdp.com> 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0108021327520.9684-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
 
   Gordon Black said "the single most accurate election forecast in the 
   history of the polling industry."  I think "the polling industry" 
   might well be seen to postdate and exclude both the Literary Digest and 
   straw polls, in which case Gordon Black would be correct. 
 
   David Moore wrote:  "It is probable that no organization has surpassed 
   this degree of accuracy for all of the states in the six decades since 
   that election."  Because the Literary Digest is most certainly an 
   "organization," I find that David Moore is also correct. 
 
   In short, both men are correct about the particular claims they 



   carefully specified. 
 
   So, do I win the Tupperware--or not? 
                                                   -- Jim 
 
 
 
 
On Thu, 2 Aug 2001, Jan Werner wrote: 
 
> >From the August 2001 issue of "mrfocus", a newsletter distributed by 
> SPSS: 
> 
>     Most accurate election forecast...ever 
> 
>     During the 2000 USA electoral race, Harris Interactive produced 
>     the most accurate prediction of the election outcome, despite the 
>     extraordinary cliff-hanger result.  This Internet-based survey 
>     polled one quarter of a million panelists in 38 States -- the 
>     largest ever political poll.  The 99 percent accuracy rate led to 
>     correct predictions in 71 of the 72 electoral races.  Gordon 
>     Black, chairman and CEO at Harris Interactive, described it as 
>     "the single most accurate election forecast in the history of the 
>     polling industry." 
> 
> 
> >From "The Super Pollsters" by David W.Moore (1992, page 42): 
> 
>     Any doubts skeptics may have had about The Literary Digest poll, 
>     however, were obliterated by the results of the 1932 election. The 
>     final straw poll results predicted Roosevelt would win the popular 
>     vote with a margin of 59.85 percent.  The election results showed 
>     Roosevelt with 59.14 percent, a difference of less than 
>     three-quarters of a percentage point.  The straw poll said 
>     roosevelt would win 41 states with 474 electoral votes, and he 
>     actually won 42 state with 472 electoral votes.  Even more 
>     amazing, the average error of prediction for all of the 48 states 
>     was just three percent. 
> 
>     These results were truly impressive.  It is probable that no 
>     organization has surpassed this degree of accuracy for all of the 
>     states in the six decades since that election. 
> 
> 
> So who's the best ever? 
> 
> Jan Werner 
> jwerner@jwdp.com 
> 
 
>From pmeyer@email.unc.edu Thu Aug  2 14:27:47 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f72LRlJ10671 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Thu, 2 Aug 2001  
14:27:47 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from smtpsrv0.isis.unc.edu (smtpsrv0.isis.unc.edu [152.2.1.139]) 



      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id OAA26297 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 2 Aug 2001 14:27:47 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from login9.isis.unc.edu (pmeyer@login9.isis.unc.edu [152.2.1.106]) 
      by smtpsrv0.isis.unc.edu (8.9.3/8.9.1) with ESMTP id RAA22920; 
      Thu, 2 Aug 2001 17:27:42 -0400 (EDT) 
Received: (from pmeyer@localhost) 
      by login9.isis.unc.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) id RAA29354; 
      Thu, 2 Aug 2001 17:27:42 -0400 
Date: Thu, 2 Aug 2001 17:27:42 -0400 (EDT) 
From: Philip Meyer <pmeyer@email.unc.edu> 
X-Sender: pmeyer@login9.isis.unc.edu 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
cc: Jan Werner <jwerner@jwdp.com> 
Subject: Re: Most accurate election forecast...ever 
In-Reply-To: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0108021327520.9684-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
Message-ID: <Pine.A41.4.21L1.0108021651040.31414-100000@login9.isis.unc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
   There are different ways of calculating accuracy. I take it that Gordon  
gets his 
99% from predicting the outcome in 71/72 cases. But the more common method is  
to 
compare the winner's percent of the total with the poll's percent (after  
undecided 
are either allocated or dropped). Gordon, if you are guarding this channel,  
can you 
tell us your mean absolute error in those 72 races? 
 
==================================================================== 
Philip Meyer, Knight Chair in Journalism  Voice: 919 962-4085 
CB 3365 Carroll Hall                      Fax: 919 962-1549 
University of North Carolina              Cell: 919 906-3425 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3365                 http://www.unc.edu/~pmeyer 
==================================================================== 
 
 
On Thu, 2 Aug 2001, James Beniger wrote: 
 
> Date: Thu, 2 Aug 2001 13:45:30 -0700 (PDT) 
> From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf-fs.usc.edu> 
> Reply-To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> To: Jan Werner <jwerner@jwdp.com> 
> Cc: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> Subject: Re: Most accurate election forecast...ever 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>    Gordon Black said "the single most accurate election forecast in the 
>    history of the polling industry."  I think "the polling industry" 
>    might well be seen to postdate and exclude both the Literary Digest and 
>    straw polls, in which case Gordon Black would be correct. 
> 
>    David Moore wrote:  "It is probable that no organization has surpassed 
>    this degree of accuracy for all of the states in the six decades since 



>    that election."  Because the Literary Digest is most certainly an 
>    "organization," I find that David Moore is also correct. 
> 
>    In short, both men are correct about the particular claims they 
>    carefully specified. 
> 
>    So, do I win the Tupperware--or not? 
>                                                  -- Jim 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> On Thu, 2 Aug 2001, Jan Werner wrote: 
> 
> > >From the August 2001 issue of "mrfocus", a newsletter distributed 
> > >by 
> > SPSS: 
> > 
> >     Most accurate election forecast...ever 
> > 
> >     During the 2000 USA electoral race, Harris Interactive produced 
> >     the most accurate prediction of the election outcome, despite the 
> >     extraordinary cliff-hanger result.  This Internet-based survey 
> >     polled one quarter of a million panelists in 38 States -- the 
> >     largest ever political poll.  The 99 percent accuracy rate led to 
> >     correct predictions in 71 of the 72 electoral races.  Gordon 
> >     Black, chairman and CEO at Harris Interactive, described it as 
> >     "the single most accurate election forecast in the history of the 
> >     polling industry." 
> > 
> > 
> > >From "The Super Pollsters" by David W.Moore (1992, page 42): 
> > 
> >     Any doubts skeptics may have had about The Literary Digest poll, 
> >     however, were obliterated by the results of the 1932 election. The 
> >     final straw poll results predicted Roosevelt would win the popular 
> >     vote with a margin of 59.85 percent.  The election results showed 
> >     Roosevelt with 59.14 percent, a difference of less than 
> >     three-quarters of a percentage point.  The straw poll said 
> >     roosevelt would win 41 states with 474 electoral votes, and he 
> >     actually won 42 state with 472 electoral votes.  Even more 
> >     amazing, the average error of prediction for all of the 48 states 
> >     was just three percent. 
> > 
> >     These results were truly impressive.  It is probable that no 
> >     organization has surpassed this degree of accuracy for all of the 
> >     states in the six decades since that election. 
> > 
> > 
> > So who's the best ever? 
> > 
> > Jan Werner 
> > jwerner@jwdp.com 
> > 
> 
> 
 



>From GTerhanian@harrisinteractive.com Thu Aug  2 15:08:05 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f72M84J15007 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Thu, 2 Aug 2001  
15:08:04 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from midas.harrisinteractive.com (midas.harrisinteractive.com 
[216.42.62.71]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id PAA26001 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 2 Aug 2001 15:08:05 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: by midas.harrisinteractive.com with Internet Mail Service  
(5.5.2650.21) 
      id <P63CSAYW>; Thu, 2 Aug 2001 18:06:31 -0400 
Message-ID:  
<714D7563BF88D411ABFE00508BCFF0B002AD640B@midas.harrisinteractive.com> 
From: "Terhanian, George" <GTerhanian@harrisinteractive.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: Jan Werner <jwerner@jwdp.com> 
Subject: RE: Most accurate election forecast...ever 
Date: Thu, 2 Aug 2001 18:06:28 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Hi, 
We have followed the lead of Mosteller (1949) & Mitofsky (1998) in measuring  
the 
error/accuracy of Harris Interactive's E2000 forecasts.  Please see below and  
feel 
free to call or email with questions. 
 
Harris Interactive's accuracy for the 72 races: 
Spread Error*: 3.6 
Standard Deviation: 3.4 
Mean Square Error**: 24.6 
 
Notes: 
*The "spread error," is the error in percentage points in estimating the  
margin 
between the first and second candidates. See Mitofsky (1998). **Mosteller  
(1949) 
first proposed using the MSE to compare two sets of polls in his article  
titled 
"Measuring the Error" in SSRC's "The Pre-election Polls of 1948." 
 
Harris Interactive's accuracy in the 55 statewide races in which telephone  
polls 
(N=121)) were mounted: Spread Error: 3.3 Strandard Deviation: 2.8 Mean Square  
Error: 
18.9 
 
The accuracy of the 121 telephone forecasts in the 55 statewide races in 
which  
Harris 
Interactive surveys were also mounted: Spread Error: 4.5 Strandard Deviation:  



4.0 
Mean Square Error: 36.6 
 
MSE Comparison: 36.6/18.9 = 1.9X 
 
----------------------------- 
George Terhanian, Ph.D. 
Vice President, Research & Methodology 
Harris Interactive, Inc. 
(800) 866-7655 ext. 7507 
www.harrisinteractive.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Philip Meyer [mailto:pmeyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2001 5:28 PM 
To: AAPORNET 
Cc: Jan Werner 
Subject: Re: Most accurate election forecast...ever 
 
 
   There are different ways of calculating accuracy. I take it that Gordon  
gets his 
99% from predicting the outcome in 71/72 cases. But the more common method is  
to 
compare the winner's percent of the total with the poll's percent (after  
undecided 
are either allocated or dropped). Gordon, if you are guarding this channel,  
can you 
tell us your mean absolute error in those 72 races? 
 
==================================================================== 
Philip Meyer, Knight Chair in Journalism  Voice: 919 962-4085 
CB 3365 Carroll Hall                      Fax: 919 962-1549 
University of North Carolina              Cell: 919 906-3425 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3365                 http://www.unc.edu/~pmeyer 
==================================================================== 
 
 
On Thu, 2 Aug 2001, James Beniger wrote: 
 
> Date: Thu, 2 Aug 2001 13:45:30 -0700 (PDT) 
> From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf-fs.usc.edu> 
> Reply-To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> To: Jan Werner <jwerner@jwdp.com> 
> Cc: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> Subject: Re: Most accurate election forecast...ever 
> 
> 
> 



> 
>    Gordon Black said "the single most accurate election forecast in the 
>    history of the polling industry."  I think "the polling industry" 
>    might well be seen to postdate and exclude both the Literary Digest and 
>    straw polls, in which case Gordon Black would be correct. 
> 
>    David Moore wrote:  "It is probable that no organization has surpassed 
>    this degree of accuracy for all of the states in the six decades since 
>    that election."  Because the Literary Digest is most certainly an 
>    "organization," I find that David Moore is also correct. 
> 
>    In short, both men are correct about the particular claims they 
>    carefully specified. 
> 
>    So, do I win the Tupperware--or not? 
>                                                  -- Jim 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> On Thu, 2 Aug 2001, Jan Werner wrote: 
> 
> > >From the August 2001 issue of "mrfocus", a newsletter distributed 
> > >by 
> > SPSS: 
> > 
> >     Most accurate election forecast...ever 
> > 
> >     During the 2000 USA electoral race, Harris Interactive produced 
> >     the most accurate prediction of the election outcome, despite the 
> >     extraordinary cliff-hanger result.  This Internet-based survey 
> >     polled one quarter of a million panelists in 38 States -- the 
> >     largest ever political poll.  The 99 percent accuracy rate led to 
> >     correct predictions in 71 of the 72 electoral races.  Gordon 
> >     Black, chairman and CEO at Harris Interactive, described it as 
> >     "the single most accurate election forecast in the history of the 
> >     polling industry." 
> > 
> > 
> > >From "The Super Pollsters" by David W.Moore (1992, page 42): 
> > 
> >     Any doubts skeptics may have had about The Literary Digest poll, 
> >     however, were obliterated by the results of the 1932 election. The 
> >     final straw poll results predicted Roosevelt would win the popular 
> >     vote with a margin of 59.85 percent.  The election results showed 
> >     Roosevelt with 59.14 percent, a difference of less than 
> >     three-quarters of a percentage point.  The straw poll said 
> >     roosevelt would win 41 states with 474 electoral votes, and he 
> >     actually won 42 state with 472 electoral votes.  Even more 
> >     amazing, the average error of prediction for all of the 48 states 
> >     was just three percent. 
> > 
> >     These results were truly impressive.  It is probable that no 
> >     organization has surpassed this degree of accuracy for all of the 
> >     states in the six decades since that election. 
> > 
> > 



> > So who's the best ever? 
> > 
> > Jan Werner 
> > jwerner@jwdp.com 
> > 
> 
> 
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What follows is an exchange I had with Harris Interactive about 
day-after-the-election press release. Following their press release is my 
note and table showing the accuracy of their state polls. As you can see, 
their 97 percent figure is misleading. 
warren mitofsky 
 
 From the Nov. 8, 2000 Harris Interactive press release: 
 
Internet Polling Produces Accurate Results 
The Harris Interactive Internet-based poll results based on over 240,000 
responses proved to be accurate  97% accurate to be exact. Based on 
election results reported as of 11:00am EST November 8, 2000, our 
Internet-based poll correctly predicted (within a +/- 2% confidence level): 
 
 
------------------------------------------ 
 
April 4, 2001 
 
George, 



I have enclosed the Harris press release statement. It claims the 97% of 
the results are within +/- 2%. As you can see from the table I put together 
only 30 of the 71 state polls are within +/- 2%. 
 
I got the Harris numbers from your November 7, 2000 press release. I took 
the final election numbers from the VNS compilation, which was just issued 
last week. (attached below) It has corrections from the official numbers. I 
also did the same compilation from the presidential numbers I found on the 
FEC web site. It changes a few states by a point, but the FEC numbers were 
not final error checked vote totals. I could find no other final numbers 
for the senate and governor other than VNS that were complete. 
 
It seems to me the least HI should do is correct its press release. 30 out 
of 71 is a long way from 97% accurate within +/- 2%. 
warren 
 
 
  ERROR ON 
DIFFERENCE 
|R-D|           PRESIDENT       SENATE          GOVERNOR        TOTAL 
 
0               MD,MI,NV,OK,    WV              UT              7 
                 WI 
 
1               IN,MA,MN,MO,    FL,MD,MI,       WV              17 
                 NJ,OH,PA,TN     NJ,OH,TX 
                 UT              VA 
 
2               AK,WV           CT,NM,WA*       IN              6 
 
3               FL*,HI,ID,ME,   GA,MO,UT        MO*,NH          12 
         NH*,TX,VA 
 
4               CO,GA,KS,KY     ME,MN,WI        NC              8 
 
5               IA,NM           NE              WA              4 
 
6               AZ,CA,CT,IL     NV,TN                           7 
                 WA* 
 
7               OR              CA,MA,NY                        4 
 
8               NC              PA                              2 
 
9                                                               0 
 
10              NE,NY                                           2 
 
12                              IN                              1 
 
20                              HI                              1_ 
         TOTAL                                                   71 
 
OMITTED                 AZ                              1 
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<html> 
<b>What follows is an exchange I had with Harris Interactive about 
day-after-the-election press release. Following their press release is my 
note  
and 
table showing the accuracy of their state polls. As you can see, their 97  
percent 
figure is misleading.<br> warren mitofsky<br><br>  From the Nov. 8, 2000  
Harris 
Interactive press release:<br><br> Internet Polling Produces Accurate  
Results<br> 
</b>The Harris Interactive Internet-based poll results based on over 240,000 
responses proved to be accurate&nbsp; 97% accurate to be exact. Based on  
election 
results reported as of 11:00am EST November 8, 2000, our Internet-based poll 
correctly predicted (within a +/- 2% confidence level):<br><br> <br> 
<b>------------------------------------------<br><br> 
</b>April 4, 2001<br><br> 
George,<br> 
I have enclosed the Harris press release statement. It claims the 97% of the  
results 
are within +/- 2%. As you can see from the table I put together only 30 of 
the  
71 
state polls are within +/- 2%.<br><br> I got the Harris numbers from your  
November 7, 
2000 press release. I took the final election numbers from the VNS  
compilation, which 
was just issued last week. (attached below) It has corrections from the  
official 
numbers. I also did the same compilation from the presidential numbers I 
found  
on the 
FEC web site. It changes a few states by a point, but the FEC numbers were 
not  
final 
error checked vote totals. I could find no other final numbers for the senate  
and 
governor other than VNS that were complete.<br><br> It seems to me the least  
HI 
should do is correct its press release. 30 out of 71 is a long way from 97%  
accurate 
within +/- 2%.<br> warren<br><br> <br> <b>&nbsp;ERROR ON<br> DIFFERENCE<br> 
<u>|R-D|<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n 
bsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>PRESIDENT<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>SE 
NATE<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
</x-tab>GOVERNOR<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x- 
tab>TOTAL<b 
r><br> 
</u></b>0<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>MD,MI,NV,OK,<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 



</x-tab>WV<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>UT<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x 
-tab><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>7<br> 
<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs 
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>WI<br><br> 
1<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb 
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>IN,MA,MN,MO,<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab> 
FL,MD,MI,<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>WV<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp 
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs 
p;</x-tab>17<br> 
<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs 
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>NJ,OH,PA,TN<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs 
p;</x-tab>NJ,OH,TX<br> 
<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs 
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>UT<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;< 
/x-tab><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x- 
tab>VA<br><br> 
2<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb 
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>AK,WV<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>CT,NM,WA*<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n 
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>IN<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>6<br><br> 
3<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb 
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>FL*,HI,ID,ME,<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x- 
tab>GA,MO 
,UT<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>MO*,NH<x- 
tab>&nbsp;& 
nbsp;</x-tab><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-
tab>12 
<dl> 
<dd><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x- 
tab>NH*,TX,VA<br><br> 
 
</dl>4<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs 
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>CO,GA,KS,KY<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs 
p;</x-tab>ME,MN,WI<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x- 
tab>NC<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 



nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>8<br><br> 
5<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb 
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>IA,NM<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>NE<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb 
sp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x- 
tab>WA<x-t 
ab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n 
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>4<br><br> 
6<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb 
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>AZ,CA,CT,IL<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x 
-tab>NV,TN<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>7<br> 
<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs 
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>WA*<br><br> 
7<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb 
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>OR<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-ta 
b><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>CA,MA,NY<x- 
tab>&nbsp; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp 
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x- 
tab>4<br><br> 
8<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb 
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>NC<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-ta 
b><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>PA<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp 
;</x-tab><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;& 
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>2<br><br> 
9<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb 
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n 
bsp;</x-tab><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-
tab><x- 
tab>&nbs 
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb 
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</ 



x-tab><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-
tab>0<br><br> 
10<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n 
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>NE,NY<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp 
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs 
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>< 
x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp 
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>2<br><br> 
12<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n 
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;< 
/x-tab><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>IN<x- 
tab>&nbsp;& 
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;</x-tab><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x- 
tab><x-tab>&n 
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>1<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><br><br> 
20<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n 
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;< 
/x-tab><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>HI<x- 
tab>&nbsp;& 
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;</x-tab><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x- 
tab><x-tab>&n 
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><u>1_<br> 
</u><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>TOTAL<x- 
tab>&nbsp;& 
nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x- 
tab><x-t 
ab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n 
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
nbsp;</x-tab><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x- 
tab><x-tab>&nb 
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>71<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;</x-tab><br> 



OMITTED<x-tab>&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x 
-tab><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>AZ<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nb 
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n 
bsp;</x-tab><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-
tab><x- 
tab>&nbs 
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>1<br> 
</html> 
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  August 1, 2001 
 
 
      New products 
 
        Arbitron hopes its numbers are updated 
 
      By John-John Williams IV 
      Tribune staff reporter 
 
 
 Tracking media audiences has always been subject to some dispute, and the   
pressure 



on the existing methods has only grown as the range of media  options has  
widened. 
 
 So hello, Portable People Meter. 
 
 The PPM is a pager-size device that its developer, the Arbitron ratings   
service, 
hopes will replace the timeworn standards -- diaries kept by  target  
households and 
boxes that monitor television viewing, usually in  homes. 
 
 The PPM, which is carried by participants, detects codes that TV and  radio 
broadcasters place in their programming using encoders provided by  Arbitron.  
The 
device "hears" and records the signals, whether at home or  outside it. When  
the PPM 
is recharged on its base every night, the base  sends the collected codes to  
Arbitron. 
 
 This eliminates the need for people to constantly track their listening  or  
viewing 
behavior by writing in a diary, according to Marshall Snyder,  president of  
Worldwide 
PPM Development, Arbitron Inc. It also enables one  device to measure  
participants' 
use of broadcast TV, cable TV and radio  outside the house, a flaw in set-top  
boxes. 
 
 "I think the system that is there now is an antiquated system," said Mike   
Kupinski, 
vice president of media and entertainment analysis at AG  Edwards in St.  
Louis. "This 
system addresses this issue. 
 
 "Advertisers are looking for better accuracy for viewership. They're  
looking  
for 
consistency for how media is measured." 
 
 "We're encouraged by the initial results," Snyder said. "The PPM is easy,   
thorough, 
reliable and fast." In initial tests, the PPM reported higher  usage for  
television 
and cable and equivalent usage for radio when  compared with more 
conventional 
systems. 
 
 Although the PPM is just in testing and is not available to the public,  
some  
media 
insiders are impressed with the potential it has shown and the  difficulties  
the PPM 
might address. These range from perceived  underreporting of minority and  
younger 
viewers' habits to concerns over  existing systems' emphasis on household 
use. 
 



 "Both [broadcast] TV and cable should benefit because it will pick up  out- 
of-home 
viewing," said Katie Bachman, senior editor with Mediaweek  magazine. "Group  
viewing 
at sports bars have hurt ratings in the past." 
 
 Another interesting development has been the teaming of competitors  
Arbitron  
and 
Nielsen for this project. The two have invested time and  money, but,  
according to 
Jack Loftus, vice president of communications  for Nielsen in New York, the  
two 
companies are on different pages. 
 
 "Nielsen is not as concerned with early audience response as much as with   
the 
technology," Loftus said. "We're more focused on the technology . . .  and if  
it 
holds up." 
 
 Arbitron first tested 300 people in the Wilmington, Del., market in  
December  
2000, 
with 260 people completing the initial study. 
 
 Arbitron's next step will be to expand the PPM to the Philadelphia market   
this 
fall, testing 1,500 people. 
 
 When will the PPM go full-scale? 
 
 That depends on the marketplace, according to Thom Mocarsky, vice  president  
of 
communications for Arbitron. "For this to work, the media  outlets have to  
accept it." 
 
 In the Wilmington study, 64 of 71 possible media outlets are now encoding 
full-time. All 38 radio stations participated, along with all eight local   
television 
stations. Eighteen of the 25 cable outlets participated as  well. 
 
 Getting the media outlets to participate could be problematic, Kupinski   
said. 
"There will be the issue of those who want to participate and pay  for the  
service 
and those who don't want to." 
 
 Loftus agreed. 
 
 "The question is will it become one of several standards, or will it be a   
standard 
at all," Loftus said. "You may come up with best system in the  world [but] 
it 
doesn't matter if no one buys it." 
 
 Over the years, rating media use has generated controversy. "The diary   



system 
really relies on the memory of the participant," Kupinski said.  "They have 
to 
remember where and when they listened to the radio station.  Generally, I  
can't 
remember where I was a couple of days ago." 
 
 Arbitron also looked to specifically combat racial and age inaccuracies.   
First, it 
included children as young as 6 in the study. Arbitron used a  point 
incentive  
to 
encourage children to participate. The points  translated to higher cash  
premiums for 
participants. Arbitron used  coloring books and other activities to generate  
interest 
in children.  There were also raffles to promote PPM usage. Arbitron plans to 
heighten  its targeting of Hispanic television and radio stations. It says it  
has 
several Hispanic stations encoding right now and that they will  participate  
in the 
next round of testing. 
 
 In the past, fatigue has played a part in rating inaccuracy. Many   
participants 
simply got tired of completing the diaries. 
 
 The Wilmington test seems to have solved that problem. 
 
 "We haven't seen fatigue," Snyder said. "People are getting used to  
carrying  
their 
PPM around like a cell phone, pager or Palm Pilot." 
 
 Aside from the technology holding up, the PPM's success depends on  whether  
or not 
media outlets nationwide accept this as the new standard.  The media outlets  
have to 
buy into the installation of the encoding  equipment. That will cost money. 
 
 Arbitron will provide the media outlets with the initial equipment,  
Mocarsky  
said. 
 
 
    www.chicagotribune.com/features/lifestyle/chi-0108010018aug01.story 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       Copyright (C) 2001, Chicago Tribune <www.chicagotribune.com> 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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The following op-ed piece appears in today's Washington Post and also in the  
on-line 
magazine Slate (edited by Kinsley), where it sports the additional subtitle 
"A 
Presidential Commission endorses a nutty complaint." 
 
_____________________________________________________ 
 
 
Electoral   Hypochondria 
By Michael Kinsley 
Friday, August 3, 2001; Page A19 
 
"For decades," says the National Commission on Federal Election Reform in its  
report 
issued this week, "public opinion surveys have disclosed abiding irritation  
with 
early projection of election results by the news media."  It's true:  Nearly  
everyone 
thinks that it is very naughty of the TV networks to project election results  
before 
voting is over.  Many people who hear the networks call an election before  
they have 
exercised their franchise believe, in all sincerity, that their votes are  
being 
stolen.  But, like primitives who believe their souls are being stolen when  
someone 
takes their photograph, these people are mistaken.  It is a form of 
democratic 
hypochondria. 
 
The commission, appointed by President Bush and chaired by Gerald Ford and  
Jimmy 
Carter, seems dead to the irony of citing poll results to justify a call for  
the 



suppression of poll results.  The commission apparently does not worry that 
by 
revealing that public opinion is settled on this issue, it has somehow denied  
you the 
right to make up your own mind.  The commission not only is not alarmed that  
readers 
of its report might be influenced by these poll results -- it thinks that  
people 
ought to be influenced by these poll results. 
 
But exit polls, taken as people leave the voting booth, apparently are  
different. 
With extraordinary vehemence, "The Commission condemns" the practice of  
reporting 
poll results before all voting is officially over (except in Alaska and  
Hawaii, which 
apparently don't count).  "This practice demeans democracy," the commission  
intones. 
"It robs candidates . . . of votes."  It "discriminates against citizens and 
candidates in much of the nation."  Tragically, the commission concedes, even  
vile 
and filthy exit polls are protected by the First Amendment. But the report  
"strongly 
encourages citizens not to participate."  And it calls for new laws 
forbidding  
public 
disclosure of the official results until all polls have closed.  "At the very  
least," 
the report notes vindictively, this would make the network projections more 
"unreliable." 
 
It's a startling notion that the government ought to be trying to make news  
media 
information more unreliable.  Much of the effort of government officials is  
devoted 
to precisely this, of course, but you don't expect to find it among the 
recommendations of a hifalutin commission.  Especially since "unreliability"  
is one 
of the commission's major complaints against network projections in the first  
place. 
The idea seems to be that network projections must be made more unreliable so  
that 
people will recognize how unreliable they are.  Communists used to call this  
kind of 
strategy "heightening the contradictions." 
 
The depravity of exit polls knows no bounds, apparently.  Striking a pose 
more  
like 
Margaret Dumont than Captain Renault, the commission declares it "was 
shocked"  
at 
"reports" that exit pollsters have enticed voters with "tawdry inducements,  
such as 
small sums of money or [gasp!] cigarettes."  This creates "an unhealthy  
polling place 
environment," the report notes primly. 



 
It is, to be sure, an outrage if people attempting to exercise their sacred  
right to 
vote must pass through clouds of secondhand smoke.  But as to the larger  
issue, it is 
the commission that is blowing smoke. Consider a few undeniable facts: 
 
(1) If people have voted, they have voted.  And if so many of them have voted  
before 
you do that the result is preordained when you enter the voting booth, that  
remains 
true whether or not the media report it. 
 
(2) Every voter is at the mercy of other voters.  The chance of your vote  
determining 
the result is exactly the same whether you are the very first voter or the  
very last. 
 That chance is virtually nil, even if you live in Palm Beach County.  To the  
extent 
other things matter besides declaring the winner, such as the margin of  
victory or 
the size of the turnout, every vote matters equally no matter when it was  
cast. 
 
(3) Polls are conducted throughout the campaign, not just on Election Day.  
In  
most 
cases every voter who watches or reads the news knows the probable result  
before he 
or she enters the voting booth.  The only difference between Election Day 
exit  
polls 
and earlier polls is that the exit polls are more likely to be accurate. 
 
The only difference between a voter who has not heard the exit poll results  
and one 
who has is that the second voter knows something that the first one doesn't.   
It 
truly baffles me how it can be considered "discrimination" against someone to  
give 
him or her a piece of information that he or she is free to act on or ignore.   
The 
slightly different argument that exit-poll projections, by reducing voter  
turnout, 
harm democracy generally is an insult to these same people.  It says that  
either they 
can't be trusted with accurate information, or they can't be trusted to 
assess  
the 
possibility -- which the commission itself considers obvious -- that the  
information 
may be inaccurate.  It says, essentially, that people should be tricked into  
voting 
by keeping them in the dark. 
 
The commission mocks network objections on the grounds that the networks long  
ago 



agreed not to report projected results in individual states until polls have  
closed 
in each state.  The commission is right that the networks have already  
abandoned the 
point of principle, and its new demands demonstrate that they were foolish to  
do so. 
Instead of agreeing to extend their pseudo-self-censorship, the networks  
should 
reassert their right to do their job of gathering information and sharing it  
with the 
public. 
 
If network projections were as routinely wrong as the commission suggests, no  
one 
would believe them and the alleged problem would solve itself.  The  
commission's real 
complaint is that exit polls tend to be accurate.  As such, they tell a truth  
that 
these high-minded formers and worthies would like to suppress, which is that  
any 
individual vote does not matter, if by "matter" you mean affecting the 
result. 
 
The important point is that every vote doesn't matter equally, no matter when  
it was 
cast. 
 
Michael Kinsley, editor of Slate (www.slate.com), writes a weekly column for  
The Post. 
 
ï¿½ 2001 The Washington Post Company 
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The following article appears in today's NY Times. The Washington Post also  



reports 
essentially the same, with less outside commentary. 
 
Jan Werner 
________________________ 
 
AUG 03, 2001 
Minus G.O.P., Senate Panel Passes Voting Bill 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 
 
WASHINGTON, Aug. 2 - Senate Republicans boycotted the year's first vote on an 
election overhaul today, laying bare the intense partisan divisions that  
threaten to 
kill any change in the nation's electoral system. 
 
Lacking their Republican colleagues, the 10 Democrats on the Senate Rules  
Committee 
unanimously passed and sent to the Senate floor a measure that would set 
three  
voting 
criteria that all states would have to meet by 2004 and would pay for meeting  
those 
requirements. 
 
Dozens of bills have been introduced in Congress to revamp the nation's  
election 
system.  But today's bill was the first to be reported out of committee.  The  
bill is 
to be debated by the full Senate in the fall. 
 
At the heart of the dispute was whether to require states to upgrade their  
election 
systems or to leave any such action to them. 
 
Democrats, in general, favor mandating upgrades as a way of guaranteeing that  
states 
allow all registered citizens to vote, and that those votes are counted. 
Republicans, in general, oppose mandates, saying that Washington should not  
impose 
its will on states in election administration. 
 
The division was evident today.  Senator Christopher J. Dodd, the Connecticut 
Democrat who is the committee chairman, proposed the bill with mandates,  
contending 
that without requirements, some states would not improve their systems. 
 
The other major Senate bill - sponsored by Senators Mitch McConnell,  
Republican of 
Kentucky, and Charles E. Schumer of New York and Robert G. Torricelli of New  
Jersey, 
both Democrats - does not impose mandates but sets voting standards as a  
condition 
for receiving federal money. 
 
Mr. Dodd offered his bill today.  Mr. McConnell wanted to offer his as well,  
but Mr. 
Dodd would not allow both bills to be considered.  As a result, Mr. McConnell 



boycotted the meeting and asked his Republican colleagues to do likewise. 
 
In a letter to Mr. Dodd, Mr. McConnell called the refusal to bring his bill 
to  
a vote 
a sign "that the majority intends to manipulate this debate in a divisive,  
partisan 
manner that dooms the election-reform effort." 
 
Analysts said they thought Congress and the White House could agree on plans  
to 
improve voting. 
 
Norman Ornstein, a co-author of a new study on election revisions, said that  
today's 
split showed that Congress was starting to grapple seriously with the issue.   
"As we 
get closer to the possibility of doing something, inevitably, we're starting  
to see 
some of the fissures," he said. 
 
Copyright 2001 The New York Times Company 
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Here is the full report. 



 
http://www.reformelections.org/data/reports/99_full_report.php 
 
Jan Werner wrote: 
 
> The following op-ed piece appears in today's Washington Post and also 
> in the on-line magazine Slate (edited by Kinsley), where it sports the 
> additional subtitle "A Presidential Commission endorses a nutty 
> complaint." 
> 
> _____________________________________________________ 
> 
> Electoral   Hypochondria 
> By Michael Kinsley 
> Friday, August 3, 2001; Page A19 
> 
> "For decades," says the National Commission on Federal Election Reform 
> in its report issued this week, "public opinion surveys have disclosed 
> abiding irritation with early projection of election results by the 
> news media."  It's true:  Nearly everyone thinks that it is very 
> naughty of the TV networks to project election results before voting 
> is over.  Many people who hear the networks call an election before 
> they have exercised their franchise believe, in all sincerity, that 
> their votes are being stolen.  But, like primitives who believe their 
> souls are being stolen when someone takes their photograph, these 
> people are mistaken.  It is a form of democratic hypochondria. 
> 
> The commission, appointed by President Bush and chaired by Gerald Ford 
> and Jimmy Carter, seems dead to the irony of citing poll results to 
> justify a call for the suppression of poll results.  The commission 
> apparently does not worry that by revealing that public opinion is 
> settled on this issue, it has somehow denied you the right to make up 
> your own mind.  The commission not only is not alarmed that readers of 
> its report might be influenced by these poll results -- it thinks that 
> people ought to be influenced by these poll results. 
> 
> But exit polls, taken as people leave the voting booth, apparently are 
> different.  With extraordinary vehemence, "The Commission condemns" 
> the practice of reporting poll results before all voting is officially 
> over (except in Alaska and Hawaii, which apparently don't count). 
> "This practice demeans democracy," the commission intones.  "It robs 
> candidates . . . of votes."  It "discriminates against citizens and 
> candidates in much of the nation."  Tragically, the commission 
> concedes, even vile and filthy exit polls are protected by the First 
> Amendment. But the report "strongly encourages citizens not to 
> participate."  And it calls for new laws forbidding public disclosure 
> of the official results until all polls have closed.  "At the very 
> least," the report notes vindictively, this would make the network 
> projections more "unreliable." 
> 
> It's a startling notion that the government ought to be trying to make 
> news media information more unreliable.  Much of the effort of 
> government officials is devoted to precisely this, of course, but you 
> don't expect to find it among the recommendations of a hifalutin 
> commission.  Especially since "unreliability" is one of the 
> commission's major complaints against network projections in the first 
> place.  The idea seems to be that network projections must be made 



> more unreliable so that people will recognize how unreliable they are. 
> Communists used to call this kind of strategy "heightening the 
> contradictions." 
> 
> The depravity of exit polls knows no bounds, apparently.  Striking a 
> pose more like Margaret Dumont than Captain Renault, the commission 
> declares it "was shocked" at "reports" that exit pollsters have 
> enticed voters with "tawdry inducements, such as small sums of money 
> or [gasp!] cigarettes."  This creates "an unhealthy polling place 
> environment," the report notes primly. 
> 
> It is, to be sure, an outrage if people attempting to exercise their 
> sacred right to vote must pass through clouds of secondhand smoke. 
> But as to the larger issue, it is the commission that is blowing 
> smoke. Consider a few undeniable facts: 
> 
> (1) If people have voted, they have voted.  And if so many of them 
> have voted before you do that the result is preordained when you enter 
> the voting booth, that remains true whether or not the media report 
> it. 
> 
> (2) Every voter is at the mercy of other voters.  The chance of your 
> vote determining the result is exactly the same whether you are the 
> very first voter or the very last.  That chance is virtually nil, even 
> if you live in Palm Beach County.  To the extent other things matter 
> besides declaring the winner, such as the margin of victory or the 
> size of the turnout, every vote matters equally no matter when it was 
> cast. 
> 
> (3) Polls are conducted throughout the campaign, not just on Election 
> Day.  In most cases every voter who watches or reads the news knows 
> the probable result before he or she enters the voting booth.  The 
> only difference between Election Day exit polls and earlier polls is 
> that the exit polls are more likely to be accurate. 
> 
> The only difference between a voter who has not heard the exit poll 
> results and one who has is that the second voter knows something that 
> the first one doesn't.  It truly baffles me how it can be considered 
> "discrimination" against someone to give him or her a piece of 
> information that he or she is free to act on or ignore.  The slightly 
> different argument that exit-poll projections, by reducing voter 
> turnout, harm democracy generally is an insult to these same people. 
> It says that either they can't be trusted with accurate information, 
> or they can't be trusted to assess the possibility -- which the 
> commission itself considers obvious -- that the information may be 
> inaccurate.  It says, essentially, that people should be tricked into 
> voting by keeping them in the dark. 
> 
> The commission mocks network objections on the grounds that the 
> networks long ago agreed not to report projected results in individual 
> states until polls have closed in each state.  The commission is right 
> that the networks have already abandoned the point of principle, and 
> its new demands demonstrate that they were foolish to do so.  Instead 
> of agreeing to extend their pseudo-self-censorship, the networks 
> should reassert their right to do their job of gathering information 
> and sharing it with the public. 
> 



> If network projections were as routinely wrong as the commission 
> suggests, no one would believe them and the alleged problem would 
> solve itself.  The commission's real complaint is that exit polls tend 
> to be accurate.  As such, they tell a truth that these high-minded 
> formers and worthies would like to suppress, which is that any 
> individual vote does not matter, if by "matter" you mean affecting the 
> result. 
> 
> The important point is that every vote doesn't matter equally, no 
> matter when it was cast. 
> 
> Michael Kinsley, editor of Slate (www.slate.com), writes a weekly 
> column for The Post. 
> 
> ï¿½ 2001 The Washington Post Company 
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Unfortunately, the actual report posted on the commission web page looks more  
like a 
political puff piece than anything else.  It is available only as a scanned  
.pdf 
file, bloated with numerous self-serving photos of the illustrious members in 
thoughtful poses and patriotic photographs of flags and voting materials. 
 
There is no plain text version available and no effort was made to make the  
.pdf 
document more readable by linking the table of contents to the chapters  
listed.  Wide 
margins (to make room for the pictures) make the text too small to read on- 
screen 
except on a very large high-resolution monitor, and the 114-page length, 
along  
with 
the many photographs, make it costly and time-consuming to print out. The  
report is 
also posted as individual chapters, but these simply consist of the full  
report 
broken into chunks for downloading. 
 
The March 21st supporting report "Voting Technologies in the United 
States: Overview and Issues for Congress" prepared by the Congressional  
Research 
Service is listed on the individual chapters page, but only a brief abstract  
is 
provided, with no link to obtain the full text. 
 
My feeling is that, if the commission were serious about election reform, 
they  
would 
have tried a little harder to make the contents of the report available,  
instead of 
the self-promoting brochure they have produced. 
 
Jan Werner 
jwerner@jwdp.com 
____________________ 
 
Nick Panagakis wrote: 
> 
> Here is the full report. 
> 
> http://www.reformelections.org/data/reports/99_full_report.php 
> 
> Jan Werner wrote: 



> 
> > The following op-ed piece appears in today's Washington Post and 
> > also in the on-line magazine Slate (edited by Kinsley), where it 
> > sports the additional subtitle "A Presidential Commission endorses a 
> > nutty complaint." 
> > 
> > _____________________________________________________ 
> > 
> > Electoral   Hypochondria 
> > By Michael Kinsley 
> > Friday, August 3, 2001; Page A19 
> > 
> > "For decades," says the National Commission on Federal Election 
> > Reform in its report issued this week, "public opinion surveys have 
> > disclosed abiding irritation with early projection of election 
> > results by the news media."  It's true:  Nearly everyone thinks that 
> > it is very naughty of the TV networks to project election results 
> > before voting is over.  Many people who hear the networks call an 
> > election before they have exercised their franchise believe, in all 
> > sincerity, that their votes are being stolen.  But, like primitives 
> > who believe their souls are being stolen when someone takes their 
> > photograph, these people are mistaken.  It is a form of democratic 
> > hypochondria. 
> > 
> > The commission, appointed by President Bush and chaired by Gerald 
> > Ford and Jimmy Carter, seems dead to the irony of citing poll 
> > results to justify a call for the suppression of poll results.  The 
> > commission apparently does not worry that by revealing that public 
> > opinion is settled on this issue, it has somehow denied you the 
> > right to make up your own mind.  The commission not only is not 
> > alarmed that readers of its report might be influenced by these poll 
> > results -- it thinks that people ought to be influenced by these 
> > poll results. 
> > 
> > But exit polls, taken as people leave the voting booth, apparently 
> > are different.  With extraordinary vehemence, "The Commission 
> > condemns" the practice of reporting poll results before all voting 
> > is officially over (except in Alaska and Hawaii, which apparently 
> > don't count).  "This practice demeans democracy," the commission 
> > intones.  "It robs candidates . . . of votes."  It "discriminates 
> > against citizens and candidates in much of the nation."  Tragically, 
> > the commission concedes, even vile and filthy exit polls are 
> > protected by the First Amendment. But the report "strongly 
> > encourages citizens not to participate."  And it calls for new laws 
> > forbidding public disclosure of the official results until all polls 
> > have closed.  "At the very least," the report notes vindictively, 
> > this would make the network projections more "unreliable." 
> > 
> > It's a startling notion that the government ought to be trying to 
> > make news media information more unreliable.  Much of the effort of 
> > government officials is devoted to precisely this, of course, but 
> > you don't expect to find it among the recommendations of a hifalutin 
> > commission.  Especially since "unreliability" is one of the 
> > commission's major complaints against network projections in the 
> > first place.  The idea seems to be that network projections must be 
> > made more unreliable so that people will recognize how unreliable 
> > they are.  Communists used to call this kind of strategy 



> > "heightening the contradictions." 
> > 
> > The depravity of exit polls knows no bounds, apparently.  Striking a 
> > pose more like Margaret Dumont than Captain Renault, the commission 
> > declares it "was shocked" at "reports" that exit pollsters have 
> > enticed voters with "tawdry inducements, such as small sums of money 
> > or [gasp!] cigarettes."  This creates "an unhealthy polling place 
> > environment," the report notes primly. 
> > 
> > It is, to be sure, an outrage if people attempting to exercise their 
> > sacred right to vote must pass through clouds of secondhand smoke. 
> > But as to the larger issue, it is the commission that is blowing 
> > smoke. Consider a few undeniable facts: 
> > 
> > (1) If people have voted, they have voted.  And if so many of them 
> > have voted before you do that the result is preordained when you 
> > enter the voting booth, that remains true whether or not the media 
> > report it. 
> > 
> > (2) Every voter is at the mercy of other voters.  The chance of your 
> > vote determining the result is exactly the same whether you are the 
> > very first voter or the very last.  That chance is virtually nil, 
> > even if you live in Palm Beach County.  To the extent other things 
> > matter besides declaring the winner, such as the margin of victory 
> > or the size of the turnout, every vote matters equally no matter 
> > when it was cast. 
> > 
> > (3) Polls are conducted throughout the campaign, not just on 
> > Election Day.  In most cases every voter who watches or reads the 
> > news knows the probable result before he or she enters the voting 
> > booth.  The only difference between Election Day exit polls and 
> > earlier polls is that the exit polls are more likely to be accurate. 
> > 
> > The only difference between a voter who has not heard the exit poll 
> > results and one who has is that the second voter knows something 
> > that the first one doesn't.  It truly baffles me how it can be 
> > considered "discrimination" against someone to give him or her a 
> > piece of information that he or she is free to act on or ignore. 
> > The slightly different argument that exit-poll projections, by 
> > reducing voter turnout, harm democracy generally is an insult to 
> > these same people.  It says that either they can't be trusted with 
> > accurate information, or they can't be trusted to assess the 
> > possibility -- which the commission itself considers obvious -- that 
> > the information may be inaccurate.  It says, essentially, that 
> > people should be tricked into voting by keeping them in the dark. 
> > 
> > The commission mocks network objections on the grounds that the 
> > networks long ago agreed not to report projected results in 
> > individual states until polls have closed in each state.  The 
> > commission is right that the networks have already abandoned the 
> > point of principle, and its new demands demonstrate that they were 
> > foolish to do so.  Instead of agreeing to extend their 
> > pseudo-self-censorship, the networks should reassert their right to 
> > do their job of gathering information and sharing it with the 
> > public. 
> > 
> > If network projections were as routinely wrong as the commission 



> > suggests, no one would believe them and the alleged problem would 
> > solve itself.  The commission's real complaint is that exit polls 
> > tend to be accurate.  As such, they tell a truth that these 
> > high-minded formers and worthies would like to suppress, which is 
> > that any individual vote does not matter, if by "matter" you mean 
> > affecting the result. 
> > 
> > The important point is that every vote doesn't matter equally, no 
> > matter when it was cast. 
> > 
> > Michael Kinsley, editor of Slate (www.slate.com), writes a weekly 
> > column for The Post. 
> > 
> > ï¿½ 2001 The Washington Post Company 
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I would like to show a video on the cognitive interviewing process in my  
research 
methods class (fall and spring semesters). Could someone recommend one for  
purchase 
or loan me a copy?  Please respond to me privately. Thank you all in advance. 
 
************************************************** 
Alice Robbin, Associate Professor 
SLIS, The Information Science School 
Indiana University 
005A Main Library 
1320 East 10th Street 
Bloomington, IN 47405-3907 
Office: (812) 855-5389    Fax: (812) 855-6166 
Email:  arobbin@indiana.edu 
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  Saturday, August 4, 2001 - Updated at 11.19 am 
 
 
      Poll shows approval for Koizumi falling 
 
        ASSOCIATED PRESS in Tokyo 
 
 
 Approval ratings for Japanese Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi's Cabinet   
fell below 
70 in August, sliding to their lowest levels as voters turned  increasingly  
wary of 
his economic reforms, according to a newspaper poll  published Saturday. 
 
 Sixty-nine per cent of respondents support Mr Koizumi's administration,  
with  
many 
citing the prime minister's political stance and his  commitment to revamp 
the 
government and financial sector, the nationwide  Asahi newspaper reported. 
 
 Seventeen per cent of those polled said they are opposed to Mr Koizumi,  up  
from 9 
per cent last month, the Asahi said. 
 
 The figures reflect a steady erosion in Mr Koizumi's popularity -  despite  



his 
ruling coalition's win in upper house parliamentary  elections last month. 
 
 His approval ratings soared to 84 per cent in May, a month after he  swept  
into 
office promising to do away with pork-barrel politics and  usher in an era of 
properity. But his popularity has since cooled, with  his ratings sinking to  
81 per 
cent in June and 77 per cent in July. 
 
 Mr Koizumi has said his programmes will dispel Japan's economic woes,  but  
they are 
also expected to send corporate bankruptcies and  unemployment higher over 
the  
near 
term. Japan's jobless rate is hovering  at 4.9 per cent, a record high. 
 
 Thirty-seven per cent say they believe Mr Koizumi's policies will bring  a 
turnaround. 
 
 Many voters, however, are uneasy about the future. Fifty-two percent of   
Japanese 
surveyed said they feel uneasy about how the changes will  affect their well- 
being, 
and 56 per cent said they would prefer that the  government focus on creating  
jobs, 
the Asahi said. 
 
 Only 35 per cent of respondents want the government to proceed  aggressively  
with 
reforms, the newspaper said. 
 
 The newspaper telephoned 3,753 eligible voters across Japan on Wednesday  
and 
Thursday, of whom 58 per cent responded. No margin of error was  given. 
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  Saturday, August 4, 2001 - Updated at 3.22 pm 
 
 
      Voters concerned about war shrine visit 
 
      ASSOCIATED PRESS in Tokyo 
 
 
 A poll published on Saturday found that many voters think Japanese Prime   
Minister 
Junichiro Koizumi should cautiously approach his plans to visit  a shrine  
honouring 
Japan's war dead. 
 
 Mr Koizumi has said he would pay his respects at Tokyo's Yasukuni Shrine  on  



August 
15, the anniversary of Japan's World War II surrender. The  proposed visit 
has 
infuriated neighbours such as China and South Korea  who remember atrocities 
committed by Japanese soldiers. 
 
 Sixty-five per cent of respondents of a survey this week by the  nationwide  
Asahi 
newspaper said they want Mr Koizumi to be ''careful''  about the shrine 
issue. 
 
 Only 26 per cent of respondents thought Mr Koizumi should ignore the   
criticism and 
commit himself to a visit. 
 
 That was a sharp turn in public opinion toward a go-slow approach,  compared  
with 
July's poll results. Last month, 41 per cent of  respondents urged caution,  
while 42 
per cent said he should definitely  go. 
 
 The newspaper said it telephoned 3,753 registered Japanese voters  Wednesday  
and 
Thursday nationwide, of whom 58 per cent responded. No  margin of error was  
given. 
 
 The shrine was used to encourage militarist fervor before and during the   
war, and 
among the 2.5 million Japanese war dead enshrined there are  executed war  
criminals, 
including war-era Prime Minister Hideki Tojo. 
 
 If Mr Koizumi visits, it would be the first by a sitting prime minister   
since 1996. 
Japan's main opposition party has warned it would damage the  country's  
relations 
with its neighbors. 
 
 Foreign Minister Makiko Tanaka has told Chinese and South Korean  officials  
that she 
would try to convince Mr Koizumi to forego the visit. 
 
 Mr Koizumi himself told China's ambassador on Thursday that he was   
''thinking 
carefully'' about whether to go to the shrine. But it is  unclear whether he  
was 
trying to quiet criticism or indicating a change  of heart. 
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Michael Kinsley's Friday's op-ed from the Washington Post was posted on  
aapornet last 
week.  It quotes one line from the Carter-Ford Commission on Federal Election  
Reform 
that must have puzzled people: "...network interviewers have offered tawdry 
inducements, such as small sums of money or cigarettes, as enticements to  
citizens to 
participate in exit polling." 
 
I've tracked down, by speaking with Commission representatives, their source  
for that 
statement.  It turns out to be an excerpt from testimony before the House  
Commerce 
Commission (February 14, 2001), which I've attached to this email. 
 
If you read the excerpt, you'll see that it in no way supports the statement 
contained in the report and quoted by Kinsley. 
 
Paul Biemer, of Research Triangle Institute (which did the technical review 
of  
VNS), 
was being questioned on how response rates can be improved.  He mentioned  
incentives, 
and noted that VNS had experimented with them, but found incentives created  
problems 
of their own.  So yes, VNS has experimented with incentives, but "in the  
past." 
Then Committee Chairman Tauzin asked additional questions, which Biemer  
answered by 



talking about what "we" in "survey work" sometimes do to increase response  
rates and 
reduce respondent burden.  Biemer is clearly talking in general, and not 
about 
anything VNS did in 2000.  Tauzin, not Biemer, actually speaks the word  
"cigarettes," 
and there is no response from Biemer. 
 
So -- VNS has experimented with incentives (in the past); the survey industry  
(not 
specifically VNS) sometimes uses incentives, including small sums of money;  
nobody 
but Chairman Tauzin talked about 
cigarettes.   (For the record, the VNS experiment of the past involved 
giving respondents pens.) 
 
That's a far cry from the Commission's statement, which seems rapidly en 
route  
to 
urban myth status. 
 
Kathy Frankovic 
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ZSBiZWVuDXRoZXJlLCBubyBvbmUgaGFzIGNvbnRpbnVlZCB0byBmZXJyZXQgdGhpcyBvdXQgYW5k 
IHN0b3AgaXQuIFNvIGJhc2VkDXVwb24gd2hhdCB5b3Ugc2FpZCBpbiBwYWdlIDUwLCBob3cgZG8g 
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YXRlIHdlDXdvdWxkIGhhdmUgemVybyBub25yZXNwb25zZSBiaWFzLiBTbyBvbmUgaWRlYSB3b3Vs 
ZCBiZSB0byB0cnkgdG8NbWFrZSB0aGUgbm9ucmVzcG9uc2UgcmF0ZXMgc21hbGxlci4gVGhlaXIg 
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IG92ZXJlc3RpbWF0ZSBmb3IgR29yZSBpbiAzNCBTdGF0ZXMgcGx1cyB0aGUgRGlzdHJpY3QNb2Yg 
Q29sdW1iaWEuIEFuZCB0aGF0IHdhcywgSSB0aGluaywgYSB2ZXJ5IHRlbGxpbmcgY2hhcnQgb24N 
d2hhdCB3ZZJ2ZSBiZWVuIHRhbGtpbmcgYWJvdXQuDUNoYWlybWFuIFRBVVpJTi4gSSB0aGFuayB0 
aGUgZ2VudGxlbWFuLiBJIGFtIGludHJpZ3VlZCBieQ15b3VyIHN0YXRlbWVudCBvZiBpbmNlbnRp 
dml6aW5nIHJlc3BvbnNlcy4gSZJtIG5vdCBzdXJlIHdoYXQgeW91DW1lYW50IGJ5IHRoYXQuIElm 
IHlvdSB3YW50IHRvIGV4cGxhaW4gdGhhdC4NTXIuIEJJRU1FUi4gV2hhdCB3ZSB0eXBpY2FsbHkg 
ZG8gaW4gc3VydmV5IHdvcmsgd2hlbiB3ZSBoYXZlDWEgcHJvYmxlbSB3aXRoIGEgbG93IHJlc3Bv 
bnNlIHJhdGUgYW5kIHdlIHJlY29nbml6ZSB0aGF0IHBhcnRpY2lwYXRpbmcNaW4gYSBzdXJ2ZXkg 
aXMgYSBidXJkZW4gaXMgdGhhdCB3ZSBvZmZlciBhbiBpbmNlbnRpdmUuDUNoYWlybWFuIFRBVVpJ 
Ti4gV2hhdCBkbyB5b3UgbWVhbj8gVGlwIHRoZW0sIHBheSB0aGVtPw1Nci4gQklFTUVSLiBZZXMs 
IHdlIG1pZ2h0IGdpdmUgdGhlbSBhIGdpZnQuIFVzdWFsbHksIHRoaXMgaXMgd2l0aA1ubyBzdHJp 
bmdzIGF0dGFjaGVkLiBXZSBnaXZlIHRoZW0gYSBnaWZ0IGxpa2UgYSBwZW4uIFdlIG1pZ2h0IGV2 
ZW4NZ2l2ZSB0aGVtIG1vbmV5LiBXZSBtaWdodCBnaXZlIHRoZW0gYSBkb2xsYXIgYmlsbCwgdHdv 
IGRvbGxhcnMuDUNoYWlybWFuIFRBVVpJTi4gQ2lnYXJldHRlcz8gVGhlIENoYWlyIHdpbGwgeWll 
bGQgdG8gdGhlIGdlbnRsZW1hbg1mcm9tIE1hc3NhY2h1c2V0dHMsIE1yLiBNYXJrZXkuDU1yLiBN 
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Date: Mon, 06 Aug 2001 07:50:39 -0400 



To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Don Ferree <gferree@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Exit Polls, Kinsley and the Commission 
In-Reply-To: <sb6d7d88.020@cbsnews.com> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
Kathy's point is useful and appreciated, although I fear this is well beyond  
"urban 
legend" since the assertion about the alleged "tawdry" actions by the 
"network 
interviewers" is now included as fact in a searchable, citable, published  
document. 
This is the sort of thing that leads to trails of apparently reliable  
information as 
it gains credibility from repeated citations.  Something parallel happened  
with 
comparative male and female interest in local politicis, I believe it was,  
based 
originally on voting rates in a northwest state soon after women's suffrage.   
The 
original finding was repeatedly cited and those citations were cited and so 
on  
so 
that it looked like a string of references to reinforcing findings over  
decades when 
it fact there was only the one bit of evidence.  Ah well. 
 
The exchange also is useful to remind us of a point almost everyone concedes  
in 
principle, but many forget in application.  While it is undoubtedlytrue that  
if one 
actually got 100% compliance rate, one avoids all bias due to non-response, 
it  
does 
not follow that a lower response rate is necessarily worse in terms of 
representativeness than a higher, if the higher was achieved by means which 
disproportionately attracted those already more likely to come into the final 
achieved sample.  The question is what patterns of differential likelihood of  
making 
it from a theoretical sample to a final achieved sample there are, and 
whether 
whatever tactics are employed reinforce, mitigate, or are irrelevant to those 
patterns. 
 
 
Don 
 
 
 
 
G. Donald Ferree, Jr. 
Associate Director for Public Opinion Research 
University of Wisconsin Survey Center 
1800 University Avenue Room 102B 
Madison Wisconsin 53705 
608-263-3744/262-1688 



 
At 05:05 PM 8/5/01 -0500, you wrote: 
>Michael Kinsley's Friday's op-ed from the Washington Post was posted on 
>aapornet last week.  It quotes one line from the Carter-Ford Commission 
>on Federal Election Reform that must have puzzled people: "...network 
>interviewers have offered tawdry inducements, such as small sums of 
>money or cigarettes, as enticements to citizens to participate in exit 
>polling." 
> 
>I've tracked down, by speaking with Commission representatives, their 
>source for that statement.  It turns out to be an excerpt from 
>testimony before the House Commerce Commission (February 14, 2001), 
>which I've attached to this email. 
> 
>If you read the excerpt, you'll see that it in no way supports the 
>statement contained in the report and quoted by Kinsley. 
> 
>Paul Biemer, of Research Triangle Institute (which did the technical 
>review of VNS), was being questioned on how response rates can be 
>improved.  He mentioned incentives, and noted that VNS had experimented 
>with them, but found incentives created problems of their own.  So yes, 
>VNS has experimented with incentives, but "in the past." Then Committee 
>Chairman Tauzin asked additional questions, which Biemer answered by 
>talking about what "we" in "survey work" sometimes do to increase 
>response rates and reduce respondent burden.  Biemer is clearly talking 
>in general, and not about anything VNS did in 2000.  Tauzin, not 
>Biemer, actually speaks the word "cigarettes," 
>and there is no response from Biemer. 
> 
>So -- VNS has experimented with incentives (in the past); the survey 
>industry (not specifically VNS) sometimes uses incentives, including 
>small sums of money; nobody but Chairman Tauzin talked about 
>cigarettes.   (For the record, the VNS experiment of the past involved 
>giving respondents pens.) 
> 
>That's a far cry from the Commission's statement, which seems rapidly 
>en route to urban myth status. 
> 
>Kathy Frankovic 
> 
> 
 
>From daves@startribune.com Mon Aug  6 07:22:52 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
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07:22:51 -0700 
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Received: from firewall1.startribune.com (firewall1.startribune.com  
[132.148.80.210]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id HAA02035 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Mon, 6 Aug 2001 07:22:52 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: by firewall1.startribune.com; id JAA28851; Mon, 6 Aug 2001 09:20:38  
-0500 
(CDT) 
Received: from unknown(132.148.25.25) by firewall1.startribune.com via smap  



(V5.5) 
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Received: from STNAVMAIL.startribune.com (stnavmail.startribune.com  
[132.148.90.34]) 
      by selma.startribune.com (8.11.3/8.11.3) with SMTP id f76EK5A24786 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Mon, 6 Aug 2001 09:20:05 -0500 (CDT) 
Received: from mail.startribune.com ([132.148.90.226]) 
 by STNAVMAIL.startribune.com (NAVGW 2.5.1.6) with SMTP id  
M2001080609204819982  for 
<aapornet@usc.edu>; Mon, 06 Aug 2001 09:20:48 -0500 
Received: from STAR-Message_Server by mail.startribune.com 
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Mime-Version: 1.0 
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Don Feree makes a good point about the Kinsley quote being a matter of record  
on the 
web.  Perhaps Kathy could be persuaded to put her excellent scholarship in a  
piece 
for the Post to set the record straight. 
 
Rob Daves 
 
 
 
 
Robert P. Daves, director                       v: 612.673-7278 
The Minnesota Poll                                 f:  612.673-4359 
Star Tribune                                            e:  
daves@startribune.com 
425 Portland Av. S. 
Minneapolis MN  USA  55488 
 
>>> Kathy Frankovic <KAF@cbsnews.com> 08/05 4:05 PM >>> 
Michael Kinsley's Friday's op-ed from the Washington Post was posted on  
aapornet last 
week.  It quotes one line from the Carter-Ford Commission on Federal Election  
Reform 
that must have puzzled people: "...network interviewers have offered tawdry 
inducements, such as small sums of money or cigarettes, as enticements to  
citizens to 
participate in exit polling." 
 
I've tracked down, by speaking with Commission representatives, their source  
for that 
statement.  It turns out to be an excerpt from testimony before the House  
Commerce 



Commission (February 14, 2001), which I've attached to this email. 
 
If you read the excerpt, you'll see that it in no way supports the statement 
contained in the report and quoted by Kinsley. 
 
Paul Biemer, of Research Triangle Institute (which did the technical review 
of  
VNS), 
was being questioned on how response rates can be improved.  He mentioned  
incentives, 
and noted that VNS had experimented with them, but found incentives created  
problems 
of their own.  So yes, VNS has experimented with incentives, but "in the  
past." 
Then Committee Chairman Tauzin asked additional questions, which Biemer  
answered by 
talking about what "we" in "survey work" sometimes do to increase response  
rates and 
reduce respondent burden.  Biemer is clearly talking in general, and not 
about 
anything VNS did in 2000.  Tauzin, not Biemer, actually speaks the word  
"cigarettes," 
and there is no response from Biemer. 
 
So -- VNS has experimented with incentives (in the past); the survey industry  
(not 
specifically VNS) sometimes uses incentives, including small sums of money;  
nobody 
but Chairman Tauzin talked about 
cigarettes.   (For the record, the VNS experiment of the past involved 
giving respondents pens.) 
 
That's a far cry from the Commission's statement, which seems rapidly en 
route  
to 
urban myth status. 
 
Kathy Frankovic 
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07:33:56 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from epimetheus.hosting4u.net (epimetheus.hosting4u.net  
[209.15.2.70]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with SMTP 
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From: "Mark David Richards" <mark@bisconti.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Exit Polls, Kinsley and the Commission 
Date: Mon, 6 Aug 2001 10:30:10 -0400 
Message-ID: <JAEPJNNBGDEENLLCIIIBCELBDGAA.mark@bisconti.com> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
In-Reply-To: <sb6d7d88.020@cbsnews.com> 
 
FYI-letter from Conyers and Donn RE: Thurs. Post editorial on National  
Commission on 
Electoral Reform.  Mark Richards 
 
'A Response to Florida' 
 
 
The Washington Post 
Saturday, August 4, 2001; Page A22 
 
The Post's Aug. 2 editorial "A Response to Florida" lacked balance. Its  
central 
thesis was that a consensus exists on how to fix our electoral system --  
namely a 
conditional, voluntary program whereby states would have the option of  
correcting 
shortcomings in their electoral system but would not be required to do so. We  
believe 
that no such consensus exists. The editorial asserted that the National  
Commission on 
Electoral Reform proposed that an optional grant model was preferable to  
requiring 
states to meet minimum federal standards for federal elections. Yet  
notwithstanding 
this assertion, policy recommendation No. 13 of the commission's report  
explicitly 
states that "[t]he Commission as a whole takes no position on whether 
Congress  
should 
use the powerful incentive of conditional grants or instead establish  
requirements or 
mandates wholly independent of funding." 
 
In our view, the Constitution Project's report does not support this supposed 
consensus either. The report does not say that an optional approach is  
preferable to 
minimum requirements but instead says that conditional funding is the very  
least -- 
not the most -- that Congress should do. In fact, the report specifically  
recognized 
that Congress can act "through incentives or requirements." Additionally, a  
number of 



civil rights organizations that worked with the Constitution Project on its  
report 
declined to sign on to it because of its lack of a clear call for minimum  
national 
voting rights standards. We believe that neither report provides the basis 
for 
claiming that there is an emerging consensus on election reform. The 
editorial  
also 
repeatedly prognosticates that the Conyers-Dodd Equal Protection of Voting  
Rights Act 
has little chance of enactment, but it offers no more than conclusory  
statements in 
support of that opinion. The facts speak to the contrary. Ours is a tri- 
partisan 
bill, which has the support of a majority of the Senate and 150 members of 
the  
House. 
Indeed, no other election reform bill introduced in Congress has as much  
support as 
ours. Moreover, it is the consensus bill of the civil rights and disability  
rights 
communities. The bill was just reported on a 10 to 0 vote by the Senate Rules 
Committee and is clearly moving forward. Outreach to Republican members has  
been 
productive and is ongoing. 
 
As veterans of decades of civil rights struggles, we would suggest that this  
debate 
is not new. We are used to opposition to voting reform and civil rights laws  
being 
cloaked in a mantra of "states' rights." If we had allowed states over the  
past 40 
years to opt out of voting reform and civil rights laws by simply refusing to  
cash a 
federal check, millions of Americans would still be paying poll taxes and  
drinking 
out of separate water fountains. In the 21st century, we believe that such an 
approach would mean that the most antiquated machines that routinely discard  
votes 
would continue to be reserved for poor and minority precincts and individuals  
with 
disabilities would continue to be denied an accessible, private and  
independent vote. 
To belittle such a reasonable and principled position by sarcastically  
referring to 
it as theology is beneath the standards of The Post. Over the course of our  
nation's 
struggle for civil rights, we have heard many faint-hearted pleas for early  
surrender 
on civil rights issues. We are surprised, however, that such pleas are now  
coming 
from The Post, which has been a crusader for such issues. We are also  
disappointed 
that such a plea was based on such a feeble factual record. The right to vote  
is the 
foundation of our democracy. If we learned anything last November it is that  



this 
foundation is cracked and damaged. Repairing it will require more than the 
legislative equivalent of a new coat of paint. It requires reform that will  
ensure 
that every American voter is treated equally. 
 
JOHN CONYERS JR. 
U.S. Representative (D-Mich.) 
Ranking Member, House Judiciary 
Committee 
 
CHRISTOPHER DODD 
U.S. Senator (D-Conn.) 
Chairman, Senate Rules Committee 
Washington 
(c) 2001 The Washington Post Company 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: owner-aapornet@usc.edu [mailto:owner-aapornet@usc.edu]On Behalf Of 
Kathy 
Frankovic 
Sent: Sunday, August 05, 2001 6:05 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Exit Polls, Kinsley and the Commission 
 
Michael Kinsley's Friday's op-ed from the Washington Post was posted on  
aapornet last 
week.  It quotes one line from the Carter-Ford Commission on Federal Election  
Reform 
that must have puzzled people: "...network interviewers have offered tawdry 
inducements, such as small sums of money or cigarettes, as enticements to  
citizens to 
participate in exit polling." 
 
I've tracked down, by speaking with Commission representatives, their source  
for that 
statement.  It turns out to be an excerpt from testimony before the House  
Commerce 
Commission (February 14, 2001), which I've attached to this email. 
 
If you read the excerpt, you'll see that it in no way supports the statement 
contained in the report and quoted by Kinsley. 
 
Paul Biemer, of Research Triangle Institute (which did the technical review 
of  
VNS), 
was being questioned on how response rates can be improved.  He mentioned  
incentives, 
and noted that VNS had experimented with them, but found incentives created  
problems 
of their own.  So yes, VNS has experimented with incentives, but "in the  
past." Then 
Committee Chairman Tauzin asked additional questions, which Biemer answered 
by 
talking about what "we" in "survey work" sometimes do to increase response  
rates and 



reduce respondent burden.  Biemer is clearly talking in general, and not 
about 
anything VNS did in 2000.  Tauzin, not Biemer, actually speaks the word  
"cigarettes," 
and there is no response from Biemer. 
 
So -- VNS has experimented with incentives (in the past); the survey industry  
(not 
specifically VNS) sometimes uses incentives, including small sums of money;  
nobody 
but Chairman Tauzin talked about 
cigarettes.   (For the record, the VNS experiment of the past involved 
giving respondents pens.) 
 
That's a far cry from the Commission's statement, which seems rapidly en 
route  
to 
urban myth status. 
 
Kathy Frankovic 
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Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f76FRgJ18404 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Mon, 6 Aug 2001  
08:27:42 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from m16.boston.juno.com (m16.boston.juno.com [64.136.24.79]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id IAA00934 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Mon, 6 Aug 2001 08:27:45 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from cookie.juno.com by cookie.juno.com for 
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EDT 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Cc: aapornet@usc.edu 
Date: Mon, 6 Aug 2001 11:00:02 +0000 
Subject: Re: Exit Polls, Kinsley and the Commission 
Message-ID: <20010806.112645.-484031.3.jelinson@juno.com> 
X-Mailer: Juno 5.0.15 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Juno-Line-Breaks: 0,2-67 
From: Jack Elinson <jelinson@juno.com> 
 
Second the motion. 
On Mon, 06 Aug 2001 09:18:30 -0600 "Rob Daves" <daves@startribune.com> 
writes: 
> Don Feree makes a good point about the Kinsley quote being a matter 
> of record on the web.  Perhaps Kathy could be persuaded to put her 
> excellent scholarship in a piece for the Post to set the record 
> straight. 
> 
> Rob Daves 



> 
> 
> 
> 
> Robert P. Daves, director                       v: 612.673-7278 
> The Minnesota Poll                                 f:  612.673-4359 
> Star Tribune                                            e: 
> daves@startribune.com 
> 425 Portland Av. S. 
> Minneapolis MN  USA  55488 
> 
> >>> Kathy Frankovic <KAF@cbsnews.com> 08/05 4:05 PM >>> 
> Michael Kinsley's Friday's op-ed from the Washington Post was posted 
> on aapornet last week.  It quotes one line from the Carter-Ford 
> Commission on Federal Election Reform that must have puzzled people: 
> "...network interviewers have offered tawdry inducements, such as 
> small sums of money or cigarettes, as enticements to citizens to 
> participate in exit polling." 
> 
> I've tracked down, by speaking with Commission representatives, 
> their 
> source for that statement.  It turns out to be an excerpt from 
> testimony 
> before the House Commerce Commission (February 14, 2001), which I've 
> attached to this email. 
> 
> If you read the excerpt, you'll see that it in no way supports the 
> statement contained in the report and quoted by Kinsley. 
> 
> Paul Biemer, of Research Triangle Institute (which did the technical 
> review of VNS), was being questioned on how response rates can be 
> improved.  He mentioned incentives, and noted that VNS had 
> experimented with them, but found incentives created problems of their 
> own.  So yes, VNS has experimented with incentives, but "in the 
> past." 
> Then Committee Chairman Tauzin asked additional questions, which 
> Biemer answered by talking about what "we" in "survey work" 
> sometimes do to increase response rates and reduce respondent 
> burden.  Biemer is clearly talking in general, and not about 
> anything VNS 
> did in 2000.  Tauzin, not Biemer, actually speaks the word 
> "cigarettes," 
> and there is no response from Biemer. 
> 
> So -- VNS has experimented with incentives (in the past); the survey 
> industry (not specifically VNS) sometimes uses incentives, including 
> small sums of money; nobody but Chairman Tauzin talked about 
> cigarettes.   (For the record, the VNS experiment of the past 
> involved 
> giving respondents pens.) 
> 
> That's a far cry from the Commission's statement, which seems 
> rapidly 
> en route to urban myth status. 
> 
> Kathy Frankovic 
> 



> 
> 
>From jwerner@jwdp.com Mon Aug  6 13:11:36 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f76KBaJ01267 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Mon, 6 Aug 2001  
13:11:36 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from jwdp.com (europa.your-site.com [140.186.45.14]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with SMTP 
      id NAA08694 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Mon, 6 Aug 2001 13:11:34 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from jwdp.com ([151.203.162.122]) by jwdp.com ; Mon, 06 Aug 2001  
16:11:07 
-0400 
Message-ID: <3B6EFA3D.2675C0DD@jwdp.com> 
Date: Mon, 06 Aug 2001 16:12:45 -0400 
From: Jan Werner <jwerner@jwdp.com> 
Reply-To: jwerner@jwdp.com 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.77 [en] (Windows NT 5.0; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Exit Polls, Kinsley and the Commission 
References: <sb6e6119.097@mail.startribune.com> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
The problem here is not the availability of Kinsley's article, which, after  
all, 
points out the hypocrisy of the Commission's attack on exit polls. 
 
What is of far more concern is the report itself, which reads as follows 
(page  
64): 
 
   The Commission was shocked by reports that network interviewers 
   at polling precincts have offered tawdry inducements, such as 
   small sums of money or cigarettes, as enticements to citizens to 
   participate in exit polling. Such conduct cheapens journalism 
   and creates an unhealthy polling place environment. 
   The commission strongly encourages citizens not to particpate in 
   exit polling. 
 
As Kathy's evidence makes clear, these "reports" were pure fiction, and 
appear  
to 
have been concocted for the express purpose of justifying the exhortation for  
voters 
not to respond to exit polls. 
 
This is what must not be allowed to stand unchallenged. 
 
As an aside, one has to wonder who actually wrote the Commission's report,  
what their 
agenda was, and how much of it the members actually read before affixing 
their 



signatures to the final document. 
 
The full Commission report may be obtained at: 
 
http://reformelections.org/data/reports/99_full_report.php 
 
The full draft transcript of the Feb. 14 hearing before the House committee  
can be 
obtained at: 
 
http://energycommerce.house.gov/107/action/107-25.pdf 
 
Both documents are in Acrobat format. 
 
Jan Werner 
jwerner@jwdp.com 
___________________ 
 
Rob Daves wrote: 
> 
> Don Feree makes a good point about the Kinsley quote being a matter of 
> record on the web.  Perhaps Kathy could be persuaded to put her 
> excellent scholarship in a piece for the Post to set the record 
> straight. 
> 
> Rob Daves 
> 
> Robert P. Daves, director                       v: 612.673-7278 
> The Minnesota Poll                                 f:  612.673-4359 
> Star Tribune                                            e:  
daves@startribune.com 
> 425 Portland Av. S. 
> Minneapolis MN  USA  55488 
> 
> >>> Kathy Frankovic <KAF@cbsnews.com> 08/05 4:05 PM >>> 
> Michael Kinsley's Friday's op-ed from the Washington Post was posted 
> on aapornet last week.  It quotes one line from the Carter-Ford 
> Commission on Federal Election Reform that must have puzzled people: 
> "...network interviewers have offered tawdry inducements, such as 
> small sums of money or cigarettes, as enticements to citizens to 
> participate in exit polling." 
> 
> I've tracked down, by speaking with Commission representatives, their 
> source for that statement.  It turns out to be an excerpt from 
> testimony before the House Commerce Commission (February 14, 2001), 
> which I've attached to this email. 
> 
> If you read the excerpt, you'll see that it in no way supports the 
> statement contained in the report and quoted by Kinsley. 
> 
> Paul Biemer, of Research Triangle Institute (which did the technical 
> review of VNS), was being questioned on how response rates can be 
> improved.  He mentioned incentives, and noted that VNS had 
> experimented with them, but found incentives created problems of their 
> own.  So yes, VNS has experimented with incentives, but "in the past." 
> Then Committee Chairman Tauzin asked additional questions, which 
> Biemer answered by talking about what "we" in "survey work" sometimes 



> do to increase response rates and reduce respondent burden.  Biemer is 
> clearly talking in general, and not about anything VNS did in 2000. 
> Tauzin, not Biemer, actually speaks the word "cigarettes," and there 
> is no response from Biemer. 
> 
> So -- VNS has experimented with incentives (in the past); the survey 
> industry (not specifically VNS) sometimes uses incentives, including 
> small sums of money; nobody but Chairman Tauzin talked about 
> cigarettes.   (For the record, the VNS experiment of the past involved 
> giving respondents pens.) 
> 
> That's a far cry from the Commission's statement, which seems rapidly 
> en route to urban myth status. 
> 
> Kathy Frankovic 
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To: AAPORnet List server <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Expert on small area estimation 
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Date: Mon, 6 Aug 2001 16:41:04 -0400 (Eastern Daylight Time) 
X-Mailer: Simeon for Win32 Version 4.1.4 Build (40) 
X-Authentication: IMSP 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; CHARSET=US-ASCII 
 
We are considering submission of a bid for a survey project that involves 
small area estimation at the analysis stage.  The dependent variable is : 
percent uninsured. 
   If anyone can suggest someone who could possibly undertake this part of 
the project as a subcontractor to our organization, I would appreciate 
receiving those suggestions directly.  Thanks! 
                                    Tom 
 
Thomas M. Guterbock                       Voice: (434) 243-5223 
NOTE: NEW TELEPHONE AREA CODE   CSR Main Number: (434) 243-5222 
Center for Survey Research                  FAX: (434) 243-5233 
University of Virginia     EXPRESS DELIVERY:  2205 Fontaine Ave 
P. O. Box 400767                                      Suite 303 
Charlottesville, VA 22904-4767        e-mail: TomG@virginia.edu 
 
>From slosh@garnet.acns.fsu.edu Tue Aug  7 20:10:48 2001 



Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f783AmJ09637 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 7 Aug 2001  
20:10:48 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from imf10bis.bellsouth.net (mail110.mail.bellsouth.net  
[205.152.58.50]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id UAA07027 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 7 Aug 2001 20:10:46 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from [209.214.130.38] by imf10bis.bellsouth.net 
          (InterMail vM.5.01.01.01 201-252-104) with SMTP 
          id 
<20010808031108.RTA25726.imf10bis.bellsouth.net@[209.214.130.38]> 
          for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 7 Aug 2001 23:11:08 -0400 
Message-Id: <3.0.32.20010807231947.007f87d0@garnet.acns.fsu.edu> 
X-Sender: slosh@garnet.acns.fsu.edu 
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0 (32) 
Date: Tue, 07 Aug 2001 23:19:49 -0400 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Susan Losh <slosh@garnet.acns.fsu.edu> 
Subject: paragraph on violence 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
Hi aaporneters, 
 
This one goes back to the data on the incidence of dating violence, which a  
recent 
national study estimated at 20%. I asked Suzanne Steinmetz, who literally  
"wrote the 
book" (more than one) on this topic and who is a pioneer in the field for a  
short 
paragraph of commentary. Here is her paragraph. Suzanne is at Indiana 
University/Indianapolis in Sociology for folks who want to pursue the topic  
further. 
 
>Return-Path: <sksteinm@iupui.edu> 
>Date: Tue, 07 Aug 2001 15:16:21 -0500 
>From: "Suzanne K. Steinmetz" <sksteinm@iupui.edu> 
>X-Accept-Language: en 
>To: Susan Losh <slosh@garnet.acns.fsu.edu> 
>Subject: paragraph on violence 
> 
>Hi, 
> 
>>The newest data revealing the high number of abused women is really 
>>not 
so new. Unfortunately, we have had this information since the mid-1950's (but  
is was 
referred to as "aggression on the part of college male"). During the 1980s 
and  
early 
1990s there were numerous smaller studies as well as several national ones  
which 
supported the fairly high rates of sexual and physical abuse of women. What 
is  



most 
distressing is that during the nearly half century that we have known about  
this 
problem, we have put men on the moon, but have not allocated the resources  
necessary 
to help reduce violence among women and men. Each new study brings on a new  
sense of 
alarm.  Unfortunately, the priority given to family violence (including child  
abuse) 
still remains low. 
 
Suzanne Steinmetz 
Susan Carol Losh, Ph.D. 
(850) 644-8778 Voice Mail Available 
(850) 644-8776 FAX 
Department of Educational Research 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee, FL 32306-4453 
(904) 249-1683 
 
Visit the site: 
http://garnet.acns.fsu.edu/~slosh//Index.htm 
 
>From steenb@fleishman.com Wed Aug  8 12:29:26 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f78JTPJ24000 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 8 Aug 2001  
12:29:25 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from mail.fleishman.com (mail.fleishman.com [207.193.111.249]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id MAA23832 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 8 Aug 2001 12:29:24 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from ims03west.fleishman.com (ims03west-gateway.fleishman.com 
[207.193.111.248]) by mail.fleishman.com with SMTP (Microsoft Exchange  
Internet Mail 
Service Version 5.5.2653.13) 
      id 3Z27QDWV; Wed, 8 Aug 2001 14:28:50 -0500 
Received: by ims03west with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
      id <QN16TZPF>; Wed, 8 Aug 2001 14:24:43 -0500 
Message-ID: <951B30EE47A7D2118D4000A0C9EA357308B23788@stlexgsrv01> 
From: "Steen, Bob" <steenb@fleishman.com> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: University sponsored national omnibus surveys 
Date: Wed, 8 Aug 2001 14:28:54 -0500 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="windows-1252" 
 
A client has inquired about the availability of university sponsored national  
omnibus 
telephone studies. Is anyone involved in such an endeavor? 
 
Thanks for your feedback. 
 
Bob Steen 



Vice President 
Fleishman-Hillard Research 
200 North Broadway 
St. Louis, MO 63102 
 
Phone: 314 982 1752 
Fax: 314 982 9105 
steenb@fleishman.com 
 
>From Bob33iam@aol.com Wed Aug  8 21:47:45 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f794ljJ07680 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 8 Aug 2001  
21:47:45 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from imo-m05.mx.aol.com (imo-m05.mx.aol.com [64.12.136.8]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id VAA28814 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 8 Aug 2001 21:47:44 -0700 
(PDT) 
From: Bob33iam@aol.com 
Received: from Bob33iam@aol.com 
      by imo-m05.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v31.9.) id 5.32.19063f7e (4392) 
       for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 9 Aug 2001 00:47:03 -0400 (EDT) 
Message-ID: <32.19063f7e.28a36fc6@aol.com> 
Date: Thu, 9 Aug 2001 00:47:02 EDT 
Subject: Re: University sponsored national omnibus surveys 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;  
boundary="part1_32.19063f7e.28a36fc6_boundary" 
X-Mailer: AOL 6.0 for Windows US sub 10527 
 
 
--part1_32.19063f7e.28a36fc6_boundary 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
The Univ. of Wisconsin Survey Center has been running a continuous one since 
1987.  Contact Associate Director John Stevenson (608-262-1688). 
 
Bob Lee 
 
--part1_32.19063f7e.28a36fc6_boundary 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
<HTML><FONT FACE=arial,helvetica><FONT  SIZE=2>The Univ. of Wisconsin Survey  
Center 
has been running a continuous one since 
<BR>1987. &nbsp;Contact Associate Director John Stevenson (608-262-1688). 
<BR> 
<BR>Bob Lee</FONT></HTML> 
 
--part1_32.19063f7e.28a36fc6_boundary-- 
>From steenb@fleishman.com Thu Aug  9 06:37:10 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 



      id f79DbAJ19386 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Thu, 9 Aug 2001  
06:37:10 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from mail.fleishman.com (mail.fleishman.com [207.193.111.249]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id GAA14053 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 9 Aug 2001 06:37:08 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from ims01east.fleishman.com (ims01east-gateway.fleishman.com 
[207.193.111.247]) by mail.fleishman.com with SMTP (Microsoft Exchange  
Internet Mail 
Service Version 5.5.2653.13) 
      id 3Z27RNZN; Thu, 9 Aug 2001 08:36:40 -0500 
Received: by ims01east with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
      id <QN1QCZ6G>; Thu, 9 Aug 2001 08:31:44 -0500 
Message-ID: <951B30EE47A7D2118D4000A0C9EA357308B2378B@stlexgsrv01> 
From: "Steen, Bob" <steenb@fleishman.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: University sponsored national omnibus surveys 
Date: Thu, 9 Aug 2001 08:36:35 -0500 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 
      boundary="------------InterScan_NT_MIME_Boundary" 
 
This message is in MIME format. Since your mail reader does not understand  
this 
format, some or all of this message may not be legible. 
 
--------------InterScan_NT_MIME_Boundary 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C120D8.4ED17860" 
 
------_=_NextPart_001_01C120D8.4ED17860 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Thanks. I also learned that the University of New Mexico does one. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Bob33iam@aol.com [mailto:Bob33iam@aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 11:47 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: University sponsored national omnibus surveys 
 
 
The Univ. of Wisconsin Survey Center has been running a continuous one since 
 
1987.  Contact Associate Director John Stevenson (608-262-1688). 
 
Bob Lee 
 
 
------_=_NextPart_001_01C120D8.4ED17860 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> <HTML><HEAD>  



<META 
HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1"> 
 
 
<META content="MSHTML 5.00.2314.1000" name=GENERATOR></HEAD> <BODY> 
<DIV><FONT 
color=#0000ff face=Arial><SPAN class=080493513-09082001>Thanks. I 
also learned that the University of New Mexico does one.</SPAN></FONT></DIV> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
  <DIV align=left class=OutlookMessageHeader dir=ltr><FONT face=Tahoma 
  size=2>-----Original Message-----<BR><B>From:</B> Bob33iam@aol.com 
  [mailto:Bob33iam@aol.com]<BR><B>Sent:</B> Wednesday, August 08, 2001 11:47 
  PM<BR><B>To:</B> aapornet@usc.edu<BR><B>Subject:</B> Re: University  
sponsored 
  national omnibus surveys<BR><BR></DIV></FONT><FONT  
face=arial,helvetica><FONT 
  size=2>The Univ. of Wisconsin Survey Center has been running a continuous  
one 
  since <BR>1987. &nbsp;Contact Associate Director John Stevenson 
  (608-262-1688). <BR><BR>Bob Lee</FONT> </FONT></BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML> 
 
------_=_NextPart_001_01C120D8.4ED17860-- 
 
--------------InterScan_NT_MIME_Boundary-- 
>From mark@bisconti.com Thu Aug  9 11:37:07 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f79Ib6J03327 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Thu, 9 Aug 2001  
11:37:06 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: from epimetheus.hosting4u.net (epimetheus.hosting4u.net  
[209.15.2.70]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with SMTP 
      id LAA05079 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 9 Aug 2001 11:37:01 -0700 
(PDT) 
Received: (qmail 11541 invoked from network); 9 Aug 2001 18:36:57 -0000 
Received: from libra.hosting4u.net (HELO bisconti.com) (209.15.2.27) 
  by mail-gate.hosting4u.net with SMTP; 9 Aug 2001 18:36:57 -0000 
Received: from mark ([138.88.86.160]) by bisconti.com ; Thu, 09 Aug 2001  
13:36:52 
-0500 
From: "Mark David Richards" <mark@bisconti.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Third Culture Kids (TCKs) 
Date: Thu, 9 Aug 2001 14:33:13 -0400 
Message-ID: <JAEPJNNBGDEENLLCIIIBEEMLDGAA.mark@bisconti.com> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="us-ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
 
 
Here's the hyperlink to a series of articles about a study of "Third Culture  



Kids", 
or TCK's.  The term TCK was coined to refer to the children who accompany  
their 
parents into another society.  The term Adult TCKs 
(ATCKs) is also used interchangeably to refer to TCKs after they reach  
adulthood. 
 
http://www.tckworld.com/useem/home.html#articles 
 
Parts of the articles: 
 
*************** 
TCKs four times more likely to earn bachelor's degrees 
 
This is the second of several reports on a study of adult Third Culture Kids  
(see 
January 1993 NewsLinks). It is being completed by three sociologists/ 
anthropologists: Drs. John Useem and Ruth Hill Useem of Michigan State  
University, 
and Dr. Ann Baker Cottrell of San Diego University, and Dr. Kathleen A.  
Finn]ordan, a 
counselor in Washington, D.C. 
 
In the fall of 1991 when we began asking adult Third Culture Kids to  
participate in 
our exploratory study of the long-term effects of having been TCKs, we hoped  
to get 
100 people to fill in a lengthy questionnaire. 
 
We must have tapped a largely unrecognized and unexamined sector of American  
life. 
We, and our computers, have been overwhelmed by the number of adult TCKs (680  
to 
date) who have so graciously shared their lives and thoughts with us by  
filling in 
the long schedule. In addition, many have given us names to contact, some 
have  
sent 
alumni lists and newsletters, and a few have sent us books and articles they  
have 
written. 
 
The nearly 700 people who returned the unconscionably long schedule range in  
age from 
25 to 84. Seven percent were overseas only during the elementary grades, 11 
percent.had only a secondary school experience outside the U.S., and 82  
percent lived 
abroad both as pre-teens and teenagers. 
 
What are some of our more striking findings to date? One characteristic of  
these 
adult TCKs which stands out is that the overwhelming majority of them are  
committed 
to continuing their education beyond high school graduation. 
 
Only 21 percent of the American population (24 percent of men and 18 percent  
of 



women) hove graduated from a four-year college. In sharp contrast, 81 percent  
of the 
adult TCKs have earned at least a bachelor's degree (87 percent of the men, 
76 
percent of the women). Half of this number have gone on to earn master's  
degrees and 
doctorates. 
 
It would seem that their teachers and counselors in the overseas schools, as  
well as 
their parents, must have been doing a lot right over the last 50 years to 
have  
such 
unusual long-term results. 
 
But these remarkable educational accomplishments are seldom attained in a 
straightforward manner. A considerable proportion of the young adult TCKs  
change 
colleges and/or majors two or three times. Others drop out, as they put it, 
to  
"take 
advantage of opportunities" that happen to come up. 
 
Such detours on their road to obtaining a degree may range from taking a  
semester off 
to "bum around Africa  Occasionally they drop out because a course of study 
is  
beyond 
their capacity, but more often they feel their over-seas schooling and  
experience put 
them ahead of their peers (and even their teachers). Thus they are often "out  
of 
synch" with their all-American-reared peers. 
 
A second finding is that adult TCKs are also somewhat out of synch in aspects  
of 
their lives outside of education. Throughout their lifetimes there are subtle 
differences between them and the American generation that came into adulthood  
in the 
same historical period. Not being like their peers is usually of great import  
(and 
sometimes extremely painful) in the late teens and twenties, but it is of  
lessening 
centrality with increasing age. 
 
How long does it take for TCKs to become adjusted to American life? The  
majority of 
our adult TCKs, including those over 65, report mild to severe difficulties  
with what 
has been called "re-entry problems" or "reverse culture shock." 
 
The answer to the question of how long it takes them to adjust to American  
life is: 
they never adjust. They adapt, they find niches, they take risks, they fail  
and pick 
themselves up again. They succeed in jobs they have created to fit their  
particular 



talents, they locate friends with whom they can share some of their 
interests,  
but 
they resist being encapsulated. Their camouflaged exteriors and understated  
ways of 
presenting themselves hide the rich inner lives, remarkable talents, and 
often 
strongly held contradictory opinions on the world at large and the world at  
hand. 
 
Two-thirds of our sample feel that it is important to them to have an  
international 
dimension to their lives, although they prefer to establish their homes in 
the  
U.S. 
Three-fourths of them feel different from people have not had an overseas  
experience. 
As one woman put it, "I don't feel different, I AM different!" 
 
Two-thirds feel they have more transnational knowledge and skills than they  
have 
opportunity to use in their domestic lives. 
 
Whether or not they have occupations or professions with an international  
dimension, 
in their daily lives they do reach out to foreigners, exchange students, and 
non-English speaking minorities. As one adult TCK put it, "We know what it is  
like to 
be confused in a country where we can-not speak the language well." 
 
Most of them keep up on the happenings outside the US., especially in the  
countries 
in which they lived as teenagers. When events concerning those countries are  
in the 
news, friends and acquaintances ask their opinions about the situation. 
 
As we summarize our questionnaires, begin our in-depth interviews of selected 
respondents, read biographies and autobiographies of adult TCKs, and scan the  
alumni 
newsletters of overseas schools, we are further convinced that this 
relatively  
small 
number of people, about two percent of the American population, has been a  
rich 
resource. 
 
They relate Americans to the rest of the world and interpret the outside 
world  
to the 
immediate world in which they live. Significant proportions of them actually  
do this 
for a living. 
 
We think adult TCKs are creative and innovative because they have robust  
educational 
experiences. The teachers and administrators of the overseas schools have 
made  



major 
contributions to the development of these unusual individuals. 
 
******************** 
 
TCKs experience prolonged adolescence 
 
In this report we would like to reflect a little bit on an observation we 
made 
earlier.  When we asked her if she felt the same way when she was in India  
(where she 
grew up, worked for a while as an adult, and continues to visit), she 
replied,  
"There 
I am a partial outsider and they know I live a different life in the United  
States. 
If I make a mistake, they just say that is because I am a crazy American. In  
the U.S. 
I don't appear to be different, so if I openly deviate from my friend in my 
attitudes, opinions, ambitions, or even leisure pursuits, they don't say that  
it is 
because I am a crazy TCK who grew up in India, they just say I'm nuts." 
 
Only one out of every 10 of our nearly 700 adult TCKs, who-range in age from  
25 to 
80, say that they feel completely attuned to everyday life in the U.S. The  
other 90 
percent say they are more or less "out of synch" with their age group  
throughout 
their lifetimes. 
 
Being out of step with those around them is especially noticeable (and 
painful) in the late teens and twenties when choice of mate, occupation, and 
lifestyle are being worked out. Some young adult TCKs strike their close,  
peers, 
parents, and counselors as being self-centered adolescents, as having  
champagne 
tastes on beer incomes (or no incomes), as not being able to make up their  
minds 
about what they want to do with their lives, where they want to live, and  
whether or 
not they want to "settle down, get married, and have children." They have 
what  
some 
call "prolonged adolescence." 
 
Others do what those around them are doing. They marry at the appropriate  
time, get a 
"good" job, have a child or children, take on a mortgage, and then throw it  
all over 
at 40 in order to take a job overseas. Some resign from high-paying positions  
and 
return to college to be retrained for a low-paying teaching job. Still others 
withdraw from all social contact because of extreme depression and others  
withdraw 
because they have come into inheritance and are quite happy doing nothing but  
writing 



French poetry, or traveling to all the places they have never been. That is  
what some 
have called delayed adolescence. 
 
On the surface, most adult TCKs conform to what is going on around them in  
such a way 
that attention is not drawn to them. As they meet new people and situations,  
they are 
slow to commit themselves until they have observed what is expected behavior.  
If what 
is expected is unacceptable or incomprehensible, they will quietly withdraw  
rather 
than make fools of themselves or hurt the feelings of others. 
 
Their bland and unremarkable exteriors, however, belie not only depths of  
feelings, 
but also considerable talents and a wealth of memories of other countries and  
places, 
including the expatriates communities in which they have lived abroad and  
continue to 
take an interest in. They also have a fresh perspective on the American scene  
which 
they are learning about all of their lives. 
 
And of course they are not callow youths. They are extremely complex people  
who are 
weaving together their memories in a rapidly changing present for an 
uncertain 
future. No two adult TCKs come up with identical ways of putting their lives 
together, but they are actively creating provisional answers to some of the  
major and 
minor problems which daily face human beings in this complex world. Their 
prolonged/delayed adolescent behavior is usually a marker that adult TCKs are  
trying 
to bring order out of the chaotic nature of their lives. 
 
 
********************* 
ATCKs have problems relating to own ethnic groups 
 
 
ATCKs generally agree that their international back-grounds contribute  
positively to 
their adult lives. Two thirds or more report a beneficial impact on most 
roles  
and 
relationships. 
 
The TCK experience is given less credit for benefiting relations with spouse  
and 
community activities; not because of any detrimental effects, but because 
more  
regard 
it as irrelevant to those relationships. 
 
Three-quarters of our respondents also agreed that "on the whole, I feel  
fairly 



satisfied with the way my life has unfolded," further supporting the position  
that a 
TCK experience does not pose significant difficulties in the long run. 
 
To explore feelings of connection, alienation, and/or rootlessness, as well 
as 
cross-culturally relevant skills and behaviors, respondents were asked to  
indicate 
whether they agree or disagree with a list of statements. A general portrait  
of ATCK 
characteristics can be developed from those statements with which at least  
half 
agree. Skimming the data in this way actually underrepresented the amount of 
agreement because it does not include those who expressed some agreement by  
choosing 
"both agree and disagree." An asterisk (*) after a statement indicates that  
more than 
two-thirds agreed 
 
1) ATCKs are internationally experienced and continue their international 
involvement. ATCKs build on a foundation of international awareness, over 90  
percent 
report having more understanding and awareness of other peoples/cultures than  
most 
Arnericans*, but most say they have more cross-cultural knowledge and skills  
than 
opportunity to use them. Most also say an international dimension in their  
lives is 
important; they work toward that goal by keeping international touches in  
their 
homes, welcoming opportunities to meet foreigners*, and keeping informed on  
the 
places they lived abroad. Most would like to visit the countries they lived  
in., 
would like to live abroad again (though not necessarily in the places they  
lived as 
children), and most keep their passports current. (Other data shows a high  
level of 
continuing international activity such as speaking foreign languages,  
traveling 
abroad, and engaging in internationally related occupational and/or volunteer 
activities.) 
 
2) ATCKs are adaptable and relate easily to a diversity of people. These  
respondents 
are comfortable in a variety of settings, as indicated by interest in travel  
and 
living abroad. They feel at home everywhere (and nowhere). More than eight of  
10 
report that they can relate to anyone, regardless of differences such as 
race, 
ethnicity, religion, or nationality. Most establish relationships easily in  
new 
situations and have hobbies or interests which help by connecting them to  
people 
wherever they go. 
 



3) ATCKs are helpers and problem solvers. Drawing on their own experiences in  
new 
situations, ATCKs reach out to help those who appear unsure and play the role  
of 
mediator when conflicts arise. Nearly 90 percent say they can usually figure  
out a 
way to handle unexpected or difficult situations.* 
 
4) ATCKs feel different, but not isolated. These respondents feel (and are)  
different 
from people who have not been overseas. Most do not identify with members of  
their 
ethnic group, and nearly half do not feel central to any group. For some,  
especially 
the recently returned, such feelings are painful and create a profound sense  
of 
isolation; such ATCKs emphasize feeling at home nowhere, and for some, this  
feeling 
lasts a lifetime. Others recognizing these feelings as part of broader, more  
global 
identities, stress feeling at home everywhere. 
 
The majority in this study reject statements of alienation and isolation such  
as 
often feeling lonely, feeling adrift, and hesitating to make commitments to  
others. 
ATCKs' international experiences make them appreciate much in the U.S. that  
Americans 
take for granted, and most feel the U.S. is the best place for them to be  
living 
presently. 
 
Sponsorship gready influences the TCK experience. Answers of military and  
missionary 
ATCKs are usually at the two ends of an agree-disagree continuum. 
 
Military ATCKs had the least difficulty re-entering the U.S. because of the 
Americanized overseas bases, their highly mobile lifestyle, and only living  
abroad 
for short periods, five years or less. As adults they are least critical of  
the U.S. 
and have least interest in international involvement. 
 
The "other" ATCKs (e.g., children of educators, researches, UN personnel),  
most 
likely to have lived abroad for only a year or two, are the most eager to 
live  
abroad 
again, are most likely to keep a current passport, and have the strongest  
desire to 
maintain an inter-national dimension in their lives. 
 
Differences between responses of women and men to these questions reflect  
general 
gender differences more than different TCK experiences. Women reveal a 
greater 
concern with interpersonal relations; they are far more likely to have  



experienced 
difficulty leaving childhood friends and re-entering the U.S. Yet, as adults  
they are 
more likely to believe that TCK experiences enhance their social relations 
and 
community involvement. They establish relationships in new situations more  
easily 
than men, and more women reach out to help those who seem unsure. Women also 
experience more stress over conflicting desires for both stability and  
mobility. 
Overall, females are more prone to see many sides to an issue and to answer  
"both 
agree and disagree." 
 
Men report a greater satisfaction with how their lives have unfolded, 
possibly 
because they worry less about interpersonal relations and because their self- 
esteem 
ties more to external achievements than relationships. Men have a higher rate  
of 
agreement with statements related to things over which they have control, 
such  
as 
setting long-term goals and keeping informed about American politics and 
about  
places 
they lived when they were young. 
 
******************** 
 
ATCKs maintain global dimensions throughout their lives 
 
In this article we look at the actual life choices made by 400 of these ATCKs  
to see 
what kinds of educational and career choices they make, the volunteer roles 
in  
which 
they contribute to their local or world communuties, and with whom they share  
their 
adult lives. 
 
Two underlying questions are: the extent to which their adult lives suggest 
rootlessness or alienation, and the extent to which they maintain an  
international 
dimension to their activities: 
 
Higher Education. One of the most notable characteristics of ATCKs is their  
high 
achievement. Nearly 90 percent have some academic post-secondary education 
and  
over 
40 percent have completed a graduate degree; others are near completion of  
such 
degrees. They are influenced by highly educated parents and the excellent  
education 
most report getting in overseas schools. 
 



Third culture childhood experiences affected college choices and experiences;  
43 
per-cent say greatly, 27 percent say somewhat. Most commonly, this influenced  
what 
they studied. Majors chosen by a quarter of this sample were obviously  
international 
(e.g., foreign language, anthropology, international relations). Many others  
were 
influenced by overseas experiences. For example: biologists captivated early  
by 
exposure to African wildlife; historians and artists influenced by exposure 
to 
European art and historical sites; pre-med, nursing, and economics majors who  
decided 
early to help peoples they knew in a less developed nation. 
 
Still others sought mainly to "get abroad again" and so majored in teaching, 
international relations, international business. In addition to studying many 
subjects connected to international interests, over a quarter have studied  
abroad 
since high school. For some, a study abroad program was a factor in choice of  
college. 
 
The second most commonly mentioned effect of a TCK background on college  
experience 
was, indeed, the issue of adjustment. Many reported that they "just didn't 
fit  
in" 
with their parochial peers. A small number felt they fared better than other  
freshmen 
because new situations were "old hat" to them. Third, many of these ATCKs had  
to 
select a U.S. college sight unseen and attend while their families remained  
overseas. 
Accordingly, a number chose colleges their parents or friends had attended. 
"Missionary Kids", 
(MKs) often chose church-related schools which were tuition-free and where  
there 
would be other MKs. Others selected small universities like their  
international 
schools, large universities which would have foreign students, or colleges  
near 
grandparents. 
 
Although they may have been influenced by their parents' work overseas, they  
have not 
followed in parental footsteps. Twenty percent of this sample were MKs, but  
only 2 
percent have a career in the church. Likewise, 25 percent were military  
dependents, 
but only 6 percent are in the armed forces. 
 
Most (56 percent) have incorporated an international dimension in some  
occupational 
role. For some, jobs have been highly international, such as working overseas  
or 
foreign student advising. Others weave an international dimension into their  



work; 
for example a teacher enlivening her social studies class with tales and  
photos of 
her Brazilian childhood. 
 
Volunteering. Reflecting, or perhaps explaining, the relative lack of  
alienation 
reported in the last article, most (over 75 percent) actively participate in  
their 
local community or in a broader network. For most, volunteer activity centers  
on 
their children (PTA, sports, scouts, etc.) and their church. 
 
About half 47 percent of those who report volunteer activities include an 
international dimension, such as: participating in organizations such as  
United 
Nations Association; hosting exchange students; or translating in courts,  
schools, or 
hospitals. 
 
Contacts. Whether in professional or volunteer roles, through friendship or  
family 
networks, the vast majority (92 percent) have at least yearly contact with  
people 
from other countries. Nearly a quarter associate with internationals at least  
once a 
month, some daily. A majority also report some, though often infrequent,  
contact with 
people they knew as children abroad. Increasingly popular are school reunions  
which 
validate the third culture and TCK identity and maintain contacts. 
 
A characteristic which truly distinguished ATCKs from most Americans is their  
ability 
in foreign languages. Fully 80 percent of these respondents use a language  
other than 
English at least occasionally. Twenty percent use another language regularly;  
some 
are bilingual and work daily in one or more foreign language. Half of those  
who 
communicate in a language other than English use two or more. 
 
Family and Community. A number of our respondents continue to feel rootless, 
alienated, and unable to make commitments to people or places. Most, however,  
marry 
(80 percent) and settle into their communities. Commitment is suggested by 
the  
fact 
that the divorce rate is lower than the national average; two out of three 
who  
marry 
do so only once. However, ATCKs tend to marry late 41 percent did not wed  
until after 
25. While nearly all married Americans, most (60 percent) in this study  
married 
someone who had at least some international experience when they met; a 
number 



married other TCKs. 
 
Most of those who marry (80 percent) have children and typically report that  
their 
child-rearing is in some way influenced by having lived abroad. These answers  
are 
undoubtedly an important way TCKs differ from other globally mobile  
individuals such 
as immigrants. Rather than stress a national or ethnic identity, these ATCKs  
seek 
ways to introduce their offspring to the diversity of the world's people and 
cultures. Their message, overwhelmingly, is one of accepting, respecting, and 
treasuring differences. 
 
A sense of fitting in, of finding a home, is indicated by the fact that 70  
percent 
say it would be somewhat or very difficult to leave their present community.  
For some 
this is a matter of obligations, but for most it is because they are  
integrated into 
community or friendship groups, and, as a number pointed out, "I've lived 
here  
longer 
than any place in my life." While saying that they would hate to leave, the  
TCK 
background surfaces in many who added that they could move easily and would,  
in fact, 
enjoy meeting new people and new challenges. 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mark David RICHARDS, Missionary Kid (MK), ATCK 
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Washington, District of Columbia  20008 
202/ 347-8822 
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mark@bisconti.com 
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  August 9, 2001 
 
 
      InternetNews - Web Developer News 
 
      Code Red is Back! 
 
      By Thor Olavsrud 
 
 
 The Code Red worm is rearing its ugly head again, crashing some servers  
even  
though 
they have been patched against the buffer overflow the worm  exploits. 
 
 Reports have been filtering in that servers running Microsoft Windows NT  
4.0  
and 
Microsoft's IIS 4.0 Web server software, and which also utilize  URL  
redirection, are 
prone to crashing due to the worm. This particular  problem does not affect  
patched 
versions of IIS 5.0 Windows 2000.  Machines running Windows NT 4.0 or Windows  
2000 
and unpatched versions of  IIS 4.0 or 5.0, are vulnerable to the worm. 
 
 However, in this case, the crashes occur due to the fact that when IIS  4.0  
is set 
to redirect URLs it will accept any URL, leaving it vulnerable  to an 
overflow  
that 
crashes IIS. 
 
 According to a Microsoft IIS Technical Support staffer posting to a  message  
board, 
Microsoft is working on a fix but it is not yet ready.  Currently, the only  
solution 
to the problem is to remove all redirected  IIS Web sites and URLs from the  
server, 
apply the patches Microsoft  issued in June, and reboot the server. 
 
 "Removing the [.ida] script mappings will not avoid all the problems if  you  



are 
running IIS 4.0," the staffer posted. "Removing the redirections  is 
currently  
the 
best solution (this is in addition to installing the fix  or removing the  
script 
mappings)." 
 
 Code Red first appeared in July and was discovered by eEye Digital  
Security.  
At the 
time, eEye said the worm was similar to the sadmind/IIS  worm that propagated  
near 
the end of the U.S.-China hacker skirmishes in  May. 
 
 The worm exploits a well-known hole in IIS for which Microsoft published  a  
patch in 
June. 
 
 Code Red appears to propagate on a cyclical basis, and some officials,   
particularly 
Ronald Dick, head of the Federal Bureau of Investigation's  National  
Infrastructure 
Protection Center, have predicted that there is a  good chance the worm will  
continue 
to spread on a periodic basis. 
 
 The patch for Windows NT 4.0 is available here, and the patch for Windows   
2000 
Professional, Server and Advanced Server is available here. 
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Attached is a description of a new director of research position at City 
Year. 
Requires experience in survey and evaluation research. Please forward to  
others. Bob 
Shapiro Columbia University 
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AGEbAAAAAAAAgBoAAFQAAADNHwAAAAAAAIAIAAC6AQAAzR8AAAAAAADUGgAAAAAAADoKAAAAAAAA 
IAIAAAAAAAAgAgAAAAAAAAwCAAAAAAAADAIAAAAAAAAMAgAAAAAAAAwCAAAAAAAAAgDZAAAAQWJv 
dXQgQ2l0eSBZZWFyDUNpdHkgWWVhciwgSW5jLiB3YXMgZm91bmRlZCBpbiAxOTg4IHRvIGVzdGFi 
bGlzaCBhbiBpbm5vdmF0aXZlIHlvdXRoIHNlcnZpY2UgaW5pdGlhdGl2ZSB0aGF0IGNvdWxkIHNl 
cnZlIGFzIGEgbmF0aW9uYWwgbW9kZWwgZm9yIHlvdXRoIHNlcnZpY2UsIGNpdmljIGVuZ2FnZW1l 
bnQsIGFuZCBsZWFkZXJzaGlwIGRldmVsb3BtZW50LiAgQW5udWFsbHksIHdlIGVuZ2FnZSBvdmVy 
IDEsMjAwIGRpdmVyc2Ugk2NvcnBzIG1lbWJlcnOUIGJldHdlZW4gdGhlIGFnZXMgb2YgMTctMjQs 
IHdobyBkZWRpY2F0ZSBhIHllYXIgdG8gZnVsbC10aW1lIGNvbW11bml0eSBzZXJ2aWNlIGluIDEz 
IHNpdGVzIGFjcm9zcyB0aGUgY291bnRyeS4gIFRoZSBDaXR5IFllYXIgY29ycHMgYW5kIHN0YWZm 
IHByb3ZpZGUgY3JpdGljYWxseSBuZWVkZWQgc2VydmljZXMsIGVzcGVjaWFsbHkgbGVhZGluZywg 
ZWR1Y2F0aW5nLCBhbmQgbWVudG9yaW5nIGNoaWxkcmVuIHRocm91Z2ggc2VydmljZS1sZWFybmlu 
ZyBpbml0aWF0aXZlcy4gIEZvdW5kZWQgZW50aXJlbHkgdGhyb3VnaCBwcml2YXRlIHNlY3RvciBz 
dXBwb3J0IG9mIGNvbXBhbmllcyBzdWNoIGFzIFRpbWJlcmxhbmQgYW5kIEZsZWV0Qm9zdG9uIEZp 
bmFuY2lhbCBTZXJ2aWNlcywgQ2l0eSBZZWFyIHRvZGF5IGlzIGEgcHVibGljLXByaXZhdGUgcGFy 
dG5lcnNoaXAgdGhhdCBoYXMgc2VydmVkIGFzIGEgbGVhZGluZyBtb2RlbCBmb3IgQW1lcmlDb3Jw 
cy4gDQ1DaXR5IFllYXKScyBtaXNzaW9uIGlzIHRvIGJ1aWxkIGRlbW9jcmFjeSB0aHJvdWdoIG5h 
dGlvbmFsIHNlcnZpY2UuICBUaGUgZ29hbHMgb2YgdGhpcyBtaXNzaW9uIGFyZSB0byBnZW5lcmF0 
ZSB0cmFuc2Zvcm1hdGl2ZSBjb21tdW5pdHkgc2VydmljZSwgYnJlYWsgZG93biBzb2NpYWwgYmFy 
cmllcnMsIGluc3BpcmUgY2l0aXplbnMgdG8gY2l2aWMgYWN0aW9uLCBkZXZlbG9wIG5ldyBsZWFk 
ZXJzIGZvciB0aGUgY29tbW9uIGdvb2QsIGFuZCBwcm9tb3RlIGFuZCBpbXByb3ZlIHRoZSBjb25j 
ZXB0IG9mIHZvbHVudGFyeSBuYXRpb25hbCBzZXJ2aWNlLiAgVWx0aW1hdGVseSwgQ2l0eSBZZWFy 
knMgdmlzaW9uIGlzIHRoYXQgb25lIGRheSB0aGUgbW9zdCBjb21tb25seSBhc2tlZCBxdWVzdGlv 
biBvZiBhIDE3LXllYXIgb2xkIHdpbGwgYmUgk1doZXJlIGFyZSB5b3UgZ29pbmcgdG8gZG8geW91 
ciBzZXJ2aWNlIHllYXI/lCAgDQ0NUG9zaXRpb24gRGVzY3JpcHRpb24gICAgICAgICAgICAgICAg 
ICAgICAgIERhdGUgdXBkYXRlZCA4LzA4LzAxDQ1UaXRsZTogCQkJCURpcmVjdG9yIG9mIFJlc2Vh 
cmNoIGFuZCBTeXN0ZW1hdGljIExlYXJuaW5nIChSQVNMKQ0NRGVwYXJ0bWVudC9Mb2NhdGlvbjoJ 
UmVzZWFyY2ggYW5kIFN5c3RlbWF0aWMgTGVhcm5pbmcsIENpdHkgWWVhciBOYXRpb25hbCwgQm9z 
dG9uLCBNQS4NDVBvc2l0aW9uIEdyYWRlOgkJJDgwLDAwMCAtICQxMDAsMDAwICoocG9zc2libHkg 
bW9yZSwgZGVwZW5kaW5nIG9uIGV4cGVyaWVuY2UpDQ1SZXBvcnRzIHRvICh0aXRsZXMgb25seSk6 
CVNlbmlvciBWaWNlIFByZXNpZGVudCBvZiBIdW1hbiBQb3RlbnRpYWwNDVBvc2l0aW9ucyBTdXBl 
cnZpc2VkOiAJU2l0ZSBEaXJlY3RvciwgU2VuaW9yIFJlc2VhcmNoIEFzc29jaWF0ZSwgUmVzZWFy 
Y2ggQXNzb2NpYXRlLCBEYXRhIENvb3JkaW5hdG9yLCBDb25zdWx0YW50cw0NUG9zaXRpb24gUHVy 
cG9zZSAoc3VtbWFyeSBvZiB3b3JrIHBlcmZvcm1lZCk6ICBNYW5hZ2UgYSBjb21wcmVoZW5zaXZl 
IGFuZCBpbm5vdmF0aXZlIGRlcGFydG1lbnQgdGhhdCBoZWxwcyBDaXR5IFllYXIgbWVldCBpdHMg 
cG90ZW50aWFsIGZvciBjb250aW51b3VzIGltcHJvdmVtZW50IGF0IGl0cyB0aGlydGVlbiBzaXRl 
cywgcmVwb3J0IHRvIGludGVybmFsIGFuZCBleHRlcm5hbCBzdGFrZWhvbGRlcnMsIHVuZGVyc3Rh 
bmQgZWZmZWN0aXZlIHByYWN0aWNlcywgYW5kIGdhdGhlciBkYXRhIG9uIGV2aWRlbmNlIG9mIGlt 
cGFjdC4NDUVzc2VudGlhbCBQb3NpdGlvbiBSZXN1bHRzOg0lIG9mIFRpbWU6CQ0JCQkJCQkNNDAl 
ICAxLglPdmVyc2VlIGEgbWFqb3IsIG11bHRpLXllYXIgcmVzZWFyY2ggYW5kIGV2YWx1YXRpb24g 
cHJvamVjdCBvbiBDaXR5IFllYXKScyBpbXBhY3RzIGFuZCBlZmZlY3RpdmUgcHJhY3RpY2VzIHJl 
bGF0ZWQgdG8gaXRzIGFsdW1uaSBhbmQgcGFydG5lcnNoaXBzLiBXb3JrIGNsb3NlbHkgd2l0aCBj 
b250cmFjdG9yKHMpIG9uIGFsbCBwaGFzZXMgb2YgdGhlIHByb2plY3QsIHNlcnZlIGFzIGxpYWlz 
b24gd2l0aCBwcm9qZWN0IGZ1bmRlcnMsIGNvb3JkaW5hdGUgbWVldGluZ3Mgd2l0aCBDaXR5IFll 
YXIgc3Rha2Vob2xkZXIgYW5kIGFkdmlzb3J5IGdyb3VwcywgYW5kIHByZXBhcmUgcmVwb3J0cyBh 
cyBuZWVkZWQuIFByZXBhcmUgZ3JhbnQgcHJvcG9zYWxzIGZvciBhZGRpdGlvbmFsIGZ1bmRpbmcu 
IA0NMjAlICAyLglFZmZlY3RpdmVseSBzdXBlcnZpc2UgcHJvZmVzc2lvbmFsIHN0YWZmIGFuZCBh 
ZG1pbmlzdHJhdGl2ZSBzdGFmZiBwZXJzb24sIHdobyBjYXJyeSBvdXQgdGhlIGRlcGFydG1lbnSS 



cyBvdGhlciBhY3Rpdml0aWVzLCBlc3BlY2lhbGx5IGNvbGxlY3Rpb24vYW5hbHlzaXMgb2YgZGF0 
YSBmcm9tIENpdHkgWWVhcpJzIHNpdGVzIChib3RoIHF1YW50aXRhdGl2ZSBhbmQgcXVhbGl0YXRp 
dmUgZGF0YSkgYW5kIHRlY2huaWNhbCBzdXBwb3J0IGZvciBzdXN0YWluaW5nIGFuZCBidWlsZGlu 
ZyBvZiBzaXRlIGNhcGFjaXR5IGZvciBldmFsdWF0aW9uIGFuZCBldmFsdWF0aW9uIHVzZS4gDQ0g 
ICAxNSUgIDMuCVdpdGggZGVwYXJ0bWVudCBzdGFmZiBhbmQgb3RoZXIgaW50ZXJuYWwgc3Rha2Vo 
b2xkZXJzLCBwbGFuIHN0cmF0ZWdpYyBhZ2VuZGEgZm9yIGFuc3dlcmluZyBxdWVzdGlvbnMgdGhh 
dCB3aWxsIGhlbHAgc3RyZW5ndGhlbiBDaXR5IFllYXKScyBwcm9ncmFtcyBhbmQgd29yayB3aXRo 
IHN0YWZmIHRvIG1heGltaXplIHV0aWxpemF0aW9uIG9mIGluZm9ybWF0aW9uIGF0IHRoZSBuYXRp 
b25hbCBsZXZlbC4gDQ0gICAgMTUlICA0LiAJUmVwcmVzZW50IGRlcGFydG1lbnQgd2hlcmUgbmVl 
ZGVkIGFuZCBwYXJ0aWNpcGF0ZSBpbiBDaXR5IFllYXIgYWN0aXZpdGllcyBhcyByZXF1aXJlZCwg 
cHJvdmlkZSBldmFsdWF0aW9uIGNvbnN1bHRhdGlvbiBhbmQgbWFrZSBwcmVzZW50YXRpb25zIHRv 
IGludGVybmFsIGFuZCBleHRlcm5hbCBhdWRpZW5jZXMsIGV4cGxhaW4gYW5kIGJ1aWxkIHN1cHBv 
cnQgZm9yIGV2YWx1YXRpb24sIHJldmlldyBhbmQgbWFuYWdlIGV4dGVybmFsIHJlcXVlc3RzIGZv 
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------_=_NextPart_000_01C121D1.BFBB9E30-- 
>From viswanav@mail.nih.gov Fri Aug 10 13:46:40 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7AKkeJ25314 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Fri, 10 Aug 2001  
13:46:40 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from ims2.hub.nih.gov (ims2.hub.nih.gov [128.231.90.112]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id NAA11412 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Fri, 10 Aug 2001 13:46:41 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: by ims2.hub.nih.gov with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
      id <QQ20ZLMJ>; Fri, 10 Aug 2001 16:46:36 -0400 
Message-ID: <59445348FF4CD41182CF00508B6F779C0303BF8E@nihexchange11.nih.gov> 
From: "Viswanath, K. Vish (NCI)" <viswanav@mail.nih.gov> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: "Kreps, Gary (NCI)" <krepsg@mail.nih.gov> 
Subject: FW: CAll for papers 
Date: Fri, 10 Aug 2001 16:46:31 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 
      boundary="----_=_NextPart_000_01C121DD.88F57040" 
 
This message is in MIME format. Since your mail reader does not understand  
this 
format, some or all of this message may not be legible. 
 
------_=_NextPart_000_01C121DD.88F57040 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C121DD.88F57040" 
 
 
------_=_NextPart_001_01C121DD.88F57040 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
 
FYI. With apologies for cross posting. 
 
Vish 
 
K. Viswanath, Ph. D. 
Senior Health Communication Scientist 
Health Communication & Informatics Research Branch 
Behavioral Research Program 
Division of Cancer Control and Population Sciences 
National Cancer Institute 
6130 Executive Blvd., EPN 4070 
Bethesda, MD 20892-7363 
[Rockville, MD 20852 - express mail] 
 
Tel: (301) 594-6644 (Voice) 
(301) 480-2198 (FAX) 



E-mail Address: Viswanav@mail.nih.gov 
 
 
 
------_=_NextPart_001_01C121DD.88F57040 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> <html 
xmlns:v=3D"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml" = 
xmlns:o=3D"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" = 
xmlns:w=3D"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:word" = 
xmlns=3D"http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40"> 
 
<head> 
<META HTTP-EQUIV=3D"Content-Type" CONTENT=3D"text/html; = charset=3Diso-8859- 
1"> 
 
 
<meta name=3DProgId content=3DWord.Document> 
<meta name=3DGenerator content=3D"Microsoft Word 9"> 
<meta name=3DOriginator content=3D"Microsoft Word 9"> 
<link rel=3DFile-List href=3D"cid:filelist.xml@01C121BC.51B3F140"> 
<title>Clear Day</title> 
<!--[if gte mso 9]><xml> 
 <o:OfficeDocumentSettings> 
  <o:DoNotRelyOnCSS/> 
 </o:OfficeDocumentSettings> 
</xml><![endif]--><!--[if gte mso 9]><xml> 
 <w:WordDocument> 
  <w:Zoom>0</w:Zoom> 
  <w:DocumentKind>DocumentEmail</w:DocumentKind> 
  <w:EnvelopeVis/> 
  <w:Compatibility> 
   <w:ForgetLastTabAlignment/> 
   <w:DoNotUseHTMLParagraphAutoSpacing/> 
  </w:Compatibility> 
  <w:DoNotOptimizeForBrowser/> 
 </w:WordDocument> 
</xml><![endif]--> 
<style> 
<!-- 
 /* Font Definitions */ 
@font-face 
      {font-family:Century; 
      panose-1:2 4 6 4 5 5 5 2 3 4; 
      mso-font-charset:0; 
      mso-generic-font-family:roman; 
      mso-font-pitch:variable; 
      mso-font-signature:647 0 0 0 159 0;} 
 /* Style Definitions */ 
p.MsoNormal, li.MsoNormal, div.MsoNormal 
      {mso-style-parent:""; 
      margin:0in; 
      margin-bottom:.0001pt; 
      mso-pagination:widow-orphan; 



      font-size:12.0pt; 
      font-family:"Times New Roman"; 
      mso-fareast-font-family:"Times New Roman";} 
p.MsoAutoSig, li.MsoAutoSig, div.MsoAutoSig 
      {margin:0in; 
      margin-bottom:.0001pt; 
      mso-pagination:widow-orphan; 
      font-size:12.0pt; 
      font-family:"Times New Roman"; 
      mso-fareast-font-family:"Times New Roman";} 
p 
      {margin-right:0in; 
      mso-margin-top-alt:auto; 
      mso-margin-bottom-alt:auto; 
      margin-left:0in; 
      mso-pagination:widow-orphan; 
      font-size:12.0pt; 
      font-family:"Times New Roman"; 
      mso-fareast-font-family:"Times New Roman";} 
span.EmailStyle16 
      {mso-style-type:personal-reply; 
      mso-ansi-font-size:10.0pt; 
      mso-ascii-font-family:Century; 
      mso-hansi-font-family:Century; 
      mso-bidi-font-family:Arial; 
      color:navy;} 
@page Section1 
      {size:8.5in 11.0in; 
      margin:1.0in 1.25in 1.0in 1.25in; 
      mso-header-margin:.5in; 
      mso-footer-margin:.5in; 
      mso-paper-source:0;} 
div.Section1 
      {page:Section1;} 
--> 
</style> 
<!--[if gte mso 9]><xml> 
 <o:shapedefaults v:ext=3D"edit" spidmax=3D"1027"/> </xml><![endif]--><!--[if  
gte mso 
9]><xml>  <o:shapelayout v:ext=3D"edit"> 
  <o:idmap v:ext=3D"edit" data=3D"1"/>  </o:shapelayout></xml><![endif]--> 
</head> 
 
<body bgcolor=3Dwhite background=3D"cid:image001.jpg@01C121BC.51B3F140" = 
lang=3DEN-US style=3D'tab-interval:.5in'> <img 
src=3D"cid:image001.jpg@01C121BC.51B3F140" 
v:src=3D"cid:image001.jpg@01C121BC.51B3F140" v:shapes=3D"_x0000_Mail" =  
width=3D0 
height=3D0 class=3Dshape = style=3D'display:none;width:0;height:0'><!--[if 
gte  
mso 
9]><xml>  <v:background id=3D"_x0000_s1025" o:bwmode=3D"white"> 
  <v:fill src=3D"cid:image001.jpg@01C121BC.51B3F140" = 
o:title=3D"010051120@10082001-1602"=20 
   type=3D"tile"/> 
 </v:background></xml><![endif]--> 
 



<div class=3DSection1> 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><span class=3DEmailStyle16><font size=3D2 = color=3Dnavy 
face=3DCentury><span = style=3D'font-size:10.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size:12.0pt; 
font-family:Century'>FYI. With apologies for cross = 
posting.<o:p></o:p></span></font></span></p> 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><span class=3DEmailStyle16><font size=3D2 = color=3Dnavy 
face=3DCentury><span = style=3D'font-size:10.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size:12.0pt; 
font-family:Century'><![if = 
!supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp;<![endif]><o:p></o:p></span></font></span></p>= 
 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><span class=3DEmailStyle16><font size=3D2 = color=3Dnavy 
face=3DCentury><span = style=3D'font-size:10.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size:12.0pt; 
font-family:Century'>Vish<o:p></o:p></span></font></span></p> 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><span class=3DEmailStyle16><font size=3D2 = color=3Dnavy 
face=3DCentury><span = style=3D'font-size:10.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size:12.0pt; 
font-family:Century'><![if = 
!supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp;<![endif]><o:p></o:p></span></font></span></p>= 
 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><!--[if supportFields]><span =  
class=3DEmailStyle16><font=20 
size=3D2 color=3Dnavy face=3DCentury><span = 
style=3D'font-size:10.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size: 
12.0pt;font-family:Century'><span = style=3D'mso-element:field- 
begin'></span><span=20 
style=3D"mso-spacerun: yes">&nbsp;</span>AUTOTEXTLIST \s &quot;E-mail=20 
Signature&quot; <span = 
style=3D'mso-element:field-separator'></span></span></font></span><![end= 
if]--><font 
size=3D1 color=3Dnavy face=3DCentury><span = 
style=3D'font-size:9.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size: 
12.0pt;font-family:Century;color:navy'>K. Viswanath, Ph. D. = 
<o:p></o:p></span></font></p> 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><font size=3D1 color=3Dnavy face=3DCentury><span = 
style=3D'font-size: 
9.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size:12.0pt;font-family:Century;color:navy'>Senior =  
Health 
Communication Scientist<o:p></o:p></span></font></p> 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><font size=3D1 color=3Dnavy face=3DCentury><span = 
style=3D'font-size: 
9.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size:12.0pt;font-family:Century;color:navy'>Health 
Communication &amp; Informatics Research = 
Branch<o:p></o:p></span></font></p> 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><font size=3D1 color=3Dnavy face=3DCentury><span = 
style=3D'font-size: 
9.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size:12.0pt;font-family:Century;color:navy'>Behavior= 
al 
Research Program<o:p></o:p></span></font></p> 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><font size=3D1 color=3Dnavy face=3DCentury><span = 



style=3D'font-size: 
9.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size:12.0pt;font-family:Century;color:navy'>Division= 
 of Cancer 
Control and Population Sciences<o:p></o:p></span></font></p> 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><font size=3D1 color=3Dnavy face=3DCentury><span = 
style=3D'font-size: 
9.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size:12.0pt;font-family:Century;color:navy'>National= 
 Cancer 
Institute<o:p></o:p></span></font></p> 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><font size=3D1 color=3Dnavy face=3DCentury><span = 
style=3D'font-size: 
9.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size:12.0pt;font-family:Century;color:navy'>6130 =  
Executive 
Blvd., EPN 4070<o:p></o:p></span></font></p> 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><font size=3D1 color=3Dnavy face=3DCentury><span = 
style=3D'font-size: 
9.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size:12.0pt;font-family:Century;color:navy'>Bethesda= 
, MD 
20892-7363<o:p></o:p></span></font></p> 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><font size=3D1 color=3Dnavy face=3DCentury><span = 
style=3D'font-size: 
9.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size:12.0pt;font-family:Century;color:navy'>[Rockvil= 
le, MD 
20852 - express mail]<o:p></o:p></span></font></p> 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><font size=3D1 color=3Dnavy face=3DCentury><span = 
style=3D'font-size: 
9.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size:12.0pt;font-family:Century;color:navy'><![if = 
!supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp;<![endif]><o:p></o:p></span></font></p> 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><font size=3D1 color=3Dnavy face=3DCentury><span = 
style=3D'font-size: 
9.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size:12.0pt;font-family:Century;color:navy'>Tel: = 
(301) 
594-6644 (Voice)<o:p></o:p></span></font></p> 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><font size=3D1 color=3Dnavy face=3DCentury><span = 
style=3D'font-size: 
9.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size:12.0pt;font-family:Century;color:navy'>(301) = 480- 
2198 
(FAX)<o:p></o:p></span></font></p> 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><font size=3D1 color=3Dnavy face=3DCentury><span = 
style=3D'font-size: 
9.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size:12.0pt;font-family:Century;color:navy'>E-mail = 
Address: 
Viswanav@mail.nih.gov</span></font><font color=3Dnavy><span = 
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KlRNsiKB49GU/q0T8TrTzDbsZwWU3MPPJooEpJubFpgqmG4qIzk4WS0KTxmLXK+30R4t4vvT9Xi9 
nofX07XZH9C9CckA0s/DoT00yErvzfV0Px4AFlnA6XSth81tf8H+Y13jCjWCj3N9Ot7uzV2pWHuq 
v1jtQfPqF9paR6FWX+3O8ZvdFmUO9q2zvuCp7RuId7sfr7hT044bFojq0fdl3I6QE5+u18MJ 
v1jtQfPqF9paR6FWX+3O8ZvdFmUO9q2zvuCp7RuId7sfr7hT044bFojq0fdl3I6QE5+6PDl 
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6Gn2R3LzrjBmA1L28EvHWDyTMDtqsv0XmGKc44GKA4iHLHU9W2bQTXQSPDWvuQ9tLIvJpy7qV2/x 
7Yq/LJQJ3oWDcueCPFYUYZxgP9Zf8vrdfah94GkxIVrrfD22kNej88enu3XkcqnrS81+C7mgZsbu 
wz2fVSD+YcWdL4qk0fraDuuj81ny9qRbqdRgG+E5ulyXDuVz9Cmfx6t0M8ce7Z/laz5fYwO7 
wz2fVSD+YcWdL4qk0fraDuuj81ny9qRbqdRgG+N9q/ 
nqOWjHe0/qPXPYvI0cWbrgh5J8OxXn3Iuon/6Qwf5uhcHR6if29XSep3Ht9ibMxUvcvXej0tO2zv 
+IcVvrT28w17uTO+zk+doQuURZ7J5TbLXK/eC9S77EGUWdI/fTIDZOWkt4wGA9Rm2ft39LwM 
+IcVvrT28w17uTO+zk+R/jT 
sh8Ox+PxCM0LMG4knWur7LOdNS5g3bowEwsaz7CGtC7uR6BDFj10FLeIpsDv1rjX1yjf977M 
sh8Ox+q/ka 
fhquLLc9olFFo79lWDjQrY+tqY77O2rPd/SKvVfoZ9FUJ3bOU8sQLLx6ENzRC/qKr0/V4bpH 
fhquLLc9olFFo79lWDjQrY+ibph 
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6bQIj74eXrTTmke6of4DCNfDoN6PQIvxdQ9sqN03KKMJm7pDX6vLaDw+VddmdL0ej6BtQ+wD 
6bQIj74eXrTTmke6of4DCNfDoN6PQIvxdQ9sqN03KKMJm7pDX6vLaDw+VddmdL0ej6BtQ+VBdY 
MuEhh8EddEIRhFQEYfdnvsYuOxYJIt06RUCjkftFp57uyPwn+ZcslL2AVkGw8xgJFEtw+AQg 



MuEhh8EddEIRhFQEYfdnvsYuOxYJIt06RUCjkftFp57uyPwn+ZcslL2AVkGw8xgJFEtw+8A2M 
G0AgqwMLvmPUKFjMGVIWUHhFLY4CfGQ35eqBR9gPbGFFpAuqW7pnvpb1Af10vFB7qEhQL/5zCZUj 
UQJeCLzhv1SKPyi6HkysRX0JukC5z9ByVWmQiushMCkyRN3yudvhhUUr/nvY+uTi7x4WGTWbrw+8 
OC4XQ2e5zDj8MPg0WU0mxxxVc82WhEwaYowA0Xo0nrvF6d89WT0UlMMwONQsNm2hZ1v3PeyWbuCP 
BmzBYutNY4OeFkJ+2LULAjl+U1tbpwtsUGU24d5U6mGbsPD5ZnTg4240LmLRqGn8Yawc3vGGVlH+ 
qflRt3a60ksP6LTCfkSIxLyew1GDxRgCwsGOsMgIM4kG3UMfKNUn0dPQqG4zh0wHbT36inCZ2Amf 
3tQ12+3xEqfSBKgNtrixn6r0FA286qaEcYMczbUhBWKI6lsUD1/EUGHTDSOWPWpaK96jcZDC 
3tQ12+yaAC 
pOR4J+VThYIG6Rf792o8mVJ7WBOMgUPpgUOO2FeUtwHhRMIyPvsl7ZKzjzSzcHq0Hd65pXHE 
pOR4J+7Enm 
kXSl11aBFLLGrlLsm4djnNyzNwFoxQ5LHlTooc++6qvllQzGwD8NnQ5g6jzpwbjQKA5c54Bd 
kXSl11aBFLLGrlLsm4djnNyzNwFoxQ5LHlTooc++DAfs 
4m969c54OJVhfgpg4C4HFqtbnLrYEGZOBeDBxxoE2E0N8BPq47jTGMiJs4LiUAs/OzXbKsEhOgKl 
zlt9hsr2Ij/dcGysvpHUqQOExtpzYLm48J5wUOkc8zmbb31s7wnKiFj2rPdF+QaOapxnsNQFNtlY 
IlSfco0KgLxJ2NxzcKNBxXAVZCqZoru9H1y8+diFFM23zXzFcfVsTqTZizkOyOIiEhwvD35K 
IlSfco0KgLxJ2NxzcKNBxXAVZCqZoru9H1y8+C2z9 
wyfZptj86x9mB9g0XYEbo6UO0gF29xWwqQzuW4Dz9nO1m092H/Pdrp7PP09IhlQZxdAbDsaVjvqD 
7KD91lBOqGlQTbdnn97kKZGxyb7kC1Ee1Nh29MmP/iNSsd94utiiPQIVpsuunezaXdvsJrvz7fzZ 
7s715fzJDqYxewVtprkqTZUPV1/KEDSPPTXZtI8kqegLShyisheVHOxl/zjJv0bavlxm283287zd 
fk7q7UcNp7qdwLHWH/awH5p/QDyX8QWtNKkEqMSBCZIlGgklLoHRXBVM1PAx7N/SRjtIYSMwfMHp 
HjTY3spZxLyApO9cbCfby3I+/5is1xgNu5p+bOC/EaTyZYnl2ZpVQAN+IcpeEXU0zrRoaBjd 
HjTY3spZxLyApO9cbCfby3I+GMau 
vqA4dS6eCp8Jx4kJqE0SuIDFJ39BvRX0M8Zd82Oq9U1M1wEfw/kYjFCj9sUWDgXTQGExTNak5yCM 
GxChC7YhfMEwUgs0dpuIPBGANM138PrviydtMJpARQr6fHY0UhTA7v+4H02sPGunqCFv+A59 
GxChC7YhfMEwUgs0dpuIPBGANM138PrviydtMJpARQr6fHY0UhTA7v+4H02sPGunqCFv+Grt2 
51RrPp6fl54hvcMDpJcS2LksoaLCkwkagSCraX+VelhUM7gW2xFbMu512CSZVE8zj7IX7S1q 
51RrPp6fl54hvcMDpJcS2LksoaLCkwkagSCraX+bxY8 
ALukU3Z6QD/mEnurkOcooSkiIaVcvDQn4rDEk3Jh2Dqd5S6GIcxlgm7yHTLb1CYGjezXHYFE3v2B 
XAgOUW9YbbcrRPqYkITx/mSHm8y3G44hx04JrGIa8ZjkpDZQ69TjntMSWC+L9ZDO4r7sV4Pnd4M4 
HpI0lwHybBj29j9VNCh5/qx39ey8rc8fKAJ9Tptdva0/t/X2vJvCjNTbBoGxZn9JDwObRN3DU8uN 
KtC25UWrUDEnHonCuFdHiK+y2Gv4V7IEmG0w3y4fn5NzDQgwZtsdOuy0s+mZAGHbmvO0+dxi 
KtC25UWrUDEnHonCuFdHiK+y2Gv4V7IEmG0w3y4fn5NzDQgwZtsdOuy0s+mZAGHbmvO0+FUj4 
hLSTkhhQDjeVJRE75RCMJVVVZlievOIwRfUvd6dLagGohofqJv0JdE/iv4pCjQo0291q8jmHwZ3u 
PgFpN6u3uw98zjnjALkJITP1oGMaQG8zrDcD6+ycGKx+qnqiWBQgURgszuj8mFbjlV7OF4zx 
PgFpN6u3uw98zjnjALkJITP1oGMaQG8zrDcD6+ycGKx+1Uli 
uvr4mH/A4i5YIkMqh2LXdM75XGTWGFl6VAKgOnwTsRAEqetzaIQdljc0zogRm4I4GhqiAeep55rR 
hvxwFU0a2eOv55wwZHP+A6doeibKvK2bDRwVQAaJcsLIlfEsgmwGmvZPHUvDgDi2VCAgegEQ 
hvxwFU0a2eOv55wwZHP+nqNM 
9qOV1IPf5O6HQNJgi+CYaEgRCFcVjlA58a/ZaMgfTuQTbX3hUunmrbiqkzuG4mgemUZOVqQ5 
9qOV1IPf5O6HQNJgi+sGw9 
7a2fiNaDE8z+MfVPMY3KjGiCcR07Zo6gp+XAv0ZTmHYZgZhyPA5+gT1+qTLu6EhnQmXioBBZ 
7a2fiNaDE8z+MfVPMY3KjGiCcR07Zo6gp+XAv0ZTmHYZgZhyPA5+gT1+o78h 
meLapwWgFSkow+JioSPpFFTH5CGaVIdiR3iSNU4EotlAYHstb0S2oahBLiCsmKfFCVa3vAmU 
meLapwWgFSkow+ut3y 
BEW+jMuxqefoEeFo7+wPoLA54E9Kyn8NrRdQHFgx3MMuWRFNwMOQPGfR0Z3+5Nx/UCx26Dw7 
BEW+jMuxqefoEeFo7+wPoLA54E9Kyn8NrRdQHFgx3MMuWRFNwMOQPGfR0Z3+q3QM 
5CblmCxDhIgcwOQKZEE5BSHMnUt+qglrZHHwBQW2J2X/CC9IGR8RlHCuLV4SSqqAjiaYHC5W 
5CblmCxDhIgcwOQKZEE5BSHMnUt+N/wW 
WC4VgLwpnrLaMKREiUdTPfF0ephk6+/oeuyOOaPMXTqAsLmOsyDKNrpKecgvUi0GdxilCUlZ 
WC4VgLwpnrLaMKREiUdTPfF0ephk6+gO2l 
DZE9U0Ivqyab5hv+kslg4p++DPYFgEqZsCS4AmWPpQneFIazfhNqandP5ip55ZhY5s7KsOVo 
DZE9U0Ivqyab5hv+kslg4p++nfvY 
qUTs3JO3n6R7RcyOn8qWE6JiOU2SJhVk9BrMoVMJ7+6ub0pQSRPpguAqdxU3GZHYrFmS/2kp 
qUTs3JO3n6R7RcyOn8qWE6JiOU2SJhVk9BrMoVMJ7+s/g4 
ZrZ1NGulZJI2iYxZye48xGpfxVHXMSUMY3LxlEdJWWHfWKAJs/4TFat93d5c7buuh3OcA1K0BJB2 
kFU0jQ4DGiKyF1DvT4sbScdaTdg3Gl/lPnwcedDMy/+RagnMvq7UHFzLU+RLSWTkRDVgMOE0SpRj 
3mfl8DBP1HtlOLxfSSTKsfJ+XV3rwcjhixcOKp/B3OuWcMm5j3Ic6Bhwyx+RKnplZurgXf24 



3mfl8DBP1HtlOLxfSSTKsfJ+aAdJ 
MZUoyFj66HTyKr/9srz+NmKsQESvReG2gnH2PtdtrXud4Q0Dog+Sg3k9IjCSmzaPlpcMtZW0bv2T 
KvQPZoVR0uZsULoBhkRJlOSiUWCSb1Gj8yT9CIVOi/lCFF1lhfHP2h0dIAvj/8eS5oOXEBdo3Rww 
0T/SyKsSx4ibo4sCXpg4BkrK68VuIYc5tJSKbnyGl0bkN9TpqUh9xTLMFuhEZdsUBrNSy2DOVl/V 
c8UazqWFw+0ymkzEmkFdppoqt7d5+jfzlhFV1ANcWEWDhwMSclSxEfkiIxvFrS5+CysizYjx 
c8UazqWFw+0ymkzEmkFdppoqt7d5+jfzlhFV1ANcWEWDhwMSclSxEfkiIxvFrS5+gOIm 
Hgefmm6Pf+EYTYa3eaAJ/Ir1cp7Us6hdOK9XnM4snzEc008KXUyv5lkwLHiEwLk3Q2VkoGX3 
Hgefmm6Pf+cLCK 
0f+gCQ8EDpYrVAhVUhxtluKxGcEp2kGYJLPqDoJioLloXy+akZuM4+RQjErRasmcs6Icpu2B 
0f+gCQ8EDpYrVAhVUhxtluKxGcEp2kGYJLPqDoJioLloXy+akZuM4+Uhnt 
iXpFBbTCOCYDX86TKgkmgx2Vs7TgQrQdAg2v1hRdaq4Jui0KqPItbXrSAv//k7p2B9shUylJMQlX 
1EQKcZgQi14mmCSQ9piVaNaiqabaqZk6mCfQ9ZHWD4rwqBQ/soigYzp227LkZwaDzKqcL6PG5fGI 
Vs3gpTka5gQkgZ7Gd3o4jfsUVtfM+pR7dkfPOvBGX6KoHczmvL3WEFRANNdLx9FYJ2nYLIP2U+WH 
ciEauqtCNOdQ1MBKp1opRhKoP7C4RGzyx85To2VMHoEiLdnClJp2CFF3UBpjMkpRPX+vs1V6 
ciEauqtCNOdQ1MBKp1opRhKoP7C4RGzyx85To2VMHoEiLdnClJp2CFF3UBpjMkpRPX+Cpac 
aDMzW3hrIF4ZjbLP6KWjurE8IbNf+TANdBUkLNneFjJnsVMgwlyGJkMS53Gp0G1N9WtX6Fv8 
aDMzW3hrIF4ZjbLP6KWjurE8IbNf+F5fa 
SZtDIrl7BuSa1ZLWmCF5tlFK7mzcuCLysf6WsSUZqvPYSOngtLMUufZ3qXRSkFMbUzhULsAjgif0 
YcyVPCOTlIBWznOE+Z8CL0kqNQdIWUyoKgvpdme1i//Kv4zlnqOV0hyoRqxooCFUpX6esUHG 
YcyVPCOTlIBWznOE+LayH 
mWpPqjV8jZicggf/pjCYzoQEi0v/IXj7HXUkCXpQiZwqDcDFIBuqIMLFiE6zM6a9IANV4wo9pVdQ 
VUetio4NHYb8P0snFDLELFny2pp3VurJcg0Db7PUNVa5CxpXYbP51R/571ZEhZ6hBsb4Aqlu/q70 
ar+iYrQkTxeQ23LwKHDpEsTR0FITEXQTYcOfqYQncNZQfPwekveJWkQuKoIEoiIeZ8KhRWHN 
ar+UuZN 
JdbwmqGegmVtDbmTr1cOSCmgucYEiZprWn7GyxvG9kC/xJ9QSS6Jr7TUlT1VDdQGTa1wUG6fr4Kc 
TUr4rKRlVAcZYIoDfVhZI/whf31DncYw0arsxQScbXesO3AwHbnKBng6oeyMYfKxScTCx3NS3hiB 
owIrclFaMwPsoXuizh+ZLWElHkicm5/d3FM6sXgOArycsFAT1NjnWImxZcxImwkOJMNtp5wV 
owIrclFaMwPsoXuizh++4FG 
LxIuH/AnlBEERuympJN3UUVSIaZMHdDxk2KlyE5xr6rQxKsoy86qy8jfmJAf6fPTjv6DcN0ZlhJU 
dgdgMqxfElAIF5XfMLkOLukXQGs2dNArgADR4vGGEmU69zUag7S8yPCfHyZCTBsQGhTGb2p3YYio 
JCsYKq5GHYnHKSZX7y1mY/IJ0vdSHn+6lcCwP4P6aP0ZXShUBp3+TQNQzH2TZFK12qmno0geJJ/F 
KbhJddo1l6B1LVvfN8vfuozII8VjnaMEi+rRVZDcouq2LYfCir6pC2gSl3JkJmNZebp54V4Q 
KbhJddo1l6B1LVvfN8vfuozII8VjnaMEi+q1/s 
eubsT07TjjjaYgOBfb4qMCSbWKnyX1TbGPiSpzA/TA/xLEr/6EvpUO0UfqjgX8jXu/qJTYoyN7Et 
Ak9NGOJsPrplqBBNrZR9E7PddYlPpm4xXiJneMfYP6mDI0z32CsJg6JqZXk2GMoY5NRdMGQ6JcLJ 
vnGyaIkAZ/Tt7NpD5GaKxS8vdFhftxU9yENkEGxJppYpPET/B9pg6mw4UNNHVs7JF+sh6B/iGjQj 
k2g/ZANIqlafZonkLxQ0TyOyXn7DdCSaKylrKnu7/k0SShHEXoqn2xeUnKoVhD8IAS5Y1l6HvJ2V 
+8HqLhR5tJCepN4RhAx7zLYMW8K58FnlSEVVsKaomz4rsjBVtEh0Rntd6+Sjuv6FLhgwfuok 
+8HqLhR5tJCepN4RhAx7zLYMW8K58FnlSEVVsKaomz4rsjBVtEh0Rntd6+pUxX 
sI8mP/lnWdePaLDJQW6A4EL4FD4xX3ANWrRlXUf9aUS8ZyUNXA/G5Dcl0XeFfoW3SgUJVVUbO63I 
ajKlN1rVVGlAVGSgwCmuVOr9X5Wzp7zJ405R2Yok70V5VlgRdoIeXDSyi+JR6rMNmCKfQlKW 
ajKlN1rVVGlAVGSgwCmuVOr9X5Wzp7zJ405R2Yok70V5VlgRdoIeXDSyi+7gzr 
h+nvq8Jvqrp1k1F3law05VSCvDldfog++1/YwLFIE1E46r0Mqpwp8IUvWfvUVR8p10kavem/ 
h+nvq8Jvqrp1k1F3law05VSCvDldfog++LTxB 
gaU4ouKBfoSHsgM5IsfUIKPGK/kyyiPqvcoXmF0oFrFLlTv7rwueousX+uM5SiucogqmDQpEZHC9 
FlXyUuOy2ZOGK9R7GzA+K0Q8QF9/GaQYXHHMZjE2FelLR13hIjnc1Gar1pW8YKpl31zfVLFc 
FlXyUuOy2ZOGK9R7GzA+zs1M 
TRXrcfMVKcuPBb2hszkASLxehJk0uYDBX21xH2QrauQyopzaZVgPgQhwOmvptqn3MwQCxD6D+NtB 
8XoTYXZhkalmqVOpQz8Zw+5YrEyqJc2FONFSVs/xm/ype47a9dK4PaUKTyR5ZYH/wioTT9Fd 
8XoTYXZhkalmqVOpQz8Zw+Vfqc 
JItf1lN/ipfMATHbsQok7EOgCEnkeZLhnsHtSZyD4D8BdzCSrfYkgdo/1FGJrfbsm5WBplyDhY/5 
ghKzqKSwZCl/Rd1+Y96MOg1J3+v/Tjo/sUstbmSgf5fhChUl84xLqQzrSPYLPITdkWTX5Pf+Zsmc 
ptDvF3zuoucuT7yBesJZ2Gg7srqlDmjhF9SsoFognioa6p/ErQvDk4WdHugHtWJ3x26t9YO9ZEJ2 
yvUPYjGkowmhONnKEZQRq70eoyD1mx+01aqapxV6JhyG+vDJjSvk7IFOQeuO5E/El6yJJDRx 
yvUPYjGkowmhONnKEZQRq70eoyD1mx+01aqapxV6JhyG+Uj53 
ZJD9V/ZAJdAM+IwtqcWadp7Q1AJr5/cij4rA7a+iphciYZbSkEQ7C4FEkZwyJj019YiDY9gtjRRI 
NjdH7+AfskZcr5SjsJGs/U0ZSkiiKEQaCLLwh6pUf3ZoLnLJwjrPYhobZsVJx5/KG2F1+3wN 



NjdH7+F7V6 
h66jIm2qe025mV6MVGufbIeHf4RjgK8HsVw2ocWlDMoCBeXeBSNJ2E7eV+he+Vq7C8mUOKvX 
h66jIm2qe025mV6MVGufbIeHf4RjgK8HsVw2ocWlDMoCBeXeBSNJ2E7eV+he+j1I5 
1t+SYunmw4IoX9V8qopC7DM8qqVbxMcHcysaJQeDj/zYLUfjXc+mxDV+CB5vwYhXxo19aclR 
1t+VZJU 
yid5zFrWQ6LoJCVhFwc9/E/GvnYN+RSL3WS4Ww53fwzushYnfVMSoEqMC7s0bc4duBd0g89Sy6nS 
WDmXLsOiFQ9Qs6fSzDa+kdzNdhNOzbUafL7Q79RPCrh7EVF82IeQZkF21+WiUFS1Uiomd6XG 
WDmXLsOiFQ9Qs6fSzDa+kdzNdhNOzbUafL7Q79RPCrh7EVF82IeQZkF21+LZZ8 
iHcVpM6Y9v1U8Hv1OfrE2M9qOfnNMcivSt2Ikggda5ONdE+qCgqmWl7kT1Xsp+F1DsnOxy8d 
iHcVpM6Y9v1U8Hv1OfrE2M9qOfnNMcivSt2Ikggda5ONdE+qCgqmWl7kT1Xsp+VngD 
Bo+WwuITtvP9shrgTgOMRHmEp9Co/ItssiJspFRVpMtnaDHINLXDxLx5KtNE17Jf+o8XvGBn 
Bo+AggW 
7pb6lYrPXfX56IofVYFq4DJN9jRV9wUlgeqL6hZJ/c4dfs9ITioSVBblUH6SV3lp5X4yzHum28no 
8/MwqGYVR/DEkqKXkaq75bJbHBNr2wcFHixeKoHREmEm+x7jlw14jFpxeE52Oe4JdQqY6pW68bMX 
mO7288G42s/2GrCVS49qzvOj3q9SkgNIE0bpVIRHNr2WNwZ3EjD3zFN69nYpQuYjwu+vN7vxUvNX 
7vLMVzrh0EtOm/dhx1iVt5Qws8FB+bvoRjxsr0fd0mlCFFWpSK/APd7uIRxZrz9Hm93nYC5sPVv9 
6jrirEMSxdr8QUoVbBh6UxJFes2RS+WVRdEJP0fHPARoPUfQUw1awd1oOVqSo/h91B9luh5E 
6jrirEMSxdr8QUoVbBh6UxJFes2RS+Wg4h 
U1TC/EnI5EmL3LmGTxMTIaUVQM1Nr+j2g0sWwxTAGUZYiGoSytfoyFTV0BRzq3TE6oOa1Fwud/ZH 
CyKf5WGUNL7sKCTC/RC4ogG68ZPQpVpaC1jc/xlOaY+Mmvuou2ZDCWefS2UCgKAyYASf8llZo1Er 
GL9Qi/0fZY7jvzGOZw1axYBwwaa3x96NHaveX7kx5i/6cVH5gHBXqvc6MZTtZeqsIqvbeiVxr1ia 
GolPeVgMKsJIlMlkN8EqQc3UGrJbbjEYfYJvMFRlves6MIeCemQm3uhM1dnS7lQvEk2S7xAAdUv+ 
QqBGYKo7smLSv1jgAcb77Xi3HOy2g+UeG4fJerwcr7bVbjgbH5bL4WG+H++6hl5dlBE/7s2S 
QqBGYKo7smLSv1jgAcb77Xi3HOy2g+UeG4fJerwcr7bVbjgbH5bL4WG+H++mvtQ 
Eosr9YRG/6BuR/ZZatqlE+N71uzflZEkd3rbDYeH0WG7PBDbZLQdjwfL+Xi//ByPJofP4f5zvxwP 
PgdPvi2uK3PFZi1GvoZJG6fKiAo3vAPmkFS9V2k/a1u0PSpFP7mFZ0pu1+MxRsWOR+vhdn34nFS7 
w3KB4BLTp3wOJ9vxtgLCw3I0V7QZUieXr6YZ/aKtOpXbG0hDJfhyFbZprOEzB1QuzZQV0F7xtBdZ 
inKc+YHzNVCqMADKc9bAhmBljehX09ZAAhVrPuuCzASrqrS1GZdFZcRBkgLMrA16qDgDclP9 
inKc+DU8L 
wkcjoytF7ysKiu4t6176uppk2FT3K1p59fp1q6Re0skYuyB54zwYHkYrUgqTZFJrr5Q/mIuflOUB 
oAxTBQa+nvViB4Lyb9W31MlWm10GmNF0aljOTRWTyJsqxiXd1F4qxDFWAOd3TLWBfrE47tkt 
oAxTBQa+J9DU 
3XA7340x+S9+p/awm45nS3xgJG8QtwicPA5liX6KDtRBiMf96zcrHJNk6aHiL3rpCJoQeluV 
3XA7340x+S9+Lh1h 
vi36BlFWu/F2sB1NhkN4081gPVyOhuvZ6IB4aTuye1B5NwJ9JiMRgqh1gZmW5Cuio6BdhkiUN/Uy 
cCFJ+Y30VcHxS3R9UduupsvtUqM856sDtHMCnk52h+kY62HC2cuHisk391NwP9DowB7QIqt3 
cCFJ+Y30VcHxS3R9UduupsvtUqM856sDtHMCnk52h+cCn1 
Db8g1VVbm9xWDHZNZj4y9cHjw0NANZ09fGiNHguKupshInGkKi9KixWlN7cYqTs2CaYRxTETjINL 
y579Atqd9eOxTMzkuDi+8BeGpvQFSo3N7S9qgS1iKmrRHcjGMTjzMCt2zVP33tJIqZk7JPeh 
y579Atqd9eOxTMzkuDi+EBVr 
gxI2J9MM5tLEPYvbq1D2paI873Rlyn0UWEVjTi+ViMYgJQ1mnZxCGA3PpUMPwl9qV03wRQL4 
gxI2J9MM5tLEPYvbq1D2paI873Rlyn0UWEVjTi+gCq9 
vmxw8UlPwB8CwBKMqHpE9lr8LHZiWGqEeeoaIdraohSn51A10wzpxC1v27/9Y0ErwruSGSbhiqjm 
BaPlUl7LntLooh3cPbNFULyBpzbIDH/lT2mEH8Pet641wD7zur/d02q5av9wuP0I3QabRhVmaKiC 
YiQ5e9fflIbpi+j49tOySQ+DFrnex9UBeBWKZ/YX5lL1BmecKqxJxCRu0U+amuS+K+iQRtvr 
YiQ5e9fflIbpi+j49tOySQ+L4nc 
Q54pd7/I+Uu16O18/t6kJ8p8DimG4ovo3pjDFtXQp4qSchnOCkNSetSDdD0K0h28R6XVvZ4B9PjX 
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WKHYpdiq4YEt4q2MCW8Vb6YEt4EuOFC04oW4UOwq1irWKHdsVf/U6bma4LsVbwK6mKXAYq3irYwJ 
XYEuxVo4oaphV1MVdTFVwwJcTiq2uFDq4q7FWsUNE4VawoaxV2Kt4FbAxS3irYwJdTFW8Ct1xS1X 
FDq4pdhQtwoaxVonCh2Kt4Ff/9XpmZrgtjArYxS3irsVdirYwJbrirq4FbxS4jFWsUNjFLsVaOKF 
pwoarhVuuBWicKtYUNYq7FW8VbpgS3irsVcDgVuuKW8VaxV1cVbrirWKupirVMULSMkhrFW8Vf/W 
6Zma4LYwK3il2Kt4q7FXYq6uBWxilcMCW8CtEYVaxVvFWjhQsJwsVuFW8VdirsVdgVumKXUxV2Kt 
4q7FWsVbxVvAlrFXYq7CrsUN1wJaxVo4ULcKHYof/9fpmZrgtjpgVvFLeKuxVrFXYq1ihcMCVwwJ 
XYGTsUNYVdiq04QhZkmLWKHYpdirsVbwKuGBLsKuxV2KuxV2KtYq3irsUuxV2KHYq7FXYq1XFWsK 
GsVf/9DpoGZjgt4q7FLq4odil2Kt4qtxQ2MUrxgSuyKXYqtrhV2KHHCq0jChbhQ7FWsVbxV2KuxV 
sHAreKXYq7FXYq7FXYq7FLsCuwoaxVxOKGsKuxVrFXYq/wD/0emjpmY4LeKuxV2KuxS7FXVxVrFD 
YxSuGBK6uBLVcUOwq7FWicVawoaOKtUxQ3TFWqYq7CrWKt4quGRS7ClsDArqYq7FWsKuwK3irRxQ 
1hQtOFXYodirsUuxV//S6dmY4LsVdTFW6YEtHCrWKHYq7CrYwK3iybrgV1cVawq3gVrCh2KuxV2K 
uxV2KtHFDWFXAYFXDAluhGLJvAh2KtHCrWFWxgVxxVaSMKGsKGsVdTFXHFDsVdil/9Pp1MzHCbAx 
V2BXYVaOKtYodirsVcMVXVxS6uKuqMVdUYq7FXYq1irq4q7FWxgV2FLsUNEV2xQuQb79sBLIBcSS 
SCMCW9sCt7YpawoWmlcVcAK4UNbYqtNKYUNbYodirsKuxV1MCXYUOxV//9TqG2ZbhuxV2BXYVccV 
LWFDRxVrfFDsKtYq2OuKuHfFWx0wK75YpbFMCu2xV2KtbYVbxVv4cCW9sVb22wJbwJdhVoVxQ3ir 
RxVw98Vawq12xQ44q0cKtHFDWKGsKt4EtiuKt4q//9k= 
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  August 10 2001 
 
 
      Decline of Latino Groups in Census 
 
      Has Agencies Angry, Experts Puzzled 
 
 
  POPULATION: SOME BLAME THE FORM FOR NOT LISTING ALL PLACES 
  OF ORIGIN. OTHERS CITE EVOLVING PAN-HISPANIC SELF-IMAGE 
 
  By ROBIN FIELDS 
  TIMES STAFF WRITER 
 
 
 Newly released 2000 census data depict several of California's largest   
Latino 
groups as shrinking in the 1990s, an unexpected, improbable result  that has 
community agencies complaining and demographers concerned. 
 
 Some experts attribute it to a simple change in the census form. Others   
believe it 
is a consequence of an evolving pan-Latino consciousness that  discourages  
people 
from retaining strong national identities. 
 
 Community leaders had expected the census to reflect an increase, not a   
drop, in 
their numbers, considering that the state's overall Latino  population grew 
by  
almost 
43% in the last decade. Instead, they suspect  their members may be hidden,  
tucked 
into the catchall category "Other  Hispanic/Latino," which ballooned 
statewide  
by 
more than 1.1 million. 
 
 As a result, more than 100,000 fewer Guatemalans, Salvadorans and other   
Central and 
South Americans appear to live in California than did 10  years ago, with the 
sharpest drops coming in Los Angeles County. 
 
 The effects of this statistical reshuffling could be far-reaching,  molding 
everything from the fortunes of nonprofit community agencies to  immigration  
policy. 
 



 "The decisions about how to allocate and channel resources depend on what   
public 
officials see as the size and needs of these communities," said  John Logan,  
director 
of the Mumford Center for Comparative Urban and  Regional Research at the  
State 
University of New York at Albany.  "Undercounted can easily turn into  
underserved." 
 
 In asking about Latinos' origins, the 2000 census form gave checkoff  boxes  
for 
Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban and "other Hispanic," under which  it provided a  
blank 
box for respondents to give specifics about their  roots. 
 
 In 1990, the form gave examples, such as "Dominican," for how to fill in  
the  
box, 
but the examples were dropped from the 2000 form. 
 
 Census officials say tests showed the alteration made no difference in  how  
Latinos 
responded and firmly resist theorizing about why so many  Latinos wrote in 
"Hispanic," "Spanish," "Latino" or other general answers  rather than a  
specific 
country of origin. 
 
 "We can only tell you what people told us," said Betsy Guzman, a   
statistician with 
the U.S. Census Bureau's population division. 
 
 More complete information about Latinos' ancestry may emerge next year  when  
the 
bureau releases data from the long form, which is filled out by  1.9 million  
American 
households. But otherwise, the agency is stuck with  what it's got, Guzman 
acknowledged. 
 
 Some Latino advocacy groups say the shifting numbers suggest that more   
Latinos are 
letting go of parochial or national self-definitions. 
 
 "There is a growing awareness among Latinos that they are part of a  
broader, 
pan-Hispanic category, particularly in terms of things like  social status 
and 
political power," said Sonia Perez, deputy vice  president of research at the 
National Council de la Raza. 
 
 But where Perez sees progress, demographers see confusion--and a painful   
void. 
 
 "You can't really tell anything about where their roots are from," said   
Harry 
Pachon, director of the Tomas Rivera Policy Institute in Claremont. 
 
 Nationally, about 6.1 million Latinos cast themselves into the  inseparable  



sea of 
"other," 17% of their overall population. 
 
 A smaller census survey conducted in March 2000 through personal  
interviews,  
not 
mail-in forms, showed 1 million Latinos in that category,  suggesting the 
form  
had a 
pivotal impact, Logan said. 
 
 In New York City, the census shows the Dominican population dwindling  from  
407,473 
in 1990 to 332,977 in 2000, when analysts estimate it  actually increased to  
almost 
600,000. Similar patterns have emerged in  breakdowns for other Latino hubs, 
including South Florida and Boston. 
 
 In California, the numbers are particularly striking in Los Angeles  County,  
home to 
the state's most complex Latino community. 
 
 Local organizations say the county's Salvadoran population at least  doubled  
in the 
last decade, but the census shows Salvadorans declining  26% from 253,086 in  
1990 to 
187,193 in 2000. 
 
 "I don't think that can be accurate," said Carlos Vaquerano, executive   
director of 
the Salvadoran-American Leadership and Educational Fund.  "We've taken a lot  
of pride 
in being the second-largest Latino group here  and the fastest-growing. We  
expected 
the census to prove that." 
 
 The effect of the paper reductions could be devastating, he added.  Growing 
communities, with burgeoning economic and political clout,  attract more  
corporate 
investment and marketing attention, as well as  more government aid. 
 
 The census delivered similar statistical blows to a long list of local   
Latino 
subgroups. The county's large Guatemalan community appeared to  decrease by  
20%, 
while its smaller Colombian and Ecuadorean contingents  purportedly dropped 
by  
40% 
and 30%, respectively. Logan estimates the  Guatemalan population actually  
increased 
89% to more than 236,000. 
 
 In the Inland Empire and Orange and Ventura counties, where the vast   
majority of 
Central and South Americans have Mexican roots, few Latino  communities  
shrank, but 
the "other" category grew an astonishing tenfold. 



 
 Vaquerano said the diminished figures for Salvadorans and other Central  and  
South 
American groups might influence the ongoing national debate  about whether 
and  
how to 
expand legal residency to undocumented  immigrants. President Bush initially  
proposed 
changing the rules only for  Mexicans; Democrats have pressed for a more  
expansive 
plan that includes  illegal immigrants from other nations. 
 
 "Why did Bush target Mexicans first? Because they are the majority,"   
Vaquerano 
said. "Numbers make a difference." 
 
 
         http://www.latimes.com/news/local/la-000064899aug10.story 
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Dear All: 
 
Take a look at this. The Mumford Center is re-estimating the size of the  
Hispanic 
groups based upon the methodology that was used in 1990. The instruction was  
changed 
on the form.  It affects Hispanics everywhere. Note that the numbers reported  
in the 
LA Times on NYC are wrong. 
 
Andy Beveridge 
 
July 6, 2001 
 
Sociologist Offers New Estimates of City Hispanic Census Groups 
 
 
By JANNY SCOTT 
 
A sociologist said yesterday that he had come up with new estimates of the  
numbers of 
Dominicans, Colombians and other Hispanics in New York City, estimates that 
he  
and 
planners for the city believe are much closer to the truth than the 2000  
census 
figures released by the Census Bureau last week. 
 
The sociologist, John R. Logan, a professor at the State University at 
Albany,  
said 
he had used existing Census Bureau data to recalculate the 2000 census  
numbers, and 
had concluded that the number of Dominicans in the city was 593,777, a figure  
that is 
186,304 higher than the bureau's official count. 
 
He put the city's Colombian population at 115,312, or 36,700 more than the  
bureau's 
estimate, and the Ecuadorean population at 148,392, or 46,935 higher than the 
bureau's. His estimates of the size of more than a dozen other Central and  
South 
American groups significantly exceeded the bureau's numbers. 
 
"What's most interesting here is to see the magnitude of the effects,"  
Professor 
Logan said at a news conference in Manhattan. "Instead of a rather mild  
increase of 
the Dominican population, our conclusion is there was more than 50 percent  
growth of 
Dominicans in New York City in the last decade." 
 
He recommended that the Census Bureau revise its estimates of the Hispanic  
population 
groups by using procedures like his. "It's possible to get better numbers,"  



Professor 
Logan said, "numbers that will be more useful to public officials and 
planners  
and 
city organizations." 
 
Demographers for New York City, and others, believe the bureau significantly 
underestimated the size of numerous Hispanic groups in data from the 2000  
census 
released last week. They trace the apparent problem at least in part to a  
change in 
the wording of a question about Hispanic origin on the census form. 
 
An unusually high percentage of Latinos in New York City and nationwide 
failed  
to 
identify their specific Hispanic group or national origin on the form. As a  
result, 
many Dominicans, Colombians, Ecuadoreans and others appear to have ended up 
categorized by the bureau as simply "other Hispanic." 
 
The uncertainty of the numbers causes problems for social scientists studying  
ethnic 
change; for social service organizations trying to obtain funds and to plan  
services; 
for advocacy groups; and for local governments, which use them for planning  
and other 
purposes. 
 
The city's Planning Department and others had urged the bureau to rethink its 
estimates of the size of those Hispanic groups. Several people said yesterday  
that 
Professor Logan's work, done in a week, suggested that a reliable revision  
could be 
done. 
 
"The approach he uses, I think, is very reasonable," said A. Peter Lobo,  
deputy 
director of the planning department's population division. "And it jells with 
estimates that we have come up with that have been constructed in a totally  
different 
manner." 
 
There was no comparable problem with the count of Puerto Ricans, Mexicans and  
Cubans. 
Members of those groups have a separate question on the census form. 
 
Professor Logan, who plans to post his methodology and findings on the  
university's 
Web site (www.albany .edu/mumford/census), used data on ancestry and place of  
birth 
taken from the 1990 census, and data on birthplace from a survey done by the  
bureau 
in March 2000, to try to determine the specific Hispanic origin of people  
categorized 
"other Hispanic" in more than 100 cities. 
 



Using that method, he reduced the number of people in New York City  
categorized as 
"other Hispanic" from 403,952 to 51,317, and recategorized the rest -  
Dominican, 
Salvadoran, Honduran, Panamanian, Colombian, Ecuadorean and so on. 
 
Professor Logan and others said yesterday that the Census Bureau could 
develop  
even 
more accurate estimates than his by using data from the 2000 census that it  
had not 
yet released - data from the longer, more detailed questionnaire filled out 
by  
one in 
every six citizens. That form has a question about ancestry. 
 
In a telephone interview yesterday, Arthur Cresce, a demographer in the  
population 
division of the Census Bureau, said: "I don't think there will be any sort of 
reprocessing of the data or anything like that. The answers are what they 
are.  
They 
have been provided by the respondents." 
 
But Mr. Cresce said the numbers would probably be analyzed, especially after  
the 
long-form data are made public. "Any time you have these kinds of responses 
or 
changes or shifts," he said, "you do want to understand them better." 
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If interested in applying, please follow the instructions at the bottom of  
this job 
description. 
 
Job : Evaluation Manager (Staff Research Associate III- Supervisor) 
 
This is a great research opportunity to work on a statewide parenting  
education 
project. 
  The Center for Community Wellness is part of the School of Public Health at  
UC 
Berkeley and is a nationally renowned health promotion organization. The  
Center has 
many projects including health promotion publications, school-based programs,  
and 
evaluation and research. The evaluation manager will be responsible for  
coordinating 
major components of a $1.8 million 2-year statewide evaluation of the Kit for  
New 
Parents developed by the California Children and Families Commission (CCFC).  
The CCFC 
developed the Kit for New Parents to be distributed to California's 500,000  
new 
parents each year. The Kit contains a set of videos, a guide for parents, a  
set of 
brochures and a book to be read to babies. During the past year, a research  
team 
consisting of the UC Berkeley faculty, consultants, and a subcontracted  
research firm 
conducted a pilot study of parents' use of and satisfaction with the Kit, and  
its 
impact on their knowledge and practices. The evaluation also assessed the 
effectiveness of Kit distribution through prenatal centers, hospitals, and  
home 
visiting programs. Under the guidance of the research team, the evaluation  
manager 
will coordinate an expanded evaluation of the Kit. This evaluation will have  
three 
primary components: interviews with 5,000 parents; qualitative studies with  
parents 
and providers; and a process evaluation of Kit training, distribution, and  
other 
issues in 58 California counties. 
 
Job Description: 
 
Serve as a key member of a research team with UCB faculty, consultants, 
subcontractors, graduate students, advisory committee and State Commission to  
conduct 
a major quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the Kit for New Parents  
with 
multiple sites throughout California. The evaluation manager will: 
 
* Implement a survey with parents and providers of the Kit. Supervise and  



train field 
interviewers at multiple sites throughout California. With input from 
research  
team 
members, develop materials, forms, tracking systems, etc. Track data  
collection at 
all survey sites. Monitor completion of study activities through 
communication  
with 
sites and a subcontracted research firm. Report progress of study to team  
members. 55% 
 
 *Coordinate process evaluation activities about the distribution of the Kit  
in all 
58 counties including: tracking provider trainings, number of Kits  
distributed, 
distribution venues, demographics of kit recipients and assessing issues and 
recommended "best practices"  through an interactive Web site.  Work closely  
with the 
programmer and provide detailed technical specifications about website 
content  
and 
data retrieval. Conduct site visits in six counties to document processes of  
Kit 
training, distribution and provider experience and satisfaction on an ongoing  
basis. 
Develop protocols for process evaluation with sensitivity to political issues  
to 
maximize provider participation.  30% 
 
 *Coordinate qualitative study activities in 6-10 counties including: in-
depth 
interviews, focus groups and videotaping with parents and providers in  
approximately 
6-10 counties.  10% 
 
* Prepare reports for publications and presentation.  5% 
 
 
Required Qualifications: 
     Proven capacity to manage a large-scale, multi-method evaluation. Three  
to five 
years experience working in research or evaluation. Ability to communicate  
with 
policy makers and local and state county commission directors. Demonstrated 
initiative and organizational, planning, and time management skills. Proven 
interpersonal skills.  Ability to multi-task in a fast-paced environment.  
Strong 
problem solving and oral/written communication skills. Ability to work  
independently 
and complete tasks with minimal supervision. Strong attention to detail.  
Strong 
computer skills, including Word, Excel, and database management. Masters  
Degree 
preferred. 
 



Pluses:  Fluent in Spanish, knowledge of PowerPoint, knowledge of child 
health  
and 
development and/or parenting education; knowledge of HTML, focus group  
facilitation 
skills. 
 
If interested, please refer to http://hrweb.berkeley.edu/jvl/index.php  and  
search 
for Job Listing #:07-124-20. Follow the instructions to apply for the job  
through the 
University of California, Berkeley system. 
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I will be out of the office between now and Wednesday, September 5th, except  
for 
Monday, August 20th. If you need help in the meantime, please call Barry  
Seltser at 
202-512-4946. 
(fran) 
Fran Featherston 
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<html> 
<font face="Arial, Helvetica"><b>PART TIME SENIOR RESEARCH ASSISTANT  
POSITION<br><br> 
Available Immediately<br> 
 
<dl> 
<dl> 
<dl> 
<dl> 
<dd>The 
Position:</b><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb 
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>Assists 
senior staff (a sociologist and an anthropologist) in conducting and  
disseminating 
research on the prevalence, consequences and social context of vision 
problems  
in the 
U.S. Familiarity with the substantive issues of visual impairment not 
necessary,&nbsp; but experience in secondary data analysis of large surveys,  
e.g. 
federal surveys, is a strong plus. Responsibilities include research on the  
web, 
interviewing, coding, data entry, data processing, and answering public  
information 
requests.&nbsp; Tasks also may include assisting in designing questionnaires  



and 
focus group discussion guides, and data analysis, write-ups, and 
dissemination.<br><br> <b> <dd>Qualifications:</b><x-tab>&nbsp;</x-tab>The  
ideal 
candidate has a social science background with some graduate research courses  
and/or 
experience, including qualitative and quantitative research skills.&nbsp;  
Knowledge 
of SPSS, EXCEL and WordPerfect is desirable.&nbsp; Flexibility is essential;  
the 
senior research assistant handles diverse tasks and works with more than one 
supervisor. <br><br> <b> <dd>Hours and 
Salary:</b><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>Twenty 
hours per week; scheduling is negotiable; $17-$20 per hour, depending on 
qualifications.<br><br> <b> 
<dd>Contact:</b><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x- 
tab><x-tab> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><b>Corinne 
Kirchner, Ph.D.</b>, Director, Policy Research &amp; Program Evaluation or  
<b>Elaine 
Gerber, Ph.D.</b>, Senior Research Associate, Policy Research &amp; Program 
Evaluation.<br><br> <br><br> 
 
</dl> 
</dl> 
</dl> 
</dl><div align="center"><b>American Foundation for the Blind<br> 11 Penn  
Plaza, 
Suite 300<br> New York, NY 10001<br> 
(212) 502-7640 (Kirchner) <br> 
Email: corinne@afb.net<br> 
or <br> 
(212) 502-7644 (Gerber)<br> 
Email: gerber@afb.net<br><br> 
<br><br> 
</b><i>The American Foundation for the Blind is an Equal Opportunity  
Employer<br><br> 
People with disabilities are encouraged to apply<br><br> 
</i></font><x-sigsep><p></x-sigsep> 
</div> 
Corinne Kirchner, Ph.D.<br> 
Director of Policy Research &amp; Program<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp; Evaluation<br> 
American Foundation for the Blind</html> 
 
>From wconstantine@home.com Tue Aug 14 14:59:19 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7ELxJJ17212 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 14 Aug 2001  
14:59:19 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from femail36.sdc1.sfba.home.com (femail36.sdc1.sfba.home.com 
[24.254.60.26]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id OAA25599 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 14 Aug 2001 14:59:21 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from micron ([24.5.194.243]) by femail36.sdc1.sfba.home.com 



          (InterMail vM.4.01.03.20 201-229-121-120-20010223) with SMTP 
          id <20010814215911.GCWO27990.femail36.sdc1.sfba.home.com@micron>; 
          Tue, 14 Aug 2001 14:59:11 -0700 
Message-ID: <01c901c1250b$e381ff20$6401a8c0@micron> 
From: "Wendy Constantine" <wconstantine@home.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Field Manager Position Opening 
Date: Tue, 14 Aug 2001 14:55:52 -0700 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3612.1700 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3612.1700 
 
Position: Field Director 
Description: The March of Dimes/California Birth Defects Monitoring Program  
Field 
Director will manage our bilingual (Spanish/English) interviewer team.  
Requires 
senior level survey research competencies and proven management experience. 
Responsible for overseeing performance quality and production levels of a 
team  
that 
interviews mothers by phone and in person. Responsible for assuring that  
technical 
and management support is available to the staff to achieve the excellence  
required 
for superior scientific outcomes. Must have excellent leadership, 
organization  
and 
interpersonal communication skills. Fluency in Spanish helpful. Valid CA  
driver 
license, car, and ability to travel statewide on occasion. Must have word  
processing 
skills, preferably Word, and data base experience. Position Type: Full time 
Location: Oakland (San Francisco Bay Area) 
Salary : $55k - $63k 
How to apply: Send cover letter, resume, 3 references and salary history to 
MLI@cbdmp.org <mailto:MLI@cbdmp.org>  or California Birth Defects Monitoring  
Program, 
1830 Embarcadero, Suite 100, Oakland, CA 94606 Company Information: 
http://www.cbdmp.org <http://www.cbdmp.org> AA/EOE (posted 07/20/01) 
 
 
Wendy Constantine 
Research and Evaluation Systems 
1118 Garden Lane, Lafayette, CA 94549 
925-284-8193 
wconstantine@home.com 
 
>From dan.navarro@smartrevenue.com Tue Aug 14 15:18:22 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7EMIMJ18704 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 14 Aug 2001  



15:18:22 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from kopl550145.db.smartrevenue.com (mail.smartrevenue.com  
[164.109.30.90]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id PAA09710 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 14 Aug 2001 15:18:23 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from danlaptop (ip208-166-6-11.campusmgmt.com [208.166.6.11]) by 
kopl550145.db.smartrevenue.com  (Rockliffe SMTPRA 3.4.5) with SMTP id 
<B0000123671@kopl550145.db.smartrevenue.com> for <aapornet@usc.edu>;  Tue, 14  
Aug 
2001 18:14:59 -0400 
Reply-To: <dan.navarro@smartrevenue.com> 
From: "Dan Navarro" <dan.navarro@smartrevenue.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Sample advice 
Date: Tue, 14 Aug 2001 18:19:10 -0400 
Message-ID: <LPBBINMPOBMDDJCBNLJGAENNDIAA.dan.navarro@smartrevenue.com> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0) 
In-Reply-To: <01c901c1250b$e381ff20$6401a8c0@micron> 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300 
 
Dear Aapornet: 
 
We've just received a request to conduct a short survey on the use of 
Premarin 
Vaginal Cream.  Any suggestions on acquiring a projectable sample? 
 
We know RDD will give us the most scientific data, but due to the low  
incidence, I 
was wondering if there were any other options. 
 
Thanks, 
Dan 
 
>From PCommiskey@som.umaryland.edu Wed Aug 15 11:33:47 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7FIXlJ19462 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 15 Aug 2001  
11:33:47 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from comm1.umaryland.edu (comm1.umaryland.edu [134.192.1.5]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id LAA15791 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 15 Aug 2001 11:33:46 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from somex03.SOM.umaryland.edu (som.umaryland.edu [134.192.148.72]) 
      by comm1.umaryland.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with ESMTP id OAA00911 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 15 Aug 2001 14:33:41 -0400 (EDT) 
Received: from mail pickup service by somex03.SOM.umaryland.edu with 
Microsoft 
SMTPSVC; 



       Wed, 15 Aug 2001 14:29:54 -0400 
Received: From somex04.SOM.umaryland.edu ([134.192.148.73]) by 
somex03.SOM.umaryland.edu with Microsoft SMTPSVC(5.0.2195.2966); Wed, 15 Aug  
2001 
14:29:53 -0400 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4522.1200 
Message-ID: 
<0532A6D56F30F24798DE4697CAFB347F0971F7@somex04.SOM.umaryland.edu> 
From: "Commiskey, Patricia" <PCommiskey@som.umaryland.edu> 
To: "AAPORnet \(E-mail\)" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: <csmardon@umm.edu> 
Subject: Question... 
Date: Wed, 15 Aug 2001 14:32:25 -0400 
X-Priority: 1 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
Content-Type: text/plain;     charset="iso-8859-1" 
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 15 Aug 2001 18:29:53.0187 (UTC)  
FILETIME=[469B2F30:01C125B8] 
 
Hello!  I have a question for a colleague that is not a member of AAPOR. Does  
anyone 
know of a patient satisfaction tool / instrument geared specifically toward  
health 
research subjects / participants?  Any suggestions would be greatly  
appreciated! 
 
Thanks!  Patricia Commiskey 
 
Patricia Commiskey, MA 
Research Director - CATI Facility 
Center for Health Policy / Health Services Research 
University of Maryland School of Medicine 
(410) 706-6753 /  fax: (410) 706-4702 pcommiskey@som.umaryland.edu 
 
 
 
>From rrands@cfmc.com Wed Aug 15 11:40:21 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7FIeKJ20094 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 15 Aug 2001  
11:40:21 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from mail.cfmc.com (main.cfmc.com [65.198.4.129]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id LAA20925 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 15 Aug 2001 11:40:19 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from rrands-W98.cfmc.com (rands-w95.cfmc.com [65.198.4.172]) 
      by mail.cfmc.com (8.11.0/8.11.0) with ESMTP id f7FIeFL22724 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 15 Aug 2001 11:40:15 -0700 
Message-Id: <5.1.0.14.2.20010815113907.020967f0@pop.cfmc.com> 
X-Sender: rrands@pop.cfmc.com 
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Version 5.1 
Date: Wed, 15 Aug 2001 11:40:12 -0700 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Richard Rands <rrands@cfmc.com> 



Subject: Re: Question... 
In-Reply-To: <0532A6D56F30F24798DE4697CAFB347F0971F7@somex04.SOM.umaryla 
 nd.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
At 02:32 PM 8/15/01 -0400, you wrote: 
>Hello!  I have a question for a colleague that is not a member of 
>AAPOR. Does anyone know of a patient satisfaction tool / instrument 
>geared specifically toward health research subjects / participants? 
>Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated! 
> 
>Thanks!  Patricia Commiskey 
 
You can contact Vic O'Neil at UNC Hospital - Patient Relations 
Dept.  919-966-5006. 
 
Richard Rands 
CfMC 
 
>From dorijessop@aol.com Wed Aug 15 17:45:42 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7G0jaJ08871 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 15 Aug 2001  
17:45:36 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from imo-m07.mx.aol.com (imo-m07.mx.aol.com [64.12.136.162]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id RAA02161 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 15 Aug 2001 17:45:36 -0700  
(PDT) 
From: dorijessop@aol.com 
Received: from dorijessop@aol.com 
      by imo-m07.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v31_r1.3.) id 5.134.db24a (3875) 
       for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 15 Aug 2001 20:44:45 -0400 (EDT) 
Message-ID: <134.db24a.28ac717d@aol.com> 
Date: Wed, 15 Aug 2001 20:44:45 EDT 
Subject: Re: Question... 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Mailer: AOL 5.0 for Windows sub 138 
 
Are you interested in satisfaction with health care?  Satisfaction with 
participation in a study? or, satisfaction instrument that can be used in a 
survey study?  There are a number of satisfaction instruments but it would be 
necessary to be clearer about the intent. 
>From PCommiskey@som.umaryland.edu Thu Aug 16 06:45:43 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7GDjhJ22809 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Thu, 16 Aug 2001  
06:45:43 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from comm1.umaryland.edu (comm1.umaryland.edu [134.192.1.5]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id GAA03184 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 16 Aug 2001 06:45:43 -0700  
(PDT) 



Received: from somex03.SOM.umaryland.edu (som.umaryland.edu [134.192.148.72]) 
      by comm1.umaryland.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with ESMTP id JAA16643 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 16 Aug 2001 09:45:38 -0400 (EDT) 
Received: from mail pickup service by somex03.SOM.umaryland.edu with 
Microsoft 
SMTPSVC; 
       Thu, 16 Aug 2001 09:41:51 -0400 
Received: From somex04.SOM.umaryland.edu ([134.192.148.73]) by 
somex03.SOM.umaryland.edu with Microsoft SMTPSVC(5.0.2195.2966); Thu, 16 Aug  
2001 
09:41:50 -0400 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4522.1200 
Message-ID: 
<0532A6D56F30F24798DE4697CAFB347F0971FC@somex04.SOM.umaryland.edu> 
From: "Commiskey, Patricia" <PCommiskey@som.umaryland.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Question... 
Date: Thu, 16 Aug 2001 09:44:23 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
Content-Type: text/plain;     charset="iso-8859-1" 
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 16 Aug 2001 13:41:50.0160 (UTC)  
FILETIME=[33884D00:01C12659] 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by listproc.usc.edu id 
f7GDjhJ22810 
 
I asked the same question.  At this point, my colleague is gathering  
information and 
is  interested in seeing what has been developed.  The only criteria is that  
they 
would like to see an instrument developed to evaluate satisfaction of persons 
involved in clinical research projects (clinical trials), rather than tools  
that were 
developed for other things but have applications or could be adapted. 
 
Hope this helps for clarity!  Thanks in advance for the feedback! 
 
Patricia 
Patricia Commiskey, MA 
Research Director - CATI Facility 
Center for Health Policy / Health Services Research 
University of Maryland School of Medicine 
(410) 706-6753 /  fax: (410) 706-4702 pcommiskey@som.umaryland.edu 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: dorijessop@aol.com [mailto:dorijessop@aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2001 8:45 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Question... 
 
 
Are you interested in satisfaction with health care?  Satisfaction with 
participation in a study? or, satisfaction instrument that can be used in a 
survey study?  There are a number of satisfaction instruments but it would be 
necessary to be clearer about the intent. 
 



 
>From HFienberg@stats.org Thu Aug 16 07:36:28 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7GEaSJ24249 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Thu, 16 Aug 2001  
07:36:28 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from cmpa01.workgroup (w042.z209220225.was-dc.dsl.cnc.net  
[209.220.225.42]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id HAA22899 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 16 Aug 2001 07:36:28 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: by CMPA01 with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
      id <Q157M8JA>; Thu, 16 Aug 2001 10:43:02 -0400 
Message-ID: <F58FF1B42337D311813400C0F0304A1E0B21C7@CMPA01> 
From: Howard Fienberg <HFienberg@stats.org> 
To: "AAPORNET (E-mail)" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Globe: What 'push polling' is and what it isn't 
Date: Thu, 16 Aug 2001 10:42:51 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
What 'push polling' is and what it isn't 
http://www.boston.com/dailyglobe2/228/oped/What_push_polling_is_and_what_it_ 
isn_tP.shtml 
By Globe Staff, 8/16/2001 
WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE between lightning and a lightning bug? That's one  
question that 
comes to mind as headlines fan the firestorm over alleged ''push polling'' in  
the 9th 
District. Sometimes people get confused by terms that sound similar but have  
very 
different meanings. That's what appears to be going on here; a lot of  
otherwise 
sophisticated political observers are confused about what push polling is and  
what it 
isn't. 
At a cookout last weekend, we chatted with two good friends, savvy 
journalists  
who 
clearly didn't understand the issue. Putting aside our own partisan  
differences for 
the moment, we decided to try our hands at a brief explanation. 
By all descriptions the disputed poll, which included questions that featured 
negative, and sometimes inaccurate, information about state Senator Stephen  
Lynch, 
seems in our opinion to have been a flawed - but legitimate - political poll. 
Reportedly undertaken for EMILY's List, the national women's organization 
that  
has 
endorsed state Senator Cheryl Jacques, it included several questions designed  
to 
gauge the impact of negative information that voters might hear about Lynch,  
Jacques, 
and a third candidate, state Senator Brian Joyce. 



Such questions are standard fare in any political poll, that is, a poll  
undertaken to 
benefit a particular candidate, rather than a more general media poll  
conducted by a 
news organization. 
These questions are called ''push'' questions because they are used to see 
how  
far 
voters can be pushed away from - or toward - a particular candidate. Push  
questions 
are an integral part of any detailed political poll: They produce information  
that 
allows campaigns to judge their own strengths and vulnerabilities, as well as  
those 
of their opponents. Push questions are an accepted and essential part of any 
candidate's research effort. Virtually all political polls employ push  
questions. 
Sometimes, though, these questions go over the line. As was the case in the  
9th 
District survey, they may contain inaccurate information or may unfairly  
distort a 
candidate's record. Questions like that are bad poll questions and a waste of  
time 
for the campaign sponsoring them. But they are not an example of push 
polling.  
Push 
polling is a specific type of political dirty trick in which telemarketers  
employed 
by Candidate A pretend to be conducting an opinion poll, but in fact are  
determinedly 
spreading dirt about Candidate B. The term is a misnomer because push polling  
isn't 
polling at all - it's an underhanded and unethical form of negative  
advertising that 
is shunned by reputable political consultants. 
Unlike legitimate polls - which involve detailed interviews of up to 20  
minutes or 
more, with a scientifically selected sample of a few hundred voters - push- 
poll calls 
are very brief but directed indiscriminately at thousands of voters at a 
time.  
The 
interviewers don't bother recording answers because their purpose is not to  
gather 
information but simply to get out the dirt, to ''push'' as many people as 
they  
can 
away from a candidate. 
Politicians often complain about push polling when none has taken place; it's  
an 
effective way to generate sympathetic media attention. Their complaints are  
often 
seized upon by political observers who don't understand the difference 
between  
a 
badly written poll, like the one in the 9th, and push polling. 



This confusion arises because many so-called experts assume that any poll 
that 
includes push questions must be a push poll. It's a simple, but completely  
erroneous, 
assumption. By this definition, virtually all political polls would qualify 
as  
push 
polls, and the term itself would lose meaning. That would make it easier for 
push-poll charlatans to hide behind a guise of legitimacy. 
Savvy reporters can help prevent this from happening by understanding what  
push 
polling is and by closely examining the claims of politicians who complain  
about it. 
Whenever candidates raise the specter of push polling, reporters should ask  
those 
candidates to release their own campaign polls for public review. That should  
settle 
the argument, every time. It's not such a difficult thing to keep straight,  
really - 
no more difficult than understanding the difference between lightning and a  
lightning 
bug. 
Francis J. Connolly is an associate at Kiley & Company, a national Democratic  
polling 
firm based in Boston. Charley Manning is president of CPMA Inc. and has run  
numerous 
Republican campaigns. Both are unaligned in the 9th Congressional District  
race. 
This story ran on page 11 of the Boston Globe on 8/16/2001. 
 
>From KFeld@humanvoice.com Thu Aug 16 07:49:55 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7GEnsJ25319 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Thu, 16 Aug 2001  
07:49:54 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from nehor.office.humanvoice.net ([216.20.237.78]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id HAA29031 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 16 Aug 2001 07:49:55 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: by nehor.office.humanvoice.net with Internet Mail Service  
(5.5.2650.21) 
      id <QZSYBRGF>; Thu, 16 Aug 2001 08:49:49 -0600 
Message-ID:  
<C7D496BDFDBEE745BB21226605670F5101071A@nehor.office.humanvoice.net> 
From: Karl Feld <KFeld@humanvoice.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Globe: What 'push polling' is and what it isn't 
Date: Thu, 16 Aug 2001 08:49:43 -0600 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Good summary Howard.  For those interested, I have written a piece covering  
this 
issue in depth with recommended courses of action for researchers which will  



appear 
in the From The Field section of the September issue of Public Perspective.   
I'm 
happy to forward the text upon request. 
 
Regards, 
 
Karl Feld 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Howard Fienberg [mailto:HFienberg@stats.org] 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2001 8:43 AM 
To: AAPORNET (E-mail) 
Subject: Globe: What 'push polling' is and what it isn't 
 
 
What 'push polling' is and what it isn't 
http://www.boston.com/dailyglobe2/228/oped/What_push_polling_is_and_what_it_ 
isn_tP.shtml 
By Globe Staff, 8/16/2001 
WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE between lightning and a lightning bug? That's one  
question that 
comes to mind as headlines fan the firestorm over alleged ''push polling'' in  
the 9th 
District. Sometimes people get confused by terms that sound similar but have  
very 
different meanings. That's what appears to be going on here; a lot of  
otherwise 
sophisticated political observers are confused about what push polling is and  
what it 
isn't. 
At a cookout last weekend, we chatted with two good friends, savvy 
journalists  
who 
clearly didn't understand the issue. Putting aside our own partisan  
differences for 
the moment, we decided to try our hands at a brief explanation. 
By all descriptions the disputed poll, which included questions that featured 
negative, and sometimes inaccurate, information about state Senator Stephen  
Lynch, 
seems in our opinion to have been a flawed - but legitimate - political poll. 
Reportedly undertaken for EMILY's List, the national women's organization 
that  
has 
endorsed state Senator Cheryl Jacques, it included several questions designed  
to 
gauge the impact of negative information that voters might hear about Lynch,  
Jacques, 
and a third candidate, state Senator Brian Joyce. 
Such questions are standard fare in any political poll, that is, a poll  
undertaken to 
benefit a particular candidate, rather than a more general media poll  
conducted by a 
news organization. 
These questions are called ''push'' questions because they are used to see 
how  
far 



voters can be pushed away from - or toward - a particular candidate. Push  
questions 
are an integral part of any detailed political poll: They produce information  
that 
allows campaigns to judge their own strengths and vulnerabilities, as well as  
those 
of their opponents. Push questions are an accepted and essential part of any 
candidate's research effort. Virtually all political polls employ push  
questions. 
Sometimes, though, these questions go over the line. As was the case in the  
9th 
District survey, they may contain inaccurate information or may unfairly  
distort a 
candidate's record. Questions like that are bad poll questions and a waste of  
time 
for the campaign sponsoring them. But they are not an example of push 
polling.  
Push 
polling is a specific type of political dirty trick in which telemarketers  
employed 
by Candidate A pretend to be conducting an opinion poll, but in fact are  
determinedly 
spreading dirt about Candidate B. The term is a misnomer because push polling  
isn't 
polling at all - it's an underhanded and unethical form of negative  
advertising that 
is shunned by reputable political consultants. 
Unlike legitimate polls - which involve detailed interviews of up to 20  
minutes or 
more, with a scientifically selected sample of a few hundred voters - push- 
poll calls 
are very brief but directed indiscriminately at thousands of voters at a 
time.  
The 
interviewers don't bother recording answers because their purpose is not to  
gather 
information but simply to get out the dirt, to ''push'' as many people as 
they  
can 
away from a candidate. 
Politicians often complain about push polling when none has taken place; it's  
an 
effective way to generate sympathetic media attention. Their complaints are  
often 
seized upon by political observers who don't understand the difference 
between  
a 
badly written poll, like the one in the 9th, and push polling. 
This confusion arises because many so-called experts assume that any poll 
that 
includes push questions must be a push poll. It's a simple, but completely  
erroneous, 
assumption. By this definition, virtually all political polls would qualify 
as  
push 
polls, and the term itself would lose meaning. That would make it easier for 
push-poll charlatans to hide behind a guise of legitimacy. 



Savvy reporters can help prevent this from happening by understanding what  
push 
polling is and by closely examining the claims of politicians who complain  
about it. 
Whenever candidates raise the specter of push polling, reporters should ask  
those 
candidates to release their own campaign polls for public review. That should  
settle 
the argument, every time. It's not such a difficult thing to keep straight,  
really - 
no more difficult than understanding the difference between lightning and a  
lightning 
bug. 
Francis J. Connolly is an associate at Kiley & Company, a national Democratic  
polling 
firm based in Boston. Charley Manning is president of CPMA Inc. and has run  
numerous 
Republican campaigns. Both are unaligned in the 9th Congressional District  
race. 
This story ran on page 11 of the Boston Globe on 8/16/2001. 
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I just got this query from a high school kid. VNS won't talk to her. Any  
takers? 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Abigail [mailto:Abigail@141.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2001 10:48 PM 
 
My name is Abigail McIntosh.  I am a full participant in the 
International Baccalaureate Program at West High School in Salt 
Lake City.  Currently I am writing an extended essay on 
the 'statistical accuracy of projecting the outcome of 
presidential elections'.  As of yet I have been unable to find 
information concerning the actual statistical calculations that 
are done to determine when the results can be projected "safely". 



 
 I have tried everywhere else including the Voter News Service, 
but no one seems to know or be willing to tell me.  If you have 
any information, or even a reference as to where I could find this 
information please let me know as soon as possible.  Thank you so 
much for your time. 
 
Sincerely, 
Abigail M. McIntosh 
(abigail@141.com) 
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Here is a 1995 press release from the NCPP on thi issue. 
 
http://www.ncpp.org/push.htm 
 
Karl Feld wrote: 
 
> Good summary Howard.  For those interested, I have written a piece 
> covering this issue in depth with recommended courses of action for 
> researchers which will appear in the From The Field section of the 
> September issue of Public Perspective.  I'm happy to forward the text 
> upon request. 
> 



> Regards, 
> 
> Karl Feld 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Howard Fienberg [mailto:HFienberg@stats.org] 
> Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2001 8:43 AM 
> To: AAPORNET (E-mail) 
> Subject: Globe: What 'push polling' is and what it isn't 
> 
> What 'push polling' is and what it isn't 
> http://www.boston.com/dailyglobe2/228/oped/What_push_polling_is_and_wh 
> at_it_ 
> isn_tP.shtml 
> By Globe Staff, 8/16/2001 
> WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE between lightning and a lightning bug? That's one 
> question that comes to mind as headlines fan the firestorm over alleged 
> ''push polling'' in the 9th District. Sometimes people get confused by 
terms 
> that sound similar but have very different meanings. That's what appears to 
> be going on here; a lot of otherwise sophisticated political observers are 
> confused about what push polling is and what it isn't. 
> At a cookout last weekend, we chatted with two good friends, savvy 
> journalists who clearly didn't understand the issue. Putting aside our own 
> partisan differences for the moment, we decided to try our hands at a brief 
> explanation. 
> By all descriptions the disputed poll, which included questions that 
> featured negative, and sometimes inaccurate, information about state 
Senator 
> Stephen Lynch, seems in our opinion to have been a flawed - but legitimate 
- 
> political poll. Reportedly undertaken for EMILY's List, the national 
women's 
> organization that has endorsed state Senator Cheryl Jacques, it included 
> several questions designed to gauge the impact of negative information that 
> voters might hear about Lynch, Jacques, and a third candidate, state 
Senator 
> Brian Joyce. 
> Such questions are standard fare in any political poll, that is, a poll 
> undertaken to benefit a particular candidate, rather than a more general 
> media poll conducted by a news organization. 
> These questions are called ''push'' questions because they are used to see 
> how far voters can be pushed away from - or toward - a particular 
candidate. 
> Push questions are an integral part of any detailed political poll: They 
> produce information that allows campaigns to judge their own strengths and 
> vulnerabilities, as well as those of their opponents. Push questions are an 
> accepted and essential part of any candidate's research effort. Virtually 
> all political polls employ push questions. 
> Sometimes, though, these questions go over the line. As was the case in the 
> 9th District survey, they may contain inaccurate information or may 
unfairly 
> distort a candidate's record. Questions like that are bad poll questions 
and 
> a waste of time for the campaign sponsoring them. But they are not an 
> example of push polling. Push polling is a specific type of political dirty 
> trick in which telemarketers employed by Candidate A pretend to be 



> conducting an opinion poll, but in fact are determinedly spreading dirt 
> about Candidate B. The term is a misnomer because push polling isn't 
polling 
> at all - it's an underhanded and unethical form of negative advertising 
that 
> is shunned by reputable political consultants. 
> Unlike legitimate polls - which involve detailed interviews of up to 20 
> minutes or more, with a scientifically selected sample of a few hundred 
> voters - push-poll calls are very brief but directed indiscriminately at 
> thousands of voters at a time. The interviewers don't bother recording 
> answers because their purpose is not to gather information but simply to 
get 
> out the dirt, to ''push'' as many people as they can away from a candidate. 
> Politicians often complain about push polling when none has taken place; 
> it's an effective way to generate sympathetic media attention. Their 
> complaints are often seized upon by political observers who don't 
understand 
> the difference between a badly written poll, like the one in the 9th, and 
> push polling. 
> This confusion arises because many so-called experts assume that any poll 
> that includes push questions must be a push poll. It's a simple, but 
> completely erroneous, assumption. By this definition, virtually all 
> political polls would qualify as push polls, and the term itself would lose 
> meaning. That would make it easier for push-poll charlatans to hide behind 
a 
> guise of legitimacy. 
> Savvy reporters can help prevent this from happening by understanding what 
> push polling is and by closely examining the claims of politicians who 
> complain about it. Whenever candidates raise the specter of push polling, 
> reporters should ask those candidates to release their own campaign polls 
> for public review. That should settle the argument, every time. It's not 
> such a difficult thing to keep straight, really - no more difficult than 
> understanding the difference between lightning and a lightning bug. 
> Francis J. Connolly is an associate at Kiley & Company, a national 
> Democratic polling firm based in Boston. Charley Manning is president of 
> CPMA Inc. and has run numerous Republican campaigns. Both are unaligned in 
> the 9th Congressional District race. 
> This story ran on page 11 of the Boston Globe on 8/16/2001. 
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Abigail, 
 
There is an excellent summary of what results were obtained by various  
companies 
using different polling and calculation methods in a recent AAPOR newsletter  
which 
you can access here http://www.aapor.org/newsletter/polls.html.  I would  
recommend 
after you read this article by Michael Traugott that you call him and e-mail  
the 
firms listed in Table 1.  Michael may be able to help you get some info. on  
contacts 
at each.  Many of these firm's have members on this listserv who will read  
this 
message.  Hopefully someone will also contact you directly. If all else 
fails,  
feel 
free to give me a call in Provo.  I certainly have high-profile political  
clients who 
can answer your questions from decades of experience and will probably be  
happy to 
help. 
 
Best of luck. 
 
Karl G. Feld 
Vice President, Research Development 



 
humanvoice, inc. 
2155 North Freedom Blvd. 
Provo, Utah 84601 
http://www.surveyguardian.com 
http://www.humanvoice.com 
p: +1 801 344 5500 
f: +1 801 370 1008 
e: kfeld@humanvoice.com 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Howard Fienberg [mailto:HFienberg@stats.org] 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2001 9:01 AM 
To: AAPORNET (E-mail) 
Subject: exit poll question 
 
 
I just got this query from a high school kid. VNS won't talk to her. Any  
takers? 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Abigail [mailto:Abigail@141.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2001 10:48 PM 
 
My name is Abigail McIntosh.  I am a full participant in the 
International Baccalaureate Program at West High School in Salt 
Lake City.  Currently I am writing an extended essay on 
the 'statistical accuracy of projecting the outcome of 
presidential elections'.  As of yet I have been unable to find 
information concerning the actual statistical calculations that 
are done to determine when the results can be projected "safely". 
 
 I have tried everywhere else including the Voter News Service, 
but no one seems to know or be willing to tell me.  If you have 
any information, or even a reference as to where I could find this 
information please let me know as soon as possible.  Thank you so 
much for your time. 
 
Sincerely, 
Abigail M. McIntosh 
(abigail@141.com) 
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It's a little unusual for push polls to be around this time of year, but 
there  
is a 
reported incident last week in the mayor's race in Minneapolis as well.  I  
spoke to a 
reporter about this from the Minneapolis Star Tribune, and there are a couple  
of 
stories about it on the paper's Web site. 
 
Connolly's remarks are well taken ,especially the distinction between  
collecting and 
analyzing data on strategic possibilities versus just making large numbers of  
calls 
under the guise of a poll but not recording any data. There is a discussion 
of  
push 
polls and a typology available in Traugott and Kang, "Push Polls As Negative 
Persuasion Strategies," Chapter 12 in Election Polls, the News Media, and  
Democracy 
by Lavrakas and Traugott. 
 
It is important to point out that push polling is the only practice to be  
decried 
simultaneously by AAPOR, NCPP, and the American Association of Political  
Consultants. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Howard Fienberg [mailto:HFienberg@stats.org] 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2001 10:43 AM 
To: AAPORNET (E-mail) 
Subject: Globe: What 'push polling' is and what it isn't 
 
 
What 'push polling' is and what it isn't 
http://www.boston.com/dailyglobe2/228/oped/What_push_polling_is_and_what_it_ 
isn_tP.shtml 
By Globe Staff, 8/16/2001 
WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE between lightning and a lightning bug? That's one  
question that 
comes to mind as headlines fan the firestorm over alleged ''push polling'' in  
the 9th 
District. Sometimes people get confused by terms that sound similar but have  
very 
different meanings. That's what appears to be going on here; a lot of  



otherwise 
sophisticated political observers are confused about what push polling is and  
what it 
isn't. 
At a cookout last weekend, we chatted with two good friends, savvy 
journalists  
who 
clearly didn't understand the issue. Putting aside our own partisan  
differences for 
the moment, we decided to try our hands at a brief explanation. 
By all descriptions the disputed poll, which included questions that featured 
negative, and sometimes inaccurate, information about state Senator Stephen  
Lynch, 
seems in our opinion to have been a flawed - but legitimate - political poll. 
Reportedly undertaken for EMILY's List, the national women's organization 
that  
has 
endorsed state Senator Cheryl Jacques, it included several questions designed  
to 
gauge the impact of negative information that voters might hear about Lynch,  
Jacques, 
and a third candidate, state Senator Brian Joyce. 
Such questions are standard fare in any political poll, that is, a poll  
undertaken to 
benefit a particular candidate, rather than a more general media poll  
conducted by a 
news organization. 
These questions are called ''push'' questions because they are used to see 
how  
far 
voters can be pushed away from - or toward - a particular candidate. Push  
questions 
are an integral part of any detailed political poll: They produce information  
that 
allows campaigns to judge their own strengths and vulnerabilities, as well as  
those 
of their opponents. Push questions are an accepted and essential part of any 
candidate's research effort. Virtually all political polls employ push  
questions. 
Sometimes, though, these questions go over the line. As was the case in the  
9th 
District survey, they may contain inaccurate information or may unfairly  
distort a 
candidate's record. Questions like that are bad poll questions and a waste of  
time 
for the campaign sponsoring them. But they are not an example of push 
polling.  
Push 
polling is a specific type of political dirty trick in which telemarketers  
employed 
by Candidate A pretend to be conducting an opinion poll, but in fact are  
determinedly 
spreading dirt about Candidate B. The term is a misnomer because push polling  
isn't 
polling at all - it's an underhanded and unethical form of negative  
advertising that 
is shunned by reputable political consultants. 



Unlike legitimate polls - which involve detailed interviews of up to 20  
minutes or 
more, with a scientifically selected sample of a few hundred voters - push- 
poll calls 
are very brief but directed indiscriminately at thousands of voters at a 
time.  
The 
interviewers don't bother recording answers because their purpose is not to  
gather 
information but simply to get out the dirt, to ''push'' as many people as 
they  
can 
away from a candidate. 
Politicians often complain about push polling when none has taken place; it's  
an 
effective way to generate sympathetic media attention. Their complaints are  
often 
seized upon by political observers who don't understand the difference 
between  
a 
badly written poll, like the one in the 9th, and push polling. 
This confusion arises because many so-called experts assume that any poll 
that 
includes push questions must be a push poll. It's a simple, but completely  
erroneous, 
assumption. By this definition, virtually all political polls would qualify 
as  
push 
polls, and the term itself would lose meaning. That would make it easier for 
push-poll charlatans to hide behind a guise of legitimacy. 
Savvy reporters can help prevent this from happening by understanding what  
push 
polling is and by closely examining the claims of politicians who complain  
about it. 
Whenever candidates raise the specter of push polling, reporters should ask  
those 
candidates to release their own campaign polls for public review. That should  
settle 
the argument, every time. It's not such a difficult thing to keep straight,  
really - 
no more difficult than understanding the difference between lightning and a  
lightning 
bug. 
Francis J. Connolly is an associate at Kiley & Company, a national Democratic  
polling 
firm based in Boston. Charley Manning is president of CPMA Inc. and has run  
numerous 
Republican campaigns. Both are unaligned in the 9th Congressional District  
race. 
This story ran on page 11 of the Boston Globe on 8/16/2001. 
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This article is from the latest American Prospect - any thoughts on Professor 
(American University) Raskin's proposal?  Mark 
 
A Right to Vote 
by Jamin B. Raskin 
 
Of everything we learned about American politics from the Supreme Court's  
ruling in 
Bush v. Gore last December, nothing was more important than the Court's  
insistence 
that the people still have "no federal constitutional right to vote." We (the  
people) 
have only the voting privileges our states choose to grant us. If the Florida 
legislature wishes to select presidential electors without public input, the  
people 
shall not stand in the way. More than presidential elections are at stake  
here. 
Several weeks before Bush v. Gore, for example, the Supreme Court upheld a 2-
1 
federal-district-court decision that rejected an equal-protection attack on  
the 
denial of voting rights and congressional representation to the more than 
half  
a 
million U.S. citizens who live in the District of Columbia. "The Equal  
Protection 
Clause does not protect the right of all citizens to vote," the lower-court  
ruling 
stated, "but rather the right 'of all qualified citizens to vote.'" Thus two 
Clinton-appointed federal judges overruled the senior judge on the panel-- 
Louis 
Oberdorfer, a Jimmy Carter appointee--and found that however "inequitable" 
the 



condition of D.C.'s residents may be, simply being subject to federal 
taxation  
and 
military conscription does not confer on Washingtonians a right to vote and 
to  
be 
represented in the Senate and the House or other governing institutions. This  
may be 
a conservative reading of the Constitution, but it is black-letter law. True,  
the 
Constitution contains specific, hard-won language in the 15th and 19th  
Amendments 
that forbids discrimination in voting on the basis of race or sex. But these 
prohibitions don't establish a universal right to vote. Thus, Congress cannot 
selectively disenfranchise women in the District of Columbia but can, and  
does, 
render all of its residents voiceless in Congress by denying them  
representation in 
the House and Senate. The Florida legislature may not (theoretically, anyway)  
dismiss 
only the votes of African Americans; but as the Supreme Court kindly reminded  
us in 
Bush v. Gore, it can dismiss everyone's votes. Likewise, Florida cannot  
selectively 
deny African-American ex-convicts the right to vote in state and federal  
elections, 
but it disenfranchises all ex-offenders--some 400,000 of them. The nation's  
tolerance 
for disenfranchisement in the twenty-first century is quite exceptional. The 
constitutions of at least 135 nations--including our fellow North American  
countries, 
Canada and Mexico--explicitly guarantee citizens the right to vote and to be 
represented at all levels of government. In fact, every new constitution  
adopted over 
the past decade makes the right to vote the very foundation of government. 
Constitutional silence on a basic right to vote leaves the United States in 
miserable, backward company. By my count, only Azerbaijan, Chechnya,  
Indonesia, Iran, 
Iraq, Jordan, Libya, Pakistan, Singapore, and, of course, the United Kingdom  
(whose 
phony doctrine of "virtual representation" the colonists rebelled against  
centuries 
ago) still leave voting rights out of their constitutions and therefore to 
the  
whims 
of state officials. This sin of omission violates--to the extent that anyone 
cares--the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and numerous  
other 
international conventions inspired by the democratic triumph over  
totalitarianism in 
World War II. It is time for American progressives to engage in serious 
constitutional politics on behalf of the right to vote. This is the only way  
to 
redeem the chaos of the 2000 presidential election and to begin to ensure 
that  
such 
an assault on democracy will never be repeated. Consider this proposal for a  



28th 
Amendment: 
        Section 1. Citizens of the United States have the right to vote in  
primary 
and general elections for President and Vice President, for electors for  
President 
and Vice President, for Representatives and Senators in the Congress, and for 
executive and legislative officers of their state, district, and local  
legislatures, 
and such right shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or any  
State. 
        Section 2. The right of citizens of the United States to vote and to 
participate in elections on an equal basis shall not be denied or abridged by  
the 
United States or any State on account of political-party affiliation or prior 
condition of incarceration. 
        Section 3. The District constituting the seat of Government of the  
United 
States shall elect Senators and Representatives in the Congress in such 
number  
and 
such manner as it would be entitled if it were a State. 
        Section 4. The Congress shall have power to enforce this article by 
appropriate legislation. A campaign for such an amendment would give 
coherence  
and 
energy to the scattered efforts across the country to reform the  
anachronistic, 
malleable electoral structures that exist in literally thousands of self- 
regulated 
jurisdictions. The movement behind the amendment would help sweep away not  
only 
disenfranchisement but reactionary partisan and sectional opposition to a  
number of 
democratic reforms: the push to upgrade and equalize voting technology and  
machinery, 
the effort to require equal and adequate funding of voting systems, and 
unsung 
efforts by third parties and independents to end discriminatory practices  
against 
candidates and voters based on party identification. (In many states, "major  
party" 
candidates automatically appear on the ballot while "minor party" candidates  
must 
collect tens of thousands of signatures to secure the right to compete. Along  
similar 
lines, the Supreme Court in 1998 upheld the partisan gerrymandering of  
government-run 
candidate debates.) Instead of treating these seemingly disparate causes as a 
patchwork of local grievances, a right-to-vote amendment would elevate the  
agenda of 
electoral reform to a matter of national self-definition and fundamental 
constitutional values. The reason that the Bush v. Gore decision--that  
unthinkably 
radical statement about the urgent need for absolute equality of voting  
procedures 
and standards across county lines--won't work in these other cases can be  



found in 
the disclaimer appended by the Supreme Court's conservative majority: "Our 
consideration is limited to the present circumstances, for the problem of  
equal 
protection in election processes generally presents many complexities." Like 
Cinderella's dress, the conservatives' gallant defense of voting rights after  
last 
year's presidential election turned to rags at midnight. In Yale Law School  
professor 
Bruce Ackerman's phrase, "constitutional moments" don't come around all that  
often, 
so it is crucial to seize the political opportunity created by the continuing  
scandal 
of the 2000 election. But even when the time is right for change, reformers  
face hard 
choices. In this case, the biggest headache is the electoral college. A  
deliberately 
undemocratic institution that made the popular-vote loser (George W. Bush, by  
more 
than half a million votes) the president of the United States, the electoral  
college 
is an international embarrassment. Since the nation's founding, it has  
entrenched the 
power of the slave states (four of the first five presidents were slave  
masters), 
white supremacy (throughout the twentieth century, southern states ran  
regional 
candidates and manipulated the electoral college to thwart the civil rights 
movement), and now the Republican electoral-college coalition, which  
represents a 
minority of voters nationally and a much smaller minority of the people.  
George W. 
Bush took every single electoral-college vote in the South and found a  
majority of 
his electoral-college votes there. Meanwhile, the majority of African  
Americans, more 
than 20 million, live in the South and gave Al Gore better than 90 percent of  
their 
vote. Yet because of the winner-take-all method of distributing electoral- 
college 
votes, black votes in the South--even when counted--had zero impact on the  
election. 
In a more rational world, abolition of the electoral college would be a key  
part of a 
28th Amendment. But too many states and senators buy in to the myth that the 
electoral college helps them. It is extremely unlikely that even a simple  
majority of 
states would ratify an amendment abolishing the electoral college, much less  
the 38 
required constitutionally. Only a handful of senators, including New York  
Democrat 
Hillary Clinton, have voiced support for the idea; and the Senate, where 
small  
states 
hold great power, will be a long time coming around on the issue. As  
outrageous as 
the situation is, it does not make sense to load down a right-to-vote  



amendment with 
this kind of baggage. Few things would stop this amendment, but the electoral  
college 
is one of them. That issue's time will come. Some may wonder about the wisdom  
of 
tackling the disenfranchisement of Washingtonians and ex-convicts. But these  
battles 
of basic principle are eminently winnable. Public-opinion polls show that  
commanding 
majorities of the people favor giving residents of Washington, D.C., equal  
voting 
rights in Congress, and the rallying cry of "No taxation without  
representation" has 
persistent and broad cross-partisan appeal. The amendment would not restore  
rights to 
incarcerated citizens--only to those who have already served their time and  
been 
released. Disenfranchisement of 1.4 million citizens, disproportionate 
numbers  
of 
whom are people of color, makes no sense. It drives ex-offenders away from  
political 
participation and civic belonging precisely at the moment they need to be  
encouraged 
and invited back into mainstream society. Most states already extend voting  
rights to 
this group and have crime rates no higher than the 13 states that turn a  
period of 
former incarceration into a permanent civic disability. Americans are fair- 
minded 
people and most would be shocked to learn that one in three African-American  
men has 
permanently lost the vote in Florida because of a prior felony conviction. A 
provision protecting former inmates' voting rights would have a good chance 
to  
make 
it through Congress and be adopted by the states. It now falls to the people  
to bring 
the U.S. Constitution into line with the fundamental tenets of American  
political 
thought that emerged in the aftermath of the modern civil rights movement. As  
Robert 
P. Moses and Charles Cobb tell us in their important new book Radical  
Equations, the 
concept of "one person, one vote" in the early 1960s gave "Mississippi  
sharecroppers 
and their allies" a principle of "common conceptual cohesion" that was taken  
up by 
the Justice Department and then embraced by the Warren Court in the  
redistricting 
cases. As Justice Hugo Black put it in 1964, "Our Constitution leaves no room  
for 
classification of people in a way that unnecessarily abridges [the right to  
vote]." 
But universal suffrage, a radical axiom established by the blood and sweat of  
civil 
rights activists in the South, has steadily eroded on the conservative  



Rehnquist 
Court's watch. Over the past decade, the Supreme Court has dismantled  
congressional 
districts composed mostly of African Americans or Hispanics--districts 
brought  
into 
being by the Voting Rights Act of 1965--and in the course of doing so has  
inscribed 
into law a presumption that whites shall be in the majority. It has allowed  
states to 
deny voters the right to "write in" the candidates of their choice. And it 
has  
upheld 
state laws that ban "fusion" and thus deny new political parties the capacity  
to 
build by "cross-nominating" candidates and creating multiparty political  
coalitions. 
The principles of universal suffrage and democracy now lie in tatters. Yet 
the 
American movement for "one person, one vote" has traveled around the world,  
from 
Poland to South Africa. The United States must now catch up with its own  
legacy. We 
must disprove the French observation, much deployed after the 2000 election,  
that the 
Americans have no antiques--except, of course, for the Constitution. The  
political 
question is whether progressives, accustomed to fighting off countless  
proposed 
amendments by the right on issues like school prayer and flag desecration, 
can 
overcome their knee-jerk suspicion of all constitutional changes. Many  
liberals treat 
the Constitution like an untouchable religious text and the republic's  
founders as 
omniscient. This is ironic, for we have traditionally understood that the  
original 
Constitution was deeply compromised by white supremacy and fear of popular  
democracy. 
Many of the amendments enacted since the founding are suffrage amendments  
championed 
by progressives--most recently, the 23d Amendment (adopted in 1961), which  
gave 
residents of Washington, D.C., votes in the presidential electoral college;  
the 24th 
Amendment (1964), which banned poll taxes; and the 26th Amendment (1971),  
which 
extended the vote to 18-year-olds. Meaningful democratic politics requires an 
aggressive constitutional politics. Let them come at us with proposals about  
the 
flag, school prayer, and the Ten Commandments. We can return fire with the 
constitutional right to vote, which in a democracy must take moral precedence  
and 
logical priority over everything else. Under Article V of the Constitution, 
an 
amendment requires either a two-thirds vote in both houses of Congress  
followed by 



ratification by three-fourths of the states or passage in a constitutional  
convention 
called upon the application of the legislatures of two-thirds of the states  
followed 
by ratification by three-fourths of the states. Starting with the League of  
Women 
Voters, the secretaries of state, the NAACP, journals of opinion, the labor  
movement, 
political parties that are willing to place democratic principle above  
factional 
designs, and the state legislatures, we should reach out to our fellow  
citizens and 
take the irresistible case for a voting-rights amendment to the people.  
Certain 
progressive members of Congress already see the logic of such an effort.  
Democratic 
Congressman Jesse Jackson, Jr., of Illinois has been arguing eloquently for a  
whole 
series of new constitutional rights, including health care and housing. His  
broader 
agenda is more complicated, but his spirit is perfect for the new 
century: We have to stop treating the Constitution like a fragile heirloom  
hidden 
away in the attic. And we must begin by providing what was missing when the 
Constitution was first drafted--the right of the people to vote and,  
therefore, to 
govern. Jamin B. Raskin </authors/raskin-j.html> 
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-----Original Message----- 
From: Karl Feld [mailto:KFeld@humanvoice.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2001 10:50 AM 
To: 'aapornet@usc.edu' 
Subject: RE: Globe: What 'push polling' is and what it isn't 
 
 
Good summary Howard.  For those interested, I have written a piece covering  
this 
issue in depth with recommended courses of action for researchers which will  
appear 
in the From The Field section of the September issue of Public Perspective.   
I'm 
happy to forward the text upon request. 
 
Regards, 
 
Karl Feld 
 
-----Original Message----- 
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What 'push polling' is and what it isn't 
http://www.boston.com/dailyglobe2/228/oped/What_push_polling_is_and_what_it_ 
isn_tP.shtml 
By Globe Staff, 8/16/2001 
WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE between lightning and a lightning bug? That's one  
question that 
comes to mind as headlines fan the firestorm over alleged ''push polling'' in  
the 9th 
District. Sometimes people get confused by terms that sound similar but have  
very 
different meanings. That's what appears to be going on here; a lot of  
otherwise 
sophisticated political observers are confused about what push polling is and  
what it 



isn't. 
At a cookout last weekend, we chatted with two good friends, savvy 
journalists  
who 
clearly didn't understand the issue. Putting aside our own partisan  
differences for 
the moment, we decided to try our hands at a brief explanation. 
By all descriptions the disputed poll, which included questions that featured 
negative, and sometimes inaccurate, information about state Senator Stephen  
Lynch, 
seems in our opinion to have been a flawed - but legitimate - political poll. 
Reportedly undertaken for EMILY's List, the national women's organization 
that  
has 
endorsed state Senator Cheryl Jacques, it included several questions designed  
to 
gauge the impact of negative information that voters might hear about Lynch,  
Jacques, 
and a third candidate, state Senator Brian Joyce. 
Such questions are standard fare in any political poll, that is, a poll  
undertaken to 
benefit a particular candidate, rather than a more general media poll  
conducted by a 
news organization. 
These questions are called ''push'' questions because they are used to see 
how  
far 
voters can be pushed away from - or toward - a particular candidate. Push  
questions 
are an integral part of any detailed political poll: They produce information  
that 
allows campaigns to judge their own strengths and vulnerabilities, as well as  
those 
of their opponents. Push questions are an accepted and essential part of any 
candidate's research effort. Virtually all political polls employ push  
questions. 
Sometimes, though, these questions go over the line. As was the case in the  
9th 
District survey, they may contain inaccurate information or may unfairly  
distort a 
candidate's record. Questions like that are bad poll questions and a waste of  
time 
for the campaign sponsoring them. But they are not an example of push 
polling.  
Push 
polling is a specific type of political dirty trick in which telemarketers  
employed 
by Candidate A pretend to be conducting an opinion poll, but in fact are  
determinedly 
spreading dirt about Candidate B. The term is a misnomer because push polling  
isn't 
polling at all - it's an underhanded and unethical form of negative  
advertising that 
is shunned by reputable political consultants. 
Unlike legitimate polls - which involve detailed interviews of up to 20  
minutes or 
more, with a scientifically selected sample of a few hundred voters - push- 



poll calls 
are very brief but directed indiscriminately at thousands of voters at a 
time.  
The 
interviewers don't bother recording answers because their purpose is not to  
gather 
information but simply to get out the dirt, to ''push'' as many people as 
they  
can 
away from a candidate. 
Politicians often complain about push polling when none has taken place; it's  
an 
effective way to generate sympathetic media attention. Their complaints are  
often 
seized upon by political observers who don't understand the difference 
between  
a 
badly written poll, like the one in the 9th, and push polling. 
This confusion arises because many so-called experts assume that any poll 
that 
includes push questions must be a push poll. It's a simple, but completely  
erroneous, 
assumption. By this definition, virtually all political polls would qualify 
as  
push 
polls, and the term itself would lose meaning. That would make it easier for 
push-poll charlatans to hide behind a guise of legitimacy. 
Savvy reporters can help prevent this from happening by understanding what  
push 
polling is and by closely examining the claims of politicians who complain  
about it. 
Whenever candidates raise the specter of push polling, reporters should ask  
those 
candidates to release their own campaign polls for public review. That should  
settle 
the argument, every time. It's not such a difficult thing to keep straight,  
really - 
no more difficult than understanding the difference between lightning and a  
lightning 
bug. 
Francis J. Connolly is an associate at Kiley & Company, a national Democratic  
polling 
firm based in Boston. Charley Manning is president of CPMA Inc. and has run  
numerous 
Republican campaigns. Both are unaligned in the 9th Congressional District  
race. 
This story ran on page 11 of the Boston Globe on 8/16/2001. 
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    I have just now found another one of those Code Red Virus messages, 
    thinly disguised, among my latest email.  Beware: It's still with us. 
    Do not open any attachments--even ones from names and addresses quite 
    familiar to you--unless the accompanying message is new, unusually 
    personal, and quite specifically, if not intimately, intended for you. 
 
                                                   -- Jim 
 
    ******* 
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         My guess is that more than a few AAPORNETters will be 
       interested in this reporting by Robin Fields of the Los 
       Angeles Times.  I look forward to your reactions. 
                                             -- Jim 
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  Unwed Partners Up 72% in U.S. 
 
  DEMOGRAPHICS: THE NUMBER OF COUPLES LIVING TOGETHER ROSE THE MOST IN THE 
  BIBLE BELT AND THE GREAT PLAINS DURING THE '90S. THE TREND APPEARS TO BE 
  FIRMLY ESTABLISHED. 
 
  By ROBIN FIELDS 
  Times Staff Writer 
 
 
 Like divorce and single parenthood in earlier times, cohabitation spilled   
out of 
big cities and university towns in the 1990s and has become part  of life 
even  
in the 
nation's most conservative regions, U.S. census data  show. 
 
 The number of unmarried-partner households rose 31% in the '90s in Los   
Angeles 
County, the birthplace of palimony, but shot up 72% nationwide.  The largest  
gains 
came in the Bible Belt and across the Great Plains. 
 
 Even in seven states where laws against cohabitation remain on the books,   
living 
together almost doubled over the decade of the '90s, according to  the 2000  
census 
data. 
 
 "I don't see us formalizing," said Chris Sheets, who lives with her  
partner,  
John 
May, in the North Carolina Outer Banks hamlet of Kill Devil  Hills. North  
Carolina is 
one of the states that still outlaws  cohabitation. "Neither of us is  
religious and 
we need no wedding presents  to further clutter our house." 
 
 So widespread has cohabitation become that some rural counties in Wyoming   
and 
Minnesota now have the same ratio of unmarried-partner households as  do more  
urban 
counties in New York and California. 
 
 Within California, cohabitating couples are about as common in towns with 
populations of 5,000 or less as in cities of 100,000 or more. 
 
 "The tolerance is not just in the elite areas," said Stephanie Coontz, 
co-chairwoman of the Council on Contemporary Families. "Cultural  acceptance  



and 
science have broken the old tight equation of marriage and  child-rearing. 
All  
forms 
of families are claiming legitimacy and, to some  extent, are getting it." 
 
 Social scientists continue to debate whether the increase in cohabitation   
further 
undermines the stability of the traditional American family. Some  studies  
have shown 
that cohabitation serves as a valuable premarital  compatibility test, while  
others 
have found that couples who live  together before marrying are more likely to  
get 
divorced. 
 
 But for good or ill, the trend seems firmly established. Government  
policies  
have 
changed to accommodate live-in relationships and those  changes, in turn, 
have 
institutionalized them in both law and language. 
 
 Live-in lovers in the age of AIDS metamorphosed into domestic partners,   
removing 
much of the stigma of such relationships and fighting for health  care and  
workplace 
rights. 
 
 "Just the term 'unmarried partner' gave it a dignity and social  category,"  
said 
Paula Ettelbrick, family policy director of the National  Gay & Lesbian Task  
Force. 
 
 Pressured by courts and constituents, cities and states created  registries  
of 
unmarried couples during the 1990s, giving them rights that  were the same--
or 
similar to--those granted to spouses on hospital  visitations, access to  
children's 
school records and a variety of  government benefits. 
 
 A number of prominent companies redefined their benefits policies to  
include 
partners, as did some insurers, credit unions, health clubs and 
airlines--concessions fought for and won mostly by gay groups, but  enjoyed 
as  
well 
by the much larger population of heterosexual unmarried  couples. 
 
 In California, opposite-sex couples constitute about 86% of  unmarried- 
partner 
households. 
 
 For most people, cohabitation remains a transitory phase on the way to   
marriage or 
breakup. University of Wisconsin researchers have found that  about 50% of  



couples 
now live together before a first marriage, up from  just 10% a generation 
ago,  
and 
about two-thirds do so before a second  marriage. 
 
 But about 95% of such couples marry or end their relationship within five   
years. 
 
 
 Alternative to Marriage for Some 
 
 "It's a test run," said Kit Russell of Goleta, who expects to wed her  live- 
in 
partner and is convinced that the experience saved her from a  disastrous  
marriage to 
a previous boyfriend. 
 
 Still, researchers say the 2000 census also captured a burgeoning group  of 
unmarried partners who see cohabitation as an alternative to marriage,  not a 
precursor. 
 
 Made wary by their parents' divorces or their own missteps, long-term   
cohabitants 
look for individualistic arrangements that exist outside what  their state,  
religion 
or relatives dictate, said Scott Coltrane, a  sociology professor at UC  
Riverside. 
 
 "When couples get married, there are expectations about gender roles,  about  
having 
children, about settling down," said Sidelia Reyna, who  lives with Todd  
Bennett, her 
partner of more than five years, in Oxford,  Ohio. "It makes more sense for  
couples 
to figure out their own rules." 
 
 For same-sex couples, three forces came together in the '90s that served  to 
persuade partners to live more openly, even in places formerly thought  of as  
hostile 
territory. 
 
 AIDS activism, the fight for domestic-partner status and an emerging   
movement that 
espoused legalizing gay marriages combined to make same-sex  couples more  
visible 
than ever and more comfortable with being so, said  Kim Mills, education  
director for 
the Human Rights Campaign. 
 
 In 1990, less than half the nation's counties reported any same-sex, 
unmarried-partner households. In 2000, almost all reported some. 
 
 Although San Francisco predictably led the list of metropolitan areas  with  
the 
highest percentage of households made up of same-sex partners,  Portland,  
Maine; 



Burlington, Vt.; Asheville, N.C.; and Springfield,  Mass., all ranked in the  
top 15 
in that category--ahead of New York and  Los Angeles. 
 
 "We still run into politicians who say, 'I don't have any gay  
constituents,'  
" 
Mills said. "Once we get these [census] numbers, we can  say, 'Yes, you do.' 
" 
 
 Though the new data indicate Americans' comfort with cohabitation  deepened  
in the 
last decade, it lags well behind that of Western  Europeans and Canadians, 
who  
have 
embraced and codified such  relationships for decades. The U.S. Census  
Bureau's 
unmarried-partner  category dates back only to 1990. 
 
 Even in middle age, many U.S. cohabitants confess they still struggle to   
reconcile 
their lifestyle with their parents' wishes. 
 
 In North Carolina, Sheets says her father has repeatedly told her he  wants  
to see 
her married before he dies. "That's a bit of pressure, for  sure," she said. 
 
 Younger couples get little guff; many of their parents have cohabited  too. 
 
 "They didn't have the right to give me attitude," said James Olson, 28,  who  
has 
lived with his girlfriend in South Pasadena for about six months. 
 
 On a societal scale, the backlash against increased cohabitation may take   
forms 
that go beyond parental disapproval. 
 
 Those who see the census figures as further evidence of the erosion of  the 
traditional family are pushing for changes in the tax code and other  federal 
programs to promote traditional unions. 
 
 Studies show that an increasing number of unmarried-partner households  also  
include 
children. If these relationships are less stable than  marriages, children  
will 
experience more flux as well, said Pamela Smock,  a sociology professor at 
the 
University of Michigan. 
 
 Long-term unmarried couples, however, say their relationships are every  bit  
as 
permanent as those cemented with wedding vows. 
 
 Shannon, a woman who lives in Burbank with her partner of six years but   
asked that 
her last name not be used, said the marriage ritual itself  held little  
meaning for 



her. 
 
 "Other than dressing up in a beautiful dress and having one day that is   
totally 
about me, I have no real desire to be married," she said. "Which  is not to  
say that 
I don't want a committed relationship. I do, and that  is what I have." 
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Fellow AAPORNETERS, 
 
One immediate reaction is that this raises all sorts of "baseline" questions,  
most of 
which the piece fails to answer.  Consider that an increase from 4% incidence  
to 7% 
(a three percentage point increase) corresponds to a 75% increase.  This  
contrasts 
with an increase from 60% to 80%, which is more than six times larger in 
terms  
of 
prevalence but a relative increase of one-third.  This is parallel to saying  
that an 
increase in salary from $40,000 to $70,000 contrasted with one from 
$6,000,000  



to 
$8,000,000 means that a disproportionate amount of raise went to the person  
with the 
lower salary.  If one looks just to percentage increase, the situation looks  
very 
different than if one uses another metric (absolute increase or proportion of  
total 
increase going to one person). 
 
Don 
> 
> 
>         My guess is that more than a few AAPORNETters will be 
>     interested in this reporting by Robin Fields of the Los 
>     Angeles Times.  I look forward to your reactions. 
>                                            -- Jim 
> 
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> 
>  August 20 2001 
> 
> 
>  Unwed Partners Up 72% in U.S. 
> 
>  DEMOGRAPHICS: THE NUMBER OF COUPLES LIVING TOGETHER ROSE THE MOST IN 
> THE  BIBLE BELT AND THE GREAT PLAINS DURING THE '90S. THE TREND 
> APPEARS TO BE  FIRMLY ESTABLISHED. 
> 
>  By ROBIN FIELDS 
>  Times Staff Writer 
> 
> 
> Like divorce and single parenthood in earlier times, cohabitation 
> spilled out of big cities and university towns in the 1990s and has 
> become part of life even in the nation's most conservative regions, 
> U.S. census data show. 
> 
> The number of unmarried-partner households rose 31% in the '90s in Los 
> Angeles County, the birthplace of palimony, but shot up 72% 
> nationwide. The largest gains came in the Bible Belt and across the 
> Great Plains. 
> 
> Even in seven states where laws against cohabitation remain on the 
> books, living together almost doubled over the decade of the '90s, 
> according to the 2000 census data. 
> 
> "I don't see us formalizing," said Chris Sheets, who lives with her 
> partner, John May, in the North Carolina Outer Banks hamlet of Kill 
> Devil Hills. North Carolina is one of the states that still outlaws 
> cohabitation. "Neither of us is religious and we need no wedding 
> presents to further clutter our house." 
> 
> So widespread has cohabitation become that some rural counties in 
> Wyoming and Minnesota now have the same ratio of unmarried-partner 



> households as do more urban counties in New York and California. 
> 
> Within California, cohabitating couples are about as common in towns 
> with populations of 5,000 or less as in cities of 100,000 or more. 
> 
> "The tolerance is not just in the elite areas," said Stephanie Coontz, 
> co-chairwoman of the Council on Contemporary Families. "Cultural 
> acceptance and science have broken the old tight equation of marriage 
> and child-rearing. All forms of families are claiming legitimacy and, 
> to some extent, are getting it." 
> 
> Social scientists continue to debate whether the increase in 
> cohabitation further undermines the stability of the traditional 
> American family. Some studies have shown that cohabitation serves as a 
> valuable premarital compatibility test, while others have found that 
> couples who live together before marrying are more likely to get 
> divorced. 
> 
> But for good or ill, the trend seems firmly established. Government 
> policies have changed to accommodate live-in relationships and those 
> changes, in turn, have institutionalized them in both law and 
> language. 
> 
> Live-in lovers in the age of AIDS metamorphosed into domestic 
> partners, removing much of the stigma of such relationships and 
> fighting for health care and workplace rights. 
> 
> "Just the term 'unmarried partner' gave it a dignity and social 
> category," said Paula Ettelbrick, family policy director of the 
> National Gay & Lesbian Task Force. 
> 
> Pressured by courts and constituents, cities and states created 
> registries of unmarried couples during the 1990s, giving them rights 
> that were the same--or similar to--those granted to spouses on 
> hospital visitations, access to children's school records and a 
> variety of government benefits. 
> 
> A number of prominent companies redefined their benefits policies to 
> include partners, as did some insurers, credit unions, health clubs 
> and airlines--concessions fought for and won mostly by gay groups, but 
> enjoyed as well by the much larger population of heterosexual 
> unmarried couples. 
> 
> In California, opposite-sex couples constitute about 86% of 
> unmarried-partner households. 
> 
> For most people, cohabitation remains a transitory phase on the way to 
> marriage or breakup. University of Wisconsin researchers have found 
> that about 50% of couples now live together before a first marriage, 
> up from just 10% a generation ago, and about two-thirds do so before a 
> second marriage. 
> 
> But about 95% of such couples marry or end their relationship within 
> five years. 
> 
> 
> Alternative to Marriage for Some 



> 
> "It's a test run," said Kit Russell of Goleta, who expects to wed her 
> live-in partner and is convinced that the experience saved her from a 
> disastrous marriage to a previous boyfriend. 
> 
> Still, researchers say the 2000 census also captured a burgeoning 
> group of unmarried partners who see cohabitation as an alternative to 
> marriage, not a precursor. 
> 
> Made wary by their parents' divorces or their own missteps, long-term 
> cohabitants look for individualistic arrangements that exist outside 
> what their state, religion or relatives dictate, said Scott Coltrane, 
> a sociology professor at UC Riverside. 
> 
> "When couples get married, there are expectations about gender roles, 
> about having children, about settling down," said Sidelia Reyna, who 
> lives with Todd Bennett, her partner of more than five years, in 
> Oxford, Ohio. "It makes more sense for couples to figure out their own 
> rules." 
> 
> For same-sex couples, three forces came together in the '90s that 
> served to persuade partners to live more openly, even in places 
> formerly thought of as hostile territory. 
> 
> AIDS activism, the fight for domestic-partner status and an emerging 
> movement that espoused legalizing gay marriages combined to make 
> same-sex couples more visible than ever and more comfortable with 
> being so, said Kim Mills, education director for the Human Rights 
> Campaign. 
> 
> In 1990, less than half the nation's counties reported any same-sex, 
> unmarried-partner households. In 2000, almost all reported some. 
> 
> Although San Francisco predictably led the list of metropolitan areas 
> with the highest percentage of households made up of same-sex 
> partners, Portland, Maine; Burlington, Vt.; Asheville, N.C.; and 
> Springfield, Mass., all ranked in the top 15 in that category--ahead 
> of New York and Los Angeles. 
> 
> "We still run into politicians who say, 'I don't have any gay 
> constituents,' " Mills said. "Once we get these [census] numbers, we 
> can say, 'Yes, you do.' " 
> 
> Though the new data indicate Americans' comfort with cohabitation 
> deepened in the last decade, it lags well behind that of Western 
> Europeans and Canadians, who have embraced and codified such 
> relationships for decades. The U.S. Census Bureau's unmarried-partner 
> category dates back only to 1990. 
> 
> Even in middle age, many U.S. cohabitants confess they still struggle 
> to reconcile their lifestyle with their parents' wishes. 
> 
> In North Carolina, Sheets says her father has repeatedly told her he 
> wants to see her married before he dies. "That's a bit of pressure, 
> for sure," she said. 
> 
> Younger couples get little guff; many of their parents have cohabited 



> too. 
> 
> "They didn't have the right to give me attitude," said James Olson, 
> 28, who has lived with his girlfriend in South Pasadena for about six 
> months. 
> 
> On a societal scale, the backlash against increased cohabitation may 
> take forms that go beyond parental disapproval. 
> 
> Those who see the census figures as further evidence of the erosion of 
> the traditional family are pushing for changes in the tax code and 
> other federal programs to promote traditional unions. 
> 
> Studies show that an increasing number of unmarried-partner households 
> also include children. If these relationships are less stable than 
> marriages, children will experience more flux as well, said Pamela 
> Smock, a sociology professor at the University of Michigan. 
> 
> Long-term unmarried couples, however, say their relationships are 
> every bit as permanent as those cemented with wedding vows. 
> 
> Shannon, a woman who lives in Burbank with her partner of six years 
> but asked that her last name not be used, said the marriage ritual 
> itself held little meaning for her. 
> 
> "Other than dressing up in a beautiful dress and having one day that 
> is totally about me, I have no real desire to be married," she said. 
> "Which is not to say that I don't want a committed relationship. I do, 
> and that is what I have." 
> 
> 
> 
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My apologies for cluttering your mailboxes again with the entire original  
article 
again with my reply. 
 
Don 
 
At 12:43 PM 08/20/2001 -0700, you wrote: 
> 
> 
> 
>         My guess is that more than a few AAPORNETters will be 
>     interested in this reporting by Robin Fields of the Los 
>     Angeles Times.  I look forward to your reactions. 
>                                            -- Jim 
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      While Don Ferree has usefully moved our attention to 
      "baseline" distortions, it might be worthwhile to consider 
      a different but related problem in the follow-up story by 
      Robin Fields (see below). 
 
      Although certainly I'm not qualified to question the news 
      judgment of the Los Angeles Times, nor to challenge its 
      staff on how to write headlines, I myself might have ever 
      so slightly changed its headline below to read: 
 
            43 States Still Classify Cohabitation as Legal 
 
        Not only would this have attracted more attention, it would 
      have made talk shows much more interesting for the entire 
      week--no easy trick during the final days of August. 
 
      What do you think? 
                                              -- Jim 
 
        P.S.  If nothing else, this exercise might demonstrate just 
      how easy it is to slip an editorial position into even a 
      modest seven-word headline--if there should remain anyone 
      who hasn't already noticed. 
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  August 20 2001 
 
 
      7 States Still Classify Cohabitation as Illegal 
 
      LAWS: COUPLES LIVING TOGETHER OUTSIDE MARRIAGE CAN BE CITED 
      FOR "LEWD, LASCIVIOUS" CONDUCT AND REJECTED FOR CERTAIN JOBS 
 
      By ROBIN FIELDS 
      Times Staff Writer 
 
 
 The question lurked toward the bottom of a six-page affidavit, part of  her 
application to become a juvenile probation officer in Phoenix. 
 
 "Are you living in open and notorious cohabitation?" it asked, adding  that  
doing so 
was a misdemeanor sex offense that would disqualify her for  employment. 
 
 "I thought, well, I keep the blinds closed," said Debbie Deem of her then 
eight-year live-in relationship with her male partner. "This is none of  the  
state's 



business." 
 
 At a time when new census data show that more American couples than ever  
are  
living 
together outside marriage, seven states still ban such  arrangements. 
 
 Arizona is no longer one of them, having repealed its law in May. 
 
 But in Florida, Michigan, Mississippi, North Carolina, North Dakota,   
Virginia and 
West Virginia, "lewd and lascivious" male-female  cohabitation remains  
illegal, a 
reminder that in parts of the nation, the  conservative past still rubs up  
against 
the more liberal present. 
 
 Most such laws date from the 19th century; several lump cohabitation in  
with 
prohibitions against adultery and fornication. Typically, the  offense is a 
misdemeanor punishable by a short prison term or a fine of  up to $500. 
 
 The statutes are rarely enforced, but they still can have dramatic  effects,  
even if 
violators are never directly charged. 
 
 The state of Virginia, for example, has threatened not to renew the home   
day-care 
license of a Norfolk woman because a state inspector categorized  her live-in  
partner 
of 17 years as her companion, rather than as a  boarder, as previous  
inspectors had 
done. The ACLU has taken up her case. 
 
 "I was really upset," said Darlene Davis, adding that she had never   
misrepresented 
her relationship to state regulators. "This is how I make  my living. Why 
now,  
after 
all these years?" 
 
 In Charlotte, N.C., U.S. Magistrate Carl Horn habitually asks defendants, 
regardless of why they are before him, if their living arrangements  violate  
the 
state's no-cohabitation law. If so, he refuses to release  them unless they  
agree to 
marry, move or get their partner to relocate. 
 
 Dozens of people have been moved to marry, and at least one has proposed   
right in 
the courtroom. 
 
 In states where private citizens can file misdemeanor criminal charges   
without 
triggering police investigations, people sometimes pursue  cohabitation  
complaints 
against former spouses, often to gain leverage in  divorce or custody  



disputes, 
attorneys said. 
 
 The laws do not appear to provide much of a deterrent to cohabitation,   
however. 
 
 In the decade of the '90s, the number of unmarried-partner households  
nearly 
doubled from about 500,000 to more than 930,000 in the seven  states that  
still ban 
cohabitation. By comparison, the nation overall  experienced a 15% increase 
in  
the 
number of such households. 
 
 Gay-rights and singles-rights groups have joined forces to lobby against  
the 
measures still lingering on the books. 
 
 "It's out of sync with reality," said Thomas Coleman, executive director  of  
the 
American Assn. for Single People. 
 
 Debbie Deem had a different solution. Sick of feeling like an outcast in   
Arizona, 
she moved to California several years ago, settling in  Camarillo. 
 
 "After a certain point, I just said, 'Get me out of here,' " she said.  "If  
I'm 
considered a sex offender . . . it's time to go." 
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Well, I'm enclosing the full text of the current piece that 
made me sigh, but it could be about any topic.  All of my 
editorials have percentages and data and references... 
 
When I first started writing editorials a year ago, I was so 
determined to do a thorough job of research, and to properly 
cite and credit everything. 
 
I hated it when those dumb journalists would gloss over my own studies to the  
point 
of misinterpretation, or failed to give proper credit.  By golly, I was gonna  
do it 
RIGHT. 
 
But then I ran up against the 450-word space limitation. 
Okay, I can get up to 650 words if I write a "Sunday 
thumbsucker" like this one, a longer "think" piece.  But 
that's not much longer!!! 
 
It's hardly enough to do ANYTHING.  You can't have more than 
maybe three ideas.  You don't get to really explore any issue. 
And you sure as heck shortchange the citations. 
 
I know the 1997 study below was really by the Henry J. Kaiser Family  
Foundation and 
the Harvard School of Public Health.  I 
just ran out of room.  Sorry about that. 
 
A few months ago I did an editorial about the Bush plan to 
offer vouchers so that people without health insurance could 
purchase coverage.  I wrote.... 
 
     When asked why the they didn't have health insurance, 
     "Can't afford it" was the most common reason cited, 
      for about 74 percent of uninsured Floridians. 
 
Of course, to save words, it was tempting to say...... 
 
     About 74 percent of uninsured Floridians said they 
     couldn't afford health insurance. 
 
Except that isn't accurate; many proxy responses were involved, 
so people didn't always "say" but had the reason told about 
them.  Fortunately, my editor trusts that if I'm going to be that obtusely  
wordy, 



there's a reason for it. 
 
I happened to know the details of that survey, because I 
managed the data collection.  But I can't know that level 
of detail for every study on which I report.  I am going 
to make a blooper of a mistake, eventually.  Even though 
I was trying. 
 
I do enough research to write a very solid 25-page 
term paper and instead distill it down to 450 words. 
Which means I often make no money at all writing these 
pieces, because I'm paid by the piece.  Ah well, my 
gift to the community. 
 
I am learning to develop a lot of sympathy for those 
dumb journalists, after all.  Try to be patient with 
them when they call you asking questions about your 
studies! 
 
Colleen Kay Porter, 
editorial writer and columnist, The Gainesville Sun 
Colleen K. Porter 
Project Coordinator, University of Florida 
cporter@hp.ufl.edu 
phone: 352/392-6919, Fax: 352/392-7109 
Department of Health Services Administration 
P.O. Box 100195, Gainesville, FL 32610-0195 
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Sunday, August 19, 2001 
 
SUN EDITORIAL: Screening for HIV 
 
Nearly half of pregnant women in the U.S. have not 
been tested for HIV, according to a study in this 
month's issue of the American Journal of Public 
Health. Prenatal testing has long been 
controversial, as we struggle to balance women's 
privacy rights with concern over newborn's health. 
 
While mother-to-baby transmission is the most common 
cause of HIV infection in children, drug treatment 
during pregnancy drastically lowers the risk that 
the baby  will be born infected. AIDS among children 
is becoming a preventable disease; the number of new 
pediatric AIDS cases in the U.S. has dropped 75 
percent over the years from 1992 to 1998. 
 
In 1995, the U.S. Public Health Service issued 
guidelines suggesting universal counseling and 
voluntary testing for all expectant mothers. The 
rate of testing has increased, from 41% in 1994 to 
56% in 1999. 
 
Those guidelines were revised last year, with 



continued emphasis on making HIV testing just 
another of the routine battery of prenatal tests, 
which has long included screening for syphilis. The 
new policy also affirmed that testing should be 
voluntary, with expectant moms having the right to 
refuse the test for HIV. 
 
However, leaving the test voluntary does raise some 
issues, since the guidelines are not being followed 
uniformly. 
 
The study published this month found that pregnant 
women were more likely to be tested if they lived in 
the South, were not employed, were young (18 to 24 
years), and had never been married. 
 
A report by the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention also found that some health care 
providers did not offer testing to every pregnant 
woman because "of the provider's belief that they 
could predict which women were most at risk." 
 
What's happening is "profiling," as physicians 
choose which women to test for HIV based on their 
demographics. It would be fairer and more effective 
to encourage testing for every expectant mom. 
 
Consider the case of Mary Fisher, the white, 
well-to-do mother of two whose compelling speech 
about AIDS was a highlight of the 1992 Republican 
National Convention. Fisher had acquired HIV through 
marital sex. Would her private doctor in an affluent 
suburban office have recommended testing for HIV? 
 
Thanks to the new treatment and increased testing, 
the number of babies born with HIV has plummeted 
over the last decade, with estimates of 300 to 400 
infected babies born each year. But the staggering 
price tag of caring for each of those children 
offsets the cost of testing, not to mention the 
moral implications of giving a child a death 
sentence at birth. 
 
In the absence of an effective voluntary system of 
HIV testing for pregnant women, some public health 
advocates will continue to push for mandatory 
testing. In 1996, the American Medical Association 
passed a resolution favoring mandatory testing. A 
1997 poll conducted by the Kaiser Family Foundation 
found that 73 percent of Americans thought requiring 
HIV tests for all pregnant women was "a good idea." 
 
In reality, mandating testing will not ensure 
identification of all babies at risk, if the 
pregnant woman never sees a health care provider. 
About 15 percent of HIV-infected mothers get no 
prenatal care at all, compared to only 2 percent of 



pregnant women in general. 
 
New York state has side-stepped the issue of women's 
rights by passing a law requiring HIV testing of 
newborns, but that is really too late to make a 
difference. Testing of newborns merely allows an 
early diagnoses--it is too late to actually prevent 
the baby from acquiring the virus. 
 
The steps toward a workable policy of voluntary 
testing seem clear: every physician should recommend 
testing to all pregnant women, irregardless of skin 
color or social status. Health insurance companies 
should cover the cost of HIV testing as they would 
any other prenatal test. And every expectant mother 
should consider having the HIV test as the first of 
many steps she will take to ensure her child's 
health 
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Apparently the LA Times does not read the Census WEBSite See Below on why 
this  
is 
invalid: 
 
>From the Census Bureau. 
 
Technical Note on Same-Sex Unmarried Partner Data From the 1990 and 2000  
Censuses The 



release of data in the SF1 Files from the 2000 census has brought with it a  
number of 
analyses documenting change that has occurred since the last census was  
conducted in 
1990. While many of the variables and processes between the two censuses are 
comparable, some are not, and direct comparison of some estimates may lead to 
misleading conclusions. This note discusses one such topic, that of 
"unmarried 
partners", and advises that for some analyses - those involving unmarried  
same-sex 
partners -- direct comparison of the 1990 and 2000 estimates is not  
substantively 
valid. The household relationship item in both the 1990 and the 2000 Censuses  
offered 
many ways of identifying how other people in the household were related to 
the 
householder (the person in whose name the house is owned or rented).  
Categories 
included spouse, child or other relative of the householder,  
housemate/roommate, 
roomer/boarder, and unmarried partner. In all circumstances, the respondent  
was asked 
to choose the category that best represented how other members of the  
household were 
related to the householder. 
 
In both censuses, the "spouse" and "unmarried partner" response categories  
were 
defined and asked the same way. However, there were important differences in  
data 
processing that mean that some of the data are not comparable, limiting the 
usefulness of comparisons of the number of same-sex unmarried partners 
between  
these 
two censuses. 
 
In both censuses, if a person was identified as the "spouse" of the  
householder and 
was the same sex as the householder, the "spouse" response was flagged for  
further 
review and allocation, that is, assignment of a value other than that  
originally 
reported, based on other data on the form. In 1990, the edit and allocation 
procedures did not allow same-sex "spouse" combinations to occur, thus  
resulting in 
the allocation of one of these two items in order to achieve editing  
consistency 
among the responses. 
 
Processing steps were changed for Census 2000 for households which contained  
same-sex 
"spouses". If the person with the "spouse" category was the same sex as the 
householder, and if neither person had their sex previously allocated, a  
relationship 
response of "spouse" was allocated as an "unmarried partner" response. Since  
marital 
status was no longer on the short form, its given value could not be  



considered (or 
modified) in this allocation procedure, as it had been in 1990. 
 
Data allocation is a standard statistical practice that is followed by most  
data 
collection agencies. Data on the relationship item (as other items) were  
subject to 
allocation in the census, as they are in virtually all Census Bureau surveys.  
In 
1990, the marital status item was available on the 100 percent (short) form,  
and 
aided in both the evaluation of the consistency of responses between the  
householder 
and the "spouse," and in the subsequent allocation procedure. The 1990  
procedure 
allocated responses via a statistical model which distributed allocated  
responses 
from answers given by respondents in a closely proximate geographic area. 
This 
procedure used key demographic data from the census form, including marital  
status, 
as stratifying factors to provide a reasonable distribution of allocated  
responses. 
This procedure, while ensuring that no same-sex spouse response could be  
subsequently 
allocated, produced a set of allocated responses which could have included an 
"unmarried partner" response as well as any other response that was 
consistent  
with 
the age/sex/marital status profile of the respondent. This would include 
being 
allocated as a sibling or a relative, for example, or, if the age differences  
were 
far enough apart (15 or more years), even a parent or child of the  
householder. 
 
Three principal factors affected our decision to take this approach for 
Census  
2000. 
 
1) Same-sex spouse responses were flagged as invalid to comply with the 1996  
Federal 
Defense of Marriage Act (H.R. 3396) passed by the 104th Congress. This act  
instructs 
all federal agencies only to recognize opposite-sex marriages for the 
purposes  
of 
enacting any agency programs. In order for Census Bureau data to be 
consistent  
with 
this act and the data requirements of other federal agencies, same-sex spouse 
responses were invalidated. The legislation defines marriage and spouse as  
follows: 
 
"In determining the meaning of any Act of Congress, or of any ruling,  
regulation or 
interpretation of the various administrative bureaus and agencies of the  



United 
States, the word 'marriage' means only a legal union between one man and one  
woman as 
husband and wife, and the word 'spouse' refers only to a person of the  
opposite sex 
who is a husband or wife." In order for the Census Bureau to be consistent  
with this 
act and the data requirements of other federal agencies, same-sex "spouse"  
responses 
were invalidated. 
2) The second issue was statistical in nature. The principal basis of any 
good 
statistical allocation routine rests on the selection of the stratifying or  
input 
factors to provide a good statistical model. Without marital status data on  
the 100 
percent form in Census 2000, the allocation routine would be relatively weak.  
Since 
many partners are roughly the same age, a statistical routine without marital  
status 
as one of its factors would have likely resulted in an overestimate of adult  
siblings 
or relatives, as the majority of people living in households are relatives,  
and this 
is the population from which we would draw our allocated responses.  
Additionally, if 
the same-sex partners were more than 15 years difference in age, the  
statistical 
routine would have likely allocated the invalidated "spouse" response as  
either a 
"child" or "parent" of the householder, as these types of relatives  
predominate in 
households in this age range of differences. This was an unacceptable 
outcome,  
as it 
would actually destroy the intent of the original "spouse" response, which  
clearly 
indicated a non-parental type of relationship. It should be noted that the  
"spouse" 
response on the form is assumed to be deliberate -- not accidental -- as it  
was the 
first response category on the question, and was not placed between other  
possible 
response categories which may have been meant to be marked, such as 
housemates  
or 
roomers. 
 
3) The third factor took into consideration that couples in long term same-
sex 
relationships may consider themselves as "married partners" and thus respond  
as such 
on the Census form. In addition, at the time of writing the editing program  
for 
Census 2000, there were several challenges in the courts concerning the  
legality of 



same-sex marriages. Clearly, we could not ignore the fact that same-sex 
spouse 
responses were going to be recorded on Census 2000. In light of these social  
and 
legal aspects--and the lack of a key variable in the statistical allocation  
routine 
(marital status)-- the assignment of same-sex "married" couples to the same- 
sex 
"unmarried partner" category was the procedure chosen for the editing 
process.  
We 
were adverse to a randomized allocation of these responses after people had  
clearly 
marked a close relationship preference on the census form. 
 
As a result of these changes in the processing routine, estimates of same-sex 
unmarried partners are not comparable between the 1990 and 2000 Census. We  
believe 
2000 estimates of this category are better estimates than those produced in  
1990. It 
should also be noted that estimates of opposite-sex unmarried partners,  
however, were 
not affected by these editing procedures and changes, and are comparable  
between the 
two censuses. 
 
For further information on this topic, please contact the Fertility and 
Family 
Statistics Branch on 301-457-2416. 
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Fellow AAPORNETERS, 
 
One immediate reaction is that this raises all sorts of "baseline" questions,  
most of 
which the piece fails to answer.  Consider that an increase from 4% incidence  
to 7% 
(a three percentage point increase) corresponds to a 75% increase.  This  
contrasts 
with an increase from 60% to 80%, which is more than six times larger in 
terms  
of 
prevalence but a relative increase of one-third.  This is parallel to saying  
that an 
increase in salary from $40,000 to $70,000 contrasted with one from 
$6,000,000  
to 
$8,000,000 means that a disproportionate amount of raise went to the person  



with the 
lower salary.  If one looks just to percentage increase, the situation looks  
very 
different than if one uses another metric (absolute increase or proportion of  
total 
increase going to one person). 
 
Don 
> 
> 
>         My guess is that more than a few AAPORNETters will be 
>     interested in this reporting by Robin Fields of the Los 
>     Angeles Times.  I look forward to your reactions. 
>                                            -- Jim 
> 
>--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
>                     Copyright 2001 Los Angeles Times 
>--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
> 
>http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/nation/la-082001cohabit.story 
> 
>  August 20 2001 
> 
> 
>  Unwed Partners Up 72% in U.S. 
> 
>  DEMOGRAPHICS: THE NUMBER OF COUPLES LIVING TOGETHER ROSE THE MOST IN 
> THE  BIBLE BELT AND THE GREAT PLAINS DURING THE '90S. THE TREND 
> APPEARS TO BE  FIRMLY ESTABLISHED. 
> 
>  By ROBIN FIELDS 
>  Times Staff Writer 
> 
> 
> Like divorce and single parenthood in earlier times, cohabitation 
> spilled out of big cities and university towns in the 1990s and has 
> become part of life even in the nation's most conservative regions, 
> U.S. census data show. 
> 
> The number of unmarried-partner households rose 31% in the '90s in Los 
> Angeles County, the birthplace of palimony, but shot up 72% 
> nationwide. The largest gains came in the Bible Belt and across the 
> Great Plains. 
> 
> Even in seven states where laws against cohabitation remain on the 
> books, living together almost doubled over the decade of the '90s, 
> according to the 2000 census data. 
> 
> "I don't see us formalizing," said Chris Sheets, who lives with her 
> partner, John May, in the North Carolina Outer Banks hamlet of Kill 
> Devil Hills. North Carolina is one of the states that still outlaws 
> cohabitation. "Neither of us is religious and we need no wedding 
> presents to further clutter our house." 
> 
> So widespread has cohabitation become that some rural counties in 
> Wyoming and Minnesota now have the same ratio of unmarried-partner 
> households as do more urban counties in New York and California. 



> 
> Within California, cohabitating couples are about as common in towns 
> with populations of 5,000 or less as in cities of 100,000 or more. 
> 
> "The tolerance is not just in the elite areas," said Stephanie Coontz, 
> co-chairwoman of the Council on Contemporary Families. "Cultural 
> acceptance and science have broken the old tight equation of marriage 
> and child-rearing. All forms of families are claiming legitimacy and, 
> to some extent, are getting it." 
> 
> Social scientists continue to debate whether the increase in 
> cohabitation further undermines the stability of the traditional 
> American family. Some studies have shown that cohabitation serves as a 
> valuable premarital compatibility test, while others have found that 
> couples who live together before marrying are more likely to get 
> divorced. 
> 
> But for good or ill, the trend seems firmly established. Government 
> policies have changed to accommodate live-in relationships and those 
> changes, in turn, have institutionalized them in both law and 
> language. 
> 
> Live-in lovers in the age of AIDS metamorphosed into domestic 
> partners, removing much of the stigma of such relationships and 
> fighting for health care and workplace rights. 
> 
> "Just the term 'unmarried partner' gave it a dignity and social 
> category," said Paula Ettelbrick, family policy director of the 
> National Gay & Lesbian Task Force. 
> 
> Pressured by courts and constituents, cities and states created 
> registries of unmarried couples during the 1990s, giving them rights 
> that were the same--or similar to--those granted to spouses on 
> hospital visitations, access to children's school records and a 
> variety of government benefits. 
> 
> A number of prominent companies redefined their benefits policies to 
> include partners, as did some insurers, credit unions, health clubs 
> and airlines--concessions fought for and won mostly by gay groups, but 
> enjoyed as well by the much larger population of heterosexual 
> unmarried couples. 
> 
> In California, opposite-sex couples constitute about 86% of 
> unmarried-partner households. 
> 
> For most people, cohabitation remains a transitory phase on the way to 
> marriage or breakup. University of Wisconsin researchers have found 
> that about 50% of couples now live together before a first marriage, 
> up from just 10% a generation ago, and about two-thirds do so before a 
> second marriage. 
> 
> But about 95% of such couples marry or end their relationship within 
> five years. 
> 
> 
> Alternative to Marriage for Some 
> 



> "It's a test run," said Kit Russell of Goleta, who expects to wed her 
> live-in partner and is convinced that the experience saved her from a 
> disastrous marriage to a previous boyfriend. 
> 
> Still, researchers say the 2000 census also captured a burgeoning 
> group of unmarried partners who see cohabitation as an alternative to 
> marriage, not a precursor. 
> 
> Made wary by their parents' divorces or their own missteps, long-term 
> cohabitants look for individualistic arrangements that exist outside 
> what their state, religion or relatives dictate, said Scott Coltrane, 
> a sociology professor at UC Riverside. 
> 
> "When couples get married, there are expectations about gender roles, 
> about having children, about settling down," said Sidelia Reyna, who 
> lives with Todd Bennett, her partner of more than five years, in 
> Oxford, Ohio. "It makes more sense for couples to figure out their own 
> rules." 
> 
> For same-sex couples, three forces came together in the '90s that 
> served to persuade partners to live more openly, even in places 
> formerly thought of as hostile territory. 
> 
> AIDS activism, the fight for domestic-partner status and an emerging 
> movement that espoused legalizing gay marriages combined to make 
> same-sex couples more visible than ever and more comfortable with 
> being so, said Kim Mills, education director for the Human Rights 
> Campaign. 
> 
> In 1990, less than half the nation's counties reported any same-sex, 
> unmarried-partner households. In 2000, almost all reported some. 
> 
> Although San Francisco predictably led the list of metropolitan areas 
> with the highest percentage of households made up of same-sex 
> partners, Portland, Maine; Burlington, Vt.; Asheville, N.C.; and 
> Springfield, Mass., all ranked in the top 15 in that category--ahead 
> of New York and Los Angeles. 
> 
> "We still run into politicians who say, 'I don't have any gay 
> constituents,' " Mills said. "Once we get these [census] numbers, we 
> can say, 'Yes, you do.' " 
> 
> Though the new data indicate Americans' comfort with cohabitation 
> deepened in the last decade, it lags well behind that of Western 
> Europeans and Canadians, who have embraced and codified such 
> relationships for decades. The U.S. Census Bureau's unmarried-partner 
> category dates back only to 1990. 
> 
> Even in middle age, many U.S. cohabitants confess they still struggle 
> to reconcile their lifestyle with their parents' wishes. 
> 
> In North Carolina, Sheets says her father has repeatedly told her he 
> wants to see her married before he dies. "That's a bit of pressure, 
> for sure," she said. 
> 
> Younger couples get little guff; many of their parents have cohabited 
> too. 



> 
> "They didn't have the right to give me attitude," said James Olson, 
> 28, who has lived with his girlfriend in South Pasadena for about six 
> months. 
> 
> On a societal scale, the backlash against increased cohabitation may 
> take forms that go beyond parental disapproval. 
> 
> Those who see the census figures as further evidence of the erosion of 
> the traditional family are pushing for changes in the tax code and 
> other federal programs to promote traditional unions. 
> 
> Studies show that an increasing number of unmarried-partner households 
> also include children. If these relationships are less stable than 
> marriages, children will experience more flux as well, said Pamela 
> Smock, a sociology professor at the University of Michigan. 
> 
> Long-term unmarried couples, however, say their relationships are 
> every bit as permanent as those cemented with wedding vows. 
> 
> Shannon, a woman who lives in Burbank with her partner of six years 
> but asked that her last name not be used, said the marriage ritual 
> itself held little meaning for her. 
> 
> "Other than dressing up in a beautiful dress and having one day that 
> is totally about me, I have no real desire to be married," she said. 
> "Which is not to say that I don't want a committed relationship. I do, 
> and that is what I have." 
> 
> 
> 
>http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/nation/la-082001cohabit.story 
>--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
>                     Copyright 2001 Los Angeles Times 
>--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
> 
> 
>******* 
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I will be out of the office until September 5th. 
If you need help in the meantime, please call Barry Seltser at 202-512-3234. 
(fran) 
Fran Featherston 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
featherstonf@gao.gov 
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Dear Aapornet, 
 
We will be doing a project with a coffee house chain that plans to test 30  
product 
concepts over a 3 day period (10 per day) at one store using wireless 
devices. 
 
What type of sampling methodology is recommended to achieve a 95% confidence  
factor 
per product?  We're interested in the attribute of randomness (i.e. interview  
every 
7th person), and the recommended number of completes per product. 
 
Thanks, 
Dan 
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Can anyone give tell me if you report "don't know" and "refused" frequencies  
in your 
reports and charts or do you recode them and leave them out. 



 
Thanks, 
Terrie 
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06:18:55 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from VL-MS-MR001.sc1.videotron.ca (relais.videotron.ca  
[24.201.245.36]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id GAA16026 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001 06:18:54 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from BENOIT ([24.200.5.172]) by 
          VL-MS-MR001.sc1.videotron.ca (Netscape Messaging Server 4.15) 
          with ESMTP id GIF6B703.77X for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 
          2001 09:18:43 -0400 
Date: Tue, 21 Aug 2001 09:18:56 -0400 
From: Benoï¿½t Gauthier <gauthier@circum.com> 
X-Mailer: The Bat! (v1.53d) Business 
Reply-To: Benoï¿½t Gauthier <gauthier@circum.com> 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
Message-ID: <999950034.20010821091856@circum.com> 
To: Teresa Hottle <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Re: don't know and refused 
In-Reply-To: <3B825E1D.FC311D58@wright.edu> 
References: <3B825E1D.FC311D58@wright.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by listproc.usc.edu id 
f7LDItJ06347 
 
(2001.08.21, 09:15) 
 
> Can anyone give tell me if you report "don't know" and "refused" 
> frequencies in your reports and charts or do you recode them and leave 
> them out. 
 
It depends on the purpose of the research. 
 
For descriptive purposes (e.g., distribution of opinions on a topic), I keep  
the 
DK/NR since they represent a valid position. The same is true when describing  
a 
factual component such as income; in these cases, the proportion of DK/NR is  
an 
indicator of reliability. 
 
For analytical purposes (e.g., the relationship between X and Y), I exclude  
the DK/NR 
most of the time. 
 
 
Benoï¿½t Gauthier, mailto:gauthier@circum.com Rï¿½seau Circum inc. / Circum  
Network Inc. 



 
Enregistrez votre adresse ï¿½lec. pour ï¿½tre informï¿½(e) 
des nouvelles de Circum ï¿½ l'URL http://circum.com 
 
Register your e-mail to be informed of Circum news at http://circum.com 
 
74, rue du Val-Perchï¿½, Hull, Quï¿½bec (Canada) J8Z 2A6 
+1 819.770.2423  tï¿½lec. fax: +1 819.770.5196 
 
============================================== 
 
>From cporter@hp.ufl.edu Tue Aug 21 06:30:20 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7LDUKJ07191 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001  
06:30:20 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from fuji.hp.ufl.edu (hp.ufl.edu [128.227.11.145]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with SMTP 
      id GAA19813 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001 06:30:20 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from HPDom-Message_Server by fuji.hp.ufl.edu 
      with Novell_GroupWise; Tue, 21 Aug 2001 09:28:46 -0400 
Message-Id: <sb8229ce.084@fuji.hp.ufl.edu> 
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise Internet Agent 5.5.5.1 
Date: Tue, 21 Aug 2001 09:28:09 -0400 
From: "Colleen Porter" <cporter@hp.ufl.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Re: don't know and refused 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-Disposition: inline 
 
For us, it all depends on the context and objective of the survey, and the  
magnitude 
of the non-response. 
 
And report to who?  In the press release, the project summary report, or the 
technical report?  Readers of each of those will have a different level of  
interest 
and expertise that would enable them to appreciate the details. 
 
For "main reason they don't have health insurance," we include it even in the 
chartbook.  Heck, that's an interesting data point, that 5% don't know or  
refuse to 
say why they don't have health coverage. 
 
But for most other things, we do not include the don't know/refused as a  
category. 
 
Colleen 
 
 
 
Colleen K. Porter 
Project Coordinator 
cporter@hp.ufl.edu 



phone: 352/392-6919, fax: 352/392-7109 
University of Florida, 
Department of Health Services Administration 
Location:  1600 SW SW Archer Road, Rm. G1-015 
Mailing Address:  P.O. Box 100195, Gainesville, FL  32610-0195 
 
>From mail@marketsharescorp.com Tue Aug 21 06:38:50 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7LDcnJ08005 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001  
06:38:49 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from mclean.mail.mindspring.net (mclean.mail.mindspring.net  
[207.69.200.57]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id GAA22638 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001 06:38:49 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from marketsharescorp.com (1Cust196.tnt35.chi5.da.uu.net  
[63.46.31.196]) 
      by mclean.mail.mindspring.net (8.9.3/8.8.5) with ESMTP id JAA06639 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001 09:38:41 -0400 (EDT) 
Message-ID: <3B82722E.7CBCD9D4@marketsharescorp.com> 
Date: Tue, 21 Aug 2001 08:37:42 -0600 
From: Nick Panagakis <mail@marketsharescorp.com> 
Reply-To: mail@marketsharescorp.com 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 (Macintosh; I; PPC) 
X-Accept-Language: en,pdf 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: don't know and refused 
References: <3B825E1D.FC311D58@wright.edu> 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed;  boundary="------------ 
0A0F7C93BBB7B7A8D0AD26D8" 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. -------------- 
0A0F7C93BBB7B7A8D0AD26D8 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; 
x-mac-creator="4D4F5353" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
I believe don't know or undecided are valid responses and should always be  
included. 
At one time undecided respondents were considered uncooperative; i.e.,  
withholding 
their actual preference. 
 
Occasionally, re-percentaging after excluding the don't knows to show 
response  
from 
"decided" respondents only can be useful. 
 
Our refusals are generally quite low on questions we ask except for income. I 
generally include them in the base for percentaging - except for voting  
questions. On 
voting questions, refusal is quite low; e.g., in eight trial heats for  
Illinois 
Governor last May, refusals were less than 1% of the full sample. 



 
I don't believe recoding is a valid option. 
 
Nick 
 
Teresa Hottle wrote: 
 
> Can anyone give tell me if you report "don't know" and "refused" 
> frequencies in your reports and charts or do you recode them and leave 
> them out. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Terrie 
 
--------------0A0F7C93BBB7B7A8D0AD26D8 
Content-Type: text/x-vcard; charset=us-ascii; 
 name="mail.vcf" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
Content-Description: Card for Nick Panagakis 
Content-Disposition: attachment; 
 filename="mail.vcf" 
 
begin:vcard 
n:Panagakis;Nick 
tel;fax:847-259-7259 
tel;work:847-259-7200 
x-mozilla-html:FALSE 
org:Market Shares Corporation 
adr:;;999 North Elmhurst;Mt Prospect;IL;60056; 
version:2.1 
email;internet:mail@marketsharescorp.com 
x-mozilla-cpt:;1 
fn:Nick Panagakis 
end:vcard 
 
--------------0A0F7C93BBB7B7A8D0AD26D8-- 
 
>From HFienberg@stats.org Tue Aug 21 06:59:10 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7LDx9J09320 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001  
06:59:09 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from cmpa01.workgroup (w042.z209220225.was-dc.dsl.cnc.net  
[209.220.225.42]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id GAA01181 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001 06:59:08 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: by CMPA01 with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
      id <Q157M8PK>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001 10:05:56 -0400 
Message-ID: <F58FF1B42337D311813400C0F0304A1E0B222D@CMPA01> 
From: Howard Fienberg <HFienberg@stats.org> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: confessions of a journalist 
Date: Tue, 21 Aug 2001 10:05:48 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 



Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
I would have to agree with Colleen. 
 
Most journalists do a valiant effort of being as accurate as possible while  
being as 
economical with words as is humanly possible. It is easy to blabber on and on  
in an 
academic article - it is a different language, after all - but the average  
journalist 
has to make the same point (and make it relevant) in a fraction of the time  
and 
space. And the journalist often comes to the topic with little background 
understanding and has to crib in a hurry. 
 
It is easy to snear or throw your hands up in despair, until you have had to  
do it 
yourself... 
 
Incidently, if any AAPORees would like some help perfecting opinion-editorial 
articles of their own, feel free to contact me. I have several years of  
experience 
writing them and getting them published in major papers and am helping on a  
more 
organized basis with the American Statistical Association at the moment -  
we're 
aiming to get better statistical understanding into the public mix. 
 
Sincerely, 
Howard Fienberg 
Research Analyst 
The Statistical Assessment Service (STATS) 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: owner-aapornet@usc.edu [mailto:owner-aapornet@usc.edu]On Behalf Of  
Colleen K. 
Porter 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2001 7:22 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: confessions of a journalist 
 
 
Well, I'm enclosing the full text of the current piece that 
made me sigh, but it could be about any topic.  All of my 
editorials have percentages and data and references... 
 
When I first started writing editorials a year ago, I was so 
determined to do a thorough job of research, and to properly 
cite and credit everything. 
 
I hated it when those dumb journalists would gloss over my own studies to the  
point 
of misinterpretation, or failed to give proper credit.  By golly, I was gonna  
do it 
RIGHT. 



 
But then I ran up against the 450-word space limitation. 
Okay, I can get up to 650 words if I write a "Sunday 
thumbsucker" like this one, a longer "think" piece.  But 
that's not much longer!!! 
 
It's hardly enough to do ANYTHING.  You can't have more than 
maybe three ideas.  You don't get to really explore any issue. 
And you sure as heck shortchange the citations. 
 
I know the 1997 study below was really by the Henry J. Kaiser Family  
Foundation and 
the Harvard School of Public Health.  I 
just ran out of room.  Sorry about that. 
 
A few months ago I did an editorial about the Bush plan to 
offer vouchers so that people without health insurance could 
purchase coverage.  I wrote.... 
 
     When asked why the they didn't have health insurance, 
     "Can't afford it" was the most common reason cited, 
      for about 74 percent of uninsured Floridians. 
 
Of course, to save words, it was tempting to say...... 
 
     About 74 percent of uninsured Floridians said they 
     couldn't afford health insurance. 
 
Except that isn't accurate; many proxy responses were involved, 
so people didn't always "say" but had the reason told about 
them.  Fortunately, my editor trusts that if I'm going to be that obtusely  
wordy, 
there's a reason for it. 
 
I happened to know the details of that survey, because I 
managed the data collection.  But I can't know that level 
of detail for every study on which I report.  I am going 
to make a blooper of a mistake, eventually.  Even though 
I was trying. 
 
I do enough research to write a very solid 25-page 
term paper and instead distill it down to 450 words. 
Which means I often make no money at all writing these 
pieces, because I'm paid by the piece.  Ah well, my 
gift to the community. 
 
I am learning to develop a lot of sympathy for those 
dumb journalists, after all.  Try to be patient with 
them when they call you asking questions about your 
studies! 
 
Colleen Kay Porter, 
editorial writer and columnist, The Gainesville Sun 
Colleen K. Porter 
Project Coordinator, University of Florida 
cporter@hp.ufl.edu 
phone: 352/392-6919, Fax: 352/392-7109 



Department of Health Services Administration 
P.O. Box 100195, Gainesville, FL 32610-0195 
 
=================================================== 
http://www.gainesvillesun.com/EDITS/articles/2001-08-19edit1.shtml 
 
Sunday, August 19, 2001 
 
SUN EDITORIAL: Screening for HIV 
 
Nearly half of pregnant women in the U.S. have not 
been tested for HIV, according to a study in this 
month's issue of the American Journal of Public 
Health. Prenatal testing has long been 
controversial, as we struggle to balance women's 
privacy rights with concern over newborn's health. 
 
While mother-to-baby transmission is the most common 
cause of HIV infection in children, drug treatment 
during pregnancy drastically lowers the risk that 
the baby  will be born infected. AIDS among children 
is becoming a preventable disease; the number of new 
pediatric AIDS cases in the U.S. has dropped 75 
percent over the years from 1992 to 1998. 
 
In 1995, the U.S. Public Health Service issued 
guidelines suggesting universal counseling and 
voluntary testing for all expectant mothers. The 
rate of testing has increased, from 41% in 1994 to 
56% in 1999. 
 
Those guidelines were revised last year, with 
continued emphasis on making HIV testing just 
another of the routine battery of prenatal tests, 
which has long included screening for syphilis. The 
new policy also affirmed that testing should be 
voluntary, with expectant moms having the right to 
refuse the test for HIV. 
 
However, leaving the test voluntary does raise some 
issues, since the guidelines are not being followed 
uniformly. 
 
The study published this month found that pregnant 
women were more likely to be tested if they lived in 
the South, were not employed, were young (18 to 24 
years), and had never been married. 
 
A report by the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention also found that some health care 
providers did not offer testing to every pregnant 
woman because "of the provider's belief that they 
could predict which women were most at risk." 
 
What's happening is "profiling," as physicians 
choose which women to test for HIV based on their 
demographics. It would be fairer and more effective 



to encourage testing for every expectant mom. 
 
Consider the case of Mary Fisher, the white, 
well-to-do mother of two whose compelling speech 
about AIDS was a highlight of the 1992 Republican 
National Convention. Fisher had acquired HIV through 
marital sex. Would her private doctor in an affluent 
suburban office have recommended testing for HIV? 
 
Thanks to the new treatment and increased testing, 
the number of babies born with HIV has plummeted 
over the last decade, with estimates of 300 to 400 
infected babies born each year. But the staggering 
price tag of caring for each of those children 
offsets the cost of testing, not to mention the 
moral implications of giving a child a death 
sentence at birth. 
 
In the absence of an effective voluntary system of 
HIV testing for pregnant women, some public health 
advocates will continue to push for mandatory 
testing. In 1996, the American Medical Association 
passed a resolution favoring mandatory testing. A 
1997 poll conducted by the Kaiser Family Foundation 
found that 73 percent of Americans thought requiring 
HIV tests for all pregnant women was "a good idea." 
 
In reality, mandating testing will not ensure 
identification of all babies at risk, if the 
pregnant woman never sees a health care provider. 
About 15 percent of HIV-infected mothers get no 
prenatal care at all, compared to only 2 percent of 
pregnant women in general. 
 
New York state has side-stepped the issue of women's 
rights by passing a law requiring HIV testing of 
newborns, but that is really too late to make a 
difference. Testing of newborns merely allows an 
early diagnoses--it is too late to actually prevent 
the baby from acquiring the virus. 
 
The steps toward a workable policy of voluntary 
testing seem clear: every physician should recommend 
testing to all pregnant women, irregardless of skin 
color or social status. Health insurance companies 
should cover the cost of HIV testing as they would 
any other prenatal test. And every expectant mother 
should consider having the HIV test as the first of 
many steps she will take to ensure her child's 
health 
>From JAnnSelzer@aol.com Tue Aug 21 07:40:17 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7LEeGJ11581 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001  
07:40:16 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from imo-d03.mx.aol.com (imo-d03.mx.aol.com [205.188.157.35]) 



      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id HAA20117 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001 07:40:17 -0700  
(PDT) 
From: JAnnSelzer@aol.com 
Received: from JAnnSelzer@aol.com 
      by imo-d03.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v31_r1.4.) id 5.d9.1945d151 (4328) 
       for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001 10:39:32 -0400 (EDT) 
Message-ID: <d9.1945d151.28b3cca4@aol.com> 
Date: Tue, 21 Aug 2001 10:39:32 EDT 
Subject: Re: don't know and refused 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;  
boundary="part1_d9.1945d151.28b3cca4_boundary" 
X-Mailer: AOL 6.0 for Windows US sub 10531 
 
 
--part1_d9.1945d151.28b3cca4_boundary 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
I agree with Nick that removing refusals or not sures is unwise.  It is 
equivalent of saying the true answers for these respondents fall 
proportionately the same as those who divulged their answers.  And, that may 
not be true.  There may be bias in non-response--those who refuse to report 
income may be higher on the scale than those who cooperate.  So, we report 
the not sures and refusals. 
 
There are exceptions with some analyses, which we make very clear to our 
clients.  For example, if we are testing favorability toward candidates, then 
the proportion saying they are very favorable is highly dependent upon the 
proportion who don't know enough about the candidate to rate him or her.  You 
can only get a very high favorability rating if the not sures are low.  And, 
you cannot get a high favorability rating if the not sures are high.  To put 
all candidates on a level playing field, we also report the favorability data 
with not sures removed, and label this as "among those who know enough to 
rate," along with the dropped base n.  The inverse of the proportion saying 
not sure can be considered a recognition score, so you've doubled the amount 
of information you get from one question. 
 
JAS 
 
J. Ann Selzer, Ph.D. 
Selzer & Company, Inc. 
Des Moines 
JAnnSelzer@aol.com, for purposes of this list; otherwise, 
JASelzer@SelzerCo.com 
Visit our website at www.SelzerCo.com 
 
--part1_d9.1945d151.28b3cca4_boundary 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
<HTML><FONT FACE=arial,helvetica><BODY BGCOLOR="#ffffff"><FONT  SIZE=2>I 
agree  
with 
Nick that removing refusals or not sures is unwise. &nbsp;It is 



<BR>equivalent of saying the true answers for these respondents fall 
<BR>proportionately the same as those who divulged their answers. &nbsp;And,  
that may 
<BR>not be true. &nbsp;There may be bias in non-response--those who refuse to  
report 
<BR>income may be higher on the scale than those who cooperate. &nbsp;So, we  
report 
<BR>the not sures and refusals. 
<BR> 
<BR>There are exceptions with some analyses, which we make very clear to our 
<BR>clients. &nbsp;For example, if we are testing favorability toward  
candidates, 
then 
<BR>the proportion saying they are very favorable is highly dependent upon 
the 
<BR>proportion who don't know enough about the candidate to rate him or her. 
&nbsp;You 
<BR>can only get a very high favorability rating if the not sures are low.  
&nbsp;And, 
<BR>you cannot get a high favorability rating if the not sures are high.  
&nbsp;To put 
<BR>all candidates on a level playing field, we also report the favorability  
data 
<BR>with not sures removed, and label this as "among those who know enough to 
<BR>rate," along with the dropped base n. &nbsp;The inverse of the proportion  
saying 
<BR>not sure can be considered a recognition score, so you've doubled the  
amount 
<BR>of information you get from one question. 
<BR> 
<BR>JAS 
<BR> 
<BR>J. Ann Selzer, Ph.D. 
<BR>Selzer &amp; Company, Inc. 
<BR>Des Moines 
<BR>JAnnSelzer@aol.com, for purposes of this list; otherwise, 
<BR>JASelzer@SelzerCo.com 
<BR>Visit our website at www.SelzerCo.com</FONT></HTML> 
 
--part1_d9.1945d151.28b3cca4_boundary-- 
>From slosh@garnet.acns.fsu.edu Tue Aug 21 08:31:38 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7LFVcJ13574 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001  
08:31:38 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from garnet.acns.fsu.edu (gmhub.acns.fsu.edu [146.201.2.30]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id IAA14883 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001 08:31:38 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from garnet2.acns.fsu.edu (garnet2-fi.acns.fsu.edu [192.168.197.2]) 
      by garnet.acns.fsu.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with ESMTP id LAA41380 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001 11:31:23 -0400 
Received: from fsu.edu.fsu.edu (dial1280.acns.fsu.edu [146.201.34.130]) 
      by garnet2.acns.fsu.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id LAA55706 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001 11:31:21 -0400 
Date: Tue, 21 Aug 2001 11:31:21 -0400 



Message-Id: <200108211531.LAA55706@garnet2.acns.fsu.edu> 
X-Sender: slosh@garnet.acns.fsu.edu 
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Light Version 1.5.2 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Susan Losh <slosh@garnet.acns.fsu.edu> 
Subject: Re: don't know and refused 
 
I also endorse responses "out of the box" as valid responses. For example, I  
recently 
found that "don't know" rates on basic science knowledge significantly varied  
by 
gender and educational level, while refusal rates on these items were  
practically 
nonexistent. 
 
Code separately. If you later want to create a new variable where you merge  
don't 
knows, item refusals and other responses, it is a moment's work. 
 
Susan 
Susan Carol Losh, PhD 
slosh@garnet.acns.fsu.edu 
 
visit the site at: 
http://garnet.acns.fsu.edu/~slosh//Index.htm 
 
The Department of Educational Research 
307L Stone Building 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee FL 32306-4453 
 
850-644-8778 (Voice Mail available) 
Educational Research Office 850-644-4592 
FAX 850-644-8776 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
>From simonetta@artsci.com Tue Aug 21 08:39:11 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7LFdAJ14100 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001  
08:39:11 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from as_server.artsci.com ([209.218.147.47]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id IAA19583 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001 08:39:11 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: by AS_SERVER with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 



      id <R1RN8T4W>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001 11:23:59 -0400 
Message-ID: <91E2D5E92CF5D311A81900A0248FC2F3322452@AS_SERVER> 
From: Leo Simonetta <simonetta@artsci.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: don't know and refused 
Date: Tue, 21 Aug 2001 11:23:53 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Susan Losh [mailto:slosh@garnet.acns.fsu.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2001 11:31 AM 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> Subject: Re: don't know and refused 
> 
> I also endorse responses "out of the box" as valid responses. 
> For example, I recently found that "don't know" rates on basic science 
knowledge 
> significantly varied by gender and educational level, while 
> refusal rates on these items were practically nonexistent. 
 
For what it is worth I have long noticed that there are often significant  
difference 
in levels of DK responses by gender on knowledge type questions. Women more 
so  
than 
men are likely to respond DK to these types of questions (in my experience). 
 
I leave the hypothesizing about the underlying reason(s) for this apparent  
difference 
to those more brave than I. 
 
-- 
Leo G. Simonetta 
Art & Science Group, LLC 
simonetta@artsci.com 
>From YChun@air.org Tue Aug 21 13:43:15 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7LKhFJ15734 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001  
13:43:15 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from dc1.air.org ([208.246.68.150]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id NAA04056 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001 13:43:16 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: by DC1 with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
      id <P2CLB3AQ>; Tue, 21 Aug 2001 16:35:57 -0400 
Message-ID: <1D09884C7BCAD211A82F00902730151B04E16969@DC2> 
From: "Chun, Young" <YChun@air.org> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Incentives on response rates of surveys with 'teachers and princi 
      ples' 
Date: Tue, 21 Aug 2001 16:36:05 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 



X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
 
      Greetings, 
      What are the latest findings on the effects of cash incentives 
      on increasing response rates of surveys with 'Teachers or Principals?' 
 
      When the study is 'longitudinal' with teachers, principals, and 
district 
      administrators over years, what insights do you have on the use of 
      incentives to induce cooperation of teacher or principal respondents? 
 
      How would you vary the use of cash incentives in a mixed mode involving 
      telephone survey, mail survey, f-t-f survey, or electronic survey 
      over the course of data collection?  Would up-front cash incentives of 
      $20, or its variation (we see most effective in studies of 
incentives) be 
      still effective in surveys with teachers, principals, and school  
district 
      administrators? 
 
      Regards, 
 
      Asaph Young Chun, Senior Research Scientist 
      American Institutes for Research 
      1000 Thomas Jefferson St. NW 
      Washington, DC 20007 
      (202) 944-5325 
>From jennifer.m.rothgeb@census.gov Wed Aug 22 05:50:59 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7MCowJ10238 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001  
05:50:58 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from scf-fs.usc.edu (root@scf-fs.usc.edu [128.125.253.183]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id FAA15506 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 05:50:57 -0700  
(PDT) 
From: jennifer.m.rothgeb@census.gov 
Received: from dispatch.tco.census.gov (dispatch.tco.census.gov  
[148.129.129.22]) 
      by scf-fs.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7MCoqA21736 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 05:50:52 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from deliver.tco.census.gov ([148.129.126.70]) 
      by dispatch.tco.census.gov (8.11.4/8.11.4/v3.4) with ESMTP id  
f7MCjkd19557 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 08:45:46 -0400 
Received: from it008nthqln.tco.census.gov (it008nthqln.tco.census.gov 
[148.129.123.82]) 
      by deliver.tco.census.gov (8.11.4/8.11.4/v3.15) with ESMTP id  
f7MCjkF12185 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 08:45:46 -0400 
Subject: CALL FOR ABSTRACTS - QDET CONTRIBUTED PAPERS - DEADLINE SEP 1st. 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 



X-Mailer: Lotus Notes Release 5.0.7  March 21, 2001 
Message-ID: <OF0D7B8633.869FC1C2-ON85256AB0.0045B015@tco.census.gov> 
Date: Wed, 22 Aug 2001 08:42:34 -0400 
X-MIMETrack: Serialize by Router on LNHQ08MTA/HQ/BOC(Release 5.0.6a |January  
17, 
2001) at  08/22/2001 08:45:46 AM 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT, EVALUATION, AND 
TESTING 
METHODS (QDET) 
 
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS FOR CONTRIBUTED PAPERS 
 
DEADLINE:  Abstracts of no more than 200 WORDS are due SEPTEMBER 1, 2001 
 
Abstracts should be submitted online through the CONFERENCE WEBSITE: 
www.jpsm.umd.edu/qdet 
 
CONFERENCE DATES:  November 14-17, 2002 
 
LOCATION:  Radisson Hotel, Charleston, South Carolina 
 
QDET will be the first international conference devoted exclusively to the  
methods 
used for questionnaire development, evaluation, and testing, and will bring  
together 
researchers and survey practitioners working in this area, to stimulate  
research 
papers that contribute to the science of reducing measurement error through 
questionnaire evaluation, to provide documentation of the current practices,  
and to 
stimulate new ideas for future practice. 
 
Both INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTED PAPER PROPOSALS and SPECIAL CONTRIBUTED PAPER  
SESSION 
PROPOSALS are encouraged.  Special Contributed Sessions are arranged in  
advance by an 
organizer and include four speakers and a discussant (proposals should  
indicate 
Special Session status and include four abstracts). 
 
Papers are encouraged in a wide range of areas related to questionnaire  
development, 
evaluation, and testing methods, including but not limited to: 
 
Cognitive interviewing, behavior coding, interviewer/respondent debriefing,  
usability 
testing, split-sample experiments, psychometric analysis, establishment 
survey 
testing, question design for special populations, and questionnaire standards  
and 
practical issues. 
 
QUESTIONS ABOUT CONTRIBUTED PAPERS: Contact Gordon Willis:  
willisg@mail.nih.gov 



 
GENERAL QUESTIONS ABOUT THE QDET CONFERENCE: Contact Jennifer Rothgeb: 
Jennifer.m.rothgeb@census.gov 
 
The QDET conference is sponsored by ASA/SRM, AAPOR, IASS, CASRO, and CMOR. 
 
 
 
. 
 
>From simonetta@artsci.com Wed Aug 22 08:08:29 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7MF8TJ16068 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001  
08:08:29 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from as_server.artsci.com ([209.218.147.47]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id IAA20955 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 08:08:29 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: by AS_SERVER with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
      id <R1RN84M5>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 10:53:15 -0400 
Message-ID: <91E2D5E92CF5D311A81900A0248FC2F3322461@AS_SERVER> 
From: Leo Simonetta <simonetta@artsci.com> 
To: "Aapornet (E-mail)" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: News update about Harris Interactive 
Date: Wed, 22 Aug 2001 10:53:14 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Some of you may remember last year when Harris filed a lawsuit against AOL,  
MAPs and 
other ISPs for blocking their mail. 
Now it seems that Harris has moved to what spam fighters call confirmed opt- 
in. 
 
Here is MAPS Press Release http://www.mail-abuse.org/pressreleases/2001-08- 
21.html 
 
And Harris' 
http://www.harrisinteractive.com/news/ 
 
BTW they still say this at the bottom of every press release "The Harris  
Interactive 
Internet-based forecasts for the 2000 election were the most accurate in the  
history 
of the polling industry." 
-- 
Leo G. Simonetta 
Art & Science Group, LLC 
simonetta@artsci.com 
>From HFienberg@stats.org Wed Aug 22 09:14:12 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7MGECJ20928 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001  



09:14:12 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from cmpa01.workgroup (w042.z209220225.was-dc.dsl.cnc.net  
[209.220.225.42]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id JAA05193 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 09:14:13 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: by CMPA01 with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
      id <Q157M8S1>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 12:21:50 -0400 
Message-ID: <F58FF1B42337D311813400C0F0304A1E0B2266@CMPA01> 
From: Howard Fienberg <HFienberg@stats.org> 
To: "AAPORNET (E-mail)" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: 'Push Poll' Purports to Show Support for Illegal Alien Amnesty, S 
      ays FAIR 
Date: Wed, 22 Aug 2001 12:21:49 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
from U.S. Newswire: 
'Push Poll' Purports to Show Support for Illegal Alien Amnesty, Says FAIR 
To: National Desk 
Contact: David Ray of the Federation for American Immigration 
Reform (FAIR), 202-328-7004 
WASHINGTON, Aug. 21 /U.S. Newswire/ -- In an attempt to breathe 
new life into a sputtering effort to secure amnesty for millions of 
illegal aliens living in the United States, two of the leading 
advocacy groups for illegal immigrants released a poll purporting 
to show popular support for such a measure. The poll, which was 
commissioned by the Service Employees International Union and 
Catholic Healthcare West, is a classic example of a "push poll" 
designed to elicit exactly the responses that those who paid to 
have in conducted want to hear, charged the Federation for American 
Immigration Reform (FAIR). 
The amnesty idea, first floated by the White House in early 
July, has proven to be such an unpopular one that the 
administration does not expect that the issue will be dealt with 
until after the 2002 midterm elections. In an effort at damage 
control, the Bush Administration has been beating a hasty retreat, 
insisting that what they are proposing is not an amnesty, but 
rather a "guest worker" program, or "earned regularization." 
"This push poll is a desperate attempt by some of the leading 
illegal alien advocacy groups to stop the bleeding," accused Dan 
Stein, executive director of FAIR. "By presenting some very 
carefully selected facts, they managed to get some poll results 
that are more favorable to their point of view. Unfortunately for 
them, when the debate about amnesty begins in earnest, all the 
facts about what a massive illegal alien amnesty will mean to the 
United States will be on the table." 
A memo from pollsters Celinda Lake and Ed Goeas concedes that 
when first asked about the idea of an illegal alien amnesty, 
respondents were opposed to the idea. But, "when voters hear 
details about a potential proposal," their opinions change. 
"Goeas' and Lake's 'details were very carefully selected," 
charged Stein. "Respondents were told that the amnesty would 
legalize 'a limited number of undocumented immigrants.' What they 



were not told was that it would be 'limited' to about 3 million 
people under the Administration's initial plan, and about 8 million 
under the proposal offered by congressional Democrats." 
The poll also used vague language about "working at a job" and 
"paying taxes" to describe those who would be the beneficiaries of 
an amnesty. "Taxpayers includes everyone who has ever bought a 
pack of gum and paid sales tax," said Stein. "What the questioners 
do not reveal is that the basic services -- like public education, 
health care and the like -- far outweigh the tax contribution most 
illegal aliens can make on their meager wages, even if their 
employer is reporting and withholding. 
"Other important 'details' that were omitted by the questioners 
is the extent to which illegal immigrants are receiving direct 
welfare assistance," Stein noted. "The latest Census data reveal 
that 25 percent of Mexican illegal immigrant-headed households are 
receiving at least one major form of welfare. Most of these people 
are taxpayers in addition to being tax consumers. 
"When people are confronted with limited information, carefully 
selected by advocates for a particular viewpoint, it is easy to 
skew poll results," said Stein. "When people have all the facts 
about granting amnesty to millions of people who broke the law, 
their opinions are very different. If there was widespread public 
support for an illegal alien amnesty, the Administration would not 
have backed off so quickly, and an obvious push poll is unlikely to 
change that reality." 
 
 
_______________ 
Howard Fienberg 
Research Analyst 
The Statistical Assessment Service (STATS) 
2100 L. St., NW Suite 300 
Washington, DC 20037 
202-223-3193 
(Fx) 202-872-4014 
(email) hfienberg@stats.org 
 
>From kneuman@decima.ca Wed Aug 22 09:59:41 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7MGxeJ23841 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001  
09:59:40 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from xchng1.osinet.prv ([216.94.153.9]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id JAA14327 for <AAPORNET@VM.USC.EDU>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 09:59:40 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: by XCHNG1 with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
      id <PJTX7BPL>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 13:08:49 -0400 
Message-ID: <A199185464CED211BC9800805FC7D18F01069DBE@XCHNG1> 
From: Keith Neuman <kneuman@decima.ca> 
To: "'AAPORNET@VM.USC.EDU'" <AAPORNET@VM.USC.EDU> 
Subject: UNSUBSCRIBE AAPORNET 
Date: Wed, 22 Aug 2001 13:08:40 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
Content-Type: text/plain 



 
I would like to temporarily suspend my inclusion on the AAPORNET listserve -  
until 
September 5. 
 
Please advise if I have to go about this in another way. 
 
 
Keith Neuman, Ph.D. 
Senior Vice President 
Decima Research Inc. 
Ottawa, Ontario 
613-230-2013 
email: kneuman@decima.ca 
 
>From simonetta@artsci.com Wed Aug 22 10:55:42 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7MHtgJ00656 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001  
10:55:42 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from as_server.artsci.com ([209.218.147.47]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id KAA06478 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 10:55:42 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: by AS_SERVER with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
      id <R1RN84PJ>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 13:40:30 -0400 
Message-ID: <91E2D5E92CF5D311A81900A0248FC2F3322464@AS_SERVER> 
From: Leo Simonetta <simonetta@artsci.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: 'Push Poll' Purports to Show Support for Illegal Alien Amnest 
      y, S ays FAIR 
Date: Wed, 22 Aug 2001 13:40:30 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
I have been unable to find the poll release to which this refers to check  
FAIRs slant 
on things.  Does anyone know if it is on the web? 
 
A quick check of Service Employees International Union and Catholic 
Healthcare  
West 
sites found nothing. 
-- 
Leo G. Simonetta 
Art & Science Group, LLC 
simonetta@artsci.com 
 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Howard Fienberg [mailto:HFienberg@stats.org] 
> Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2001 12:22 PM 
> To: AAPORNET (E-mail) 
> Subject: 'Push Poll' Purports to Show Support for Illegal 
> Alien Amnesty, 



> S ays FAIR 
> 
> 
> from U.S. Newswire: 
> 'Push Poll' Purports to Show Support for Illegal Alien 
> Amnesty, Says FAIR 
> To: National Desk 
> Contact: David Ray of the Federation for American Immigration 
> Reform (FAIR), 202-328-7004 
> WASHINGTON, Aug. 21 /U.S. Newswire/ -- In an attempt to breathe 
> new life into a sputtering effort to secure amnesty for millions of 
> illegal aliens living in the United States, two of the leading 
> advocacy groups for illegal immigrants released a poll purporting 
> to show popular support for such a measure. The poll, which was 
> commissioned by the Service Employees International Union and 
> Catholic Healthcare West, is a classic example of a "push poll" 
> designed to elicit exactly the responses that those who paid to 
> have in conducted want to hear, charged the Federation for American 
> Immigration Reform (FAIR). 
> The amnesty idea, first floated by the White House in early 
> July, has proven to be such an unpopular one that the 
> administration does not expect that the issue will be dealt with 
> until after the 2002 midterm elections. In an effort at damage 
> control, the Bush Administration has been beating a hasty retreat, 
> insisting that what they are proposing is not an amnesty, but 
> rather a "guest worker" program, or "earned regularization." 
> "This push poll is a desperate attempt by some of the leading 
> illegal alien advocacy groups to stop the bleeding," accused Dan 
> Stein, executive director of FAIR. "By presenting some very 
> carefully selected facts, they managed to get some poll results 
> that are more favorable to their point of view. Unfortunately for 
> them, when the debate about amnesty begins in earnest, all the 
> facts about what a massive illegal alien amnesty will mean to the 
> United States will be on the table." 
> A memo from pollsters Celinda Lake and Ed Goeas concedes that 
> when first asked about the idea of an illegal alien amnesty, 
> respondents were opposed to the idea. But, "when voters hear 
> details about a potential proposal," their opinions change. 
> "Goeas' and Lake's 'details were very carefully selected," 
> charged Stein. "Respondents were told that the amnesty would 
> legalize 'a limited number of undocumented immigrants.' What they 
> were not told was that it would be 'limited' to about 3 million 
> people under the Administration's initial plan, and about 8 million 
> under the proposal offered by congressional Democrats." 
> The poll also used vague language about "working at a job" and 
> "paying taxes" to describe those who would be the beneficiaries of 
> an amnesty. "Taxpayers includes everyone who has ever bought a 
> pack of gum and paid sales tax," said Stein. "What the questioners 
> do not reveal is that the basic services -- like public education, 
> health care and the like -- far outweigh the tax contribution most 
> illegal aliens can make on their meager wages, even if their 
> employer is reporting and withholding. 
> "Other important 'details' that were omitted by the questioners 
> is the extent to which illegal immigrants are receiving direct 
> welfare assistance," Stein noted. "The latest Census data reveal 
> that 25 percent of Mexican illegal immigrant-headed households are 
> receiving at least one major form of welfare. Most of these people 



> are taxpayers in addition to being tax consumers. 
> "When people are confronted with limited information, carefully 
> selected by advocates for a particular viewpoint, it is easy to 
> skew poll results," said Stein. "When people have all the facts 
> about granting amnesty to millions of people who broke the law, 
> their opinions are very different. If there was widespread public 
> support for an illegal alien amnesty, the Administration would not 
> have backed off so quickly, and an obvious push poll is unlikely to 
> change that reality." 
> 
> 
> _______________ 
> Howard Fienberg 
> Research Analyst 
> The Statistical Assessment Service (STATS) 
> 2100 L. St., NW Suite 300 
> Washington, DC 20037 
> 202-223-3193 
> (Fx) 202-872-4014 
> (email) hfienberg@stats.org 
> 
>From 71501.716@compuserve.com Wed Aug 22 11:04:47 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7MI4lJ02734 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001  
11:04:47 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from siaag2ac.compuserve.com (siaag2ac.compuserve.com  
[149.174.40.133]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id LAA15106 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 11:04:46 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: (from mailgate@localhost) 
      by siaag2ac.compuserve.com (8.9.3/8.9.3/SUN-1.12) id OAA04487 
      for aapornet@usc.edu; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 14:04:09 -0400 (EDT) 
Date: Wed, 22 Aug 2001 13:59:14 -0400 
From: Margaret Roller <71501.716@compuserve.com> 
Subject: Volunteer Research for Nonprofit 
Sender: Margaret Roller <71501.716@compuserve.com> 
To: "INTERNET:aapornet@usc.edu" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Message-ID: <200108221403_MC3-DD6E-D677@compuserve.com> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
       charset=us-ascii 
Content-Disposition: inline 
 
I have been involved in the development of a research program for a major  
nonprofit 
health organization for the past 3 years.  As I go through the process, I am 
increasingly anxious to know what other nonprofits are doing in the way of  
volunteer 
research. Because this tends to be a rather specialized area, and because I  
have had 
little luck in finding comparables among other nonprofits, I feel as if I am  
forging 
new ground.  However I am still hankering for other research I can use as I  



move 
ahead in the process. 
 
Does anyone have any literature references you can point me to that are  
specific to 
research among volunteers for nonprofits (health nonprofits preferred)?   
Thanks. 
 
Margaret R. Roller 
Roller Marketing Research 
rmr@rollerresearch.com 
>From igem100@iupui.edu Wed Aug 22 11:25:10 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7MIP9J06048 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001  
11:25:09 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from coyote.iupui.edu (coyote.iupui.edu [134.68.220.82]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id LAA03406 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 11:25:09 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from iupui.edu ([134.68.45.22]) 
      by coyote.iupui.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3/IUPUIPO.20010613) with ESMTP id  
NAA25760 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 13:25:03 -0500 (EST) 
Message-ID: <3B83F903.6C8978A1@iupui.edu> 
Date: Wed, 22 Aug 2001 13:25:07 -0500 
From: Brian Vargus <igem100@iupui.edu> 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.6 [en] (Win98; I) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Volunteer Research for Nonprofit 
References: <200108221403_MC3-DD6E-D677@compuserve.com> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
You might contact the Indiana University Center for Philanthropy.  They have  
tons of 
data on all sorts of NPO's. Brian Vargus Indiana University Public Opinion  
Laboratory 
 
Margaret Roller wrote: 
 
> I have been involved in the development of a research program for a 
> major nonprofit health organization for the past 3 years.  As I go 
> through the process, I am increasingly anxious to know what other 
> nonprofits are doing in the way of volunteer research. Because this 
> tends to be a rather specialized area, and because I have had little 
> luck in finding comparables among other nonprofits, I feel as if I am 
> forging new ground.  However I am still hankering for other research I 
> can use as I move ahead in the process. 
> 
> Does anyone have any literature references you can point me to that 
> are specific to research among volunteers for nonprofits (health 
> nonprofits preferred)?  Thanks. 
> 



> Margaret R. Roller 
> Roller Marketing Research 
> rmr@rollerresearch.com 
 
>From lindao@srl.uic.edu Wed Aug 22 12:43:17 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7MJhHJ11107 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001  
12:43:17 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from eeyore.cc.uic.edu (eeyore.cc.uic.edu [128.248.171.51]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id MAA12577 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 12:43:17 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from srl.uic.edu (srl2.srl.uic.edu [131.193.93.91]) 
      by eeyore.cc.uic.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id OAA11660 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 14:41:55 -0500 (CDT) 
Received: from SRL#u#MAIL#u#DOMAIN-Message_Server by srl.uic.edu 
      with Novell_GroupWise; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 14:41:51 -0500 
Message-Id: <sb83c4af.081@srl.uic.edu> 
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 5.2 
Date: Wed, 22 Aug 2001 14:41:16 -0500 
From: "Linda Owens" <lindao@srl.uic.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: activity logs 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-Disposition: inline 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by listproc.usc.edu id 
f7MJhHJ11111 
 
I was wondering if anyone has done research in which you asked respondents to  
fill 
out a physical activity log.  We are doing an RDD study, and would send the  
activity 
log to them after the interview, with a $20 incentive.  The log would cover a  
7 day 
period.  I would like to know what kind of response we could expect and  
whether or 
not the incentive is high enough. thanks, Linda 
 
 
 
>From llawton@informative.com Wed Aug 22 12:54:08 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7MJs7J12527 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001  
12:54:07 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from sfrexch.cahoots.com ([63.83.135.211]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id MAA23734 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 12:54:08 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: by SFREXCH with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
      id <QC7VYCFN>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 11:53:25 -0800 
Message-ID: <6FFA5AEBCD9ED311861A00508B0E71FBDAAEF8@SFREXCH> 



From: Leora Lawton <llawton@informative.com> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: RE: activity logs 
Date: Wed, 22 Aug 2001 11:53:25 -0800 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
Content-Type: text/plain 
 
I've done an activity log.  Because the client was cheap we just had a $2  
incentive 
(!) and yet we got close to 70% response rate (using a panel). However, item 
non-response was probably high (did they not do the activity or just leave it 
blank?). 
 
My advice is to make the activity log the only thing they have to fill out,  
make sure 
the log is designed in a way that's really logical, readable and  
straightforward. 
Test the log out before you send it out widely. 
 
 
Leora Lawton, Ph.D. 
Director of Research 
Informative, Inc. 
2000 Sierra Point Parkway, Suite 310 
Brisbane, CA  94005 
v: 650 534-1080; f: 650 534-1020 
m: 650 303-4072 
www.informative.com 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Linda Owens [mailto:lindao@srl.uic.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2001 12:41 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: activity logs 
 
 
I was wondering if anyone has done research in which you asked respondents to  
fill 
out a physical activity log.  We are doing an RDD study, and would send the  
activity 
log to them after the interview, with a $20 incentive. The log would cover a 
7  
day 
period.  I would like to know what kind of response we could expect and  
whether or 
not the incentive is high enough. thanks, Linda 
 
 
>From vector@sympatico.ca Wed Aug 22 13:10:13 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7MKADJ16711 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001  
13:10:13 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from tomts6-srv.bellnexxia.net (tomts6.bellnexxia.net  



[209.226.175.26]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id NAA09865 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 13:10:13 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from i7s1u9 ([64.228.118.102]) by tomts6-srv.bellnexxia.net 
          (InterMail vM.4.01.03.16 201-229-121-116-20010115) with SMTP 
          id <20010822200936.QBZD3759.tomts6-srv.bellnexxia.net@i7s1u9> 
          for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 16:09:36 -0400 
Message-ID: <000f01c12b46$15fd2020$6676e440@i7s1u9> 
Reply-To: "Marc Zwelling" <marc@vectorresearch.com> 
From: "Marc Zwelling" <vector@sympatico.ca> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
References: <sb83c4af.081@srl.uic.edu> 
Subject: Re: activity logs 
Date: Wed, 22 Aug 2001 16:07:34 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4522.1200 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4522.1200 
 
Aren't the time log experts at the U of Maryland, where diaries go back two 
generations? 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
             - Marc Zwelling - 
Vector Research + Development Inc. 
        Phone: 416 - 733 - 2320 
            Fax: 416 - 733 - 4991 
 
     See what's new at Vector: 
   http://www.vectorresearch.com/ 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Linda Owens" <lindao@srl.uic.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2001 3:41 PM 
Subject: activity logs 
 
 
> I was wondering if anyone has done research in which you asked 
> respondents 
to fill out a physical activity log.  We are doing an RDD study, and would  
send the 
activity log to them after the interview, with a $20 incentive. The log would  
cover a 
7 day period.  I would like to know what kind of response we could expect and  
whether 
or not the incentive is high enough. 
> thanks, 
> Linda 
> 
> 
> 
> 



 
>From rrands@cfmc.com Wed Aug 22 13:27:28 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7MKRSJ18180 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001  
13:27:28 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from mail.cfmc.com (main.cfmc.com [65.198.4.129]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id NAA24632 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 13:27:28 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from rrands-W98.cfmc.com (rands-w95.cfmc.com [65.198.4.172]) 
      by mail.cfmc.com (8.11.0/8.11.0) with ESMTP id f7MKRMC15382 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 13:27:22 -0700 
Message-Id: <5.1.0.14.2.20010822132225.02095450@pop.cfmc.com> 
X-Sender: rrands@pop.cfmc.com 
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Version 5.1 
Date: Wed, 22 Aug 2001 13:27:01 -0700 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Richard Rands <rrands@cfmc.com> 
Subject: Re: activity logs 
In-Reply-To: <sb83c4af.081@srl.uic.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
At 02:41 PM 8/22/01 -0500, you wrote: 
>I was wondering if anyone has done research in which you asked 
>respondents 
>to fill out a physical activity log.  We are doing an RDD study, and would 
>send the activity log to them after the interview, with a $20 
>incentive.  The log would cover a 7 day period.  I would like to know what 
>kind of response we could expect and whether or not the incentive is high 
>enough. 
>thanks, 
>Linda 
 
The TV Rating System is still handled mostly with diaries.  You might be 
able to get some good info from Nielsen Media Research in Dunedin, FL.  You 
can start by contacting Bob Love at 727-738-3000 ex 7173. 
 
Richard Rands 
 
>From tmg1p@cms.mail.virginia.edu Wed Aug 22 13:35:14 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7MKZEJ18545 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001  
13:35:14 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from mail.virginia.edu (mail.Virginia.EDU [128.143.2.9]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with SMTP 
      id NAA00927 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 13:35:14 -0700  
(PDT) 
From: tmg1p@cms.mail.virginia.edu 
Received: from tetra.mail.virginia.edu by mail.virginia.edu id aa13421; 
          22 Aug 2001 16:35 EDT 
Received: from gj9k20b.Virginia.EDU (bootp-55-134.bootp.Virginia.EDU  
[128.143.55.134]) 



      by tetra.mail.Virginia.EDU (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id QAA28915; 
      Wed, 22 Aug 2001 16:35:06 -0400 (EDT) 
To: AAPORnet List server <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: herrmannjohn@praintl.com 
Subject: Volunteer Research for Nonprofit 
In-Reply-To: <200108221403_MC3-DD6E-D677@compuserve.com> 
Message-ID: <SIMEON.10108221657.K@gj9k20b.config.mail.virginia.edu> 
Date: Wed, 22 Aug 2001 16:45:57 -0400 (Eastern Daylight Time) 
X-Mailer: Simeon for Win32 Version 4.1.4 Build (40) 
X-Authentication: IMSP 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; CHARSET=US-ASCII 
 
Margaret: 
 
A few years ago, CSR assisted a team of researchers funded by RWJ in a 
nationwide, mail-out survey of volunteers at Hospices. The instrument was 
lengthy but quite well-developed and seemed to work well. The survey 
involved volunteers and also volunteer coordinators, I believe.  Results 
should be available from RWJ, and you might also wish to contact one of the 
investigators, John Herrmann. John is now in the private sector and I 
believe his e-mail is Herrmannjohn@praintl.com. 
  Hope this helps. 
                                          Tom 
cc: John H. 
 
On Wed, 22 Aug 2001 13:59:14 -0400 Margaret Roller 
<71501.716@compuserve.com> wrote: 
 
> I have been involved in the development of a research program for a 
> major nonprofit health organization for the past 3 years.  As I go 
> through the process, I am increasingly anxious to know what other 
> nonprofits are doing in the way of volunteer research. Because this 
> tends to be a rather specialized area, and because I have had little 
> luck in finding comparables among other nonprofits, I feel as if I am 
> forging new ground.  However I am still hankering for other research I 
> can use as I move ahead in the process. 
> 
> Does anyone have any literature references you can point me to that 
> are specific to research among volunteers for nonprofits (health 
> nonprofits preferred)?  Thanks. 
> 
> Margaret R. Roller 
> Roller Marketing Research 
> rmr@rollerresearch.com 
 
Thomas M. Guterbock                       Voice: (434) 243-5223 
NOTE: NEW TELEPHONE AREA CODE   CSR Main Number: (434) 243-5222 
Center for Survey Research                  FAX: (434) 243-5233 
University of Virginia     EXPRESS DELIVERY:  2205 Fontaine Ave 
P. O. Box 400767                                      Suite 303 
Charlottesville, VA 22904-4767        e-mail: TomG@virginia.edu 
 
>From dhagan@partnersinc.com Wed Aug 22 13:40:21 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7MKeLJ19163 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001  



13:40:21 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from amigo.partnersinc.com ([63.222.44.25]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id NAA04730 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 13:40:21 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: by AMIGO with Internet Mail Service (5.0.1460.8) 
      id <Q5WHN446>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 16:40:14 -0400 
Message-ID: <2E0099D87942D4118206009027DE2A1239594D@AMIGO> 
From: Dan Hagan <dhagan@partnersinc.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: activity logs 
Date: Wed, 22 Aug 2001 16:40:13 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.0.1460.8) 
Content-Type: text/html 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//EN"> 
<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<META HTTP-EQUIV=3D"Content-Type" CONTENT=3D"text/html; = charset=3Dus-
ascii">  
<META 
NAME=3D"Generator" CONTENT=3D"MS Exchange Server version = 5.0.1460.9"> 
<TITLE>RE: activity logs</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY> 
 
<P><FONT SIZE=3D2>We did a 7 day Paper and Pencil TV Diary for a $5 =  
incentive, 
given up front. We had returns from 40% of those that agreed = to 
participate.</FONT></P> 
 
<P><FONT SIZE=3D2>We also mailed a 92 page self-administered mailed =  
questionnaire 
and got acceptably completed booklets back from 29%, = again among an RDD  
sample of 
'agreers'.&nbsp; Topic was mostly personal = financial data and some  
attitudinal 
stuff.&nbsp; Outbound mailer used = USPS Priority Mail.&nbsp; Incentives in  
this case 
were either $10 or = $12.&nbsp; Either $2 or $5 up front, followed by either  
$10 or 
$5 upon = completion.</FONT></P> 
 
<P><FONT SIZE=3D2>And, then a 20 page self-administered mailed = 
questionnaire  
with a 
$5 up front incentive yielded a 70% return = rate.&nbsp; Topic was mostly  
attitudinal 
questions relating to life = styles and communication events.&nbsp; In this  
study, we 
used USPS = Priority Mail for the outbound service and we think it had a = 
significant impact compared with similar 1st class mailings completed = in 
the 
past.&nbsp;&nbsp; We hope to test this in the future. = </FONT></P> 



 
<P><FONT SIZE=3D2>All studies were large scale (mailed to over 4,000 =  
households in 
each case) national, fully proportionate RDD samples of = all adults  
18+.&nbsp;&nbsp; 
All were conducted within the last 18 = months. </FONT></P> 
 
<P><FONT SIZE=3D2>Hope this helps!</FONT> 
</P> 
 
<P><FONT SIZE=3D2>Dan Hagan</FONT> 
<BR><FONT SIZE=3D2>LHK Partners Inc.</FONT> 
<BR><FONT SIZE=3D2>p - 610-359-8482</FONT> 
<BR><FONT SIZE=3D2>f -&nbsp; 610-359-8495</FONT> 
<BR><FONT SIZE=3D2>e - dhagan@partnersinc.com</FONT> 
</P> 
<BR> 
 
<P><FONT SIZE=3D2>-----Original Message-----</FONT> 
<BR><FONT SIZE=3D2>From: Linda Owens [<A = HREF=3D"mailto:lindao@srl.uic.edu"  
= 
TARGET=3D"_blank">mailto:lindao@srl.uic.edu</A>]</FONT> 
<BR><FONT SIZE=3D2>Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2001 3:41 PM</FONT> <BR><FONT 
SIZE=3D2>To: aapornet@usc.edu</FONT> <BR><FONT SIZE=3D2>Subject: activity  
logs</FONT> 
</P> <BR> 
 
<P><FONT SIZE=3D2>I was wondering if anyone has done research in which = you  
asked 
respondents to fill out a physical activity log.&nbsp; We are = doing an RDD  
study, 
and would send the activity log to them after the = interview, with a $20 
incentive.&nbsp; The log would cover a 7 day = period.&nbsp; I would like to  
know 
what kind of response we could = expect and whether or not the incentive is  
high 
enough.</FONT></P> 
 
<P><FONT SIZE=3D2>thanks,</FONT> 
<BR><FONT SIZE=3D2>Linda</FONT> 
</P> 
<BR> 
 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 
>From pjlavrakas@tvratings.com Wed Aug 22 14:53:12 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7MLrCJ06677 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001  
14:53:12 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from reliant.nielsenmedia.com (reliant.nielsenmedia.com  
[63.114.249.15]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id OAA10428 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 14:53:11 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from nmrusdunsxg2.nielsenmedia.com (nmrusdunsxg2.nielsenmedia.com 



[10.9.11.121]) 
      by reliant.nielsenmedia.com (8.9.3/8.9.3) with ESMTP id RAA24609 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 17:52:34 -0400 (EDT) 
Received: by nmrusdunsxg2.nielsenmedia.com with Internet Mail Service  
(5.5.2653.19) 
      id <Q8M3H8WA>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 17:52:33 -0400 
Message-ID:  
<F9BC190B7DE9D111965000805FA7C60B04A1A2DB@nmrusnysx1.dun.nielsen.com> 
From: "Lavrakas, Paul" <pjlavrakas@tvratings.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: activity logs 
Date: Wed, 22 Aug 2001 17:52:32 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Linda, 
 
As you may know, Nielsen Media Research samples more than a million 
households  
each 
year (using RDD) in order to mail them diaries to record one week of  
television 
viewing by their household.  These diaries are certainly what could be termed 
"activity logs." 
 
Apart from the $20 incentive you plan to use, your response rate will much  
depend on 
how well the instructions explain how to fill out the logs, how "friendly" 
the  
logs 
are to fill out, how complicated (i.e., "cognitively 
complex") the task really is, what type of mailer and return mailer you use,  
and 
whether or not you use follow-up/reminder contacts to encourage compliance. 
 
Compared to the monetary incentives Nielsen uses to incent its respondents to  
record 
viewing habits of the entire household for a 7-day week, your $20 is VERY  
generous. 
 
But as noted above, the dollar value is simply one factor among many that 
will 
influence your response rates. 
 
PJL 
 
 
********************************************************************* 
Paul J. Lavrakas, Ph.D. 
Vice President & Senior Research Methodologist 
NIELSEN MEDIA RESEARCH 
299 Park Avenue 
New York, NY 10171 
OFFICE/VOICE: 212-708-7002 
FAX: 212-708-7013 



HOME: 740-587-0223 
********************************************************************* 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Linda Owens [mailto:lindao@srl.uic.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2001 3:41 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: activity logs 
 
 
I was wondering if anyone has done research in which you asked respondents to  
fill 
out a physical activity log.  We are doing an RDD study, and would send the  
activity 
log to them after the interview, with a $20 incentive. The log would cover a 
7  
day 
period.  I would like to know what kind of response we could expect and  
whether or 
not the incentive is high enough. thanks, Linda 
 
 
>From mark@bisconti.com Wed Aug 22 17:19:42 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7N0JgJ16774 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001  
17:19:42 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from robin.mail.pas.earthlink.net (robin.mail.pas.earthlink.net 
[207.217.120.65]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id RAA04415 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 17:19:42 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from mark (dialup-64.157.49.129.Dial1.Washington1.Level3.net 
[64.157.49.129]) 
      by robin.mail.pas.earthlink.net (8.11.5/8.9.3) with SMTP id 
f7N0JYd06711 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 22 Aug 2001 17:19:35 -0700 (PDT) 
From: "Mark David Richards" <mark@bisconti.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: activity logs 
Date: Wed, 22 Aug 2001 20:15:43 -0400 
Message-ID: <JAEPJNNBGDEENLLCIIIBOECHDHAA.mark@bisconti.com> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
In-Reply-To:  
<F9BC190B7DE9D111965000805FA7C60B04A1A2DB@nmrusnysx1.dun.nielsen.com> 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
 
I think Nielsen called and recruited me without specifying what incentive I  



would 
get-I think they said "a gift" (I asked the recruiter if she would benefit if  
I 
participated and I think she said she would, so I told her I would 
participate 
because of that).  I think they sent me $1 with the diary. And, I think they  
followed 
up to remind me to fill out the diary and mail it back (an answering machine  
message). 
 
Is there a relationship between the quality of responses (however defined) 
and  
the 
amount of incentive paid? 
 
I suppose the response also depends on the perception of how important the  
research 
is and the respondent's contribution to society on that subject/issue 
(socio-psychological incentive). 
 
Cheers, Mark Richards 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: owner-aapornet@usc.edu [mailto:owner-aapornet@usc.edu]On Behalf Of  
Lavrakas, 
Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2001 5:53 PM 
To: 'aapornet@usc.edu' 
Subject: RE: activity logs 
 
Linda, 
 
As you may know, Nielsen Media Research samples more than a million 
households  
each 
year (using RDD) in order to mail them diaries to record one week of  
television 
viewing by their household.  These diaries are certainly what could be termed 
"activity logs." 
 
Apart from the $20 incentive you plan to use, your response rate will much  
depend on 
how well the instructions explain how to fill out the logs, how "friendly" 
the  
logs 
are to fill out, how complicated (i.e., "cognitively 
complex") the task really is, what type of mailer and return mailer you use,  
and 
whether or not you use follow-up/reminder contacts to encourage compliance. 
 
Compared to the monetary incentives Nielsen uses to incent its respondents to  
record 
viewing habits of the entire household for a 7-day week, your $20 is VERY  
generous. 
 
But as noted above, the dollar value is simply one factor among many that 
will 



influence your response rates. 
 
PJL 
 
 
********************************************************************* 
Paul J. Lavrakas, Ph.D. 
Vice President & Senior Research Methodologist 
NIELSEN MEDIA RESEARCH 
299 Park Avenue 
New York, NY 10171 
OFFICE/VOICE: 212-708-7002 
FAX: 212-708-7013 
HOME: 740-587-0223 
********************************************************************* 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Linda Owens [mailto:lindao@srl.uic.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2001 3:41 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: activity logs 
 
 
I was wondering if anyone has done research in which you asked respondents to  
fill 
out a physical activity log.  We are doing an RDD study, and would send the  
activity 
log to them after the interview, with a $20 incentive. The log would cover a 
7  
day 
period.  I would like to know what kind of response we could expect and  
whether or 
not the incentive is high enough. thanks, Linda 
 
 
 
>From cporter@hp.ufl.edu Thu Aug 23 06:30:19 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7NDUJJ26626 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Thu, 23 Aug 2001  
06:30:19 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from fuji.hp.ufl.edu (hp.ufl.edu [128.227.11.145]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with SMTP 
      id GAA05187 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 23 Aug 2001 06:30:18 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from HPDom-Message_Server by fuji.hp.ufl.edu 
      with Novell_GroupWise; Thu, 23 Aug 2001 09:28:36 -0400 
Message-Id: <sb84ccc4.023@fuji.hp.ufl.edu> 
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise Internet Agent 5.5.5.1 
Date: Thu, 23 Aug 2001 09:28:05 -0400 
From: "Colleen Porter" <cporter@hp.ufl.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: The pollster on "West Wing" 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
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Well, last December I was in the hospital and saw this show 
for the first time, and was amazed.  While I usually never watch 
television (not since Babylon 5 finished, anyway) I found myself starting to  
schedule 
laundry folding around Wednesday nights 
at 9 p.m. 
 
It's a writer's show, with pithy lines so artfully crafted 
that no mere human would spontaneously speak them. 
The characters always get in those zinger lines that most of 
us only think of five minutes later, as we are walking away 
from the situation. 
 
But I digress.  The reason I mention it here is that I have 
to wonder how realistic it is to have an accomplished 
pollster who is deaf? 
 
I cannot imagine being able to craft good questions without being able to 
hear  
the 
answers.  A transcript isn't the same as hearing a respondent pause for half 
a 
second, or the 
tone of voice when they say they disagree.  And you 
can't read lips over the phone. 
 
On the other hand, a lot of folks who have perfectly good 
ears don't bother to take the time to monitor their studies, 
so maybe it isn't as essential as I assume. 
 
Is there a real pollster they were basing the character on? Were the 
producers  
just 
looking for a vehicle for a popular 
actress?  Or were the writers poking fun at pollsters, implying that anyone  
could do 
this job?  (Geez, next season maybe they'll have an ape....) 
 
I don't mean to be politically uncorrect or prejudicial against the hearing  
impaired. 
 I realize that many folks can lead 
very productive lives and have fantastic careers despite 
their lack of hearing.  I can certainly imagine a deaf editorial 
writer. 
 
But a deaf telephone pollster seems a bit like a blind 
airplane pilot. 
 
Colleen  (whose grandmother ran a market research firm 
for many years after becoming legally blind.) 
 
 
Colleen K. Porter 
Project Coordinator 



cporter@hp.ufl.edu 
phone: 352/392-6919, fax: 352/392-7109 
University of Florida, 
Department of Health Services Administration 
Location:  1600 SW SW Archer Road, Rm. G1-015 
Mailing Address:  P.O. Box 100195, Gainesville, FL  32610-0195 
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No comment on the hearing ability of the pollster, but a few observations and 
an answer. Pat Caddell, who was Jimmy Carter's pollster is one of the show's 
consultants and I think one of the producers.  That said, I blanch when I 
hear them refer to "top sheet" data, rather than topline data.  And, they 
consistently talk about the phone "banks," in the plural, rather than the 
phone bank--meaning a bank of phones.  But, the conversations they've 
portrayed questioning the wording of the standard "right direction, wrong 
track" question are deadly accurate.  So, it's a mix. 
 
J. Ann Selzer, Ph.D. 
Selzer & Company, Inc. 
Des Moines 
JAnnSelzer@aol.com, for purposes of this list; otherwise, 
JASelzer@SelzerCo.com 
Visit our website at www.SelzerCo.com 
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<HTML><FONT FACE=arial,helvetica><BODY BGCOLOR="#ffffff"><FONT  SIZE=2>No  
comment on 



the hearing ability of the pollster, but a few observations and 
<BR>an answer. Pat Caddell, who was Jimmy Carter's pollster is one of the  
show's 
<BR>consultants and I think one of the producers. &nbsp;That said, I blanch  
when I 
<BR>hear them refer to "top sheet" data, rather than topline data. &nbsp;And,  
they 
<BR>consistently talk about the phone "banks," in the plural, rather than the 
<BR>phone bank--meaning a bank of phones. &nbsp;But, the conversations 
they've 
<BR>portrayed questioning the wording of the standard "right direction, wrong 
<BR>track" question are deadly accurate. &nbsp;So, it's a mix. <BR> <BR>J. 
Ann 
Selzer, Ph.D. <BR>Selzer &amp; Company, Inc. <BR>Des Moines  
<BR>JAnnSelzer@aol.com, 
for purposes of this list; otherwise, 
<BR>JASelzer@SelzerCo.com 
<BR>Visit our website at www.SelzerCo.com</FONT></HTML> 
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      Apparently the Los Angeles Times is not backing off on its 
      very own relentless expose' of the shacking up of the older 
      demographic categories.  Here's the latest Robin Fields 
      installment of "Cohabitation Among the Single Seniors." 
 
                                              -- Jim 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                     Copyright 2001 Los Angeles Times 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
        http://latimes.com/features/lifestyle/la-082301older.story 
 



  August 23 2001 
 
 
      They're Older but Not Old-Fashioned About Love and Marriage 
 
      THE NUMBER OF SENIORS WHO CHOOSE TO LIVE TOGETHER 
      HAS JUMPED SIGNIFICANTLY IN THE LAST DECADE 
 
      By ROBIN FIELDS 
      Times Staff Writer 
 
 
 They may be the most low-profile participants in one of the 2000 census'   
most 
high-profile trends. A small but growing number of Americans over  age 65 now  
live as 
cohabiting couples, almost twice as many as a decade  ago, census surveys  
show. 
 
 For older people, living together holds both emotional and financial   
attractions, 
but requires shedding moral inhibitions ingrained in youth  and, at times,  
dealing 
with the squeamishness of children and longtime  friends. 
 
 Demographers expect the portion of senior couples who cohabit to grow   
dramatically 
in the 2010 and 2020 censuses as baby boomers who rebelled  in their 20s 
bring  
their 
attitudes into old age. For the swing generation  of 60-and-overs captured in  
this 
census, however, living together remains  a liberating, if conflict-laced,  
option. 
 
 "We grew up in a different generation," said Ruth Nippe, 79, who has  lived  
with 
partner Jim McDaniel, 81, in Mission Viejo for four years. "I  came from a  
small town 
in Nebraska. I would have been ostracized for sure  for living this way. I  
guess I 
used to care more what people said." 
 
 The 2000 census data released so far shows that unmarried-partner  
households 
overall increased 72% in the last decade. Age-specific data  will come later,  
but a 
clutch of other census surveys suggests that  seniors, though constituting  
only a 
drop in the pool of cohabitants, may  have met or outpaced that growth rate. 
 
 According to the Census Bureau's annual Current Population Survey,   
households made 
up of opposite-sex senior couples rose 46% between 1996  and 2000, a bigger  
jump than 
that of their middle-aged counterparts.  Other reports fold in same-sex  
couples, 



showing the number of senior  cohabitants rising 73% between 1990 and 1999,  
from 
127,000 to 220,000. 
 
 Though couples' reasons for living together can be as idiosyncratic as 
relationships themselves, researchers link the shift to other social  
changes. 
 
 Higher divorce rates and longer life expectancies, especially for women,   
mean the 
population of single seniors is growing rapidly, sociologists  said. For  
younger 
couples, marriage is often linked to the prospect of  parenthood; older  
couples 
typically are beyond this stage in life. Though  eager for love and  
companionship, 
they may be skittish about formal ties. 
 
 Retired St. Louis college professors Carol Kohfeld, 61, and John Sprague,   
67, met 
after enduring painful marital breakups and were determined not  to go down  
that road 
again. "Once burned, twice shy," Sprague said. "I  was married in 1955 and  
there were 
people who lived together then, but it  wasn't something that really crossed  
your 
radar screen. Society had  changed a great deal by the time I found myself  
divorced 
and single." 
 
 Researchers say older women, too, can be reluctant to re-up for marriage  if  
they 
associate it with traditional gender roles played out in earlier   
relationships. 
 
 As potent as the emotional issues can be, pragmatism, not romance, often   
governs 
whether those older than 60 live together instead of getting  hitched.  
Cohabitation, 
like marriage, allows older couples to share  expenses, a crucial concern to  
those 
living on fixed incomes as life  spans extend. 
 
 Not marrying, however, means couples do not take on the financial   
obligations of 
each other's long-term medical care or intermingle their  retirement 
benefits.  
Such 
practicalities have kept Darlene Davis, 61,  from marrying her partner of 17  
years, 
Cary Cohen, 63. If the Norfolk,  Va., pair wed, she would lose military  
benefits and 
insurance from her  second marriage, which ended long ago with her husband's  
death. 
"We were  not brought up to live in this position, but with our lives such as  
they 
are, we just can't afford to give up my medical coverage," Davis said. 



 
 While cohabiting seniors can--and often do--expressly provide for each  
other  
in 
their wills, unmarried partners do not have the same claims as  spouses in  
many 
states. Many couples say they have left late-in-life  relationships 
unofficial  
to 
avert conflict between the surviving partner  and relatives. 
 
 "We didn't want to tie up our estates," Nippe of Mission Viejo said. "At  
our  
age, 
we have to think about when one of us isn't going to be here.  Even though 
I'm  
very 
good friends with his kids, I wouldn't be  comfortable if they ended up 
owning  
half 
of my house." 
 
 In California, where domestic partners have substantial rights, attorneys   
recommend 
that older couples with such concerns put property agreements  in writing. 
 
 "It sets out a road map," said Stuart D. Zimring, an elder-law specialist  
in  
Los 
Angeles. Zimring recommends that unmarried seniors execute powers  of 
attorney 
designating their partners to make health-care decisions if  they are  
incapacitated. 
"There's nothing worse, if something happens, for  there to be World War 
III,"  
he 
said. 
 
 The 2000 census count may serve as merely a preview of sorts for what   
demographers 
expect to be faster growth in senior cohabitation 10 or 20  years from now. 
 
 About 40% of Americans currently in their 40s have cohabited at least  once,  
said 
Larry Bumpass, a sociology professor at the University of  Wisconsin and co- 
director 
of the National Survey of Families and  Households, which tracks 
cohabitation.  
"I 
expect a very rapid  transformation in the behavior of the elderly as those  
who grew 
up in the  age of rapid acceptance of cohabitation reach old age," he said. 
 
 Ultimately, the most powerful force altering seniors' living arrangements   
may be 
the changing nature of aging. 
 



 "People are healthy enough to extend their middle-aged lifestyles into  
their  
old 
age," said Helen Fisher, a Rutgers University professor who  studies older  
love. "Sex 
and romance are not just for the young." 
 
 
        http://latimes.com/features/lifestyle/la-082301older.story 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                     Copyright 2001 Los Angeles Times 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Four comments. 
 
First, while I would no more be willing to suggest that being unable to hear  
would 
rule one out as a responsible pollster, it WOULD be appropriate for someone  
with a 
hearing impairment to be sensitive to the nuances which might be lost if one  
could 
not hear tone of voice and such and how one could "make up for that".  By the  
same 
token, one who cannot see misses cues which are available to those who can,  
and 
should ask how they could "make up" for that as well.  The general point, all  



too 
often overlooked I think, is that there are all sorts of dimensions beyond 
how 
questions "seem" on paper, which we must all pay attention to. 
 
Second, I was quite struck by the pollsters easy assurance that she could  
address a 
complex (and hypothetical) question in ninety-six hours from the first  
formulation of 
the concern to questionnaire design, fieldwork, AND analysis including 
nuances  
of 
views among subgroups and how different "takes" on the situtation might 
affect 
response.  Pat Caddell did in fact write the story for last nights episode,  
according 
to the credits, and while this does not mean he approves of every line, of  
course, I 
would have liked the pollster to have suggested some difficulties in her  
assignment 
without necessarily refusing it.  Of course, this is drama, but if I had been 
involved in a TV script like this, I would have wanted NOT to give the "piece  
of 
cake" impression. 
 
Thirdly, there was an interesting ethical dilemma posed.  The question was  
what 
public reaction would likely be to hearing that the President had been  
diagnosed with 
MS prior to running, but concealed it during the campaign and the first years  
of his 
administration (a situation not unlike the plot of 
William Safire's novel Full Discolsure).   The way our heroine deals with it  
is 
to conduct a national poll asking people how they woudl react to the governor  
of 
Michigan having a degenerative disease but not disclosing it.  From the  
context, it 
strongly suggested that they would present this as fact, not as a  
hypothetical, 
making it parallel (at least) with "suppose I told you that Governor Pataki  
had slept 
with an intern in his office". 
 
Finally, there have been numerous specific "insider views" of polling on West  
Wing, 
routinely showing surveys tapping public reaction in the space of an hour or  
two and 
throwing around lines similar to "the response rate is 12% so we're in good  
shape" 
(this is cited from memory and not from reading a script or reviewing a tape,  
but I 
think the sense was clear enough).  Again, one does not expect that drama  
should 
fully respect the complexity of "real life", but I would hope those who cite  
West 
Wing not only as great TV entertainment (which I would certainly agree with)  



but 
uniquely accurate might think twice before reinforcing this sort of  
impression. 
 
Don (a fan of both West Wing and responsible survey research) 
 
At 10:27 AM 08/23/2001 -0400, you wrote: 
> 
> No comment on the hearing ability of the pollster, but a few 
> observations and 
> 
> an answer. Pat Caddell, who was Jimmy Carter's pollster is one of the 
> show's 
> consultants and I think one of the producers.  That said, I blanch when I 
> hear them refer to "top sheet" data, rather than topline data.  And, they 
> consistently talk about the phone "banks," in the plural, rather than the 
> phone bank--meaning a bank of phones.  But, the conversations they've 
> portrayed questioning the wording of the standard "right direction, wrong 
> track" question are deadly accurate.  So, it's a mix. 
> 
> J. Ann Selzer, Ph.D. 
> Selzer & Company, Inc. 
> Des Moines 
> JAnnSelzer@aol.com, for purposes of this list; otherwise, 
> JASelzer@SelzerCo.com 
> Visit our website at www.SelzerCo.com 
 
 
 
G. Donald Ferree, Jr. 
Associate Director for Public Opinion Research 
University of Wisconsin Survey Center 
1800 University Avenue 
Madison WI 53705 
608-263-3744/262-1688 (V) 608-262-8432 (F) 
gferree@ssc.wisc.edu 
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<html> 
Four comments.<br> 
<br> 
First, while I would no more be willing to suggest that being unable to 
hear would rule one out as a responsible pollster, it WOULD be 
appropriate for someone with a hearing impairment to be sensitive to the 
nuances which might be lost if one could not hear tone of voice and such 
and how one could &quot;make up for that&quot;.&nbsp; By the same token, 
one who cannot see misses cues which are available to those who can, and 
should ask how they could &quot;make up&quot; for that as well.&nbsp; The 
general point, all too often overlooked I think, is that there are all 
sorts of dimensions beyond how questions &quot;seem&quot; on paper, which 
we must all pay attention to.<br> 
<br> 
Second, I was quite struck by the pollsters easy assurance that she could 
address a complex (and hypothetical) question in ninety-six hours from 
the first formulation of the concern to questionnaire design, fieldwork, 
AND analysis including nuances of views among subgroups and how different 



&quot;takes&quot; on the situtation might affect response.&nbsp; Pat 
Caddell did in fact write the story for last nights episode, according to 
the credits, and while this does not mean he approves of every line, of 
course, I would have liked the pollster to have suggested some 
difficulties in her assignment without necessarily refusing it.&nbsp; Of 
course, this is drama, but if I had been involved in a TV script like 
this, I would have wanted NOT to give the &quot;piece of cake&quot; 
impression.<br> 
<br> 
Thirdly, there was an interesting ethical dilemma posed.&nbsp; The 
question was what public reaction would likely be to hearing that the 
President had been diagnosed with MS prior to running, but concealed it 
during the campaign and the first years of his administration (a 
situation not unlike the plot of William Safire's novel Full 
Discolsure).&nbsp;&nbsp; The way our heroine deals with it is to conduct 
a national poll asking people how they woudl react to the governor of 
Michigan having a degenerative disease but not disclosing it.&nbsp; From 
the context, it strongly suggested that they would present this as fact, 
not as a hypothetical, making it parallel (at least) with &quot;suppose I 
told you that Governor Pataki had slept with an intern in his 
office&quot;.<br> 
<br> 
Finally, there have been numerous specific &quot;insider views&quot; of 
polling on West Wing, routinely showing surveys tapping public reaction 
in the space of an hour or two and throwing around lines similar to 
&quot;the response rate is 12% so we're in good shape&quot; (this is 
cited from memory and not from reading a script or reviewing a tape, but 
I think the sense was clear enough).&nbsp; Again, one does not expect 
that drama should fully respect the complexity of &quot;real life&quot;, 
but I would hope those who cite West Wing not only as great TV 
entertainment (which I would certainly agree with) but uniquely accurate 
might think twice before reinforcing this sort of impression.<br> 
<br> 
Don (a fan of both West Wing and responsible survey research) <br> 
<br> 
At 10:27 AM 08/23/2001 -0400, you wrote: <br> 
<blockquote type=cite cite>No comment on the hearing ability of the 
pollster, but a few observations and <br> 
an answer. Pat Caddell, who was Jimmy Carter's pollster is one of the 
show's <br> 
consultants and I think one of the producers.&nbsp; That said, I blanch 
when I <br> 
hear them refer to &quot;top sheet&quot; data, rather than topline 
data.&nbsp; And, they <br> 
consistently talk about the phone &quot;banks,&quot; in the plural, 
rather than the <br> 
phone bank--meaning a bank of phones.&nbsp; But, the conversations 
they've <br> 
portrayed questioning the wording of the standard &quot;right direction, 
wrong <br> 
track&quot; question are deadly accurate.&nbsp; So, it's a mix. <br> 
<br> 
J. Ann Selzer, Ph.D. <br> 
Selzer &amp; Company, Inc. <br> 
Des Moines <br> 
JAnnSelzer@aol.com, for purposes of this list; otherwise, <br> 
JASelzer@SelzerCo.com <br> 



Visit our website at 
<a href="http://www.selzerco.com/" 
eudora="autourl">www.SelzerCo.com</a></blockquote><br> 
<br> 
<div>G. Donald Ferree, Jr.</div> 
<div>Associate Director for Public Opinion Research</div> 
<div>University of Wisconsin Survey Center</div> 
<div>1800 University Avenue</div> 
<div>Madison WI 53705</div> 
<div>608-263-3744/262-1688 (V) 608-262-8432 (F)</div> 
gferree@ssc.wisc.edu<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab> 
</html> 
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Before we all get excited about having a pollster with major influence on 
West Wing it may be useful to recall the Pat Caddell was censured by AAPOR 
for political polling practices. 
warren mitofsky 
 
 
 
At 04:53 PM 8/23/01 -0500, you wrote: 
>Four comments. 
> 



>First, while I would no more be willing to suggest that being unable to 
>hear would rule one out as a responsible pollster, it WOULD be appropriate 
>for someone with a hearing impairment to be sensitive to the nuances which 
>might be lost if one could not hear tone of voice and such and how one 
>could "make up for that".  By the same token, one who cannot see misses 
>cues which are available to those who can, and should ask how they could 
>"make up" for that as well.  The general point, all too often overlooked I 
>think, is that there are all sorts of dimensions beyond how questions 
>"seem" on paper, which we must all pay attention to. 
> 
>Second, I was quite struck by the pollsters easy assurance that she could 
>address a complex (and hypothetical) question in ninety-six hours from the 
>first formulation of the concern to questionnaire design, fieldwork, AND 
>analysis including nuances of views among subgroups and how different 
>"takes" on the situtation might affect response.  Pat Caddell did in fact 
>write the story for last nights episode, according to the credits, and 
>while this does not mean he approves of every line, of course, I would 
>have liked the pollster to have suggested some difficulties in her 
>assignment without necessarily refusing it.  Of course, this is drama, but 
>if I had been involved in a TV script like this, I would have wanted NOT 
>to give the "piece of cake" impression. 
> 
>Thirdly, there was an interesting ethical dilemma posed.  The question was 
>what public reaction would likely be to hearing that the President had 
>been diagnosed with MS prior to running, but concealed it during the 
>campaign and the first years of his administration (a situation not unlike 
>the plot of William Safire's novel Full Discolsure).   The way our heroine 
>deals with it is to conduct a national poll asking people how they woudl 
>react to the governor of Michigan having a degenerative disease but not 
>disclosing it.  From the context, it strongly suggested that they would 
>present this as fact, not as a hypothetical, making it parallel (at least) 
>with "suppose I told you that Governor Pataki had slept with an intern in 
>his office". 
> 
>Finally, there have been numerous specific "insider views" of polling on 
>West Wing, routinely showing surveys tapping public reaction in the space 
>of an hour or two and throwing around lines similar to "the response rate 
>is 12% so we're in good shape" (this is cited from memory and not from 
>reading a script or reviewing a tape, but I think the sense was clear 
>enough).  Again, one does not expect that drama should fully respect the 
>complexity of "real life", but I would hope those who cite West Wing not 
>only as great TV entertainment (which I would certainly agree with) but 
>uniquely accurate might think twice before reinforcing this sort of  
impression. 
> 
>Don (a fan of both West Wing and responsible survey research) 
> 
>At 10:27 AM 08/23/2001 -0400, you wrote: 
>>No comment on the hearing ability of the pollster, but a few observations 
>>and 
>>an answer. Pat Caddell, who was Jimmy Carter's pollster is one of the 
show's 
>>consultants and I think one of the producers.  That said, I blanch when I 
>>hear them refer to "top sheet" data, rather than topline data.  And, they 
>>consistently talk about the phone "banks," in the plural, rather than the 
>>phone bank--meaning a bank of phones.  But, the conversations they've 
>>portrayed questioning the wording of the standard "right direction, wrong 



>>track" question are deadly accurate.  So, it's a mix. 
>> 
>>J. Ann Selzer, Ph.D. 
>>Selzer & Company, Inc. 
>>Des Moines 
>>JAnnSelzer@aol.com, for purposes of this list; otherwise, 
>>JASelzer@SelzerCo.com 
>>Visit our website at www.SelzerCo.com 
> 
> 
>G. Donald Ferree, Jr. 
>Associate Director for Public Opinion Research 
>University of Wisconsin Survey Center 
>1800 University Avenue 
>Madison WI 53705 
>608-263-3744/262-1688 (V) 608-262-8432 (F) 
>gferree@ssc.wisc.edu 
 
Warren Mitofsky 
********************** 
Mitofsky International 
1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
 
212 980-3031 
212 980-3107 FAX 
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Anti-spam group makes up with pollster 
By Gwendolyn Mariano <mailto:gwendolynm@cnet.com> 
Staff Writer, CNET News.com 
August 22, 2001, 4:45 p.m. PT 
<http://news.cnet.com/news/0-1005-200-6950403.html?tag=prntfr> 
A controversial anti-spam group said Wednesday that it has agreed to remove 
a polling and market research firm from its database of suspected junk 



e-mailers. 
The Mail Abuse Prevention System (MAPS <http://mail-abuse.org/>) said it has 
removed Harris Interactive from its database, known as the Realtime 
Blackhole List <http://mail-abuse.org/rbl/>. Some Internet service providers 
use the list of IP addresses, linked to alleged spammers, to block unwanted 
e-mail. 
MAPS said that under the deal, Harris Interactive has agreed to change its 
opt-in system to confirm that the people on its mailing list want to receive 
its e-mail polls. 
The agreement comes after a lengthy dispute that brought MAPS and Harris 
Interactive into the center of the debate over spam control. Last year, 
Harris Interactive sued MAPS because it had listed the market research firm 
in its database. The lawsuit was later dismissed. 
Since then, MAPS said the pair had been working to reach an agreement that 
would remove the addresses from its database. 
The agreement "means we've done good," said Anne Mitchell, MAPS' director of 
legal and public affairs. "We advocated a more responsible mailing-list 
practice where you make sure that everyone who signs up really wants your 
e-mail." 
Mitchell called the agreement a "win-win-win situation:" Consumers get only 
e-mail they want, the business doesn't spend money sending e-mail to 
uninterested people; and the ISPs don't pay to deal with millions of pieces 
of unwanted e-mail. 
"We're pleased now that all of our mail is going to get through to our panel 
members who have asked us to send it to them," said Dan Hucko, vice 
president and director of marketing communications at Harris Interactive. 
"For a long time, there has been a small portion of our panel we weren't 
able to communicate with because we had been blocked." 
Rochester, N.Y.-based Harris Interactive has a poll, dubbed "The Harris 
Poll," which conducts scientific market research. The company said it 
maintains a database of more than 7 million online panelists. 
 
 
_______________ 
Howard Fienberg 
Research Analyst 
The Statistical Assessment Service (STATS) 
2100 L. St., NW Suite 300 
Washington, DC 20037 
202-223-3193 
(Fx) 202-872-4014 
(email) hfienberg@stats.org 
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Students suspended for survey comments sue school 
By freedomforum.org staff 
http://www.freedomforum.org/templates/document.asp?documentID=14665&printerf 
riendly=1 
08.21.01 
Five Massachusetts high school students have filed a lawsuit against their 
school after they were suspended early this year over comments they made on 
a confidential survey about race relations. 
The complaint was filed last week in U.S. District Court in Worcester 
against the Montachusett Regional Technical Vocational School District in 
Fitchburg and three of its administrators. It alleges the students were 
suspended without due process and had their rights to privacy and free 
speech violated, according to the Sentinel and Enterprise of Fitchburg. 
"The real crux of everything here is that the students were told their 
answers were confidential, and that it was completely voluntary to respond," 
attorney Beverly Chorbajian told the Associated Press. 
According to the lawsuit, filed by the American Civil Liberties Union on 
behalf of those suspended, the students were asked in late January to 
respond to a survey about race relations at the school in Fitchburg, 40 
miles west of Boston. They were told to answer all the questions and then 
turn the survey in without putting their names on the forms. 
School officials allegedly learned the students' identities from their 
answers, removed them from class and interrogated them, the AP reported. 
The lawsuit said they were then suspended for three days in January for what 
the school called "behavior causing a dangerous condition" and making 
"racist comments." 
The ACLU said the students' answers included remarks that minority students 
were receiving preferential treatment from teachers, and that minorities 
were responsible for some recent fights, according to the AP. 
The suit asks that the suspensions be expunged from the students' records 
and that one student who left the school be reimbursed $25,000 in tuition. 
School Superintendent Stratos Dukakis referred calls to the school's 
attorney, the AP reported. A message left at his offices after business 
hours on Aug. 17 was not immediately returned. 
"I think this is a terrible lesson," Ronald C. Madnick, executive director 
of the Worcester County ACLU chapter and a former teacher who taught for 
more than 30 years, told the Sentinel and Enterprise. "Who can you trust if 
you can't trust your teachers and administrators?" 
 
 
_______________ 
Howard Fienberg 
Research Analyst 
The Statistical Assessment Service (STATS) 
2100 L. St., NW Suite 300 
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(Fx) 202-872-4014 
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<html><div style='background-color:'><DIV> 
<P>Hello West Wing Fans!</P> 
<P>I didn't start screaming at the TV until the pollster, off the top of her 
head,&nbsp;substituted&nbsp;the Gov. of a mid-western state with&nbsp;the  
Pres. of 
the US.&nbsp; Govs don't send kids off to war, which is one area where 
honesty  
is 
paramount.&nbsp; On the next episode they softened the generalization, which  
helped 
my feelings some.&nbsp; Personally, I didn't start watching the show until  
some 
friends (who's taste I respect)&nbsp;stopped everything they were doing to 
see 
it.&nbsp; Now I'm hooked.</P> 
<P><A 
href="mailto:WendyLanders@LandersSurveys.com">WendyLanders@LandersSurveys.com
< 
/A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.LandersSurveys.com">www.LandersSurveys.com</A></P> 
<P>Available for part-time and temporary assignments.</P> 
<P> 
<HR> 
</P></DIV> 
<DIV></DIV> 
<DIV></DIV> 
<DIV></DIV> 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;From: Warren Mitofsky <MITOFSKY@MINDSPRING.COM> 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;Reply-To: aapornet@usc.edu 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;To: aapornet@usc.edu 



<DIV></DIV>&gt;Subject: Re: The pollster on "West Wing" 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;Date: Fri, 24 Aug 2001 01:08:26 -0400 
<DIV></DIV>&gt; 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;Before we all get excited about having a pollster with major 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;influence on 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;West Wing it may be useful to recall the Pat Caddell was  
censured by 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;AAPOR 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;for political polling practices. 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;warren mitofsky 
<DIV></DIV>&gt; 
<DIV></DIV>&gt; 
<DIV></DIV>&gt; 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;At 04:53 PM 8/23/01 -0500, you wrote: 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;Four comments. 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt; 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;First, while I would no more be willing to suggest that  
being 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;unable to 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;hear would rule one out as a responsible pollster, it 
WOULD  
be 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;appropriate 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;for someone with a hearing impairment to be sensitive to  
the 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;nuances which 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;might be lost if one could not hear tone of voice and such  
and how 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;one 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;could "make up for that". By the same token, one who 
cannot  
see 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;misses 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;cues which are available to those who can, and should ask  
how they 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;could 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;"make up" for that as well. The general point, all too  
often 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;overlooked I 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;think, is that there are all sorts of dimensions beyond 
how 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;questions 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;"seem" on paper, which we must all pay attention to. 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt; 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;Second, I was quite struck by the pollsters easy assurance  
that 
she 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;could 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;address a complex (and hypothetical) question in ninety-
six  
hours 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;from the 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;first formulation of the concern to questionnaire design, 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;fieldwork, AND 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;analysis including nuances of views among subgroups and 
how 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;different 



<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;"takes" on the situtation might affect response. Pat  
Caddell did 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;in fact 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;write the story for last nights episode, according to the  
credits, 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;and 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;while this does not mean he approves of every line, of  
course, I 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;would 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;have liked the pollster to have suggested some 
difficulties  
in her 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;assignment without necessarily refusing it. Of course, 
this  
is 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;drama, but 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;if I had been involved in a TV script like this, I would  
have 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;wanted NOT 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;to give the "piece of cake" impression. 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt; 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;Thirdly, there was an interesting ethical dilemma posed.  
The 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;question was 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;what public reaction would likely be to hearing that the  
President 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;had 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;been diagnosed with MS prior to running, but concealed it  
during 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;the 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;campaign and the first years of his administration (a  
situation 
not 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;unlike 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;the plot of William Safire's novel Full Discolsure). The  
way our 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;heroine 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;deals with it is to conduct a national poll asking people  
how they 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;woudl 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;react to the governor of Michigan having a degenerative  
disease 
but 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;not 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;disclosing it. From the context, it strongly suggested 
that  
they 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;would 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;present this as fact, not as a hypothetical, making it  
parallel 
(at 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;least) 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;with "suppose I told you that Governor Pataki had slept  
with an 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;intern in 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;his office". 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt; 



<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;Finally, there have been numerous specific "insider views"  
of 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;polling on 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;West Wing, routinely showing surveys tapping public  
reaction in 
the 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;space 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;of an hour or two and throwing around lines similar to 
"the 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;response rate 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;is 12% so we're in good shape" (this is cited from memory  
and not 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;from 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;reading a script or reviewing a tape, but I think the 
sense  
was 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;clear 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;enough). Again, one does not expect that drama should 
fully 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;respect the 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;complexity of "real life", but I would hope those who cite  
West 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;Wing not 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;only as great TV entertainment (which I would certainly  
agree 
with) 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;but 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;uniquely accurate might think twice before reinforcing 
this  
sort 
of 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;impression. 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt; 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;Don (a fan of both West Wing and responsible survey  
research) 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt; 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;At 10:27 AM 08/23/2001 -0400, you wrote: 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;No comment on the hearing ability of the pollster, but  
a few 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;observations 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;and 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;an answer. Pat Caddell, who was Jimmy Carter's 
pollster  
is one 
of 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;the show's 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;consultants and I think one of the producers. That  
said, I 
blanch 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;when I 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;hear them refer to "top sheet" data, rather than  
topline data. 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;And, they 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;consistently talk about the phone "banks," in the  
plural, 
rather 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;than the 



<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;phone bank--meaning a bank of phones. But, the  
conversations 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;they've 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;portrayed questioning the wording of the standard  
"right 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;direction, wrong 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;track" question are deadly accurate. So, it's a mix. 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt; 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;J. Ann Selzer, Ph.D. 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;Selzer &amp; Company, Inc. 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;Des Moines 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;JAnnSelzer@aol.com, for purposes of this list;  
otherwise, 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;JASelzer@SelzerCo.com 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;&gt;Visit our website at www.SelzerCo.com 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt; 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt; 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;G. Donald Ferree, Jr. 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;Associate Director for Public Opinion Research 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;University of Wisconsin Survey Center 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;1800 University Avenue 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;Madison WI 53705 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;608-263-3744/262-1688 (V) 608-262-8432 (F) 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;gferree@ssc.wisc.edu 
<DIV></DIV>&gt; 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;Warren Mitofsky 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;********************** 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;Mitofsky International 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;New York, NY 10022 
<DIV></DIV>&gt; 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;212 980-3031 
<DIV></DIV>&gt;212 980-3107 FAX 
<DIV></DIV>&gt; 
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I'm working with colleagues in developing a research proposal where we will  
need 
about 500 telephone surveys completed in a couple of non-US locations (in  
addition to 
the work we will do here in the US).  We are having difficulty locating an  
academic 
survey organization in Mexico with the expertise necessary to do the required  
work. 
 
Do list members have contacts of this sort in Mexico?  Private replies are  
preferred 
to avoid cluttering up the list traffic, but I would be glad to summarize to  
the list 
if there is interest from the group.  Thanks very much. 
 
Tim Johnson 
Survey Research Laboratory 
University of Illinois at Chicago 
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f7SE30J01005 
 
Please respond directly to Richard Cutler (contact info at end of msg). 
 
>From: Richard Cutler <Richard.Cutler@cgu.edu> 
>Date: Mon, 27 Aug 2001 15:13:55 -0700 
>Subject: Wanted: bilingual interviewers for study 
> 
>Hello all, 
>...I am happy to be able to pass on this 
>opportunity for someone with qualitative interview experience. TRPI has 
>a grant to interview Latino parents about how they successfully gained 
>information about how to send their children to college. A single 
>interviewer for each city is needed for roughly one month -- mid October 
>to mid November -- in Los Angeles, Chicago, and New York. The 
>requirements are below. Good pay, training, and assistance are provided. 
> 
>Interviewer requirements: 
>TRPI is looking for an interviewer who can conduct in-person interviews 
>with Latino parents who would be selected from a sample of telephone 
>survey respondents. We want to know what sources of information and 
>actions they took that resulted in a higher than expected level of 
>"parental college knowledge." What we want from the face-to-face 
>interviews are in-depth social histories. Time is of the essence. We 
>expect 15 interviews to be completed during the period Oct. 15 - Nov. 5, 
>2001. 
> 
>ï¿½ The ideal interviewer is bi-lingual in English and Spanish and has 
>some post-graduate experience. Females are preferred.  She has 
>face-to-face interviewing experience and skill. 
>ï¿½ She has her own transportation and knows the City (LA, Chicago or New 
>York as appropriate). 
>ï¿½ She must have access to email and preferably a cell phone. 
>ï¿½ She may have to make calls and conduct in-person interviews days and 
>evenings, depending upon when interviewees can be reached. 
>ï¿½ She must have flexible working hours so as to conduct interviews when 
>respondents are at home. 
>ï¿½ She will be provided with prepaid mailers for regular shipments of 
>taped interviews and any notes. 
>ï¿½ She will be provided with a TRPI phone card or a similar arrangement. 
>ï¿½ She will be provided with a quality portable cassette recorder with 
>microphone. 
>ï¿½ She will work very closely with TRPI's recruiter who will obtain 
>commitments and possible interview dates from prospective interviewees. 
>ï¿½ She will receive a paid day's training at TRPI in Claremont, CA, 
>sometime in early October, where the details of interviewing technique 
>and the interview scheduling process will be worked out. 
> 
>Please refer any interested interviewer candidates to Dr. Richard Cutler 
>at 909/621-8897 or richard.cutler@cgu.edu. He can discuss details and 
>fee. 
>Thanks so much. 
> 
>Richard Cutler, Ph.D. 
>Senior Research Associate 
>The Tomï¿½s Rivera Policy Institute 



>1050 N. Mills Ave. 
>Claremont, CA 91711-6101 
>909/621-8897 
>Fax 909/621-8898 
>richard.cutler@cgu.edu 
>www.trpi.org 
> 
> 
 
 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Jim Wolf                         Jim-Wolf@att.net 
>From vector@sympatico.ca Tue Aug 28 07:17:20 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7SEHJJ02004 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001  
07:17:19 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from tomts5-srv.bellnexxia.net (tomts5.bellnexxia.net  
[209.226.175.25]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id HAA16866 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001 07:17:20 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from i7s1u9 ([64.228.110.73]) by tomts5-srv.bellnexxia.net 
          (InterMail vM.4.01.03.16 201-229-121-116-20010115) with SMTP 
          id <20010828141643.OCKQ10424.tomts5-srv.bellnexxia.net@i7s1u9> 
          for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001 10:16:43 -0400 
Message-ID: <005701c12fcb$c7182740$496ee440@i7s1u9> 
Reply-To: "Marc Zwelling" <marc@vectorresearch.com> 
From: "Marc Zwelling" <vector@sympatico.ca> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
References: <sb8b5d9c.033@srl.uic.edu> 
Subject: Tim Johnson Re: Looking for Mexican Survey Organizations 
Date: Tue, 28 Aug 2001 10:14:39 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4522.1200 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4522.1200 
 
Jennifer Mitchell 
Director, International Division 
Hispanic & Asian Marketing Communication Research, Inc./ SuperDatos de 
Mexico, SA de CV 
Phone 650. 595 5028 x. 227. Fax 650.595 5407 
 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
             - Marc Zwelling - 
Vector Research + Development Inc. 
        Phone: 416 - 733 - 2320 
            Fax: 416 - 733 - 4991 
 
     See what's new at Vector: 
   http://www.vectorresearch.com/ 



-------------------------------------------------------- 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Timothy Johnson" <tjohnson@srl.uic.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2001 9:59 AM 
Subject: Looking for Mexican Survey Organizations 
 
 
> I'm working with colleagues in developing a research proposal where we 
will need about 500 telephone surveys completed in a couple of non-US 
locations (in addition to the work we will do here in the US).  We are 
having difficulty locating an academic survey organization in Mexico with 
the expertise necessary to do the required work. 
> 
> Do list members have contacts of this sort in Mexico?  Private replies are 
preferred to avoid cluttering up the list traffic, but I would be glad to 
summarize to the list if there is interest from the group.  Thanks very 
much. 
> 
> Tim Johnson 
> Survey Research Laboratory 
> University of Illinois at Chicago 
> 
> 
> 
> 
 
>From Kosicki.1@osu.edu Tue Aug 28 09:02:38 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7SG2bJ06768 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001  
09:02:37 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from mail3.uts.ohio-state.edu (mail3.uts.ohio-state.edu  
[128.146.214.32]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id JAA21060 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001 09:02:40 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from CSRA144 (csr-a144.sbs.ohio-state.edu [128.146.93.144]) 
      by mail3.uts.ohio-state.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id MAA05117; 
      Tue, 28 Aug 2001 12:02:31 -0400 (EDT) 
Message-ID: <004c01c12fda$d798dce0$905d9280@CSRA144> 
From: "Gerald M. Kosicki" <Kosicki.1@osu.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: OSU-CSR Dir of Operations 
Date: Tue, 28 Aug 2001 12:02:30 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0049_01C12FB9.5068B860" 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4133.2400 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0049_01C12FB9.5068B860 



Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
Director of Operations 
The Center for Survey Research at Ohio State University is searching for = 
a Director of Operations to manage the Center's day-to-day business. CSR = 
is a growing, lively interdisciplinary research operation with a = 
32-station CATI facility. The center also processes mail, fax-back and = 
web-based surveys, as well as combinations of these modes, for a variety = 
of university, public sector, nonprofit, and private sector clients.=20 
 
The Director of Operations works under the supervision of the Faculty = 
Director to plan and direct operations and services, anticipate = 
organizational growth needs, establish operational policies and = 
practices with regard to data collection and data processing, and = 
oversees daily operations. We are seeking a candidate with considerable = 
experience in the area of survey research methods, and applied = 
statistical methods, including SPSS-PC. Candidates are expected to have = 
experience in a social sciences survey research organization or an = 
equivalent combination of education and experience. The Director of = 
Operations designs and/or approves methods for survey projects, = 
including sampling procedures and questionnaires, and works with the = 
Faculty Director to develop and monitor the projected budget for the = 
fiscal year. The Director of Operations also assists in marketing the = 
center's services to faculty researchers and administrators within the = 
university, cultivates and develops relationships with private and = 
public sector users, and markets services to external clients. A = 
master's degree or an equivalent combination of education and experience = 
is required. A doctoral degree is highly desired. Salary is competitive = 
and negotiable. 
 
The CSR was established five years ago as a university-wide center = 
administered by the OSU College of Social and Behavioral Sciences. The = 
Center administers a Graduate Interdisciplinary Specialization in Survey = 
Research, a 23-hour program of instruction in survey methodology; a = 
faculty seed-grant program; and a graduate student summer fellowship = 
program, as well as other activities to enhance the role of survey = 
research on campus. A key product is the Buckeye State Poll, a monthly = 
series of studies that track consumer confidence, credit card debts and = 
debt stress, in addition to a great many political, social and other = 
topical projects. The Center typically has 12 graduate research = 
associates from nationally prominent social science fields in residence. = 
 
 
Additional information about the Center is available at = 
www.csr.ohio-state.edu. Information about Ohio State University can be = 
found at www.osu.edu and about the Columbus area at www.columbus.org.  = 
Interested candidates should send a letter of application and current = 
resume or vita to: 
 
Dr. Gerald Kosicki, Director, Center for Survey Research, 3045 Derby = 
Hall, 154 North Oval Mall, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH  = 
43210-1330 
 
Review of applications will begin immediately.  Applications will be = 
accepted until the position is filled.  The Ohio State University is an = 



equal opportunity, affirmative action employer and especially encourages = 
applications from women, minorities, Vietnam-era and disabled veterans, = 
and other individuals with disabilities. =20 
 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0049_01C12FB9.5068B860 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML><HEAD> 
<META http-equiv=3DContent-Type content=3D"text/html; = 
charset=3Diso-8859-1"> 
<META content=3D"MSHTML 5.50.4522.1800" name=3DGENERATOR> 
<STYLE></STYLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>Director of Operations 
<P class=3DMsoNormal>The Center for Survey Research at Ohio State = 
University is=20 
searching for a Director of Operations to manage the Center&#8217;s = 
day-to-day=20 
business. CSR is a growing, lively interdisciplinary research operation = 
with a=20 
32-station CATI facility. The center also processes mail, fax-back and = 
web-based=20 
surveys, as well as combinations of these modes, for a variety of = 
university,=20 
public sector, nonprofit, and private sector clients. </P> 
<P class=3DMsoNormal><SPAN style=3D"mso-bidi-font-size: 10.0pt">The = 
Director of=20 
Operations works under the supervision of the Faculty Director to plan = 
and=20 
direct operations and services, anticipate organizational growth needs,=20 
establish operational policies and practices with regard to data = 
collection and=20 
data processing, and oversees daily operations. We are seeking a = 
candidate with=20 
considerable experience in the area of survey research methods, and = 
applied=20 
statistical methods, including SPSS-PC. Candidates are expected to have=20 
experience in a social sciences survey research organization or an = 
equivalent=20 
combination of education and experience. The Director of Operations = 
designs=20 
and/or approves methods for survey projects, including sampling = 
procedures and=20 
questionnaires, and works with the Faculty Director to develop and = 
monitor the=20 
projected budget for the fiscal year. The Director of Operations also = 
assists in=20 
marketing the center&#8217;s services to faculty researchers and = 
administrators within=20 
the university, cultivates and develops relationships with private and = 
public=20 
sector users, and markets services to external clients. A = 



m</SPAN>aster&#8217;s=20 
degree<SPAN style=3D"mso-bidi-font-size: 10.0pt"> or an equivalent = 
combination of=20 
education and experience is required. A doctoral degree is highly = 
desired.=20 
Salary is competitive and negotiable.<?xml:namespace prefix =3D o ns =3D = 
 
"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" /><o:p></o:p></SPAN></P> 
<P class=3DMsoNormal><SPAN style=3D"mso-bidi-font-size: 10.0pt">The CSR = 
was=20 
established five years ago as a university-wide center administered by = 
the OSU=20 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences. The Center administers a = 
Graduate=20 
Interdisciplinary Specialization in Survey Research, a 23-hour program = 
of=20 
instruction in survey methodology; a faculty seed-grant program; and a = 
graduate=20 
student summer fellowship program, as well as other activities to = 
enhance the=20 
role of survey research on campus. A key product is the Buckeye State = 
Poll, a=20 
monthly series of studies that track consumer confidence, credit card = 
debts and=20 
debt stress, in addition to a great many political, social and other = 
topical=20 
projects. The Center typically has 12 graduate research associates from=20 
nationally prominent social science fields in residence. = 
<o:p></o:p></SPAN></P> 
<P class=3DMsoNormal>Additional information about the Center is = 
available&nbsp;at=20 
<A href=3D"http://www.csr.ohio-state.edu/">www.csr.ohio-state.edu</A>. = 
Information=20 
about Ohio State University can be found at <A=20 
href=3D"http://www.osu.edu/">www.osu.edu</A> and about the Columbus area = 
at <A=20 
href=3D"http://www.columbus.org/">www.columbus.org</A>.<SPAN=20 
style=3D"mso-spacerun: yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;</SPAN>Interested candidates = 
should send a=20 
letter of application and current resume or vita to:</P> 
<P class=3DMsoNormal>Dr. Gerald Kosicki, Director, Center for Survey = 
Research,=20 
3045 Derby Hall, 154 North Oval Mall, The Ohio State University, = 
Columbus,=20 
OH<SPAN style=3D"mso-spacerun: yes">&nbsp; </SPAN>43210-1330</P> 
<P class=3DMsoNormal>Review of applications will begin immediately.<SPAN = 
 
style=3D"mso-spacerun: yes">&nbsp; </SPAN>Applications will be accepted = 
until the=20 
position is filled.&nbsp; The Ohio State University is an equal = 
opportunity,=20 
affirmative action employer and especially encourages applications from = 
women,=20 
minorities, Vietnam-era and disabled veterans, and other individuals = 
with=20 
disabilities.<SPAN style=3D"mso-spacerun: yes">&nbsp;=20 
</SPAN></P></FONT></DIV></BODY></HTML> 



 
------=_NextPart_000_0049_01C12FB9.5068B860-- 
 
>From HFienberg@stats.org Tue Aug 28 09:12:56 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7SGCuJ07811 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001  
09:12:56 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from cmpa01.workgroup (w042.z209220225.was-dc.dsl.cnc.net  
[209.220.225.42]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id JAA00230 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001 09:12:58 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: by CMPA01 with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
      id <RRL9SG8B>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001 12:20:07 -0400 
Message-ID: <F58FF1B42337D311813400C0F0304A1E0B22FF@CMPA01> 
From: Howard Fienberg <HFienberg@stats.org> 
To: "AAPORNET (E-mail)" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: 1990 NATIONAL JEWISH POPULATION SURVEY 
Date: Tue, 28 Aug 2001 12:20:06 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
I often get questioned by journalists for poll data on non-Christian 
religious behavior. So I thought I would share this survey I just found on 
Jewish behavior: 
CJF 
1990 NATIONAL JEWISH POPULATION SURVEY 
http://web.gc.cuny.edu/dept/cjstu/highint.htm 
 
_______________ 
Howard Fienberg 
Research Analyst 
The Statistical Assessment Service (STATS) 
2100 L. St., NW Suite 300 
Washington, DC 20037 
202-223-3193 
(Fx) 202-872-4014 
(email) hfienberg@stats.org 
 
>From mtrau@umich.edu Tue Aug 28 10:30:45 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7SHUiJ14787 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001  
10:30:44 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from stayawayjoe.mr.itd.umich.edu (stayawayjoe.mr.itd.umich.edu 
[141.211.144.15]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id KAA05688 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001 10:30:45 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from s-isr-m1.umich.edu (isr.umich.edu [141.211.207.35]) 
      by stayawayjoe.mr.itd.umich.edu (8.9.3/3.3rv) with ESMTP id NAA07797 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001 13:30:37 -0400 (EDT) 



Received: by isr.umich.edu with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
      id <304R6YDT>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001 13:32:45 -0400 
Message-ID: <5D28BEE5CAE8D1119F5700A0C9B4268E08D3D419@isr.umich.edu> 
From: Michael Traugott <mtrau@umich.edu> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Looking for Mexican Survey Organizations 
Date: Tue, 28 Aug 2001 13:32:44 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Contact Alejandro Moreno in Mexico City.  He is an academic who also does 
work for Reforma. 
 
Michael W. Traugott 
Professor and Chair, Communication Studies 
2020 Frieze   734 764-0420 
Senior Reserach Scientist, Center for Political Studies, ISR 
4230 ISR  734 763-4702 
 
 -----Original Message----- 
From:       Timothy Johnson [mailto:tjohnson@srl.uic.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2001 7:00 AM 
To:   aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject:    Looking for Mexican Survey Organizations 
 
I'm working with colleagues in developing a research proposal where we will 
need about 500 telephone surveys completed in a couple of non-US locations 
(in addition to the work we will do here in the US).  We are having 
difficulty locating an academic survey organization in Mexico with the 
expertise necessary to do the required work. 
 
Do list members have contacts of this sort in Mexico?  Private replies are 
preferred to avoid cluttering up the list traffic, but I would be glad to 
summarize to the list if there is interest from the group.  Thanks very 
much. 
 
Tim Johnson 
Survey Research Laboratory 
University of Illinois at Chicago 
 
 
>From HFienberg@stats.org Tue Aug 28 11:30:45 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7SIUiJ25765 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001  
11:30:44 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from cmpa01.workgroup (w042.z209220225.was-dc.dsl.cnc.net  
[209.220.225.42]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id LAA03401 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001 11:30:46 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: by CMPA01 with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
      id <RRL9SG82>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001 14:37:53 -0400 
Message-ID: <F58FF1B42337D311813400C0F0304A1E0B2304@CMPA01> 



From: Howard Fienberg <HFienberg@stats.org> 
To: "AAPORNET (E-mail)" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RFERL: ALMOST HALF OF RUSSIANS WANT MOSCOW TO SEEK RETURN OF CRIM 
      EA 
Date: Tue, 28 Aug 2001 14:37:52 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
from Radio Free Europe / Radio Liberty: 
 
ALMOST HALF OF RUSSIANS WANT MOSCOW TO SEEK RETURN OF CRIMEA 
According to a poll conducted by the Public Opinion Foundation and reported 
by Interfax on 25 August, 47 percent of Russians want the Russian government 
to do whatever it takes to secure the return of the Crimea to Russian 
control. Thirty-seven percent more would like to see Russian sovereignty 
restored on Crimea, but only if that could be achieved without a worsening 
of Russian-Ukrainian relations. PG 
 
 
_______________ 
Howard Fienberg 
Research Analyst 
The Statistical Assessment Service (STATS) 
2100 L. St., NW Suite 300 
Washington, DC 20037 
202-223-3193 
(Fx) 202-872-4014 
(email) hfienberg@stats.org 
 
>From jennifer.m.rothgeb@census.gov Tue Aug 28 12:11:02 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7SJB2J28378 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001  
12:11:02 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from dispatch.tco.census.gov (dispatch.tco.census.gov  
[148.129.129.22]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id MAA08378 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001 12:11:02 -0700  
(PDT) 
From: jennifer.m.rothgeb@census.gov 
Received: from deliver.tco.census.gov ([148.129.126.70]) 
      by dispatch.tco.census.gov (8.11.6/8.11.6/v3.4) with ESMTP id  
f7SJAOl19024 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001 15:10:24 -0400 
Received: from it008nthqln.tco.census.gov (it008nthqln.tco.census.gov 
[148.129.123.82]) 
      by deliver.tco.census.gov (8.11.6/8.11.6/v3.16) with ESMTP id  
f7SJAOP25309 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001 15:10:24 -0400 
Subject: DEADLINE EXTENDED -- QDET CALL FOR CONTRIBUTED PAPERS 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
X-Mailer: Lotus Notes Release 5.0.7  March 21, 2001 
Message-ID: <OFE8709B89.C1A90090-ON85256AB6.0068E2DF@tco.census.gov> 
Date: Tue, 28 Aug 2001 15:06:57 -0400 



X-MIMETrack: Serialize by Router on LNHQ08MTA/HQ/BOC(Release 5.0.6a |January  
17, 
2001) at 
 08/28/2001 03:10:24 PM 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
UPDATED INFORMATION FOR -- INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON QUESTIONNAIRE 
DEVELOPMENT, EVALUATION, AND TESTING METHODS (QDET): 
ABSTRACTS FOR CONTRIBUTED PAPERS 
 
DEADLINE IS EXTENDED ONE WEEK:  Abstracts of no more than 200 WORDS are due 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 2001 
 
Abstracts should be submitted online through the CONFERENCE WEBSITE: 
www.jpsm.umd.edu/qdet -- NOTE THAT THE WEB SUBMISSION SYSTEM WORKS BEST 
UNDER INTERNET EXPLORER - NETSCAPE HAS BEEN UNRELIABLE.  IF ALL ELSE FAILS, 
E-MAIL ABSTRACT (IN WORDPERFECT, WORD, OR ASCII FORM) TO GORDON WILLIS AT 
WILLISG@MAIL.NIH.GOV 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
CONFERENCE DATES:  November 14-17, 2002 
 
LOCATION:  Radisson Hotel, Charleston, South Carolina 
 
QDET will be the first international conference devoted exclusively to 
the methods used for questionnaire development, evaluation, and testing, 
and will bring together researchers and survey practitioners working in 
this area, to stimulate research papers that contribute to the science 
of reducing measurement error through questionnaire evaluation, to provide 
documentation of the current practices, and to stimulate new ideas for 
future practice. 
 
Both INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTED PAPER PROPOSALS and SPECIAL CONTRIBUTED 
PAPER SESSION PROPOSALS are encouraged.  Special Contributed Sessions 
are arranged in advance by an organizer and include four speakers and a 
discussant (proposals should indicate Special Session status and include 
four abstracts). 
 
Papers are encouraged in a wide range of areas related to questionnaire 
development, evaluation, and testing methods, including but not limited to: 
 
Cognitive interviewing, behavior coding, interviewer/respondent debriefing, 
usability testing, split-sample experiments, psychometric analysis, 
establishment survey testing, question design for special populations, and 
questionnaire standards and practical issues. 
 
QUESTIONS ABOUT CONTRIBUTED PAPERS: Contact Gordon Willis: 
willisg@mail.nih.gov 
 
GENERAL QUESTIONS ABOUT THE QDET CONFERENCE: Contact Jennifer Rothgeb: 
Jennifer.m.rothgeb@census.gov 
 



The QDET conference is sponsored by ASA/SRM, AAPOR, IASS, CASRO, and CMOR. 
 
 
 
>From ToniGenalo@asu.edu Tue Aug 28 12:50:00 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7SJo0J01055 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001  
12:50:00 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from post2.inre.asu.edu (post2.inre.asu.edu [129.219.110.73]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id MAA11446 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001 12:50:02 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from conversion.post2.inre.asu.edu by asu.edu (PMDF V6.0-24 #47347) 
 id <0GIS00301N2XXR@asu.edu> for aapornet@usc.edu; Tue, 
 28 Aug 2001 12:49:45 -0700 (MST) 
Received: from mainex1.asu.edu (mainex1.asu.edu [129.219.10.200]) 
 by asu.edu (PMDF V6.0-24 #47347) with ESMTP id <0GIS000KPN2XNT@asu.edu> for 
 aapornet@usc.edu; Tue, 28 Aug 2001 12:49:45 -0700 (MST) 
Received: by mainex1.asu.edu with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
      id <RRG2NV2C>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001 12:49:46 -0700 
Content-return: allowed 
Date: Tue, 28 Aug 2001 12:49:37 -0700 
From: Toni Genalo <ToniGenalo@asu.edu> 
Subject: Information Please 
To: "Aapornet (E-mail)" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Message-id: <A021872EC2BDD411AB3600902746A05502550A4D@mainex4.asu.edu> 
MIME-version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
Content-type: multipart/alternative; 
 boundary="Boundary_(ID_oOIGxneVhh00JtSukUtEOQ)" 
 
This message is in MIME format. Since your mail reader does not understand 
this format, some or all of this message may not be legible. 
 
--Boundary_(ID_oOIGxneVhh00JtSukUtEOQ) 
Content-type: text/plain;     charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
We have recently received funding to study Mexican Immigrants and 
Mexican-American families longitudinally. Though we have worked with these 
families before, we are  now looking for information in several areas.  Any 
help you could provide would be greatly appreciated: The areas are: 
 
1) Mobility of these families,  from one location within the US( preferably 
the Southwest)  to another, and back to Mexico. 
2) Evaluating questionnaire items for culturally sensitivity and 
equivalency. 
 
Thanks in advance. 
 
Toni Genalo 
Director of Data Collection 
Prevention Research Center 
Arizona State University 
PO Box 876005 
Tempe, AZ 85287-6005 



480-727-6142      480-727-6282 (FAX) 
 
. 
 
 
 
--Boundary_(ID_oOIGxneVhh00JtSukUtEOQ) 
Content-type: text/html;      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-transfer-encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//EN"> 
<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<META HTTP-EQUIV=3D"Content-Type" CONTENT=3D"text/html; = 
charset=3Diso-8859-1"> 
<META NAME=3D"Generator" CONTENT=3D"MS Exchange Server version = 
5.5.2653.12"> 
<TITLE>Information Please</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY> 
 
<P><FONT SIZE=3D2 FACE=3D"Arial">We have recently received funding to = 
study Mexican Immigrants and Mexican-American families longitudinally. = 
Though we have worked with these families before, we are&nbsp; now = 
looking for information in several areas.&nbsp; Any help you could = 
provide would be greatly appreciated: The areas are:</FONT></P> 
 
<P><FONT SIZE=3D2 FACE=3D"Arial">1) Mobility of these families,&nbsp; = 
from one location within the US( preferably the Southwest)&nbsp; to = 
another, and back to Mexico.</FONT></P> 
 
<P><FONT SIZE=3D2 FACE=3D"Arial">2) Evaluating questionnaire items for = 
culturally sensitivity and equivalency.</FONT> 
</P> 
 
<P><FONT SIZE=3D2 FACE=3D"Arial">Thanks in advance.</FONT> 
</P> 
 
<P><FONT SIZE=3D2 FACE=3D"Arial">Toni Genalo</FONT> 
<BR><FONT SIZE=3D2 FACE=3D"Arial">Director of Data Collection</FONT> 
<BR><FONT SIZE=3D2 FACE=3D"Arial">Prevention Research Center</FONT> 
<BR><FONT SIZE=3D2 FACE=3D"Arial">Arizona State University</FONT> 
<BR><FONT SIZE=3D2 FACE=3D"Arial">PO Box 876005</FONT> 
<BR><FONT SIZE=3D2 FACE=3D"Arial">Tempe, AZ 85287-6005</FONT> 
<BR><FONT SIZE=3D2 = 
FACE=3D"Arial">480-727-6142&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 480-727-6282 = 
(FAX)</FONT> 
</P> 
 
<P><FONT SIZE=3D2 FACE=3D"Arial">.</FONT> 
</P> 
 
<P><FONT SIZE=3D2 FACE=3D"Arial">&nbsp;</FONT> 
</P> 
 
</BODY> 
</HTML>= 



 
--Boundary_(ID_oOIGxneVhh00JtSukUtEOQ)-- 
>From ncheca@medleyadvisors.com Tue Aug 28 19:59:05 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7T2x4J11434 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001  
19:59:04 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from mig1.medleyadvisors.com (mig1.medleyadvisors.com  
[206.41.15.104]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id TAA11208 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Aug 2001 19:59:05 -0700  
(PDT) 
From: ncheca@medleyadvisors.com 
Subject: mexico firms 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Cc: 
X-Mailer: Lotus Notes Release 5.0  March 30, 1999 
Message-ID: <OF536E5D91.6E927260-ON85256AB7.000FE8BD@medleyadvisors.com> 
Date: Tue, 28 Aug 2001 22:57:21 -0400 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MIMETrack: Serialize by Router on MIG1/Medley Investment Group(Release  
5.0.1|July 
16, 1999) at 
 08/28/2001 10:57:55 PM 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
 
If you are still interested in Mexico, I suggest you approach GAUSSC. They 
are a first class operation. I worked closely with them during the Fox 
campaign and they did an outstanding job. 
 
Hope it helps. 
 
Nicolas 
 
Gaussc coordinates: 
 
Grupo de Asesores Unidos S.C. (GAUSSC) 
phone 52 5554 4212 
gaussc@gaussc.com 
Marco Antonio Robles Paez 
marco.robles@gaussc.com 
 
>From HFienberg@stats.org Wed Aug 29 07:07:17 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7TE7GJ17916 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 29 Aug 2001  
07:07:16 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from cmpa01.workgroup (w042.z209220225.was-dc.dsl.cnc.net  
[209.220.225.42]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id HAA23351 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 29 Aug 2001 07:07:16 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: by CMPA01 with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
      id <RRL9SG9K>; Wed, 29 Aug 2001 10:13:52 -0400 



Message-ID: <F58FF1B42337D311813400C0F0304A1E0B2318@CMPA01> 
From: Howard Fienberg <HFienberg@stats.org> 
To: "AAPORNET (E-mail)" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Suttfing MTV's online polls 
Date: Wed, 29 Aug 2001 10:13:51 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Stuffing MTV's ballot box 
http://salon.com/tech/feature/2001/08/28/trl/index.html 
The premise is simple: Every day MTV fans vote for their favorite video via 
phone calls and e-mails. The results are tabulated and the top 10 clips air 
on the cable channel's flagship show, the Carson Daly-hosted "Total Request 
Live," or TRL. 
But is TRL really as great an exercise in populist democracy as MTV would 
like us to believe? This is the music business, after all, built on smoke 
and mirrors. With TRL flexing so much hit-making power, do record company 
execs just sit back and cross their fingers, hoping their acts will top, or 
at least make, the mighty top 10 countdown? Nope. One prominent label, 
Interscope, is offering up big prizes and even specifically advising fans on 
ways to beat the computer defenses that MTV uses to counteract online 
ballot-box stuffing 
 
_______________ 
Howard Fienberg 
Research Analyst 
The Statistical Assessment Service (STATS) 
2100 L. St., NW Suite 300 
Washington, DC 20037 
202-223-3193 
(Fx) 202-872-4014 
(email) hfienberg@stats.org 
 
>From tjohnson@srl.uic.edu Wed Aug 29 07:55:42 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7TEtfJ21596 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 29 Aug 2001  
07:55:41 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from eeyore.cc.uic.edu (eeyore.cc.uic.edu [128.248.171.51]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id HAA19860 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 29 Aug 2001 07:55:42 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from srl.uic.edu (srl2.srl.uic.edu [131.193.93.91]) 
      by eeyore.cc.uic.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id JAA26715 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 29 Aug 2001 09:55:35 -0500 (CDT) 
Received: from SRL#u#MAIL#u#DOMAIN-Message_Server by srl.uic.edu 
      with Novell_GroupWise; Wed, 29 Aug 2001 09:55:18 -0500 
Message-Id: <sb8cbc06.039@srl.uic.edu> 
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 5.2 
Date: Wed, 29 Aug 2001 09:54:55 -0500 
From: "Timothy Johnson" <tjohnson@srl.uic.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: mexico firms 
Mime-Version: 1.0 



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-Disposition: inline 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by listproc.usc.edu id 
f7TEtgJ21597 
 
Nicolas---thanks for your recommendation.  regards, tim j 
 
>>> <ncheca@medleyadvisors.com> 08/28 9:57 PM >>> 
If you are still interested in Mexico, I suggest you approach GAUSSC. They 
are a first class operation. I worked closely with them during the Fox 
campaign and they did an outstanding job. 
 
Hope it helps. 
 
Nicolas 
 
Gaussc coordinates: 
 
Grupo de Asesores Unidos S.C. (GAUSSC) 
phone 52 5554 4212 
gaussc@gaussc.com 
Marco Antonio Robles Paez 
marco.robles@gaussc.com 
 
 
>From sidg@his.com Wed Aug 29 08:13:29 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7TFDSJ23214 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Wed, 29 Aug 2001  
08:13:28 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from mail.his.com (root@herndon10.his.com [209.67.207.13]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id IAA00777 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 29 Aug 2001 08:13:29 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from y3e5j4 (pm1v-46.his.com [216.200.82.46]) 
      by mail.his.com (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id LAA04182 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 29 Aug 2001 11:13:18 -0400 (EDT) 
Message-ID: <005b01c1309c$98faf6e0$2e52c8d8@y3e5j4> 
Reply-To: "Groeneman" <sidg@his.com> 
From: "Groeneman" <sidg@his.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
References: <F58FF1B42337D311813400C0F0304A1E0B22FF@CMPA01> 
Subject: Re: 1990 NATIONAL JEWISH POPULATION SURVEY 
Date: Wed, 29 Aug 2001 11:04:59 -0400 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0040_01C1307A.71FC7B80" 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0040_01C1307A.71FC7B80 



Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
A new national survey updating many of the findings from the 1990 NJPS, = 
which Howard Fienberg cites, was recently completed by the Council of = 
Jewish Federations in New York.  I believe that the first release of = 
results from this decennial survey, is scheduled for late Fall.  The = 
full results and survey data file, though, may not be available until = 
later. 
 
Sid Groeneman 
 
Groeneman Research & Consulting 
sidg@his.com 
301 469-0813 
www.groeneman.com 
  ----- Original Message -----=20 
  From: Howard Fienberg=20 
  To: AAPORNET (E-mail)=20 
  Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2001 12:20 PM 
  Subject: 1990 NATIONAL JEWISH POPULATION SURVEY 
 
 
  I often get questioned by journalists for poll data on non-Christian 
  religious behavior. So I thought I would share this survey I just = 
found on 
  Jewish behavior: 
  CJF=20 
  1990 NATIONAL JEWISH POPULATION SURVEY 
  http://web.gc.cuny.edu/dept/cjstu/highint.htm 
 
  _______________ 
  Howard Fienberg 
  Research Analyst 
  The Statistical Assessment Service (STATS) 
  2100 L. St., NW Suite 300 
  Washington, DC 20037 
  202-223-3193 
  (Fx) 202-872-4014 
  (email) hfienberg@stats.org 
 
 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0040_01C1307A.71FC7B80 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML><HEAD> 
<META content=3D"text/html; charset=3Diso-8859-1" = 
http-equiv=3DContent-Type> 
<META content=3D"MSHTML 5.00.2919.6307" name=3DGENERATOR> 
<STYLE></STYLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff> 



<DIV><FONT size=3D2>A&nbsp;new national survey updating many of the = 
findings from=20 
the 1990 NJPS, which Howard Fienberg cites, was recently completed by = 
the=20 
Council of Jewish Federations in New York.&nbsp; I believe that the = 
first=20 
release of results from this decennial survey, is scheduled for late = 
Fall.&nbsp;=20 
The full results and survey data file, though, may not be available = 
until=20 
later.</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>Sid Groeneman</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>Groeneman Research &amp; Consulting<BR><A=20 
href=3D"mailto:sidg@his.com">sidg@his.com</A><BR>301 469-0813<BR><A=20 
href=3D"http://www.groeneman.com">www.groeneman.com</A></FONT></DIV> 
<BLOCKQUOTE=20 
style=3D"BORDER-LEFT: #000000 2px solid; MARGIN-LEFT: 5px; MARGIN-RIGHT: = 
0px; PADDING-LEFT: 5px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px"> 
  <DIV style=3D"FONT: 10pt arial">----- Original Message ----- </DIV> 
  <DIV=20 
  style=3D"BACKGROUND: #e4e4e4; FONT: 10pt arial; font-color: = 
black"><B>From:</B>=20 
  <A href=3D"mailto:HFienberg@stats.org" = 
title=3DHFienberg@stats.org>Howard=20 
  Fienberg</A> </DIV> 
  <DIV style=3D"FONT: 10pt arial"><B>To:</B> <A = 
href=3D"mailto:aapornet@usc.edu"=20 
  title=3Daapornet@usc.edu>AAPORNET (E-mail)</A> </DIV> 
  <DIV style=3D"FONT: 10pt arial"><B>Sent:</B> Tuesday, August 28, 2001 = 
12:20=20 
  PM</DIV> 
  <DIV style=3D"FONT: 10pt arial"><B>Subject:</B> 1990 NATIONAL JEWISH = 
POPULATION=20 
  SURVEY</DIV> 
  <DIV><BR></DIV>I often get questioned by journalists for poll data on=20 
  non-Christian<BR>religious behavior. So I thought I would share this = 
survey I=20 
  just found on<BR>Jewish behavior:<BR>CJF <BR>1990 NATIONAL JEWISH = 
POPULATION=20 
  SURVEY<BR><A=20 
  = 
href=3D"http://web.gc.cuny.edu/dept/cjstu/highint.htm">http://web.gc.cuny= 
.edu/dept/cjstu/highint.htm</A><BR><BR>_______________<BR>Howard=20 
  Fienberg<BR>Research Analyst<BR>The Statistical Assessment Service=20 
  (STATS)<BR>2100 L. St., NW Suite 300<BR>Washington, DC=20 
  20037<BR>202-223-3193<BR>(Fx) 202-872-4014<BR>(email) <A=20 
  = 
href=3D"mailto:hfienberg@stats.org">hfienberg@stats.org</A><BR><BR></BLOC= 
KQUOTE></BODY></HTML> 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0040_01C1307A.71FC7B80-- 
 
>From lindao@srl.uic.edu Thu Aug 30 07:56:13 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 



      id f7UEuDJ15698 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Thu, 30 Aug 2001  
07:56:13 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from eeyore.cc.uic.edu (eeyore.cc.uic.edu [128.248.171.51]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id HAA11005 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 30 Aug 2001 07:56:13 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from srl.uic.edu (srl2.srl.uic.edu [131.193.93.91]) 
      by eeyore.cc.uic.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id JAA26716 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 30 Aug 2001 09:56:05 -0500 (CDT) 
Received: from SRL#u#MAIL#u#DOMAIN-Message_Server by srl.uic.edu 
      with Novell_GroupWise; Thu, 30 Aug 2001 09:55:50 -0500 
Message-Id: <sb8e0da6.018@srl.uic.edu> 
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 5.2 
Date: Thu, 30 Aug 2001 09:55:15 -0500 
From: "Linda Owens" <lindao@srl.uic.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: RE: activity logs 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-Disposition: inline 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by listproc.usc.edu id 
f7UEuDJ15699 
 
Thanks to everyone who responded to my request. 
Linda 
 
>From efreelan@Princeton.EDU Thu Aug 30 12:43:48 2001 
Received: from usc.edu (root@usc.edu [128.125.253.136]) 
      by listproc.usc.edu (8.10.1/8.10.1/usc) with ESMTP 
      id f7UJhmJ10462 for <aapornet@listproc.usc.edu>; Thu, 30 Aug 2001  
12:43:48 
-0700 (PDT) 
Received: from Princeton.EDU (postoffice.Princeton.EDU [128.112.129.120]) 
      by usc.edu (8.9.3.1/8.9.3/usc) with ESMTP 
      id MAA07545 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 30 Aug 2001 12:43:47 -0700  
(PDT) 
Received: from smtpserver1.Princeton.EDU (smtpserver1.Princeton.EDU  
[128.112.129.65]) 
      by Princeton.EDU (8.9.3/8.9.3) with ESMTP id PAA27582 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 30 Aug 2001 15:43:28 -0400 (EDT) 
Received: from princeton.edu (wws-1q71j01.Princeton.EDU [128.112.150.51]) 
      by smtpserver1.Princeton.EDU (8.9.3/8.9.3) with ESMTP id PAA04850 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 30 Aug 2001 15:43:28 -0400 (EDT) 
Message-ID: <3B8E9760.CEE895DD@princeton.edu> 
Date: Thu, 30 Aug 2001 15:43:28 -0400 
From: Ed Freeland <efreelan@Princeton.EDU> 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.76 [en] (Windows NT 5.0; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Surveys in Less Developed Countries 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 
 boundary="------------065C5A4566084F545704EB7F" 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 



--------------065C5A4566084F545704EB7F 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
For my seminar in survey methods, I'd like to add a discussion on 
conducting surveys in less developed countries.  Can anyone recommend 
some good references? Thanks. 
 
p.s. please reply directly to efreelan@princeton.edu.  I'll be happy to 
share the replies with anyone who requests. 
 
Ed Freeland 
Princeton University 
 
--------------065C5A4566084F545704EB7F 
Content-Type: text/x-vcard; charset=us-ascii; 
 name="efreelan.vcf" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
Content-Description: Card for Ed Freeland 
Content-Disposition: attachment; 
 filename="efreelan.vcf" 
 
begin:vcard 
n:Freeland;Edward 
tel;fax:609-258-0549 
tel;work:609-258-1854 
x-mozilla-html:FALSE 
org:Princeton University;Survey Research Center 
adr:;;169 Nassau Street;Princeton;NJ;08542-7007; 
version:2.1 
email;internet:efreelan@princeton.edu 
title:Associate Director 
fn:Edward Freeland 
end:vcard 
 
--------------065C5A4566084F545704EB7F-- 
 


